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Abstract 
Abstract 
The research promotes a better understanding of the response of torsionally unrestrained and 
restrained ductile systems by examining the mechanism developed during the torsional response 
of systems as they are affected by the dynamic actions of the translational and rotational mass. 
A simple but effective design strategy for the seismic design of torsionally asymmetric systems 
is suggested based on the estimate of the system displacement ductility capacity and the 
distribution of the estimated system strength to its elements. The strength eccentricity is 
considered the main parameter to influence the ductile response of asymmetric systems. 
The possible success of the design strategy to limit displacement demands of the elements to less 
than their displacement ductility capacity, for zero and increasing strength eccentricities, was 
examined against the effects of key parameters expected to influence response. These 
parameters are: strength eccentricity and the associated increase of system strength, mass 
eccentricity, ratio of radii of gyration of strength and mass, reduced system displacement 
ductility capacity, transverse elements and their degree of torsional restraint, the ratio of element 
nominal yield displacement, i.e., a=!:1ye2/!:1yel. and associated stiffness eccentricity, uncoupled 
translational period, consideration of different earthquake records and their direction of 
application. 
Elements are modelled with a realistic relationship between element strength, stiffness and 
nominal yield displacement. The stiffness is strength dependant and the nominal yield 
displacement is a geometric and material property independent of strength. The centre of 
strength and stiffness are, therefore, not independent parameters. 
This research focuses on analytical studies of torsionally unrestrained and restrained single-mass 
asymmetric systems. Single, two and multi-element systems were examined. An experimental 
programme was also undertaken on single-mass models to verify some of the analytical findings. 
The findings suggest that the suggested design strategy is successful in limiting the displacement 
demands on elements to less than their displacement capacity for zero and increasing strength 
eccentricities. No differentiation is required between systems having or not having mass 
eccentricity. The proposed design strategy is slightly different for torsionally unrestrained and 
restrained systems. It promises to be straightforward, rational and in terms of design efforts most 
user friendly. 
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NOTATION 
=F1oor dimension parallel to the X-axis 
=Gross cross section area of a wall component 
=Fraction of the total floor area 
=Aspect ratio of a wall 
=Aspect ratio of a beam 
=Total floor area 
=F1oor dimension parallel to the Y-axis 
=Width of a fuse or width of a reinforced concrete flanged structural wall 
=Neutral axis depth 
=Coefficient associated with the lateral force pattern 
=Coefficients associated with elements (1) and (2) to estimate the 
displacement capacity of the system 
=Damping matrix 
=Centre of mass 
=Centre of stiffness or rigidity 
=Centre of strength or resistance 
=Distance of outermost resisting elements parallel to the Y-axis 
=Distance of out~rmost resisting elements parallel to the X-axis 
=Ratio of stiffness eccentricity and radius of gyration of mass 
=Artificial eccentricity for use in the Eurocode torsional provisions only 
=Modulus of elasticity of concrete and steel, respectively 
=Design eccentricity 
= Equivalent single degree of freedom system 
=Mass eccentricity 
=Stiffness eccentricity 
=Stiffness eccentricity ratio 
ix 
ev, evx, evy =Strength eccentricity 
evlD, evxlD, evylD =Strength eccentricity ratio 
f; =Compressive strength of concrete 
Fs =Force measured with a load cell 
fsh =Steel stress attained within the strain hardening region 
fsu =Ultimate steel stress attained in the strain hardening region 
fy =Yield strength of reinforcement 
g =Acceleration of gravity 
GC =Geometric centre 
h =Total height of a building 
hb =Depth of a beam 
. he - =Depth of a column 
hr =Thickness of a fuse 
hi =Level of the accelerated mass of wall components, substitute wall-
elements, frame elements and systems where the total seismic force is 
assumed to act 
Ie =Effective second moment of area (Cracked sections) 
Ig =Gross second moment of area (Uncracked sections) 
1m =Rotational inertia of distributed mass 
Ime =Effective rotational inertia of distributed mass 
10 =Mass rotational inertia of a square plan floor 
k ff =Rotational stiffness of a fuse 
(kff ) e =Effective rotational stiffness of a fuse 
(ke)e, (kei)e =Effective translational stiffness of an element 
(Ks)e, (Kxs)e, (Kys)e =Effective translational stiffness of an elastic system 
[K] =Stiffness matrix 
K~ =Torsional stiffness of the system with respect to the centre of stiffness 
including all elements of the system 
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Notation 
= Translational stiffness of an element 
= Translational stiffness of elements along the X and Y-axis 
=Translational stiffness of a component 
=Translational stiffness of an elastic system 
=Post -elastic stiffness of a component 
=Torsional stiffness of the system with respect to the centre of stiffness 
including all elements within the system 
XI 
=Torsional stiffness of the system with respect to the centre of stiffness 
not including those perpendicular elements to the direction being analysed 
=Total translational mass of the system 
=Mass matrix 
=Multi-degree of freedom system 
=Effective translational mass of the system 
=Fraction of the total mass 
=Flexural moment of a component 
= Flexural nominal moment 
= Flexural plastic moment 
= Flexural normalized moment, Mn(~O)/MnrN=O) 
= Flexural moment after strain hardening 
=Flexural moment at first yield 
=Axial load in a column or wall component 
=Lateral force applied at level n of a multi-storey system 
=Force reduction factor 
=Post-yield stiffness coefficient 
=Radius of gyration of stiffness 
=Radius of gyration of mass 
=Radius of gyration of distributed mass of a square floor diaphragm 
=Radius of gyration of strength 
xii 
S 
SDOF 
SHS 
T 
Te 
u 
Vne• Vnei 
Notation 
=Ratio of the radii of gyration of strength and mass 
=Plastic section modulus of a steel member 
=Single degree of freedom system 
=Square hollow section 
=System torque 
=Thickness of the flange of a reinforced concrete structural wall 
=Dynamic torque introduced by the mass rotational inertia 
=Uncoupled translational period of the elastic system 
=Thickness of the web of a reinforced concrete structural wall 
=Uncoupled translational period along the X and Y-axis of the elastic 
system 
=Uncoupled rotational period about the Z-axis of the elastic system 
= Translational velocity of the system 
=Rotational acceleration of the system 
=System rotation 
= Translational acceleration of the ground motion 
= Translational acceleration of the system 
= Translational displacement of the system 
=Location of an element from the centre of stiffness 
=Amplitude of two successive displacements of the free vibration test 
=Static force applied at the centre of mass of the system 
=Base shear assigned to an element 
=Nominal strength assigned to an element 
=Excess nominal strength assigned to a system 
=Excess translational stiffness of an elastic system 
=Excess rotational stiffness of an elastic system 
V she 
V ns, V xns, V yns 
V shs, V xshs, V yshs 
V xne, Vyne 
Yay, Vax 
x,y 
X,Y,Z 
Z 
Notation xiii 
=Strength of the elements of the test model after strain hardening 
=Residual strength of an element 
=Residual strength of an element' 
=Nominal strength assigned to a component 
=Nominal strength assigned to a system 
=Nominal strength of the test model after strength hardening 
=Redistributed base shear due to an external torque T=ev Vns to selected 
couple of elements 
=unit strength assigned to the system along the X or Y-axis 
=Nominal strength assigned all elements parallel to the X or Y-axis, 
respectively 
=Force at first yield of an element 
=Rotational strength contr.ibuted by those element parallel t_o the Y or X-. 
axis 
=Rotational frequency 
=Translational frequency 
=Location coordinates of a fraction of the total floor area Ai from an 
arbitrary reference axis 
=Location coordinates of an element from the centre of mass 
=Location coordinates of the geometric centre from an arbitrary reference 
axis. 
=Principal axes of the system 
=Elastic section modulus of steel member 
=Effective nominal yield displacement of a system 
=Displacement at first yield of an element 
=Effective nominal yield displacement of an element 
=Smallest nominal yield displacement of parallel elements within a system 
=Design displacement of the system 
xiv 
,1max 
,1yi 
ex. 
Csh 
Esu 
Notation 
=Maximum displacement at level x 
=A verage displacement at the extreme point of the structure at level x 
=Lateral displacement of the elastic component, element or system 
=Displacement introduced to the shake table 
=Time step used in the numerical integration of the equations of motion 
=Displacement demand or capacity of an element 
=Displacement demand of an element 
=Displacement capacity of an element 
=Displacement demand or capacity of a system 
=Displacement demand of a system 
=Displacement capacity of a system 
=Displacement demand or capacity of a component 
=Nominal yield displacement of an element 
=Nominal yield displacement of a component 
= Yield displacement of the system at first yield 
=Nominal yield displacement of the system along the X and Y-axes 
=Lateral displacement of the elastic component, element or system, 
respectively 
=Ratio of nominal yield displacement of parallel elements in a two-
element system 
=Coefficient quantifying the distance between centre of mass and an 
element as a function of D; Coefficient for the accidental eccentricity 
=Drift capacity 
=Nominal yield drift 
=Strain of steel at the beginning of strain hardening 
=Strain of steel associated with ultimate tensile strength 
=Strain of steel within the elastic range 
=Tensile yield strain of steel material or reinforcement 
<1>'yf 
y 
Notation 
=Curvature of the elastic component 
=Effective nominal yield curvature of a fuse section 
=Curvature at the onset of yielding 
=Curvature capacity of a fuse section 
=Ultimate curvature of a section 
=Nominal yield curvature of a fuse section 
= Yield curvature of a fuse section at first yield 
=Nominal yield curvature of a section 
= Coefficient for the dynamic eccentricity 
=Curvature coefficient of a section 
=Effective length of the fuse 
=Length of beams between fuses in the frames of the test model 
=Length of beams in the frames of the test model 
=Length of columns in the frames of the test model 
=Length of a fuse 
=Length of a substitute wall-element 
=Excess strength factor quantifying the excess strength assigned to 
element i. 
=Length of the beam in the beam-column fuse test 
=Length of a wall component 
=Excess strength factor quantifying the excess strength assigned to the 
system 
=Displacement ductility of a component or element 
=Displacement ductility of a system 
=Displacement ductility of an element 
xv 
xvi 
J.4i 
e 
FC 
SB 
UH 
ES 
OP 
LI 
TU 
TR 
pmax 
Pmin 
Pe 
Notation 
=Curvature ductility of a section 
=System rotation 
=Fuse rotation 
=Column rotation associated with the rotation at first yield of the beam 
fuses in the test model 
=Fuse connection 
=Spherical bearing 
=Unidirectional hinge 
=Encased shaft 
=Opening 
=Lead ingot 
=Torsionally unrestrained 
=Torsionally restrained 
=Fuse rotation at first yield 
=System rotation 
=Nominal yield drift angle 
=Nominal yield rotation of a fuse 
=Effective nominal yield rotation of a fuse 
=Reinforcement ratio of concentrated steel at the ends of a structural wall 
=Maximum reinforcement ratio 
=Minimum reinforcement ratio 
=Ratio of distributed reinforcement in a structural wall 
=Neutral axis coefficient to estimate the depth of the neutral axis from the 
extreme fibre in tension 
=Damping ratio expressed as a percentage of the critical damping 
=Damping ratio as a percentage associated with the X, Yand Z modes of 
free vibration of single-mass systems 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
There is enough evidence to suggest that during past earthquakes, one of the causes of severe 
damage and even collapse of buildings has been excessive diaphragm rotations. A review of the 
technical literature indicates that the damage to buildings caused by torsional effects has 
occurred frequently. For instance, ground accelerations of O.14g to O.18g in the Great Alaska 
Earthquake of 1964 [ClO] generated extensive building damage including the J.C Penney 
Building that collapsed due to excessive twisting. During the Miyagi-Ken earthquake of 1978 
[Yl] ground accelerations of O.25g to 0.40g were reported, generating damage to several 
buildings including the Obisan Building that failed due to torsional effects. Of the total 
buildings that collapsed or suffered excessive damage during the Mexico Earthquake of 1985 
[R5], 42% were comer buildings which are known to be susceptible to excessive diaphragm 
rotations; the maximum ground acceleration reported at the lake bed was O.20g. The Northridge 
Earthquake of 1994 [G3] resulted in ground accelerations between O.20g and l.Og. The 
Barrington Medical Building in Santa Monica, a six-storey non-symmetric framed structure, 
exhibited damage due to torsional effects. The Kobe Earthquake [Cll] of 1995, with a reported 
maximum acceleration of O.80g, caused the partial collapse of a number of comer buildings. 
Are cUrrent seismic torsional design provisions ff~ally enabling structural engineers to design 
buildings to exhibit satisfactory ductile behaviour? It seems that after four decades of research, 
no general conclusions have been reached concerning the torsional response of ductile structures 
subjected to earthquakes. Chandler, et al [C8] comments on the research progress and 
controversies concerning seismic torsional response. "Progress in understanding the seismic 
response behaviour of asymmetric building systems has been rather slow, considering the 
research efforts devoted to this subject during the last four decades. This is manifested in the 
relative scarcity of conclusions of general validity". Besides the question posed above, others 
that also require an answer are: Do we really have a thorough understanding of the torsional 
behaviour of ductile systems? Are our modelling assumptions for elements, and hence that of 
systems, close enough to reality? 
A variety of research findings on torsional behaviour are familiar to the structural engineering 
profession. In the 1930's, experimental studies were initiated on the elastic behaviour of simple 
one-storey systems [A5]. With the arrival of the computer in the 1960's, more sophisticated 
research of elastic systems were conducted and subsequently extended to cover also ductile 
systems [S4]. By the 1980's, the parameters governing the response of elastic systems were 
clearly identified and their effects on the response were understood [Kl]. Research efforts since 
then have dominantly focused on ductile behaviour. However, as previously stated, no 
convincing conclusions have been reached yet when dealing with ductile systems. 
Current seismic design provisions for torsion of most building codes [11] are intended for both 
elastic and ductile systems. They originated from the studies by Rosenblueth and Elorduy [R3] 
of elastic systems. Their approach was based on a design eccentricity that includes both 
dynamic and accidental eccentricities as to be explained in detail in Section 1.2.3. The dynamic 
eccentricity is a modification of the stiffness eccentricity to account for the role of the mass 
rotational inertia on the system response. The accidental eccentricity accounts for unforeseen 
differences between the calculated and the actual properties of the structure and the probable 
presence of rotational ground motions. This first seismic torsional provision was introduced 
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some 40 years ago in several codes. It was intended to address elastic response. However, it has 
also been extensively used in the estimation of strength demands on ductile systems. 
The scenario presented above was perceived to justify further studies on the torsional seismic 
response of ductile systems. It is hoped that this may contribute to improvement of design 
procedure. 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Review of relevant previous studies 
To aid an appreciation of research advancements in this field, a brief review of a few selected 
projects is undertaken here to outline specific key issues and developments, as they emerged 
over the last decades. 
An early study on the torsional response of structures published by Ayre [A5,1938] is considered 
to be a pioneering. It examined, for the first time, the response of single and two-storey elastic 
test models to free vibration. The models had one and two-fold symmetry, i.e., unidirectional or 
bidirectional stiffness eccentricity. The theory, used to identify features of free vibration of 
single-storey buildings, was merely the application of the principles of vibration of systems of 
several degrees of freedom [T1,1928]. Parameters such as centres of rigidity and mass were 
already of common knowledge. The concepts of symmetry and- asymmetry were used to describe 
the relationship between mass and stiffness distribution in the system and without reference to its 
plan geometry. The main objective was to provide a better understanding of the vibration of 
buildings where horizontal translation and rotations about a vertical axis are interconnected due 
to different mass and rigidity distributions. It was advocated that engineers should strive for 
symmetry since such types of systems are easier to analyse. 
Another investigation conducted by Ayre [A6,1943] studied the response of the single-mass 
system described above when subjected to an idealized ground motion. The experimental tests 
were conducted with a shake table built at the University of Stanford [11, 1929], believed to be 
the first of its class in the United States. The structure was subjected to a short, unidirectional 
and damped sinusoidal motion. The idealised ground motion was varied for a wide range of 
frequencies to include the natural frequencies of the models. The direction of application was 
also varied. It was found that a change in the ground motion frequency was accompanied by the 
usual pronounced difference in response at resonance and non-resonance frequencies. Changes 
in ground motion direction were, in general, of less importance than changes in frequency; 
however, at near-resonance frequencies, the direction was important in determining the response. 
In another pioneering paper, Housner and Outinen [H2,1958] identified for the first time 
differences in response between static and dynamic analyses of elastic systems. These were 
found to originate from the engagement of the mass rotational inertia and influencing system 
responses. They compared maximum dynamic-induced stresses by the earthquake in 
unsymmetrical elastic structures with those induced by equivalent static lateral forces. It was 
concluded that the static method of analysis underestimates significantly the magnitude of the 
maximum stresses during dynamic analyses. It was evident that the greater the eccentricity, 
measured between centres of mass and rigidity, the greater the differences between predictions 
of dynamic and static analyses. 
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The first attempt at addressing seismic design provisions for asymmetric elastic structures was 
that of Bustamante and Rosenblueth [B2, 1960]. They stated that actual eccentricities of 
horizontal storey shear might be much in excess of what can be accounted for by static 
computations. This implies that this may be one of the reasons why damage from torsional 
oscillations was observed. Other identified reasons for discrepancies relevant to analytical 
solutions are: uncertainties in the calculations of the relative rigidities and hence in the location 
of the centre of rotation, differences between dynamic and static behaviour, uncertainties in the 
force distribution and nonlinear behaviour. They also observed that building codes [S1, 1958 
and B1,R4,1960] adopted, for the first time, a minimum stiffness eccentricity of 5% of the plan 
dimensions to account for uncertainties during torsional response. They concluded, from studies 
on multi-storey elastic systems, that the dynamic eccentricity exceeded statically computed 
values and that a rough estimate of dynamic effects on asymmetric multi-storey buildings can be 
obt~ined from the response of an asymmetric single-storey structure with similar characteristics. 
Rosenblueth and Elorduy[R3,1969] proposed a design eccentricity for the Mexican Building 
Code. They suggested that to overcome the deficiencies of the static method, a design 
eccentricity of ed=l.Oer or l.Sen whichever provides more severe actions, should be considered. 
This is the first torsional provision that took into account the dynamic effects of the mass 
rotational inertia on the response of elastic systems. 
Shibata, Onose and Shiga [S4,1969] examined the nonlinear response of eccentric single-storey 
structures when subjected to one and two-directional idealized input ground motions. They found 
that the nonlinear response is dependant on the horizontal distribution of strength and that the 
ground motion in the X and Y-direction should be considered in the analysis. This was because, as 
they pointed out, yielding in one direction will affect the response in the other direction. 
Rutenberg [R6,1992] and Rutenberg et al [R7,1995] provided comprehensive state of the art 
reviews of the nonlinear response of asymmetric building structures and building code 
provisions covering the research advancements until 1994. 
Chandler, Duan and Rutenberg [C8,1996] prepared, as part of the Task Group 8 of the European 
Association of Earthquake Engineering, a most critical review of the research efforts dedicated 
to this field. They expressed concern that few valid conclusions have been reached during the 
last four decades. They pointed out that the main reasons for this was the lack of consistent 
definitions of governing system parameters, the choice of structural models particularly, for the 
evaluation of non-linear behaviour and the arbitrary selection of earthquake records. They 
identified several key areas where a lack of agreement with respect to results was apparent. 
They are briefly summarised as follows: 
1. The choice of models for inelastic analysis. The choice of structural models for inelastic 
analysis appears to be the main source of variation among findings. Some researchers had 
reached conclusions based on systeJp.s displaying transverse elements providing additional 
torsional resistance whereas other investigators have reached different conclusions with 
systems not including such types of elements. Two models are commonly examined: 
stiffness and/or mass-eccentric models. They had, in most cases, two, three or four parallel 
elements along the direction of application of the earthquake record. 
2. Accidental eccentricity. The inclusion of an accidental eccentricity, into the design 
eccentricity provisions for seismic design, has been a controversial issue. This provision, 
stipulated in most building codes, intends to account for uncertainties in calculated and 
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actual properties of the structure and the probable presence of a rotational component of the 
ground motion. In inelastic analyses, the fact of including or not the accidental eccentricity 
results in different strength distributions and total strength. Some researchers believe that 
the accidental eccentricity should not be included in the analyses because it is intended to 
account for unpredictable variations of assumed system properties and characteristics. 
Other investigators argue that findings obtained from systems not accounting for the 
accidental eccentricity are not correct because the model analyzed is not representative of 
the one actually designed. 
3. The choice of the reference system for comparing the response of asymmetric systems. It 
has been common practice to refer to asymmetric structures as ''Torsionally unbalanced 
systems". These systems are characterised by non-coincident centres of mass and stiffness. 
Two reference models have been used to compare its response: a single degree of freedom 
(SDOF) system having the same translational period and strength as the asymmetric system 
or alternatively, a "Torsionally balanced system". The latter is the same as the original 
model; however, its centre of mass is shifted to coincide with the centre of stiffness. This 
has been a popular choice, primarily because, based on traditional modelling of force-
displacement relationships, the variation of element strength changes the nominal yield 
displacement of the elements. 
4. Excess strength of systems. Excess strength arises when the nominal lateral strength of a 
code-designed "torsionalJ..y· unbalanced system" exceeds that of the corresponding 
"torsionally balanced system". It is the result of assigning strength to the elements due to 
different values of design eccentricity. Some investigators normalize the strength by 
considering the ratio of the total strength of the torsionally unbalanced system and that of its 
torsionally balanced reference model. This is done to separate the effect of the increased 
total strength from the effect of the strength distributions among elements. It was 
mentioned as a better approach for optimising strength distributions. The analyses of 
systems considering just their computed strength were mentioned as just suitable for 
comparing the response of the asymmetric system with their reference model. 
5. Transverse elements. The response of systems where the transverse elements introduce or 
do not introduce torsional resistance seems to be one of the reasons why researchers have 
disagreed in their findings. It was pointed out that if transverse elements provide torsional 
resistance then it is essential that the system is also SUbjected to the transverse component of 
the earthquake record excitation. This has been a source of controversy. It was mentioned 
that transverse elements contributing with torsional resistance may affect response. 
However, it was also pointed out that there was no justification to extend analyses on these 
type of systems because findings from models where transverse elements do not introduce 
torsional resistance and subjected to unidirectional input only are considered to provide a 
critical torsional response. 
6. Rotational strength and radius of gyration of strength. They also commented that it is 
necessary to identify those parameters affecting the response of inelastic systems. Besides 
the total translational strength and the centre of strength, the rotational strength and the 
radius of gyration of strength were proposed to quantify the response of ductile systems. It 
is believed that the radius of gyration of element nominal strength is better for this purpose. 
7. Uncoupled torsional to lateral frequency ratio. This ratio, which is equivalent to the ratio 
of radius of gyration of element stiffness and that of distributed mass, has also been a 
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controversial parameter. This is because different locations have been used as reference by 
researchers for the derivation of the torsional stiffness and the radius of gyration of mass. 
The torsional stiffness and radius of gyration of mass has been measured relative from either 
the centre of stiffness or from the centre of mass. In a third definition, the torsional stiffness 
is taken about the centre of stiffness whereas the radius of gyration of mass is taken about 
the centre of mass. Differences between these definitions increase with increasing 
eccentricities. It is evident that results obtained form identical values of uncoupled torsional 
to lateral frequency ratio, but differently defined, will not be in complete agreement. 
8. Damping ratio. Differences in the magnitude of this characteristic were mentioned as a 
relevant parameter. However, they indicated that it is not considered a source leading to 
significant variations in the results. 
9. Secondary slope ratio. The modification of the post-elastic stiffness of elements was 
mentioned as a possible source for differences in findings. It was indicated, however, that 
they appear not to be significant. 
10. Earthquake record characteristics. It was also mentioned that the frequency content of the 
earthquake, pattern of pulses in the record, number of records considered in the parametric 
studies and the relative levels of ground motion to which those records are normalized 
affects torsional response. Hence, conclusions obtained from an arbitrary selection of 
earthquake records are difficult to assess. 
From 1995 until today, studies on the torsional response of ductile systems have focussed on that 
of multi-storey asymmetric models [D7,D8] and systems comprising transverse elements 
introducing torsional resistance and subjected to bidirectional earthquake input 
[A4,CI2,Dl,D4,D6,H3,R2,Ll] and pushover analysis of buildings [T2]. The Task Group 8 of 
the European Association of Earthquake Engineering has also been very active organizing three 
Workshops dealing exclusively with Asymmetric and Irregular Structures [Rl,K4,D5]. 
Based on the research over the past 15 years on the ductile response of asymmetric systems, 
several common key features were recognized in these studies: 
• All studies have based the research on assumed force-displacement modelling of elements 
where strength has been made traditionally proportional to assumed stiffness. 
• In most studies, the stiffness eccentricity is considered as the main parameter influencing the 
response of both elastic and ductile structures. 
• Although the centre of strength has been recognized as a relevant parameter influencing 
torsional response, no study appears to have offered thorough explanations of its role in the 
system response. 
• Extensive research effort addressed optimal strength distributions to elements, which would 
lead to ductility demands on elements less or equal to their ductility capacity. 
• A large number of studies are related to examinations of current code provisions. 
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• Many studies concentrated on identifying trends rather than attempting to provide 
explanations why some seismic design provisions for torsional behaviour do not 
satisfactorily predict ductility demands on flexible and stiff side elements in the structure. 
• The traditional force-displacement modelling applicable to elements assumes their stiffness 
as a geometric property independent of strength. System strength is assigned to the elements 
in proportion to the element stiffness taking elastic translational or rotational-imposed 
system displacement into account. Assumptions for element stiffness are generally cursory 
and often bear little relationship to real conditions such as will arise in reinforced concrete 
members, subjected within the elastic domain, to intense shaking. Cursory stiffness values 
may lead generally to gross underestimation of displacements to be expected. Stiffness of 
the elements was not considered to be affected by assignment of strength. 
• The increase of system strength has been associated with the stiffness eccentricity and the 
radius of gyration of the element stiffness. 
Recently, Paulay [P2-P12] has shown particular interest in the torsional seismic response of 
ductile buildings after enquiries relevant to how the displacement ductility capacity of existing 
asymmetric buildings can be assessed. His view on this issue is summarized below. 
• He indicates that current provisions are based on properties of elastic systems and therefore 
have limited relevance to ductile systems. The element stiffness and, hence, stiffness 
eccentricity is the main parameter influencing response of elastic systems. In contrast, 
element strength and, thus, strength eccentricity is believed to be the main parameter to 
influence the response of ductile systems. 
• The concept of stiffness being strength-dependant is introduced. This realistic relationship 
demonstrates that centres of strength and stiffness are not independent parameters. It is 
shown that the nominal yield displacement of an element is a geometric and materials 
property which is independent of strength. 
• Paulay introduced the idea that the displacement ductility capacity of a system is based on 
the displacement capacity of its critical elements. 
• Another contribution of Paulay was his review, using statics, of mechanisms developed 
during torsional behaviour of two-element asymmetric ductile systems. It was shown how 
the dynamic actions of the mass translational and rotational inertia interact with the strength 
of the elements. 
• A conceptual study on systems was also presented for cases when an earthquake record is 
applied from different directions. It was recalled that once the translational strengths of the 
system, along the principal axes, was established, the system strength, at any other oblique 
direction, is larger. 
• Paulay also proposed a mechanism based design approach. Its drawback was that it 
mistakenly did not account for the role of the mass rotational inertia on the response. 
\ 
• With respect to the issue of system strength distribution, it was stated that the assignment of 
element strength is under the control of the designer and therefore a particular strength 
eccentricity, believed to generate an optimal system response, can be selected. It was 
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proposed, for the required translatory system strengths, to reduce or eliminate strength 
eccentricity. 
• It was expressed that an elimination or reduction of system rotations, due to torsional 
behaviour, should not need to be the primary design aim. Instead system rotations should be 
accepted and perhaps even encouraged, if it is shown that displacement ductility criteria for 
different translatory elements are not violated. Thereby, greater energy dissipation and 
consequent effective damping is achievable. 
Tso and Myslimaj [T3,M3] recently recognized, like Paulay, that strength and stiffness of 
reinforced concrete elements are related. They stated that the stiffness distribution was not 
known prior to the assignment of strength to the elements. Consequently, current strength 
distribution guidelines, based on element stiffness, need to be changed. They also considered that 
the designer is in control of the location of the centre of strength and associated stiffness. They 
concluded, based on the response of single-storey systems, that system rotations should be 
minimized to prevent large torques and maintain small rotational responses. They established 
that this is achieved if the centre of strength and stiffness are located at opposite sides with 
respect to the centre of mass; a strength distribution which they referred to as the "balanced CV-
CR" location. They suggested guidelines for a strength distribution based on the yield 
displacement of the elements. 
1.2.2 Review of relevant previous experimental studies 
A review of the technical literature, focussing on the research of ductile systems using 
experimental models, was carried out with the aim of assessing whether they provided 
experimental verification of the analytical research. 
Shibata [S4, 1969] carried out tests using reinforced concrete single-storey structures comprising 
two frames along the X and Y-directions. Two models were tested: one symmetric and another 
asymmetric. The symmetric model had uniform distribution of mass, stiffness and nominal 
strength. The asymmetric structure had an uneven distribution of stiffness and strength. This was 
achieved by reducing the cross section dimensions and reinforcement of two columns. Both 
specimens were subjected to a simple sinusoidal excitation. It was found that the response is 
affected during the dynamic excitation by distributions of strength and stiffness. The ratios of 
rotational and translational displacement increased as the amplitude of the sinusoid motion was 
increased. Collapse occurred due to excessive rotations. 
Dusicka [D9, 2000] completed experimental studies of a single-storey ductile structure. It 
comprised a single mass connected to vertical rectangular flat bars to resist the dynamic lateral 
forces. The models had different stiffness, strength and mass distributions. The change in 
stiffness was achieved by reducing the height of the flat bars. Bidirectional ground motions were 
also introduced to the structure. Comparisons between experimental and idealised models were 
undertaken, and a consistent level of correlation was found in the results. They suggested that 
this research provided confidence in the numerical and experimental models used to study 
inelastic response of torsionally susceptible ductile structures. Torsional response was observed 
for all models including those that had no stiffness eccentricity. The strength eccentric models 
had significantly higher demands on the stronger and stiffer element. 
De Stefano et al [S2, 2001] conducted several shake table tests of a three-storey steel model 
structure. The model was a 1/5 scale of its prototype. The structure consisted of welded 
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rectangular hollow sections. The mass of the first test was symmetrically located along the 
structure. Centres of strength and mass were coincident and also coincided with the geometric 
centre of the system. In a second test, the elements of the model remained unchanged; however, 
structural asymmetry was achieved by shifting the centre of mass by 200 mm from its geometric 
centre. Hence, centres of mass and strength did not coincide. Comparisons between 
experimental and idealised models were undertaken and it was found that the response of the 
asymmetric building models was characterised by similar and significant torsional motions along 
the height of the building. It was also found that the edge displacements induced by maximum 
rotations were on average 29% of the maximum displacement demand attained at the centre of 
stiffness at all floors. 
The above mentioned studies suggests that there is a scarcity of experimental verification of the 
analytical research conducted on single and multi-storey asymmetric ductile structures. This is a 
regrettable limitation on the advancements in this field of study not only for a better 
understanding of the torsional behaviour and verification of modelling assumptions but also for 
the development of better seismic design provisions. 
1.2.3 Review of building code provisions for seismic design of asymmetric systems 
Systems with a base shear capacity, VE, reduced below that required for an elastic response, are 
expected to deform beyond the elastic range during strong ground motions. These systems 
should be able to sustain seismic-induced forces by limiting displacement demands on inelastic 
elements to less than their displacement capacity. This, in fact, may be achieved through 
hysteretic energy dissipation at plastic hinges expected to develop at specific locations of the 
elements. 
Seismic-induced forces, expected during ground motions, are modelled as external forces applied 
at the centre of mass. The application of a static lateral force to the centre of mass of a 
symmetric system will lead only to translations because centres of mass, strength and stiffness 
are coincident. 
In the case of asymmetric systems, the application of a static force to its centre of mass is 
expected to also generate rotations because the centre of mass does not coincide with the centres 
of strength and/or stiffness. It is widely accepted that the distribution of the design base shear 
has a relevant effect on their response. This should be distributed on the elements of symmetric 
and asymmetric with or without mass eccentricity to satisfy static equilibrium, i.e., ev=O.O. 
Static eqUilibrium is traditionally achieved in practice by distributing the design base shear on 
elements according to the following expression. 
(1-1) 
where k
ei is the stiffness of an element, er is the stiffness eccentricity, u; is the distance of the 
corresponding element from the centre of stiffness and K~ = L ke;u; is the torsional stiffness of 
the system taken with respect to the centre of stiffness. 
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The first tenn of Eq 1-1 corresponds to the design base shear being distributed on the elements in 
proportion to their translational stiffness. The resulting centre of strength coincides with the 
centre of stiffness; but not necessarily matching the centre of mass. The centre of strength is 
then shifted to the centre of mass with the second tenn. Here, the design base shear is 
redistributed among the elements in proportion to their distance from the centre of stiffness. 
Seismic design provisions for torsion in most building codes recommend that the stiffness 
eccentricity, shown in Eq 1-1, should be replaced by the design eccentricity. This eccentricity is 
expressed as, 
ed = re, + {JA (1-2(a» 
ed =e, + {JA + e1 (Eurocode provision only) (1-2(b» 
It consists of a dynamic eccentricity, re" which takes into account the dynamic effect of the 
mass rotational inertia on the system response. The factor, y, increases or reduces the stiffness 
eccentricity by a codified quantity, as shown in Table 1-1. The accidental eccentricity, /3A, 
accounts for unforeseen differences between the calculated and actual properties of the structure 
and probable presence of a rotational component of ground motions. This is commonly a 
fraction of the diaphragm plan dimension. 
The eccentricity e] is only applicable to the Eurocode torsional provISIons. This provision 
considers the likely effect of the mass rotational inertia on the system response through this 
artificial eccentricity, as shown in Table 1-1. This provision is also based on the response of 
elastic systems [M2]. It depends on the configuration of the floor plan, the stiffness eccentricity 
and radii of gyration of stiffness and mass. 
Table 1-1. Design eccentricity coefficients 
Design eccentricity 
Country Coefficients e1 
r /3 
New Zealand [/1] 1.00 ±0.10 
Costa Rica [/1] 2.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 Not applicable 
Japan [/1] 1.00 0.00 
USA (UBC) [/1] 1.00 ± 0.05 Ax 
The smallest value of the next two expressions. 
e1 = O.I(A + B)~lO(e, / A) ::; O.lO(A + B) 
1.00 
Eurocode [/1] +0.05 e1 = 11 2e,(r; - e~ - rk2 + ~(r; +e~ - rf)2 +4e~r;) 
or 
if rk2 = 5(r; + e;) then e1 = 0.0 
1.00 -0.05 0.00 
Note: When torsIOnal rrregulanty eXIsts, as defmed m the UBC, they may be accounted for by mcreasmg the 
accidental eccentricity in each level by an amplification factor, Ax=(..1max/l.2..1avg)2~3.0, where ..1avg is the average of 
the displacements at the extreme points of the structure at level X and ..1max is the maximum displacement at level x. 
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The dynamic and accidental eccentricity coefficients 'Y and ~ and the eccentricity e1 (applicable 
to the Eurocode provision only) are summarized in Table 1-1. Some of these coefficients are 
explicitly stipulated whereas others were implicitly deduced. 
The design eccentricity, taken relative from the computed stiffness eccentricity, establishes the 
location on the floor diaphragm where the external static forces should be applied. Although, the 
resultant of the seismic-induced forces should be applied at the centre of mass, in some cases, the 
magnitude of the design eccentricity will indicate that they should be applied at a different 
location. Although this is not physically correct, it turns to be a mere manipUlation of the static 
analysis to achieve an optimal distribution of system strength among elements which is expected 
to generate a satisfactory inelastic and elastic torsional response. 
The substitution of the design eccentricity, as expressed by Eq.1-2, into equation Eq.l-1 has been 
shown to introduce a strength eccentricity and an increase of system strength. The increase of 
system strength is a function of the stiffness eccentricity and the radius of gyration of element 
stiffness [Z2]. 
The Earthquake resistant design method for buildings in Japan [11] is the only provISIOn 
examined in this study, which does not explicitly stipulate a design eccentricity. It recommends 
a direct increase of the ultimate lateral shear strength of the system which depends on the ratio of 
stiffness eccentricity and radius of gyration of element stiffness along the principal axes, i.e., 
e,lrk ratio. For instance, a building is considered regular in plan if e,lr~O.15 and hence no 
increase of system strength is required. In case of e,lrk>O.15, the ultimate lateral shear strength 
of each storey shall be increased by a factor Fe, as shown in Table 1-2. 
Table 1-2. Relationship between the e,/rk ratio and the excess strength factor Fe 
e,lrk Fe 
e,lrk S 0.15 1.00 
0.15S e,lrk S 0.30 Linear interpolation 
e,lrk ~ 0.30 1.50 
Building code provisions, in general, provides additional criteria to establish plan regularity 
besides minimum values of stiffness eccentricity [II]. For instance, there are restrictions on the 
plan configuration of the building, such as minimum dimensions for re-entrant comers, 
diaphragm openings and even limitations on the torsional stiffness of the building. 
If the system is irregular in plan, additional limitations should also be satisfied for use of the 
static method in seismic design along with the corresponding torsional provisions described 
above [II]. The most significant limitation is that the centre of mass and centre of stiffness 
should be located along two vertical lines along the height of the structure. 
The seismic design provisions for torsion of ductile systems described above have three 
disadvantages: 
• They consider the stiffness eccentricity as the main parameter to influence the response of 
ductile systems. No mention is given to the strength eccentricity. 
• No differentiation is made for asymmetric systems expected to respond elastically or 
inelastically. 
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• It does not consider the fact (to be demonstrated in Chapter 2) that the stiffness of an element 
is not known until its strength is established. 
This situation justifies further studies into the seismic response of asymmetric systems, aiming at 
improving current design provisions for ductile asymmetric systems. 
1.3 Statement of the problem 
It is perceived that there is a lack of understanding of the torsional response of ductile structures. 
There are many studies identifying trends in behaviour from inelastic time history analyses rather 
than analysing in depth structural behaviour when certain parameters are varied. Studies are 
conducted considering stiffness as the primary parameter influencing response rather than 
strength and displacements resulting in conclusions, reached by authors, that are often 
contradictory. Efforts are required to explain the role of the different strength-related parameters 
and the means by which adverse effects of torsional behaviour can be rationally reduced by the 
structural engineer. 
Seismic design provisions for torsional behaviour of ductile systems are still predominantly 
based on the elastic properties of the structure, i.e., stiffness eccentricity, without taking into 
account parameters that dominate ductile response, i.e., strength eccentricity [Pll]. These 
provisions do not differentiate between serviceability and ultimate limit states. At a 
serviceability limit state (SLS) the structure is expected to respond essentially in the elastic 
domain. The parameters that govern at this stage are: translational periods, the ratio of 
translational to torsional periods, stiffness eccentricity, damping, and ground motion input. In 
contrast, at the ultimate limit state (ULS), ductile behaviour is expected and other parameters 
become dominant. They are: strength eccentricity and associated system strength, distribution of 
mass and nominal strength of the elements, nominal yield displacements and the plan-wise 
location of elements. 
Current design aims are inclined towards an optimal distribution of strengths on the lateral force 
resisting elements leading to element displacement ductility demands equal or smaller than their 
displacement ductility capacity. These aims significantly differ from those of a displacement-
focused design, where it is advocated that displacements are the main causes of structural 
damage and therefore they should be limited to satisfy performance criteria. 
Structural designers do not have access to a simple, rational and versatile design procedure for 
use in the design of ductile buildings. There is a need for a design strategy that is flexible 
enough to be used as part of a force or a displacement-focused seismic design strategy. It should 
be applicable to systems where the design criteria are to develop the displacement ductility 
capacity of elements or to develop element maximum displacements associated with specific 
performance criteria, whichever is critical. This design strategy should also address the 
vulnerability assessment and retrofit of existing structures[P17, P19]. The latter, however, was 
not contemplated in this study. 
Another dilemma resulting from current research is with respect to the bilinear force-
displacement modelling of elements relevant to ductile systems. According to traditional 
modelling, the nominal yield displacement of an element increases by increasing its strength. 
Recent studies [Pll,P18,P20,P21] have demonstrated, however, that the nominal yield 
displacement of a component is essentially a function of its dimensions and the yield strain, Cy. 
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It is insensitive to strength and realistic values of axial load. Thus, if the nominal yield 
displacement is essentially constant, once the component's geometry is defined, an increase of 
strength will only increase its stiffness. Consequently, stiffness becomes proportional to strength. 
The effect of this approach, which is claimed to be more realistic than current modelling, is that 
centres of strength and stiffness are not independent. This realistic relationship is a major 
consideration in this study. 
A review of the technical literature, as presented in Section 1.2.2, indicates that experimental 
studies on the torsional response of asymmetric systems are scarce. It seems there is a need to 
conduct more research on this field to verify findings derived from analytical models and to 
improve current seismic design provisions dealing with ductile systems. 
In the endeavour to improve understanding of structural behaviour and to trace the reasons for 
torsional features, details of this study are restricted to single-mass ductile systems. It is felt that 
improved understanding of the relevant behaviour would also effecti vel y influence the designer's 
approach to the behaviour that may arise in multi-storey systems. 
1.4 Objectives 
In summary the objectives of this study are: 
1. Develop a simple and rational design strategy, independent of -current building code 
provisions, which is likely to lead to the avoidance of excessive displacement demands on 
particular elements resulting from system rotations. 
2. Contribute to the understanding of the torsional response of ductile systems from strength 
rather than a stiffness-based perspective. 
3. Explain how the dynamic actions of the mass rotational and translational inertia during a 
dynamic response influence the torsional behaviour of the systems. 
4. Generalise the findings relevant to ductile systems having any plan configuration with or 
without mass eccentricity. 
5. Establish rational relationships between stiffness and displacement capacity of a system and 
its constituent's elements. 
6. Conduct limited experimental studies on simple structural models and predict their response 
with analytical models. 
7. Conduct, for specific cases, a study gauging seismic excitations in directions different from 
the principal axes of the model system. 
1.5 Scope and limitations 
Chapter 2 examines factors affecting the modelling of components and their effects on the force-
displacement relationship of common structural elements. It also summarizes the fundamental 
theory concerning single-mass asymmetric systems. Chapter 3 considers in depth the response of 
two and multi-element systems when no torsional strength and stiffness is provided by transverse 
elements. Chapter 4 extends the study on two and multi-element systems having transverse 
elements providing torsional and lateral resistance to the system. Chapter 5 presents 
experimental behaviour of torsionally unrestrained and restrained single-storey structures 
subjected to lateral seismic excitation. Chapter 6 summarizes a suggested design procedure 
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based on the understanding of the torsional issues. Chapter 7 restates the main conclusions 
reached in this research and identify problems considered unsolved and research needs for the 
future. 
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Chapter 2. Fundamental Relationships 
2.1 Introduction 
This study deals with two and multi-element ductile asymmetric systems comprising substitute 
wall-elements representing any lateral force-resisting element. These elements will be modelled 
with a realistic bilinear force-displacement relationship. Parameters are suggested to relate the 
plan configuration of systems to its rotational mass and to measure the effect of the mass 
rotational inertia on system rotations. A simple and rational design strategy is proposed which 
aims at quantifying the displacement ductility capacity of the system and suggests a distribution 
of strength among its elements to limit their displacement demands to less than their 
displacement capacity for zero and increasing strength eccentricities. 
2.2 Design criteria 
The design criteria for systems in general, including those prone to torsional behaviour to be 
adopted in this study, is claimed to be rational, deterministic, and simple. It is necessary to limit 
directly acceptable displacement demands of systems to less than their displacement capacities 
rather than their strengths. The displacement capacities of systems are controlled by the 
displacement capacities of their critical elements. 
In the case of reinforced concrete structures, the displacement capacity of the elements is limited 
as follows: 
(a) It is restricted by the verified displacement ductility capacity of components, as detailed and 
constructed or, 
(b) The displacement capacity of the elements may be restricted by limiting storey drifts to 
minimize the P-d effect. The storey drifts should not exceed those acceptable for buildings. 
These storey drift limits usually vary between 0.015 and 0.025[S6] or, 
(c) Storey drift limits may also restrict the displacement capacity of the elements to satisfy 
specific performance criteria. This is intended to limit the amount of structural or non-
structural damage and provide protection to the contents of buildings [S5]. This is 
sometimes referred to as a serviceability limit state. 
2.3 Definition of a structural system and its three dimensional characteristics 
A structural system consists. of a set of lateral force resisting elements providing resistance to 
dynamic forces and gravity loads. It also comprises a rigid diaphragm component intended to 
carry gravity loads and lateral force-induced actions. Elements may exhibit different lateral 
displacements due to torsional effects. Each element comprises one or more components to be 
subjected to identical lateral displacements. 
For instance, consider a four-storey system displaying two lateral force-resisting elements along 
the X and Y-axes, as shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2. Element (1), shown in Figure 2-1 (a), is 
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a wall element placed along gridline A -A comprising two interconnected wall components of 
different lengths whereas element (2) is a frame element; see Figure 2-1(b), comprising several 
beam-columns components. Elements (3) and (4), as illustrated in Figure 2-1(c), are wall 
elements along gridlines 1-1 and 2-2 comprising just one wall component. For the sake of 
simplicity, the system is reduced to a single-mass system where the effective mass of the system 
associated with a triangular inverted displacement pattern [L3], Me, is assumed concentrated at 
the level of the accelerated mass of the system (hi=2/3h) where the centre of seismic force is 
assumed to act. Each element is then reduced to a substitute wall-element comprising a single 
wall component of height hi and length .fj ; see Figure 2-1. They will have the same properties of 
strength, Vne, nominal yield displacement, dye, and stiffness, ke, of the original elements. 
The geometric centre, GC, or centre of area of the single-mass system floor diaphragm is 
referred to the point that satisfies the following relationships, 
(2-1) 
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where, Ai is a fraction of the total floor area, Ar = I Ai is the total area of the floor and 
(Xi' Yi) are the location coordinates of a fraction of the floor area A; with respect to an arbitrary 
reference axis. 
The centre of mass, CM, also referred to as the centre of inertia, is the point where the mass of 
the single-mass system is considered concentrated. All external lateral forces are applied at that 
point. For the system shown in Figure 2-2(a), the centre of mass coincides with the geometric 
centre of the diaphragm. The system displays a mass eccentricity, em, if these two points do not 
coincide; see Figure 2-2(b). This eccentricity corresponds to the distance between the centre of 
mass and geometric centre. 
The effective mass of the system, Me, is assumed unifonnly distributed over a rectangular plan, 
(AxB). The rotational mass, 1m, is therefore 
(2-2) 
The radius of gyration of the uniformly distributed mass, rm, is expressed by 
(2-3) 
The centre of strength, CV, which is also referred to as the centre of resistance, is the location of 
the resultant nominal strength of all elements in the system. The strength eccentricity, ev, is the 
distance between centre of mass and centre of strength. The coordinates of the centre of strength 
(ev,XIevy) with respect to the centre of mass are 
(2-4(a» 
(2-4(b» 
where (Xi,Y;) are the location coordinates of element i. V xnei and Vynei are the nominal strengths of 
the elements located parallel to the X and Y-axes, respectively. 
The radius of gyration of strength, rv, is defined as the square root of the ratio of torsional 
strength, V 9y and V 9x, to system translational strength, Vns, as shown below. 
(2-5) 
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where, V ~ = L vyne; (x; - evx )2 and V (b: = L Vxne; (y; - evy Y are the torsional strengths contributed 
only by parallel elements along the Y and X-axes, respectively. These quantities are taken with 
respect to the centre of strength. The strength of elements nonnal to their plane is considered to 
be zero. Vxns = LVxne; and Vyns = LVyne; . are the translational strengths of the system along the 
X and Y-axes, respectively. 
In case of single-mass elastic systems, the centre of stiffness, CR, is the point at which the 
application of a static lateral horizontal force will impose lateral displacements without 
generating system rotations. It is also the point that remains motionless when it is subjected to a 
torque. Other tenns commonly encountered in the technical literature defining this point are: 
centre of rigidity, centre of twist, shear centre, and centre of decoupling [HI,T4]. The 
coordinates of this point are 
(2.6) 
where kxei and kyei are the translational stiffness of element i along the X and Y-axes, respectively. 
The radius of gyration of stiffness, rk, is defined as the square root of the ratio of torsional 
stiffness, KOy and Kex, to system translational stiffness, Ks. 
(2·7) 
where, K~ = Lkye;(x; -erx)2 and K(b: = Lkxe;(Y; -eryYare the torsional stiffness, taken with 
respect to the centre of stiffness, contributed only by parallel elements along the Yand X-axes, 
respectively. Kxs = Lkxe; and KyS = Lkye; are the system's translational stiffness along the X 
and Y-axes, respectively. 
2.4 Equations of motion of structural systems 
The study will focus on the inelastic seismic response of idealized single-mass models. For 
instance, consider the idealized system shown in Figure 2-3. It comprises two substitute wall 
elements along the X and Y-axis. The elements are modelled as axially inextensible spring 
members attached to the ground with in-plane stiffness, neglecting its out of plane and torsional 
stiffness. The system consists of a rigid floor diaphragm with three degree of freedom: two 
translational (X and Y-direction) and one rotational degree of freedom about the Z-axis. The 
analysis is simplified by relating the degrees of freedom of all the nodes at a floor level to the 
degrees of freedom of the floor diaphragm. Systems will be analytically modelled with the three-
dimensional inelastic analysis program 3D-Ruaumoko [el]. 
The motions of an undamped single-mass system subjected to a ground motion input, ii
o ' 
are 
governed by three equations of motions [S3]. 
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M iix + Ikxi(u X - YiUe)= -M iixo 
M iiy + Ikyi(u y +Xiue)=-M iiyo 
(2-8(a» 
(2-8(b» 
(2-8(c» 
These are obtained through equilibrium of dynamic forces along the X and Y-axes and moments 
about the centre of mass. In this expression, Ux and uY' are the displacements imposed at the 
centre of mass along the principal axes and Ue is the rotation of the system. The sign convention 
used for these equations is shown in Figure 2-3. Because the floor diaphragm is assumed 
infinitely rigid in-plane, the displacement at any location within the system is obtained as a 
combination of ux, uy and U(J. 
y 
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Figure 2-3. Modelling of a single-mass system for analysis purposes and sign convention 
This expression can be simplified in matrix format, for elastic undamped systems, as shown 
below. 
w
2 0 2-Ux x -wxery 
( :; J = -[:: 1 Uy + 0 w2 2- (2-9) y wyerx 
rmiie 2- 2- w2 
rmUe 0 
-wxery wyerx e 
where 
w2 = K xs . w2 = K ys 2 Ke 
e ery 
·W =_. erx =..E.... . e (2-10) x M ' Y M 'e I ' , ry 
m rm rm 
wx, wyand We are the translational frequencies of the undamped system along the degrees of 
freedom of the floor diaphragm. 
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Equation 2-9 can be reduced even further for elastic systems exhibiting stiffness eccentricity 
along the X-axis only as shown below, 
(2-11(a» 
(2-11(b» 
These expressions indicate that the vibration of the undamped system is independent along the 
X-axis whereas oscillations along the Y-axis and about the Z-axis are coupled. The parameters 
affecting the torsional response of elastic systems having unidirectional stiffness eccentricity are: 
the translational frequency along the Y-axis, stiffness eccentricity, and the ratio of radii of 
gyration of stiffness and mass. 
The Newmark constant average acceleration (/3=0.25) method [S3] is used to determine the 
inelastic response of the system. For this purpose, a general expression, in matrix format, 
comprising Eq. 2-8 and including the system's damping characteristics is solved. This expression 
is, 
[M]{ ii} + [C]{u} + [K]{u} = -[M]{iio} (2-12) 
where the mass matrix, [M], is diagonal because all nodes at a floor level are related to the 
degrees of freedom of the floor diaphragm. The damping matrix, [C], is assumed, for 
convenience, to be diagonal. The damping ratio, (, measuring the system's damping as a 
percentage of the critical damping, is assumed as 5% for each mode of vibration unless stated 
otherwise. The stiffness matrix, [K], of ductile systems is time dependant. 
A small time step, Lito is required to represent accurately the input ground motion. The time step 
to be used is 4=0.01 sec. This is less than the recommended value of Llt=0.10Ts where Ts is the 
translational period with the highest mode of vibration significantly contributing to the response 
of the system. 
2.5 Earthquake records for dynamic analyses 
It is well known that due to differences in frequency content of earthquake records, diverse 
system responses are expected even when the earthquake records possess a similar maximum 
acceleration. Therefore, to examine the effect of different ground motions on the torsional 
response, three earthquake records were selected. 
An Artificial earthquake record is considered; see Figure 2-4(a). The El Centro record is 
massaged to match the design acceleration spectrum for intermediate soil specified in the New 
Zealand loading standard[S6]. It has a duration of 20.0 seconds and exhibits a maximum 
acceleration and velocity of 0.36g and 0.66 m/sec, respectively. 
The Bucharest earthquake record, shown in Figure 2-5(a), occurred 170 km away from the 
epicentre at a depth of 110 km and had a Richter magnitude of 7.1. It has two large acceleration 
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amplitude pulses of 0.18g and 0.20g. The duration of the record is 15.0 sec. It has a maximum 
ground acceleration and velocity of 0.20g and 0.74 mlsec. 
The Kobe earthquake record, illustrated in Figure 2-6(a), took place near the city of Kobe, Japan 
at a depth of 16.0 km and had a Richter magnitude of 7.1. It exhibits large cycles of ground 
accelerations between 4.0 and 9.0 seconds. The duration of the record is 20.0 sec. The 
maximum acceleration and velocity of the record is 0.84g and 0.92m1sec, respectively. 
2.6 Response spectra of the chosen earthquake records and scaling procedure 
The elastic and inelastic response spectra are used to identify distinctive characteristics of each 
earthquake record on the response of single degree of freedom systems. 
The response spectra of elastic single-degree-of-freedom systems subjected to the earthquake 
records described in Section 2.5 are shown in Figure 2-4(b) and (c), Figure 2-5(b) and (c), and 
Figure 2-6(b) and (c). These spectra are derived using the SPECTRA program [C4] for damping 
ratios of (=5%, 10%, 20%, and 40%. In general, all three-ground motions exhibit, as expected, 
a reduction in spectral accelerations and displacements as the damping ratio increases. The 
Artificial earthquake response spectra show, as expected, spectral accelerations matching the 
design spectrum for intermediate soil of the New Zealand loading standard [S6]. Displacements 
increase linearly as the system translational period increases. The Bucharest earthquake 
response spectra present a quite different response. Two peak spectral accelerations are-
observed at 0.5 and near 1.5 seconds. The spectral displacements increase linearly as the 
translational period increases. However, for the first 0.8 seconds the displacements are 
essentially the same and independent of the damping ratio. The Kobe earthquake response 
spectra exhibit two big spectral accelerations for translational periods of 0.4 and 0.8 seconds. 
The spectral displacements increase linearly up to a period of 1.0 seconds and thereafter they 
remain essentially constant. 
Figure 2-4(d) and (e), Figure 2-5(d) and (e) and Figure 2-6(d) and (e) show the response spectra 
of inelastic single-degree-of-freedom systems subjected to the three earthquake records 
mentioned before. The system's hysteretic behaviour is modelled using a simple elasto-plastic 
force-displacement relationship, as shown in Figure 2-7(a). These spectra are derived using the 
INSPECT program [C3] for a 5% damping ratio and assuming displacement ductility demands 
of Jllis=1.0, Jllis=3.0, and Jllis=5.0. All three accelerograms exhibit a reduction in the spectral 
acceleration as the displacement ductility demand increases. The Artificial earthquake record 
shows similar displacements for the elastic and inelastic system up to a period of Ts=0.5, 
thereafter the spectral displacements increase as the displacement ductility factor increases. The 
Bucharest record has the peculiarity that after the first 1.5 seconds the displacements with the 
elastic system are larger than that of inelastic systems. The Kobe record also generates a similar 
displacement behaviour beyond the translational period of 0.8 seconds. 
The earthquake records described before will be scaled to impose on asymmetric systems, to be 
described in subsequent sections, specific values of displacement ductility demands. This scaling 
procedure will help identify differences in response between earthquakes, in particular, those 
concerning with torsional motions. The procedure contrasts with the commonly used approach 
where the maximum elastic response acceleration is reduced by a reduction factor,R,[G2,H3,R2]. 
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The drawback of the reduction factor is that it does not guarantee a displacement 
ductility demand of the same order on systems having different translational periods when 
subjected to different ground motions having a similar maximum acceleration. 
2.7 Modelling the inelastic behaviour of structural components 
In the research concerning the inelastic response and behaviour of structural asymmetric 
systems, it has been a common practice to model the non-linear behaviour of structural 
components and elements with simple bilinear force-displacement relationships. The shape of 
this bilinear relationship will depend on the component's material (composite or homogenous), 
its strain hardening characteristics and the means of energy dissipation (bending, shear, and/or 
axial inelastic deformations and axial buckling). The study will consider four common force-
displacement simulation representing inelastic flexural deformations of reinforced concrete and 
structural steel components. 
(a) The elastic-perfectly plastic simulation shown in Figure 2-7(a), represents the simplest 
model for the hysteretic bilinear behaviour of reinforced concrete and steel components and 
elements. It assumes the same loading and unloading stiffness. The model does not include 
strain hardening or stiffness degradation. 
(b) The bilinear model illustrated in Figure 2-7(b) has the characteristics of the elastic perfectly 
plastic model. However, it also includes strain-hardening characteristics of the component 
by specifying its post-yielding stiffness. 
(c) The modified Takeda model [01] shown in Figure 2-7(c) has specific characteristics 
suitable for the modelling of reinforced concrete components by approximating the effects 
of stiffness degradation and strain hardening. 
(d) The AI-Bermani model [Zl] exhibited in Figure 2-7(d) reflects a smooth transition between 
the elastic and post-yielding stiffness. It is particularly useful to represent the hysteretic 
behaviour of steel components. However, it does not consider stiffness degradation. 
2.8 Properties of structural components 
2.8.1 Nominal yield curvature 
In seismic design, it is considered satisfactory to represent the non-linear moment-curvature 
relationship of a section with a bilinear relationship. Two particular points are of interest: the 
yield curvature, ¢J~i. and the nominal yield curvature, ¢Jyi as shown in Figure 2-8. 
The yield curvature, ¢J~i' associated with the onset of yielding, is expressed as, 
(2-13) 
where ty is the tensile yield strain of the material, i.e. the reinforcing steel, and qf i is the depth 
of the neutral axis from the extreme fibre in tension of the section, as shown in Figure 2-8(b). 
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The other point of practical interest is the nominal yield curvature, ¢y;' This is a linear extension 
of the yield curvature. It is expressed as, 
(2-14) 
where Mn is the nominal flexural strength of the section associated with a nominal yield 
curvature of ¢y; = 7¢~; and My is the flexural yield strength associated with the curvature at the 
onset of yielding, ¢~;. 
-v n 
(a) Elasto-plastic bilinear model (b) Bilinear model with post ... yield stiffness 
-
-
--
(c) Modified Takeda model (d) AI-Bermani model 
Figure 2-7. Examples of force-displacement relationships used in this study 
By substituting Eq. 2-13 into Eq. 2-14, the nominal yield curvature results to be 
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(2-15) 
where 11 is the curvature coefficient suggested by Paulay [Pll] that depends on the shape of the 
cross section and the distribution of the reinforcement. 
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Figure 2-8. Realistic force-displacement relationship 
The curvature coefficient, 11, enables a realistic definition of the bilinear force-displacement 
relationship of ductile components. Paulay [Pll] has suggested approximate values of curvature 
coefficient for structural steel and reinforced concrete components with different cross section. 
The results are summarized in Table 2-1. Some of these results are based on moment-curvature 
analyses carried out within this project; see Appendix A. These results were obtained using 
practical values of the ratios of distributed, Pt, and boundary reinforcement, Pb. and axial load 
ratios, N/(j' cAgY, encountered in actual buildings. 
Table 2-1. Curvature coefficients, 11, for structural steel and reinforced concrete components [PH] 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 
Section 
• ls:e~1 
Steel. ~ ~ ~ ~ F Geometry D. c:::::::::::::: RC 
~y ~ ~1'J ~! ~ ~! ~i ~: Strain Pattern y . Ey ty ! t'O.75D!""'l I-O.80D, ; 1",:°·900 ; 1,,:,0.940 j j'.0.700 j"l 
Stress pattern ~ f~ f~ ~ ~ ,<[mll~~, f~ R\ at Ultimate fy 
~ 0.50 0.50 .... 0.66 =0.75 =0.80 =0.90 =0.94 =0.70 
MnlMy 1.5 =1.15 .",1.77 =1.50 =1.40 =1.25 =1.32 =1.27 
1J 3.0 =2.3 .... 2.7 =2.0 =1.8 =::1.4 =1.4 =1.8 
Note: Further details are presented in Appendix A. 
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Priestley [P16] has also suggested a similar coefficient, K, for reinforced concrete sections, as 
shown in Table 2-2. 
Table 2·2. Curvature coefficients, 1(, for some reinforced concrete components[P16] 
R 
Reinforced concrete components K=rjJ -Y e 
Y 
Circular Column 2.45±l5% 
Rectangular Column 2.14±lO% 
Rectangular Wall 2.0±l5% 
Flanged, Rectangular Beams 1.7±lO% 
In the case of reinforced concrete sections, the yield curvature can be readily determined using 
the properties of a transformed concrete section with given geometry and with known quantity 
and arrangement of reinforcement. This procedure, however, is not suitable for design purpose 
particularly when reinforcement details are not yet known. The significance of Eq. 2-15 is that 
with the aid of the approximate value of curvature coefficient and nominal yield curvature, 
subsequent nominal elastic displacements, !le, can be readily estimated. An accurate curvature 
evaluation can be made after the design and the detailing of the structure has, been completed. 
This, however, will seldom be necessary because, as Appendix A will show, the no~inal yield 
curvature is insensitive to the nominal flexural strength assigned to a section. 
The nominal yield curvature of a section is a characteristic independent of the nominal flexural 
strength. It can be readily used in current design practice. For the analysis of the full detailed 
structure, with known strength properties, the traditional expression of curvature rjJ=MIEI, can be 
rearranged to obtain an effective second moment of area, Ie, as a fraction of the gross second 
moment of area, I g, i.e., 
(2·16) 
This expression indicates that the effective moment of inertia can be estimated only after the 
nominal flexural strength has been assigned to the section. It also depends on the nominal yield 
curvature associated with the corresponding curvature coefficient. The effective moment of 
inertia will enable realistic predictions of component displacements. Displacements obtained 
using the gross section moment of inertia or reduced values, as recommended elsewhere for 
cracked reinforced concrete sections [S7], will significantly underestimate the actual 
displacements relevant to limit states in seismic design. 
2.8.2 Traditional and realistic relationship of component properties 
Section 2.8.1 has questioned the traditional relationship between nominal flexural strength, M n , 
flexural rigidity, Ecle, and nominal yield curvature, ¢yi. The common assumption that the 
,flexural rigidity of a reinforced concrete section is independent of its flexural strength turns out 
to be unrealistic. In contrast, it was shown that the flexural rigidity of a section is proportional to 
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its nominal flexural strength while its nominal yield curvature is a material and geometric 
property insensitive to the nominal flexural strength. 
In both research and structural design, it is common practice to consider the flexural rigidity of a 
section as independent of its flexural strength. Figure 2-9(a) shows the effective height of a 
cantilever reinforced concrete wall component subjected to a concentrated force at the top. Once 
the dimension of the component cross section is known, its flexural rigidity is readily obtained. 
The second moment of area is calculated based on the gross section, in the case of uncracked 
reinforced concrete sections, or as a fraction of it in the case of cracked sections. With this 
traditional approach, the flexural rigidity of the section is considered a constant and independent 
of its flexural strength. According to Figure 2-9(b), the nominal yield curvature of the section is 
dependant on the flexural strength. An increase in flexural strength from Mnl to Mn2, due to an 
increase in reinforcement content, is believed to increase the nominal yield curvature from f/Jyl to 
f/Jy2' The flexural rigidity remains unchanged. 
V
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Figure 2-9. Moment-curvature relationships for cantilever wall components 
In contrast, Section 2.8.1 has demonstrated that for reinforced concrete (composite material) 
sections the flexural rigidity and the flexural strength are not independent parameters. In 
addition, the nominal yield curvature depends solely on the geometry of the components cross-
section and the reinforcement tensile yield strain. Figure 2-9(c) shows the bilinear modelling of 
the section based on this realistic relationship. An increase in flexural strength form Mnl to Mn2 
generates a direct increase in flexural rigidity while the nominal yield curvature remains 
essentially unchanged. This study will consider this realistic relationship to model the elements 
of the asymmetric systems to be examined. 
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2.8.3 Nominal yield displacement 
The nominal yield displacement, flyi' of a component is associated with the attainment of the 
nominal yield curvature in the plastic hinge region. The nominal yield displacement of a 
cantilever reinforced concrete wall component is, 
(2-17) 
where ¢yi is the nominal yield curvature as established by Eq. 2-15, hi is the effective height of 
the component and C is the lateral force coefficient quantifying the distribution pattern of the 
lateral forces. For example, for cantilever components, C=11140 for an inverted triangular force 
pattern and C=113 for a concentrated force at the top of the component. 
By substituting the corresponding nominal yield curvature into Eq. 2-17, the nominal yield 
displacement is 
(2-18) 
where 17 is the curvature coefficient, ty is the yield strain of the material and Arw=h/f.j is the 
effective aspect ratio of the wall component. In accordance with assumptions made with respect 
to Eq. 2-15, the nominal yield displacement of a component is also insensitive of strength. 
In most buildings, it is likely that all components will have the same effective height, hi. The 
cross section of the cantilever component, the lateral force pattern coefficient and the yield strain 
of the material or reinforcement are assumed to be constant. Therefore, the relative nominal 
yield displacement can be simplified to 
~ 2] 1 1 fl . = Cne h. - DC -yl '/ Y I.e . .e. 
I I 
(2-19) 
This simple expression can be used to evaluate the relative displacements and hence 
displacement ductility demands on the components. This considers flexural deformations only. 
Additional deformations due to slip at anchorages, elastic elongation of reinforcement and shear 
deformations of the wall may also need to be considered in a similar way as suggested for the 
beam-column components [P20]. 
2.8.4 Limiting drift and displacement ductility capacity of cantilever wall components 
The displacement ductility capacity, ~ill, of a cantilever wall component is the ratio of its 
displacement capacity and nominal yield displacement, as shown below. 
(2-20) 
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The displacement capacity of the wall component may be limited by material strain limits or it 
may be further restricted by codified drifts limits, associated with specific performance criteria, 
as described in Section 2.2. At this stage, the knowledge of its seismic strength is not required 
[Pl1]. 
Figure 2-10 shows two wall components subjected to concentrated lateral force at the top and an 
inverted triangular force pattern, respectively. The nominal yield displacement of walls, better 
expressed as a nominal yield drift, depends on the lateral force pattern and is expressed as, 
(2-21) 
where C=113 is for a concentrated force at the top and C=11140 is for an inverted triangular 
force pattern. 
Another convenient expression is the nominal yield drift angle, 8yj, which is the angle of the 
slope tangent to the elastic displacement curve at top of the wall, as shown in Figure 2-10, and 
expressed as, 
By; = 1I2f/Jy;h; (Concentrated top force) 
By; = 3/ 8f/Jy;h; (Triangular force pattern) 
(2-22(a» 
(2-22(b» 
The nominal yield drift and its associated nominal yield drift angle are related. This relationship 
is, 
By; = (3/2) Oy; (Concentrated top force) (2-23(a» 
By; = (15/11) 0 y; (Triangular force pattern) (2-23(b» 
The ductility capacity of the wall component, in terms of drifts, is 
(2-24) 
It might happen that, for an expected displacement ductility capacity associated with material 
strain limits, components with a large nominal yield drift may end up with an excessive drift 
exceeding codified limits. For instance, it may exceed the drift limits of 0.015 to 0.025 as 
recommended for buildings [S6] unless performance based criteria require a smaller 
displacement [S5]. This issue can be evaluated with an expression relating the displacement 
ductility capacity of the cantilever component as a function of codified drift limits. This may be 
derived with Eqs 2-22, 2-21 and 2-15 leading to an expression function of the lateral force 
coefficient pattern. 
(2-25) 
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Figure 2-10. Nominal yield drift of a cantilever wall component 
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For instance, by substituting, into Eq. 2-23, the curvature coefficient of a rectangular reinforced 
concrete wall section, 7]=1.8, and the lateral force pattern coefficient for the walls, as shown in 
Figure 2-10, the displacement ductility capacity results in 
1.67 bUi f.L6.i = (Concentrated top force) 
cyArw 
(2-26(a)) 
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2.02oUi jiM = (Triangular force pattern) 
eyArw 
(2-26(b» 
Based on this expression, Figure 2-11 shows the usable displacement ductility capacity of both 
wall components for a drift limit of Oui=O.025 and increasing yield strain ey, i.e., increase in yield 
strength of reinforcement. It is evident that the displacement ductility capacity reduces as the 
aspect ratio is increased. 
In terms of structural design practice, a reduction of the displacement ductility capacity implies 
an increase in base shear and hence the need for additional strength. The economic benefit of 
using higher-grade reinforcement is thus largely cancelled [Pll]. 
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Figure 2-11. Limitations on the displacement ductility capacity of cantilever wall components 
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2.8.5 Component stiffness 
The component stiffness, kj , is taken as the ratio of its nominal strength, Vnj, to nominal yield 
displacement, L1yj. It indicates that stiffness is not a constant property, as traditionally assumed, 
and is dependent of the component's nominal strength. 
k. = Vni 
I /). yi 
(2-27) 
2.9 Properties of structural elements 
2.9.1 Assignment of strength to components of an element 
The usual distribution of element strength in proportion to the stiffness of the components is no 
longer necessary because the nominal yield displacement of a component is independent of 
strength. Element strength can be assigned in any way to benefit the structural response of the 
system. As an example, Paulay [Pll] has suggested a strength distribution in proportion to the 
wall components length squared, Vne oc.e: because it will assign a similar reinforcement ratio to 
each component. 
2.9.2 Structural element 
A structural element is a set of interconnected components subjected to the same lateral 
displacement, as shown in Figure 2-2. 
The element nominal strength, Vne, IS simply the sum of the nominal strengths of the 
components, i.e., 
(2-28) 
The element stiffness, ke, may then be defined as the sum of stiffness of all the components 
(2-29) 
The nominal yield displacement of the element, Llye, may be approximated as, 
/). = Vne 
ye k 
e 
(2-30) 
The nominal yield displacement of an element is a reference displacement that enables a bilinear 
force-displacements modelling to be used, as shown in Figure 2-12. It is hardly affected by the 
distribution of strength to components of the element, as the example provided in Section 2.9.3 
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will show. It does not contradict the fundamental property established in Section 2.8.3 where the 
nominal yield displacement of a component was shown to be insensitive to strength . 
.e. 
1:0 
Vne ~,,--I -...:..:;.-~.~ r--p:::.~=------,-
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k - Vne1 " ~+--- r--
e Aye 1 
~~------OnsetofcrocWng 
Displacement 
(b) Bllinearrelationships 
Figure 2-12. Bilinear force-displacement modelling of substitute elements 
2.9.3 Example of a wall element 
Paulay [11] has extensively used an example of an element comprising several interconnected 
cantilever wall components to show the applicability of Eqs 2-26 to 2-28 to estimate elements' 
stiffness and nominal yield displacements and to derive its displacement and ductility capacity. 
This example is repeated here to clarify the interpretation of element properties. 
The wall element shown in Figure 2-13 consists of four interconnected reinforced concrete wall 
components. The rectangular walls have identical thickness and height. The relative lengths 
units of the wall components are fwl=l.O, f w2=1.26fw1 , f w3=l.59fwl and f w4=2.Dew1 . The 
element is subjected to an inverted triangular lateral force with a unit resultant base shear acting 
at the level of the accelerated mass. Interconnections will ensure identical lateral displacements 
of wall components at all levels. 
The nominal yield displacement of the wall components is readily derived with Eq 2-19. It is a 
property independent of strength, as already explained in Section 2.8. For ease in the derivation 
of the component's nominal yield displacement lets assume that the product of the variables into 
the brackets of Eq 2-19 is a constant equal to unity, i.e., [C'1lEyh2]=1.O. Also, consider the 
relative values of wall component's length previously provided as the actual length of the wall 
components. According to Eq 2-19, the nominal yield displacement of the components is equal 
to the inverse of the wall length. Hence, the nominal yield displacement of the wall components 
is f}.yl=1I1.0=l.O, f}.y2=111.26=0.79, f}.Y3=111.59=O.63 and f}.y4=1I2.0=O.50. 
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Figure 2-13. Example of interconnected reinforced concrete wall components 
This example also examines the effect of the strength distribution on the element's stiffness and 
its nominal yield displacement. For this purpose, two arbitrary distributions of strength are 
considered: 
(a) element strength is distributed in proportion to the component's flexural rigidity or stiffness, 
as it is traditionally undertaken and 
(b) element strength is distributed in proportion to the component's length squared Vne oc .e~i as 
suggested elsewhere [Pll]. 
In the first alternative, element strength is distributed in proportion to the component's flexural 
rigidity or stiffness, i.e., in proportional to the element length cube, as shown below 
3EI 3 
Vne oc ki = ~ oc .e wi (2-31) 
It is widely accepted that if element strength is assigned in this manner, all components will yield 
simultaneously. This situation is because stiffness is assumed a constant once the dimensions of 
the walls are known. The element strength is subsequently assigned to the components in 
proportion to their stiffness. The nominal yield displacement of each component is simply the 
ratio of its strength and stiffness. 
However, it has been shown in Section 2.8 (see Eq 2-19) that the above is true only if the lengths 
of the wall components are identical. 
Figure 2-l4( a) shows the force-displacement relationship of the element and its components 
when a unit base shear is distributed according to Vne oc .e~i' The nominal yield displacement and 
stiffness of the wall element is 4e=Vnlke=O.58 and ke = '[,ki = IYnlAyi = 1. 725, respectively. 
It has been recently suggested that distributing the element strength to its wall components in 
proportion to Vne oc .e~i has the advantage of providing approximately the same reinforcement 
ratios. Figure 2-l4(b) shows the case when a unit base shear is distributed in this fashion. It 
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leads to an element nominal yield displacement and stiffness. of 4e=O.61 and 
ke='Lk;='LVn;lAyi=1.65. 
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Figure 2-14. Idealized force-displacement relationship of an element comprising wall components 
A comparison of both strength distributions, (Figure 2-14(a) and (b» shows that, in terms of 
seismic design, the element nominal yield displacement of an element can be considered 
essentially unaffected by the strength distribution. 
The displacement and ductility capacity of the wall element is limited by the critical wall 
component. This component is that having the smallest displacement capacity. The 
displacement capacity is defined based on a specific limit state of those described in Section 2.2. 
In this example, it is assumed that all components have the same displacement ductility capacity 
of lll':.i=5.0 and that a specific drift limit will not be exceeded. Element (4), having the smallest 
nominal yield displacement, is the critical element with a displacement capacity of 
Au4=J.le4AY4=5. OxO.5=2. 5. All other element will have a larger displacement capacity when their 
displacement ductility capacity is reached. Hence, the displacement and ductility capacity of the 
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element, as restricted by the displacement capacity of element (4), is Llue=Llu4=2.5 and 
Jllle=LlusiLlye=2.5/0.61=4.10, as shown in Figure 2-14(b). 
2.9.4 Frames, coupled walls and other elements 
Frame elements, as that shown in Figure 2-2(b), consist of one subframe per storey comprising 
two or more interconnected beam-column components. The nominal yield displacement of each 
beam-column component may be estimated with a simplified expression suggested by Priestley 
[P20]. Its applicability is illustrated in the design example of Appendix D. 
Paulay [P13,PI4,PI5] has recently shown a simple procedure to estimate the nominal yield 
displacement and displacement capacity of coupled walls and dual elements systems. The 
corresponding displacement and ductility capacities, satisfying specific perfonnance criteria, 
may be established before the required strength of the system is known. No sophisticated 
computer analysis is needed. It was shown that the nominal yield displacement of the element 
can be estimated based on the effective aspect ratio of the walls and the relative strength to be 
assigned to the walls, frames and coupling beams. The design example provided in Appendix D 
gives an insight of this proposed method and its applicability to asymmetric systems. 
2.10 Properties of a structural system 
By similarity with Section 2.9.1, the distribution of system strength to its elements in proportion 
to the stiffness of the elements is no longer necessary. Strength can be assigned in any way to 
benefit the system structural response. Section 2.11 will provide some basic guidelines for its 
distribution among elements. 
The system strength, Vns, is defined as the sum of the nominal strength of the elements. 
(2-32) 
By similarity to equation 2-27, the system stiffness, Ks, is the sum of the stiffness of the 
elements. It is associated with systems subjected to translation only. 
(2-33) 
The above two expressions enable the nominal yield displacement of the system, Llys, to be 
determined as, 
Ll = Vns 
YS K 
S 
(2-34) 
By similarity with the element nominal yield displacement, as defined in Section 2.9.2, the 
system nominal yield displacement depends on the system strength and stiffness. It is also used 
as reference to model the bilinear force-displacement relationship of a system. It does not 
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contradict the fundamental property established in Section 2.8.3 where the nominal yield 
displacement of a component was shown to be independent of its strength. 
2.11 A proposed design strategy 
A design strategy is proposed considering the design criteria already described in Section 2.2. 
1. It aims at quantifying the displacement ductility capacity of the system, J.l.6s=~u/~ys. The 
displacement capacity of the system, ~us, is limited by the displacement capacity of the 
elements based on the design criteria adopted in Section 2.2. It is expected that the 
structural designer is able to estimate the nominal yield displacement of the lateral force-
resisting elements, ~ye, and hence that of the system, ~ys. The nominal strength to be 
eventually assigned to the system should ensure that displacement demands to be imposed to 
the elements does not exceed their established displacement capacities. 
2. It is suggested that the nominal strength is assigned to the elements of a typical system 
without gross irregularities so that the centre of nominal strengths of elements, with respect 
to the principal direction, X or Y, of earthquake-induced displacements, coincides with the 
centre of mass [Pl1]. The design aim is thus, to avoid strength eccentricity, which is 
considered to be the main feature enhancing system rotations. Zero strength eccentricity 
reduces but, as a general rule, does not eliminate stiffness eccentricity in asymmetric 
systems as will be ·shown in Section 2.18. The allocation of fractions of the required total 
system strength to three or more parallel elements, satisfying static equilibrium criteria, i.e., 
ev=O.O, as defined above, may be freely chosen by the designer, preferably to serve desirable 
features of behaviour or economy. To achieve this goal, there are an infinite number of 
solutions. Therefore, no set method is suggested for distributing the system strength to the 
elements of the system. 
As a basic guideline, the initial attempt to distribute system strength should consider the 
axial load, location and dimensional characteristics of elements. It is preferable to assign 
more strength to the inner rather than to the edge elements of the system. This is because 
edge elements with low axial loads and high seismic strength may require excessively large 
foundations. It is also preferable to distribute a higher base shear to the longer elements with 
a small nominal yield displacement and to check that the shear demand, due to the flexural 
strength, is below the code limits. 
A strength eccentricity may arise after an arbitrary distribution of system strength. To 
eliminate this likely strength eccentricity, it is suggested that it should be eliminated by 
redistributing the strength of one or more couples of selected elements to resist an external 
torque of T=evxVns. The system strength should remain constant. An example is provided in 
Section 2.11.3. 
3. In recognition of the fact that, due to variable tolerances in detailing and construction and 
codified constraints on minimum and maximum reinforcement ratios, the intended location 
of the centre of nominal strength cannot be achieved, the existence of some inevitable 
strength eccentricity should be acknowledged. Such quantified eccentricity may be accepted 
provided that they result from the nominal strength of any element being in excess of that 
satisfying zero strength eccentricity. The translatory strength of such a system will thus be in 
excess of its originally intended strength. Simultaneous excess strength in more than one 
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element may also occur. This may well result in reduced strength eccentricity or greater 
enhancements of the system strength. 
4. Accidental eccentricities, although not examined in the study, can be considered following 
current recommendations where the centre of mass is shifted by a specific distance from its 
assessed location. This shift introduces strength eccentricities and increased system 
strength. 
2.11.1 Rationale of the proposed design strategy 
The rationale of the strategy is that if, due to inevitable system rotations, displacements, 
additional to those resulting from system translations, are introduced to one of the elements, the 
total displacement demand on it should not exceed its displacement capacity. 
Design (target) displacement: D.d = 5.35A ye2 
'" !lust r !ld <1 
.ef 
ev=er<O.O s:::: I Q) I 
D.us < D.d E I Q) A~t: Co) Vn~>1.0 J!! ~ Ays AYS2 '-Q 
(j) eM (g) 
Elements 
Figure 2-15. The rationale of the proposed design strategy 
ev=er=O.O 
D.us=D.d 
"'ns=1.0 
This situation is shown in Figure 2-15 for element (2). As the primary cause of rotations, i.e., 
strength eccentricity, is associated with a corresponding increase of system strength, a reduction 
of the translatory displacement demand at the centre of mass can be expected to compensate for 
the torsion-induced displacements of critical element (2). The displacement ductility capacity of 
the system is expected to reduce with increasing rotations if the displacement of the critical 
element controls the maximum displacement. 
2.11.2 Distribution of system strength on two-element systems 
The primary aim in the distribution of the system strength to the two-element system is to satisfy 
static eqUilibrium, i.e. ev=O.O. Thereafter, it is necessary to comply, in the case of reinforced 
concrete components, with codified minimum and maximum requirements of reinforcement 
ratios or, in case of structural steel, availability of commercial sections. 
Figure 2-16 shows examples of structurally symmetric and asymmetric single-mass systems. In 
symmetric System A, the centre of mass coincides with the geometric centre of the floor plan. 
Two identical reinforced concrete substitute wall elements, i.e., £1=£2, with unit nominal yield 
displacement provide the seismic strength of the system along the Y-axis. These elements 
emulate, as stated before, any kind of lateral force resisting element in these planes. Asymmetric 
System B is similar to Symmetric SystemA. The only difference is that elements (1) and (2) have 
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nominal yield displacements of ll.yel=0.714 and ll.ye2=1.0 associated with relative lengths of 
/.1=1.4/.2 and /.2=1.0. 
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(a) Symmetric System A (b) Asymmetric System B 
Figure 2-16. Examples of two-element single-mass systems 
In case of symmetric System A, it is obvious that to satisfy static equilibrium, each substitute wall 
will have 50% of the total base shear. In theory, neither strength nor stiffness eccentricity will 
exist. However, once the building is built, an evaluation of the element's nominal and over-
strengths may indicate that one of them has a relative excess strength. This will introduce a 
strength and stiffness eccentricity and will increase the system strength. The ductile dynamic 
response of such a system will be examined in Chapter 3. 
While strength assigned to elements (1) and (2) of asymmetric System B may result in no 
strength eccentricity, stiffness eccentricity will exist because of differences in nominal yield 
displacements of the elements, i.e., element length, as will be described in Section 2.18. Hence, 
it is necessary to consider changes in the distribution of strengths to elements affecting 
eccentricities in both the elastic and inelastic range of response. 
2.11.3 Distribution of nominal strength in multi-element systems 
As stated before, a structural engineer should aim to satisfy static equilibrium when distributing 
strength to the elements of the system. In case of multi-element systems, there are innumerable 
alternatives in achieving this purpose. However, by considering guidelines based on the 
understanding of structural behaviour, the number of viable solutions reduces. As an example, it 
has been suggested, in case of elements comprising interconnected wall components; see Section 
2.9.3, to distribute the elements strength in proportion to it length squared (V
ne 
oc /.~), i.e., 
inversely proportional to the nominal yield displacement of the elements squared, V
ne 
oc 1/ 1l.2ye • 
By similarity, the design base shear of the structural system can also be initially distributed to the 
substitute wall elements in the same manner. However, it is unlikely that this distribution will 
satisfy static equilibrium. Subsequent adjustment of strength of all or certain elements will lead 
to a satisfactory distribution. 
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For instance, Figure 2-17 shows a multi-element system to which the system strength should be 
distributed to satisfy zero strength eccentricity. It has three reinforced concrete substitute wall 
elements along its Y-axis with relative lengths of f.l=f.3=i.O and f.2=2.0f.l and associated nominal 
yield displacements of dyel =dye3=1. 0 and dye2=O.5. 
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Figure 2-17. Distribution of strength to multi-elements system 
As a first step, it is decided to distribute the base shear inversely proportional to the substitute 
wall-elements nominal yield displacement. Figure 2-17(a) shows a unit base shear distributed on 
elements according to this criterion. This initial distribution generates, a strength and stiffness 
eccentricity of ev?erx=-O.093A. The stiffness of each element is obtained with Eq 2-27. The 
strength eccentricity is eliminated by redistributing the torque T=evxVE=O.07D to the couple of 
elements (1) and (3), as shown on top of Figure 2-17(a). This leads to a reduction and increase 
of the design base shear of elements (1) and (3) of V,=TIA=O.093, respectively. Figure 2-17(b) 
shows the final design base shear distribution satisfying static equilibrium, i.e. evx=O.O, but 
generating a stiffness eccentricity of erx=-O.047D due to the differences in element nominal yield 
displacement, i.e., differences in substitute wall-element lengths. 
A system may finish with a strength eccentricity and excess strength if any of the elements as 
built has excess strength in relation to that satisfying zero strength eccentricity. As in the 
previous example, the strength of elements, as built, is likely to be different from that resulting in 
no strength eccentricity. It is assumed that the strength of any element will not be less than that 
dictated by the design base shear and static equilibrium. The effect of eccentricities on the 
ductile seismic behaviour of systems based on excess strength of some elements is a major issue 
of this study. 
2.12 A relative measure of system's plan configuration 
The total mass of the system and its distribution along the floor plan plays an important role in 
the seismic torsional response of ductile structures. Whereas, the mass is a measure of the 
body's resistance to accelerate while subjected to lateral dynamic motions, the rotational mass, 
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which quantifies the distribution of the mass along the floor plan, is a measure of the body's 
resistance to angular acceleration. In the case of systems exhibiting torsional response, it is 
certain that the mass rotational inertia will influence system rotations as affected by strength and 
stiffness eccentricities. 
After years of research, it seems that there is no clear understanding of how the inertia of the 
rotational mass affects the response of ductile systems. In an attempt to clarify this issue, the 
influence of the plan configuration on the rotational mass is quantified by means of a reference 
radius of gyration of the mass. 
Consider as reference, the radius of gyration of uniformly distributed mass over a square area, 
(AxA). The corresponding rotational mass, denoted as /0' and its corresponding radius of gyration 
of the mass, ro, are expressed as 
(2-35) 
The radius of gyration of mass, r m, for several plan configurations in buildings as those shown in 
Figure 2-18, are normalized by using the reference value, roo All examples used here, have the 
same total mass and it is assumed to be uniformly distributed, hence, the plan area and total mass 
are proportional. . . 
The mass eccentricity of the systems shown in Figure 2-18(c) and (d) may exist if the storey in 
display is part of a system comprising upper storeys with different centres of mass. An example 
of such systems is a setback building. The location of the centre of mass in one or more stories 
of such type of buildings is not the same in every storey which affects the location of the centre 
of mass of the system. Therefore, the centre of mass of the system in a given storey may not 
coincide with the centre of mass of that same single storey even when its mass is uniformly 
distributed. 
Among other information, Figure 2-18 presents several plan configurations and its corresponding 
r,,/ro ratio to show how the plan configuration affects the rotational mass. It is seen from Figure 
2-18(d) that a rectangular configuration with mass eccentricity provides the largest r,,/ro ratio 
whereas the circular configuration provides the smallest r,,/ro ratio; see Figure 2-18(g). Plans 
with openings; see Figure 2-18(b) to (f), show the largest increase of the r,,/ro ratio. The T, + 
and L plan shape diaphragms, see Figure 2-18(h) to (j), do not lead to a significant increase of 
the r,,/ro ratio. It is evident that the r,,/ro ratio increases as the uniformly distributed mass is 
placed further away from the centre of mass and increases on systems having mass eccentricity. 
The r,,/ro ratio is a useful dimensionless parameter to quantify the effect of the plan 
configuration on the magnitude of the rotational mass. This parameter, however, does not 
provide an insight on how the mass rotational inertia may affect the torsional response. Section 
2.13 provides an alternative parameter to overcome this differently. 
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Figure 2-18 The effects of plan configurations on mass rotational inertia of uniformly distributed mass 
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2.13 The relevance of the ratio of radii of gyration of strength to mass 
The distribution of the nominal strength among elements of systems and the corresponding 
distribution of mass are considered, in this study, two important parameters, which influence the 
torsional behaviour of asymmetric systems. The ratio of radii of gyration of strength to mass, 
r,jr m, is a dimensionless parameter suggested to measure the effect of the mass rotational inertia 
on system rotations. The radius of gyration of the element nominal strength is selected to gauge 
the importance of the radius of gyration of mass. It has the advantage of remaining essentially 
constant during ductile behaviour and is easily established once strengths are assigned to 
elements of the system. For convenience, its effect will be measured in terms of a reference 
value of rv/rm=l.O. 
The radius of gyration of strength will only consider the nominal strengths of those elements 
parallel to the direction being considered for the earthquake excitation. The nominal strength of 
the transverse elements is not to be taken into account because it is assumed that the transverse 
component of the ground motion may have caused them to yield. This simplification may not be 
valid for torsionally restrained systems subjected to unidirectional earthquake record input 
because transverse elements are likely to remain elastic. However, when these systems are to be 
subjected to an earthquake record along different directions, transverse elements are expected to 
yield and hence torsionally restrained systems become, for short instances, torsionally 
unrestrained. Another reason for neglecting the ratio· of the nominal strength of the transverse 
elements to the radius of gyration of strength is because the degree of torsional restraint, as 
measured by the rvx/rvy ratio will not have a major effect in the response, as it will be shown in 
Chapter 4. System rotations are expected to be relatively small; hence, no difference will be 
made if their contribution to the torsional resistance is included in this parameter. 
The r,jrm ratio may be varied by changing the radius of gyration of the mass only or by varying 
both radii of gyration of strength and mass. A change of the radius of gyration of mass, while 
that of strength remains unaffected, is considered in this study to check the sensitivity of the 
system response due to differences between the computed and the actual distribution of mass. 
For this purpose, the radius of gyration of mass is varied by ±20% to account for this likely 
scenario. 
On the other hand, the r,jrm ratio may be also affected by a change in both the plan configuration 
of the diaphragm and the distribution of strength. Figure 2-18 shows the r,jrm ratio of several 
plan configurations comprising two elements along both principal axes. The total mass is 
uniformly distributed over the plan area and is constant for all systems. The r,jrm ratio is 
obtained for each principal axis without including the strength of the transverse elements due to 
the reasons explained above. The elements are placed at the edges of the floor diaphragm. This 
will provide an upper bound of the r,jrm ratio. The inclusion of parallel inner elements to the 
systems will reduce this ratio. 
The reference square-plan system has r,jrm=1.22 along both axis, as shown in Figure 2-18(a). 
This ratio is reduced on a square plan with mass eccentricity, see Figure 2-18(c), and a square 
plan with an opening; see Figure 2-18(d). The rectangular system shown in Figure 2-18(b) has 
rv/rm=1.54 along the Y-direction and rvx/rm=0.76 along the X-axis. This ratio is also reduced in 
the rectangular mass-eccentric system and that with an opening; see Figure 2-18(d) and (f) 
because the increase of radius of gyration of mass is larger than that of strength. For the rest of 
the floor diaphragms; see Figure 2-18(g) to G), the r,jrm ratio also increased relative to that of a 
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square diaphragm due to a larger increase of radius of gyration of element strength. It is evident 
that the different systems may have a similar r,Jrm ratio. 
2.14 Torsional restraint 
The seismic torsional behaviour of multi-storey buildings is complex. A large number of 
parameters is known to influence ductile response, in particular: strength and stiffness 
eccentricity, system uncoupled translational and rotational periods, radius of gyration of strength, 
stiffness and mass, number and location of lateral force resisting elements and ground motion 
input. To minimize the number of parameters affecting the response, researchers have been 
using structural models with two main simplifications: 
(a) Multi-storey systems are reduced to equivalent single-storey systems. This study considers 
it more appropriate to refer to single-mass systems, as already described in Section 2.3. 
This simplified system will have similar properties of mass, strength and stiffness to the 
multi-storey system. It is expected to generate a similar response even though it does not 
take into account the effect of higher modes on the system response [B2]. 
(b) An additional simplification is the elimination of the transverse elements providing 
torsional restraint. It is argued that the transverse component of the ground motion input 
will cause these elements to yield. However, to what extent this is realistic has led to 
recent studies being directed toward the inclusion of transverse elements 
[H3,R2,F1,D4,D3,G1,D1,C5]. 
Based on the simplifications enumerated above, for the purpose of this study, single-mass 
systems are classified as [P11]: 
(i) Torsionally un-restrained systems (TU). A single-mass system is torsionally unrestrained if 
the elements acting in a direction transverse to the application of the unidirectional ground 
motion input do not provide any torsional resistance. This is achieved when these 
transverse components act through the centre of mass. 
(ii) Torsionally restrained systems (TR). A single-mass system is torsionally restrained if at 
least one transverse plane of resistance, eccentric with respect to the centre of mass, exists 
providing translational and torsional resistance. The degree of torsional restraint provided 
by the transverse elements is quantified by the rvxlrvyratio. 
For the sake of simplicity, the study considers two-element systems to reduce the number of 
parameters influencing the response. Thereafter, single-mass multi-element systems are also 
considered to examine the effects that the number and location of the elements may also have on 
the torsional response. 
2.15 Classification of structural systems 
Systems are also classified based on the distribution of strength and stiffness relative to the 
location of the centre of mass [P 11]. 
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Structurally symmetric systems (CV=CR=CM=GC). A system is structurally symmetric 
when centres of strength, stiffness, mass, and geometry are coincident. The application of 
static or dynamic forces at the centre of mass will generate only translation in both the 
elastic and inelastic range of response. In case of two and multi-element systems, this is 
achieved if the nominal yield displacement of all elements is the same. Structural 
symmetry is also attained with multi-elements systems having elements with different 
nominal yield displacements. This is possible if elements are symmetrically arranged with 
respect to the centre of mass in accordance to their nominal yield displacement, as shown 
in Figure 2-19. 
Structurally symmetric systems with mass eccentricity (CV=CR=CMi-GC). A structurally 
symmetric system is mass eccentric when the centre of mass does not coincide with the 
geometric centre of the floor diaphragm. Independent of the location of the centre of mass, 
a system is structurally symmetric when the centres of mass, strength and stiffness are 
coincident. The coincidence of centre of strength and stiffness is only possible when 
elements of two or multi-element systems have the same nominal yield displacement. It 
also happens when elements with different nominal yield displacement are symmetrically 
located with respect to the centre of mass. 
Structurally asymmetric systems (CVi-CR; CM=GC). A system is structurally asymmetric 
when the centres of strength and stiffness are non-coincident. This is a feature of systems 
with elements having different nominal yield displacements and arranged arbitrarily with 
respect to the centre of mass. 
Structurally asymmetric systems with mass eccentricity (CVi-CR; CMi-GC). A structurally 
asymmetric system is mass eccentric, as previously explained in point (ii), when the centre 
of mass does not coincide with the geometric centre. The centres of strength and stiffness 
will never coincide because the elements have different nominal yield displacement and are 
not arranged symmetrically with respect to the centre of mass. 
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Figure 2-19. Example of structurally symmetric systems comprising elements with different nominal yield 
displacement 
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2.16 Two-element structurally symmetric System 1 (CV=CR=CM=GC) 
2.16.1 Description and properties of System 1 
Systems lA and lB are torsionally unrestrained and restrained, respectively, as shown by the 
specific layout in Figure 2-20(a) and (b). They consist of an infinitely rigid in-plane square 
diaphragm of (AxA) with uniformly distributed mass. The centres of mass and geometry are 
coincident. The lateral force resisting elements consist of substitute wall-elements (1) and (2) 
having equal nominal yield displacement, i.e., identical lengths, £1=£2=1.0, parallel to the Y-axis 
providing translational and, if required, torsional strength to the system. System lA has a third 
substitute wall-element placed parallel to the X-axis coinciding with a line passing through the 
centre of mass. This element will provide transverse strength and stability without contributing 
to the torsional resistance of the system. In contrast, System 1 B has two X-direction elements (3) 
and (4) eccentric with respect to the centre of mass. They will introduce translational strength 
along the X-axis and torsional resistance. The strength and nominal yield displacement of 
Systems lA and lB are the same along the X and Y-axis, hence their stiffness is the same. To 
achieve this characteristic, the length of elements (3) and (4) must be equal to £3=£4=1.0£2. 
All elements are modelled as substitute cantilever wall elements with fully restrained bases 
representing any lateral force resisting element. They have the same height, hi and are assumed 
to exhibit elasto-plastic ·force-deformation behaviour. For simplicity, this study does not 
consider wall-rocking, loss of bond between concrete and reinforcement, elastic elongation of 
reinforcement at anchorages and shear deformations. However, these features are expected to 
influence to some degree the nominal yield displacement of the elements. 
D=O.B2A 
~--A--~ 
J Ground Mo/inn ~ Input 
£1=£2=1.0 
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67· 
(a) System 1A torsionally unrestrained (b) System 1 B, torsionally restrained 
Figure 2-20. Two-element structurally symmetric System 1 
The properties of System 1 can be defined after selecting and distributing the design base shear. 
This is assigned to the elements to satisfy static equilibrium and hence, reSUlting in identical 
element strengths. The location of the elements parallel to the X and Y-direction is such that the 
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ratio of radii of gyration of strength to radius of gyration of mass of a square diaphragm, ro, are 
the same, as shown in Table 2-3. In the calculation of the rjro, the radii of gyration of strength 
does not include the nominal strength of the transverse elements due to the reasons provided in 
Section 2.13. D and E are the distances between elements (1)-(2) and (3)-(4), respectively. In 
these particular systems, these dimensions have the same value of D=E=O.82A. Appendix B 
summarizes the properties of System 1 when system strength is distributed to elements to satisfy 
zero strength eccentricity. 
Table 2-3 Radii of gyration of mass, strength and stiffness and relevant ratios of System 1 
evx=O.O erx=O.O emx=O.O D=E=O.82A 
System rrrlro rm rvv=rlev rvx=rkx rv/ro=r,Jro rvx/ro=rio/ro rvx/rw 
1A 1.00 0,41A OA1A 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
18 " " " OA1A " 1.00 1.00 
The effects of the direction of application of the earthquake record on the system torsional 
response are a concern in this study. For this purpose, the systems will be subjected to 
earthquake records at different direction relative to the reference Y-axis, as shown in Figure 2-20. 
The ductile behaviour of the systems will be presented in Chapters 3 and 4. 
These systems and all those to be described in subsequent sections will have the same strength 
along the Y and X-axes. They can-sustain a lar-ger static lateral force at any horizontal directions 
other than the X and Y-axes [P3]. For instance, the system can resist at 45° angle, a force 41% 
larger than that to be resisted along the principal axes. The system may also sustain at 61' and 
22° angles a 16% larger force. It is evident that the static lateral force to be sustained by a 
system with given strength along the X and Y-direction increases as the direction of application 
of the lateral force increases and reaches a maximum at a 45° angle. This may be an advantage 
in seismic design of systems subjected to ground motions at diagonal directions because the 
observed increase of system nominal strength may limit the displacement ductility demand on 
the elements to less than their ductility capacity. 
The nominal yield displacement of the systems to be examined will also be the same along the 
principal axes. By similarity to the system strength, the nominal yield displacement at the centre 
of mass will be larger at any diagonal direction and proportional to the increase of system 
strength. Thus, the translational stiffness of the system at diagonal directions will remain 
unchanged. 
2.16.2 Excess strength of elements of System 1 
Systems 1A and 1B, shown in Figure 2-20(a) and (b), will exhibit translation without rotation in 
both the elastic and inelastic responses, if both elements have the same strength, hence static 
equilibrium is satisfied. It is obvious that this strength distribution should be the aim of the 
structural engineer. At this stage, no strength or stiffness eccentricities arise. However, it is 
possible that for a particular reason one of the elements has a strength in excess of that dictated 
by static eqUilibrium while the strength of the other element remains unchanged. The excess 
strength of either element (1) or (2) will introduce a strength and stiffness eccentricity and a 
system excess strength. The presence of a strength eccentricity will make the symmetric system 
structurally non-symmetric. Excess strength factors Al and -12 are used to quantify the excess 
strength of either element (1) or (2), respectively relative to that required to satisfy static 
equilibrium. 
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Figure 2-21(a) shows the relationship between the excess strength of element (1) (,1]>1.0), the 
strength and stiffness eccentricities and the resulting system excess strength. The strength of 
element (2) remains unchanged and equal to that dictated by static equilibrium. It is evident that 
identical strength and stiffness eccentricities arise. The increase in element strength will lead to 
the same increase of element stiffness because the nominal yield displacement of elements (1) 
and (2) are the same. The system will have an excess strength of 50% when the strength of 
element (1) is doubled (,1]=2.0). Under these conditions, a strength eccentricity is associated 
with a system excess strength. The same effect will occur if element (2) is the one with excess 
strength while that of element (I) remains unchanged. 
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Figure 2-21. Parameters affecting strength and stiffness eccentricity ratios and properties of System 1 
The variation of strength and stiffness eccentricities of structurally symmetric Systems IA and 
IB, as a function of the excess strength factors (A] and ,12) are expressed as, 
evx :::; 0 
D 
(2-36(a» 
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evx = erx =0.5 (~ -1) 
D D (~+1) 
evx ;;:: 0 
D 
(2-36(b)) 
where Al and ,12 are excess strength factors quantifying the excess strength of element (1) and 
(2), respectively, and D is the distance between them. Figure 2-20(a) shows the sign convention 
used. 
The system excess strength and stiffness relative to that associated with static eqUilibrium and 
function of the strength eccentricity ratio, ev/D, are expressed as, 
evx :s; 0 
D 
evx ;;:: 0 
D 
(2-37(8)) 
(2.37(b)) 
where Vyns and K ys are the system strength and stiffness, respectively, when strength is distributed 
according to static equilibrium. V:ns and K;s are the system excess strength and stiffness 
associated with excess strength of either element (1) or (2). 
Figure 2-21(b) shows the effect of excess strength of element (1) (,1]>1.0) on the increase of 
translational and torsional stiffness of Systems 1A and lB. The system torsional stiffness does 
not include, as explained before, the torsional stiffness contribution of the transverse elements. 
The system excess translational stiffness increases by the same amount as the system strength; 
see Eq 2-35. In contrast, the excess torsional stiffness increases at a smaller rate, for example by 
33% when doubling the strength of element (1) (,1]=2.0). The excess torsional stiffness, as a 
function of the strength eccentricity ratio is expressed as, 
( 2-38) 
where K(Jy is the system torsional stiffness when system strength is distributed according to static 
equilibrium and K; is the system torsional stiffness when element (1) has excess strength. As 
explained before, the torsional stiffness contributed by the X-direction elements 'is not taken into 
account in this expression. 
Figure 2-21(c) shows the variation of selected rv/rm ratios as a function of the strength 
eccentricity. It is evident that the strength eccentricity hardly affects the rv/rm ratio. Thus, the 
strength eccentricity does not influence the radius of gyration of strength. 
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2.16.3 Base shear-torque relationships of System 1 
The base shear-torque relationship provides a panorama of all possible combinations of base 
shear and torque to be developed in the system when both or just one element is still elastic. Kan 
and Chopra [K2] developed this concept to study the inelastic torsional response of single 
element systems whereas De la Llera and Chopra [D2] extended it to systems comprising more 
than one lateral force-resisting element. It is a useful relationship providing better understanding 
of the strength development in ductile mechanisms due to torsional behaviour. However, it is of 
limited interest in structural design because it does not address the main cause of structural 
damage in buildings: displacements. 
Figure 2-22(a) shows the familiar base shear-torque relationship of the torsionally unrestrained 
System lAo A unit base shear along the X and Y-axis (Vx= Vy=l.O) is assumed to have been 
distributed to the elements to satisfy static equilibrium. Thus, all elements have identical 
strength of Vnel=Vne2=0.5Vy and no strength eccentricity arises (eyx=O). The strength of elements 
(1) and (2) develop simultaneously when a unit lateral force is applied at the centre of mass; see 
point (A) in Figure 2-22(a). At this point, the system cannot resist a torque. The system is able 
to a sustain static or a dynamic-induced torque only if the base shear reduces. It will sustain a 
maximum torque of T=O.4lA with zero base shear; see point (B) in Figure 2-22(a). This would 
occur when elements (1) and (2) develop their maximum base shear in opposite directions. In 
reality, the system will never develop such a large torque because the rotational component of 
the seismic excitation is rather small. It is seen from Figure 2-22(a), as De-Ia Llera and Chopra -
[D2] pointed out, that there will be an element associated with each branch of the base shear-
torque relationship. The length of each branch is proportional to its nominal strength. The 
middle point of each branch corresponds to the base shear and torque combination generated 
when the associated element exhibits no base shear. 
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Figure 2-22. Base shear-torque relationships of System 1 
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Figure 2-22(a) also shows the base shear-torque relationship of the unrestrained System 1 when 
element (1) has say 40% excess strength (Al=l.4). The strength of element (1) increases to 
Vne1=1.4*0.5Vy=0.7=0.58Vy while the strength of element (2) is assumed to remain unchanged. 
This excess strength introduces a strength and stiffness eccentricity of evx=erx=-0.068A. 
Moreover, the system base shear increases 20% to Vy=1.2. Under static conditions, this strength 
development is not possible. To develop the additional system base shear, the mass rotational 
inertia must introduce a dynamic-induced torque equal to Tm=eyxVy=0.068A *1.20=0.082A; see 
point (C) in Figure 2-22(a). Theoretically, the system could resist a maximum torque of 
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T=(0.7+0.5)*0.41A=0.49A associated with a system base shear of only Vy= (0.7-0. 5)=0.2; see 
point (D) in Figure 2-22(a). 
Figure 2-22(a) also shows two shaded areas. They correspond to the dynamic-induced base 
shear and torque combinations of unrestrained System lAo No static-induced force and torque 
combinations can develop the full nominal strength of the elements associated with these areas. 
To illustrate this relationship, generally not appreciated in routine structural design, Figure 
2-23(a) shows the properties of unrestrained System lA when element (1) has a 40% excess 
strength. It is evident that elements (1) and (2) will develop a base shear of VeJ=Ve2=0.5 each if 
a unit lateral force is applied at the centre of mass; see Figure 2-23(b). At this stage, however, 
element (1) still has a residual strength of VreJ=0.2. Only a dynamic-induced torque can develop 
this remaining strength through the engagement of the mass translational and the rotational 
inertia of the system. 
Figure 2-23(c) shows the resistance provided by the mass translational inertia of Vm=0.2, which 
enables the mass rotational inertia to introduce a dynamic-induced torque of 
Tm=(0.2*0.4lA)=0.082A. This torque is simply equal to the product T=evxVy• 
Figure 2-23 Torsional mechanisms of unrestrained System IA 
The superposition of both static and dynamic actions indicates that equilibrium associated with 
full strength development of the system is satisfied, as shown in Figure 2-23(d). The same will 
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occur with point (D), see Figure 2-22(a), representing the extreme situation when both elements 
of unrestrained System 2A reach their maximum strength in opposite directions. However, a 
demand like this is never likely to occur since earthquake ground motions introduce primarily 
translational motions. 
Figure 2-22(b) shows the effect on the base shear-torque relationship of the unrestrained System 
lA (denoted TU) when two X-direction elements (3) and (4) are introduced. This new system is 
referred to as the restrained System IB (denoted TR). The X-direction elements introduce two 
vertical branches to the base shear-torque relationship indicating an increase in the system 
torsional resistance. The system can resist a maximum base shear of Vy=I.0 when elements (1) 
and (2) yield simultaneously. At the same time, it can also resist a torque of T=OAIA which is 
contributed solely by the X-direction elements (3) and (4); see point (E) in Figure 2-22(b). As 
the base shear reduces, the system torque increases and reaches a maximum of T=0.82A with 
zero base shear; see point (F) in Figure 2-22(b). At this point, all elements contribute to the 
system torsional resistance. However, a demand like this is unlikely to arise in practice. 
Figure 2-22(b) also shows that a 40% excess strength of element (1) also modifies the base 
shear-torque relationship of the restrained System IB. This excess strength increases both the 
base shear and maximum torque capacities. Figure 2-22(b) shows, as with the unrestrained 
System lA; see Figure 2-22(a), an increase of 20% of system base shear to Vy=1.2. At this stage, 
the system can also resist, for a positive base shear, two torques of T=-0.33A and T=+0.49A 
depending on the sense of system rotation; see points (G) and (H} in Figure 2-22(b). To develop 
the maximum system torque of T=0.90A, a reduced system base shear of Vy=O.2 is required; see 
point (/) in Figure 2-22(b). The shaded areas correspond, as already explained, to the base shear 
and torque combinations that can only be developed by dynamic-induced actions. 
2.17 Two-element structurally symmetric and mass-eccentric System 2 (CV=CR=CMiGC) 
2.17.1 Description and properties of System 2 
System 2A and 2B are structurally symmetric and mass eccentric, as illustrated in Figure 2-24. 
They have a mass eccentricity of emx=-0.20A corresponding to the distance between the mass and 
geometric centres of the system. The nominal yield displacement of elements (1) and (2) are the 
same, hence, their length is identical, £1=£2=1.0. The centres of strength and stiffness will 
always coincide. The elements will provide lateral strength along the Y-axis and torsional 
strength to the system. System 2A is torsionally unrestrained because transverse element (3) does 
not provide torsional resistance. In contrast, System 2B is torsionally restrained due to the 
torsional resistance contributed by the X-direction elements (3) and (4). These elements also 
have the same nominal yield displacement, hence their length is identical £3=£4=1.0£2. The 
system will be subjected to earthquake records at different directions as Figure 2-24 shows. 
The location of the elements is such that the radii of gyration of strength and mass are equal thus 
generating relevant ratios, as those shown in Table 2-4. To achieve this characteristic, the 
distance between centres of elements (1) and (2) is D=0.99A and the distance between elements 
(3) and (4) is E=0.90A. The strength and stiffness of the transverse elements are not included in 
the ratios of radii of gyration. The strength and translatory stiffness of the system is equal along 
both principal axes. This is possible as all elements have the same unit length. Appendix B lists 
the properties of System 2 when strength is distributed to satisfy static equilibrium. 
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(a) System 2A, torsionally unrestrained (b) System 2B, torsionally restrained 
Figure 2-24. Two-element structurally symmetric and mass-eccentric System 2 
The nominal strength assigned to System 2 will be the same along the principal axes. This 
strength is larger along directions other than those of the principal axes, as already explained for 
System 1; see Section 2.16.1. The fact that the system is mass eccentric does not influence this 
feature. 
Table 2-4 Radii of gyration of mass, strength and stiffness relevant ratios of System 2 
evx=O.O erx=O.O emx=-O.20A D=O.99A E=O.90A 
System rn/ro rm rvv=r/ev rvx=rkx r wlr m=rm/r m rvx/rm=rJolrm rvx/rvv 
2A 1.10 0.45A 0.50A 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
28 " " " 0.45A " 1.00 1.00 
2.17.2 Excess strength of elements on System 2 
Figure 2-25(a) shows the effect of excess strength of either element (1) or (2) on strength and 
stiffness eccentricities and system excess strength. Excess strength factors A] and A2 quantify the 
excess strength of either element relative to that required to satisfy static equilibrium. The 
excess strength of element (1 )(A] > 1. 0) introduces negative strength and stiffness eccentricities 
between 0.0 and -0.12D. The system strength increases by 70% when doubling the strength of 
elements (1). In contrast, an excess strength of element (2) (A2>1.0) leads to positive strength 
and stiffness eccentricities varying between 0.0 and +0.16D and the system strength increases 
only by 30% when the strength of element (2) is doubled. These results simply indicate that the 
system excess strength depends on the position of the elements relative to the centre of mass. 
The relationship between excess strength factors and strength and stiffness eccentricity ratios of 
the example System 2 is expressed as, 
evx erx = 1 -0.3 
D D 2.33~ +1 
(2-39(a» 
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evx erx ~ 
-=-= -0.3 
2.33+~ D D 
evx ~ 0 
D 
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(2·39(b» 
The relationship between the strength and stiffness of the system and the strength eccentricity is 
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Figure 2·25. Parameters affecting strength and stiffness eccentricity ratios and properties of System 2 
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Figure 2-25(b) shows the effect of the strength eccentricity on the excess translational and 
torsional stiffness of the system. The system excess of stiffness is also equal to the increase of 
system strength. Excess strength of element (1) (,11>1.0) results in a larger excess translational 
stiffness than excess torsional stiffness. This is because element (1) has initially a greater 
strength and is the closest element to the centre of stiffness. In contrast, excess strength of 
element (2) (,12>1.0) leads to a larger excess torsional stiffness because the element is further 
from the centre of stiffness. The large distance between this element and the centre of stiffness 
means that the torsional stiffness of the system increases at a faster rate. 
An expression that quantifies the excess torsional stiffness as a function of the strength 
eccentricity, not including the torsional stiffness contribution of the X-direction elements, is 
expressed as, 
K X ~ -1 1 evx 
--- ---
K~ 0.7 D 
K X ~=1+_1_evx 
K~ 0.3 D 
evx ~ 0 
D 
evx ;::: 0 
D 
(2-41(a» 
(2-39(b» 
Figure 2-25( c) shows the effect of the strength eccentricity ratio on the r vir m ratio. It is evident 
that the position of the centre of mass affects the radius of gyration of strength. The radius of 
gyration of strength reduces and increases with negative and positive strength eccentricities, 
respectively. This is because the system excess strength differs if a negative or a positive 
strength eccentricity is introduced to the system. For System 2, excess strength of element (1) 
introduces the largest system excess strength. This reduces the radius of gyration of strength and 
therefore reduces the rv/rm ratio. 
2.17.3 Base shear-torque relationships of System 2 
Figure 2-26(a) shows the base shear-torque relationships of unrestrained System 2A. The system, 
as in the previous case, is subjected to a unit static base shear, Vy=1.0. According to static 
equilibrium, elements (1) and (2) will have strengths of 0.70Vy and 0.30Vy, respectively. The 
centres of mass, strength and stiffness coincide. Therefore, no strength or stiffness eccentricities 
are generated. The application of a unit lateral force, as in the previous case, develops 
simultaneously the base shear of both elements. At this stage, no torque can be sustained; see 
point (A) in Figure 2-26(a). The system can also resist a maximum torque of 
T=0.7*0.3D*2=0.42A that develops for a reduced positive system base shear of Vy = 0.4; see 
point (B) in Figure 2-26(a). This contrasts with unrestrained System lA, shown in Figure 
2-22(a), where the maximum torque develops for zero base shear force. 
Consider the case, when for a particular reason, element (1) has an excess base shear of say 40%, 
i.e. Vne1=1.4*0.7Vy=0.98=0.77Vy, while that of element (2) remains unchanged, thus, the system 
base shear increases to Vy=1.28. This base shear is associated with a torque of 
Tv=evxVy=0.065A *1.28=0.083A; see point (C) in Figure 2-26. The system can resist a maximum 
torque of T=(0.98*0.3A+0.3*O.7A)=0.50A for a reduced system base shear of Vy=(0.98-
0.3)=0.68; see point (D) in Figure 2-26. The shaded areas correspond, as explained before, to 
base shear and torque combinations that can only be developed by dynamic-induced actions. 
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In case of restrained System 2B, the addition of the X-direction elements (3) and (4), as shown in 
Figure 2-26(b), has a similar effect on the base shear-torque relationship as already observed for 
System lB. The transverse elements provide additional torque resistance of T=0.45A. Therefore, 
when elements (l) and (2) of the restrained System 2B develop their maximum base shear of 
Vy=l.O, the system can also sustain a torque of T=0.45A; see point (E) in Figure 2-26(b). The 
torque increases as the base shear reduces and reaches a maximum of T=0.87A for a reduced 
base shear of Vy=0.40; see point (F) in Figure 2-26(b). If element (1) has an excess strength of 
40%, the system base shear increases to Vy=l.20 and simultaneously the system can also resist, 
for a positive base shear, a torque of T=-0.37A and T=+0.53A depending on the sense of system 
rotation; see points (G) and (H) in Figure 2-26(b). The system could reach a maximum torque of 
T=0.95A for a system base shear of Vy =0.68; see point (J) in Figure 2-26(b). The shaded areas 
correspond, as indicated before, to those base shear and torque combinations that can only be 
developed by dynamic-induced actions. High torques are not likely to approach the strength 
boundary. They can only occur when at least one element is elastic. This situation is, therefore, 
not critical in terms of element displacements. 
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Figure 2·26 Base shear· torque relationships of System 2 
2.18 Two-element structurally asymmetric Systems 3, 4 and 5 (CV=CM;j:CR; CM=GC) 
2.18.1 Description and properties of Systems 3, 4 and 5 
Systems 3, 4 and 5 consist of two wall-elements (1) and (2) parallel to the Y-axis with relative 
lengths of f!1=l.40f!2 and f!2=l.0, as shown in Figure 2-27. Hence, their nominal yield 
displacements are different. The geometric and mass centres of all systems are coincident. The 
configuration of the floor diaphragm and hence the element locations are different in each 
system. 
The ratio of element nominal yield displacement, a, 
L1 ye2 f! 1 
a=--oc-
L1 yel f! 2 
L1 ye2 ~ L1 yel (2·42) 
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is a measure, in case of the two-element systems, of the relative nominal yield displacement of 
elements. It has a direct effect on the stiffness eccentricity associated with a given strength 
distribution. As a rule, centres of strength and stiffness will never coincide due to differences in 
the element's nominal yield displacement. 
Systems 3, 4 and 5 have the same strength and nominal yield displacement along the X and Y-
axis. Hence, their translational stiffness is also the same. To achieve this feature, the length and 
hence associated nominal yield displacement of the substitute elements along the X-direction, for 
any particular ratio of nominal yield displacement, can be obtained with the following 
expreSSlOn. 
(2-43) 
The length of the X-direction elements (3) and (4) must be £3=£4=1.20£2 length units for both 
unrestrained and restrained systems when the ratio of nominal yield displacement of elements (1) 
and (2), is equal to CJ;:::.1.40 and the relative length of substitute element (2) is £2=1.0. 
The unrestrained System 3A, shown in Figure 2-27(a), has a single element along the X-axis 
providing translational stability and resistance but no torsional resistance. In contrast, restrained 
System 3B ·has two X-direction elements (3 J and (4), . equidistant from the centre of mass, 
providing torsional resistance. The system strength is distributed to the elements to satisfy static 
eqUilibrium criteria. The distance between elements (1) and (2) of D=0.83A was selected to 
achieve a ratio of radii of gyration of strength and mass of rv/rm=1.01. The chosen distance 
between those elements generates an uncoupled translational period along the Y-axis equal to the 
uncoupled rotational period of the system when the stiffnesses of X-direction elements (3) and 
(4) are neglected due to the reasons provided in Section 2.13. Hence, the ratio of radii of 
gyration of stiffness and mass is rk/rm=1.0. The distance between the X-direction elements (3) 
and (4) is also equal to E=0.83A. Hence, the system ratios along the X-axis are the same; 
rvxlrm=rkxlrm=1.01. The nominal yield displacement of the X-direction elements are identical. 
System 4A and 4B are torsionally unrestrained and restrained, respectively, having a rectangular 
diaphragm of (l.41A * O.71A), as shown in Figure 2-27(c) and (d). The total mass of the system 
is equal to that of System 3 but its distribution is different. This is reflected by the different 
radius of gyration of mass of the rectangular and the square diaphragm, as described in Section 
2.12. Elements (1), (2), (3) and (4) are placed at the edges of the floor diaphragm. The ratio of 
nominal yield displacement of elements (1) and (2) is again a=1.40. The nominal yield 
displacement of the system is the same along the principal axes if the length of the X-direction 
elements is also £3=£4=1.20£2. 
System 5 has the same floor diaphragm configuration of System 4, as shown in Figure 2-26(e) 
and (f). However, elements (1) and (2) are positioned at the edges of the long side of the 
diaphragm. The ratio of nominal yield displacement of elements (1) and (2) is also a=1.40and 
the the length of the X-direction elements is also £3=f4=1.20£2. 
All three systems will be subjected to earthquake records along different directions relative to the 
reference Y-axis, as Figure 2-27 shows. 
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(a) Variation of the ratio of nominal yield displacement on the elements 
It was stated before that the ratio of element nominal yield displacement of the elements has an 
effect on the stiffness eccentricity. For instance, consider System 3 having a ratio of the nominal 
yield displacements of elements (1) and (2) of a=1.2, 1.6, 2.0 and 2.5. These systems are 
denoted herein as Systems 3( 0:=1.2), 3(0:=1.6), 3(0:=2.0) and 3( 0:=2.5). These ratios, associated 
with zero strength eccentricity, i.e., (Al =1.0), results in stiffness eccentricities of erx=-0.0455D, 
-0.0833D, -0.1154D, -0. 1667D and -0.2143D, respectively. 
Table 2-5 summarizes radii of gyration and ratios of Systems 3, 4, and 5 when the system 
strength is distributed to satisfy static equilibrium and the ratio of element nominal yield 
displacement is varied between a;::.1.0 and 2.5 for System 3. 
Appendix B summarizes the properties of the systems for a fixed nominal yield displacement 
ratio of 0:=1.4. 
Table 2-5 Radii of gyration of strength, stiffness and mass and relevant ratios for Systems 3, 4 and 5 
evx=O.O emx=°.O D=E=O.83A 
System a=Ave~Ave1 erx rm rw rV]( rv/rm rvx/rm rvx/rw 
3A(a=1.0) 1.00 0.00 0.41A 0.42A 0.0 1.01 0.000 0.00 
3B(a=1.0) . /I /I /I /I 0.42A /I 1.014 1.00 
3A(a=1.2) 1.20 -0.03BA /I /I 0.0 /I 0.000 0.00 
3B(a=1.2) /I /I /I /I 0.42A /I 1.014 1.00 
3A(a=1.4) 1.40 -0.069A /I /I 0.0 /I 0.000 0.00 
3B(a=1.4) /I /I /I /I 0.42A /I 1.014 1.00 
3A(a=1.6) 1.60 -0.096A /I /I 0.0 /I 0.000 0.00 
3B{a=1.6) /I /I /I /I 0.42A /I 1.014 1.00 
3A(a=2.0) 2.00 -0. 139A /I /I 0.0 /I 0.000 ' 0.00 
3B(a=2.0) /I /I /I /I 0.42A /I 1.014 1.00 
3A(a=2.5) 2.50 -0. 17BA /I /I 0.0 /I 0.000 0.00 
3B(a=2.5) /I /I /I /I 0.42A /I 1.014 1.00 
evx=O.O emx=O.O D=1.41A E= O.71A 
4A(a=1.4) 1.40 -0. 11BA 0.46A 0.71A 0 1.54 0 0.00 
4B{a=1.4) /I /I /I /I 0.36A /I 0.76 1.00 
evx=O.O emx=O.O D=O.71A E=1.41A 
5A{a=1.4) 1.40 -0.059A 0.46A 0.36A 0 0.76 0 0.00 
5B(a=1.4) /I /I /I /I 0.71A /I 1.54 1.00 
(b) The nominal yield displacement of the systems 
The nominal yield displacement of the systems, having different ratios of element nominal yield 
displacement, may remain constant if they satisfy the following expressions. 
(2-44(a» 
Aye2 = aA ye1 (2-42(b» 
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For example, System 3 has Y-direction elements (1) and (2) with nominal yield displacement of 
l1ye1=36.0mm and l1ye2=50.0mm, i.e., 0;::.1.40, respectively and a system nominal yield 
displacement at the centre of mass, associated with zero strength eccentricity, of l1ys=42mm. The 
same system nominal yield displacement can be achieved with another system having a ratio of 
element nominal yield displacement of a=2.0. According to Eq 2-42, elements (1) and (2) 
should have nominal yield displacements of l1ye1 =31.5mm and l1ye2=63.0mm, respectively to 
retain the same system nominal yield displacement of l1ys=42mm. 
2.18.2 Excess strength of elements of Systems 3, 4 and 5 
Figure 2-28(a) shows the effect of excess strength of either element (1) or (2) on the system 
excess strength and on eccentricities of Systems 3, 4 and 5. This is also presented in Table 2-6 
for some specific strength eccentricities. An excess strength of element (1) (AJ>l.O) introduces 
negative strength and stiffness eccentricities and a system excess strength as discussed before. 
The difference between strength and stiffness eccentricities is almost constant for the range of 
values considered (l.0<AI<2.0). A similar feature occurs with excess strength of element 
(2)(A2> 1. 0). At this stage, it is also evident that stiffness eccentricity can be eliminated. This 
will depend on the excess strength assigned to element (2) and the system nominal yield 
displacement ratio. This feature is useful for systems expected to respond in the elastic range. It 
indicates that the structural designer has the ability to influence system response by distributing 
strength in a particular manner to achieve a more desirable structural behaviour. 
Equation 2-34 also quantifies for Systems 3, 4, and 5 the system excess strength as a function of 
the strength eccentricity ratio. 
The variation of the stiffness eccentricity ratio, as a function of excess strength factors Al and A2 
and the ratio of element nominal yield displacement of Y-direction elements is expressed as, 
~ ~l.O 
~ ~l.O 
evx ~ 0 
D 
evx 0 
-> D-
(2-45(a» 
(2-45(b» 
Figure 2-28(b) shows the effect of excess strength of either element (1) or (2) on the system's 
translational and torsional stiffness for a=1.40. The contribution of the stiffness of the X-
direction elements is neglected. The excess strength of element (1) (AJ>l.O) introduces an 
increase of translational stiffness at a faster rate than the increase of the torsional stiffness. This 
happens because element (1) has a smaller nominal yield displacement and is closer to the centre 
of stiffness. On the other hand, the excess strength of element (2) (A2>1.0) introduces a larger 
increase of torsional stiffness. This happens because element (2) has a larger nominal yield 
displacement which offsets the large distance between element (1) and the centre of stiffness, 
thus producing a similar increase of translational and torsional stiffness. 
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Table 2-6. Summary on strength and stiffness eccentricities of Systems 3A-l.3( a:variable). 
a. A.I 
Strength and stiffness eccentricities 
~=1.86 A.1=1.50 A.1=1.22 A.1=1.0 ~=1.22 ~=1.50 ~=1.86 
Ilvez/Ilvel eon/D -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 
a.=1.0 -0.150 -0.100 -0.050 0.000 0.050 0.100 0.150 
a.=1.2 -0.191 -0.143 -0.094 -0.045 0.004 0.056 0.108 
a.=1.4 -0.223 -0.177 -0.131 -0.083 -0.034 0.017 0.071 
a.=1.6 eniD -0.248 -0.206 -0.161 -0.115 -0.067 -0.016 0.038 
a.=2.0 -0.288 -0.250 -0.209 -0.167 -0.121 -0.071 -0.018 
a.=2.5 -0.323 -0.289 -0.253 -0.214 -0.172 -0.125 -0.073 
a.=4.0 -0.382 -0.357 -0.330 -0.300 -0.266 -0.227 -0.183 
0040 .----.-------,-----,.------,--1 (a) Strength and stiffness eccentricity ratio 2.0 
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Figure 2-28. Parameters affecting the strength and stiffness eccentricity and properties of Systems 3, 4 and 5 
The effect of the strength eccentricity and the ratio of element nominal yield displacement on the 
increase of translational stiffness is expressed as, 
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K;s = 2 evx ~ 0 (2-46(a» 
Kys (1+a{ 2; +1) D 
K;s 2a evx ~ 0 (2-46(b» 
Kys (1+a{1-2; ) D 
The effect of the strength eccentricity and the ratio of the nominal yield displacement of the 
elements on the relative increase of torsional stiffness of the system is expressed as, 
;: =O·f:a)(1-2~) 
K; = 0.5(1 + a)(l- 2 erx ) 
Key D 
evx O· 
-< D-
evx ~ 0 
D 
(2-47(a» 
(2-47(b» 
Figure 2-28(c) shows the same reduction of the rv/rm ratio already observed for System 1 as the 
strength eccentricity increases. It indicates that the strength eccentricity essentially does not 
affect the radius of gyration of strength if the system has no mass-eccentricity. 
2.18.3 Base shear-torque relationships 
The base shear-torque boundaries of Systems 3, 4 and 5 exhibit characteristics similar to those 
already established for System 1, as shown in Figure 2-29(a) to (t). It is evident that the 
unrestrained System 4A can resist a larger torque because of the larger distance between elements 
(1) and (2). This system also exhibits the largest strength eccentricity evx=-0.118A when element 
(1) has a 40% excess strength. This results, as shown in Figure 2-29(c), in the largest shaded 
area of all the systems. It indicates that the mass rotational inertia introduces the largest dynamic 
torque to the unrestrained System 4A (T=evx*Vy=0.14A) when elements (1) and (2) are yielding. 
A similar feature occurs with the restrained System 4B; see Figure 2-29(d). 
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Figure 2-29. Base shear-torque relationships or Systems 3, 4 and 5 
2.19 Two-element structurally asymmetric and mass eccentric System 6 (CV=CM::j:CR; 
CM:f:Gc) 
2.19.1 Description and properties of System 6 
System 6 is structurally asymmetric and mass eccentric, as shown in Figure 2-30. This system 
has similar characteristics as the previously described System 2. It has a square configuration of 
(AxA) and a mass eccentricity of emx=-O.20A indicating that the centres of mass and geometry are 
non-coincident. The ratio of the nominal yield displacement of elements (1) and (2) is a=1.40. 
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The associated relative length of the substitute wall-elements is £1=1.4£2 and .e2=1.0, 
respectively. The position of elements (1) and (2) is the same as that of System 2, thus the radius 
of gyration of strength and mass is rv/rm=1.0. The ratio of radius of gyration of stiffness and 
mass is rk/rm=O.92 due to differences in the nominal yield displacement of elements (1) and (2). 
The nominal yield displacement of System 6 will be the same along both axis if the relative 
lengths of the X-direction wall elements (3) and (4) is made equal to f!3=f!4=l.20f!2. The 
unrestrained System 6A will be subjected to earthquake records along the Y-axis whereas they are 
applied along different directions to the restrained System 6B. 
Table 2-7 lists the radii of gyration of mass, strength and stiffness and relevant ratios of System 
6. Appendix B provides more details of the systems properties. 
Table 2-7 Radii of gyration of strength, stiffness and mass and relevant ratios of Systems 6 
System 
6A 
68 
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rn/ro rm '-vv rvx=rlex fyy/rm 
\ 
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(a) System 6A(a.=1.4), torsionally unrestrained (b) System 68(0.=1.4), torsionally restrained 
Figure 2-30 Structurally asymmetric and mass eccentric System 6 
2.19.2 Excess strength associated with System 6 
Figure 2-31(a) shows the effect that excess strength of either element (1) or (2) has on strength 
and stiffness eccentricities and system excess strength. The layout is similar to that of System 2, 
shown in Figure 2-24. The distribution of strength according to static equilibrium, as already 
described for unrestrained System 2A, generates zero strength eccentricity. A stiffness 
eccentricity of erx=-O.066A is, however, introduced due to differences in the nominal yield 
displacement of elements (1) and (2), i.e., (a=1.4). The distance between the strength and 
stiffness eccentricity is essentially a constant as negative or positive strength eccentricities are 
introduced to the system. 
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Equation 2-37, which also applies to structurally symmetric System 2, quantifies the variation of 
the strength eccentricity ratio of System 6 as a function of excess strength factors ..1,1 and ..1.2• 
The variation of the stiffness eccentricity ratio as a function of the excess strength factors is 
expressed as, 
erx 0.21(1-1.4~) 
D 0.98~ +0.3 
erx _ O,21(~ -1.4) 
D 0.98+0,3~ 
~ ~1.0 
~ ~1.0 
evx ::; 0 
D 
evx ~O 
D 
(2-48(a» 
(2-48(b» 
The relationship between the system excess strength and the strength eccentricity ratio is also 
given by Eq 2-38, 
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Figure 2-31. Properties affecting strength and stiffness eccentricity ratios and properties of System 6 
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Figure 2-31 (b) shows the effect that excess strength of elements (1) and (2) has on the relative 
translational and torsional stiffness of System 6. It is evident that the excess strength of element 
( 1), which is the element with a relative larger nominal strength, generates a large increase of 
translational stiffness. In contrast, excess strength of element (2), which was assigned a 
relatively smaller nominal strength, introduces a large excess torsional stiffness. This variation 
is due to the same reasons provided for System 2; see Section 2.17.2. 
The variation of the rv/rm ratio and the base shear-torque relationships is the same as that of 
System 2; see Figure 2-26. The fact that the stiffness of the elements are different does not have 
an effect on the base shear-torque relationship. 
2.20 Single-element structurally asymmetric Systems 7, 8 and 9 (CV=CR;f:CM; CM=GC) 
2.20.1 Description and properties of Systems 7, 8 and 9 
Systems 7, 8 and 9, shown in Figure 2-32, are simple and extremely eccentric asymmetric 
systems. They may not be realistic but they can provide a good understanding of the response of 
asymmetric systems. Every system has a different plan configuration and element layout. 
Centres of mass and geometry are coincident in all systems. 
Torsionally unrestrained Systems 7A, BA and 9A, as shown in Figure 2-32(a),(c) and (e), do not 
have torsional resistance and are unstable when subjected to a static lateral force. The systems, 
although unstable when subjected to static lateral forces, are of particular interest because they 
become stable when subjected to dynamic-induced forces due to the mass rotational inertia of the 
floor about the vertical axis. These systems will be subjected to unidirectional earthquake 
records along the Y-axis. 
These systems comprise only two elements. The Y-direction element (1) is placed at the left, a 
distance of 0.41A, O.71A and 0.35A, respectively, from the centre of mass. This element will 
provide, during dynamic response, lateral strength and stability along the Y-axis and will 
contribute to torsional resistance of the system. Position (2) is the location in the floor 
diaphragm opposite to that of element (1) where displacements demands will be measured. The 
X-direction element (3), coinciding with a line passing through the centre of mass, provides only 
lateral strength and stability along this axis. 
Torsionally restrained Systems 7B, BB and 9B, shown in Figure 2-32(b), (d) and (t), comprise 
two X-direction elements. The distance E between these elements is variable as shown. These 
elements provide lateral strength and stability and provide torsional resistance. The systems will 
be subjected to earthquake records at different angles as shown, i.e., 22°, 45°, 67° and 90°. 
These systems have different properties, as illustrated in Table 2-8 and Appendix B. They have 
different plan configurations. However, the total mass of all systems is constant. The 
differences in mass distributions are quantified with the radius of gyration of mass. Strength and 
stiffness eccentricities are obviously different in each system. The radius of gyration of strength, 
rvy, with respect to the Y-axis, is zero in these systems. Hence, it is not possible to differentiate 
the systems with the rv/rm ratio established before. This issue is overcome by using the ev~rm 
ratio. 
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Figure 2-32. Structurally asymmetric Systems 7, 8 and 9 
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Table 2-8. Radii of gyration of mass, strength and stiffness and relevant ratios of Systems 7, 8 and 9 
System evx=erx 'mlro 'm evxl'm 'vr='ky 'vx='kx 
7A OA1A 1.00 OA1A 1.0 0.0 0.0 
78 " " " " " 0.41A 
8A O.71A 1.12 0.46A 1.54 0.0 0.00 
88 " " " " " 0.71A 
9A 0.35A 1.12 OA6A 0.76 0.0 0.00 
98 " " " " " 0.35A 
The excess strength of element (1) increases the translatory strength of the system along the Y-
direction and as expected does not have an effect on its strength eccentricity. 
2.20.2 Base shear-torque relationships of asymmetric Systems 7, 8 and 9 
The base shear-torque relationships of the unrestrained Systems 7 A, BA and 9A are illustrated in 
Figure 2-33(a),(c) and (e). It is evident that a linear variation between base shears and torques in 
both the elastic and inelastic range of response may be developed. This relationship, however, 
cannot be developed when the systems are subjected to static forces because, as explained above, 
they are statically unstable systems. Stability may be achieved if the system is subjected to 
dynamic-induced forces when the opposition of the mass rotational inertia to system rotation is 
triggered. This action allows element (1) to develop its strength. 
In case of unrestrained System 7A, point (A) corresponds to the maximum torque associated with 
the full strength of the system, and hence that of element (1), when it is subjected to dynamic 
induced forces along the Y-axis, i.e., T=evxVyns=0.41A. This torque may be increased to T=O.49A 
by increasing the strength of element (1), and hence that of the system, by say 20%, as shown by 
point (B) in Figure 2-33(a). 
Systems BA and 9A, although having the same translational strength, can develop a different 
torque when subjected to dynamic induced forces because they have different strength 
eccentricities, as shown in Table 2-8. For instance, the unrestrained System BA shows the largest 
torque, T=O.71A, due its larger strength eccentricity, see Figure 2-33(c). 
The systems are not capable or resisting static lateral force along the Y-axis. The application of a 
positive lateral force at the centre of mass would introduce an anticlockwise system rotation 
about its centre of strength and stiffness and no resistance is expected from any element. No 
equilibrium can be maintained. The system is unstable, i.e., a mechanism develops. Therefore, 
considerations of static actions are unable to contribute to the prediction of system rotations. 
The torque to be eventually introduced to the system, as indicated by the base shear torque 
relationship, must be entirely due to dynamic actions of the inertia of the translational and 
rotational mass. This dynamic behaviour will be described in Section 3.7.2. 
The base shear-torque relationships of the restrained Systems 7B, BB and 9B are also presented in 
Figure 2-33(b), (d) and (f). It is evident that the inclusion of X-direction elements provides 
torsional strength to the system. In case of restrained System 7B, the magnitude of the torsional 
resistance depends on the base shear being positive or negative. For instance, for a positive base 
shear, the system cannot resist a positive or anticlockwise torque; see point (D) in Figure 
2-33(b), but it can resist a negative or clockwise torque of T=-O.B2A; see point (C). The torsional 
strength of the different systems differs, as explained before, due to differences in the location of 
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the X-direction elements. As expected, restrained System 9B, shown in Figure 2-33(t), has the 
largest increase of torsional strength. 
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Figure 2·33. Base shear-torque relationships of Systems 7, 8 and 9 
The effect of providing 20% excess strength to element (1), and hence to the system, is also 
presented in Figure 2-33(b),·(d) and (t). It is shown again that the increase in the system base 
shear capacity also increases its lateral and torsional resistance. In case of System 7B; see Figure 
2-33(b), a positive base shear can sustain maximum and minimum negative torques of T=-
O.082A and T=-O.90A, respectively. It is evident that all combinations of base shear and torque 
that can only be achieved by the dynamic action of both the mass rotational and translational 
inertia as the shaded area shows. 
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2.21 Three-element structurally asymmetric System 10 (CV;;j:CR; CM=GC) 
2.21.1 Description and properties of System 10 
System 10, as shown in Figure 2-34, consists of a square rigid diaphragm of (AxA) and three 
parallel Y-direction elements (1), (2) and (3). They are substitute walls with relative lengths of 
£1=1.0, £2=2.0£1 and £3=1.0£1. These elements will provide translational strength along the Y-
axis and torsional resistance. Unrestrained System lOA has a fourth X-direction element 
providing translational strength and stability but no torsional resistance. On the other hand, 
restrained System lOB has two X-direction elements (4) and (5) providing translational strength 
and system torsional resistance. Elements (1) and (3) are at the edges of the square plan and 
element (2) is placed at a distance 0.14A left of the centre of mass. The translational strength 
and stiffness of the system is the same along both principal axes. To achieve this characteristic, 
the length of wall-elements (4) and (5) is made equal to £4=£5=1.63£1 length units. The systems 
will be subjected to earthquake records at different angles. 
The distribution of system strength to the elements should preferably satisfy static equilibrium. 
There are unlimited solutions that may satisfy this criterion, as already stated in Section 2.11.3. 
For instance, the strength may initially be distributed inversely proportional to the nominal yield 
displacement of the wall squared, V7le DC 11 /),,~e , as shown in Figure 2-17, leading to a strength 
eccentricity of evx=-0.093A. To eliminate this strength eccentricity, a torque of T=evxVy=0.093A 
was redistributed to elements (1) and (3), as explained in Section 2.11.3. 
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f*---A "I 
f Ground Mo.on t Input 
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_~_.i' Ground Motion 
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Figure 2-34. Three-element structurally asymmetric System 10 
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Table 2-9 summarizes the radius of gyration of strength, stiffness and mass and the relevant 
ratios of System 10 when strength is distributed to the elements to satisfy static equilibrium. 
Appendix B summarizes the properties of strength and stiffness of the system. 
Table 2-9. Radii of gyration of strength, stiffness and mass and relevant ratios of System 10 
evx=O.O erx=-0.055A 
System rdro rm rw rVl( rvvlro rwn/ro rlev rloc r,Jro rlolro rwn/rw 
10A 1.00 OA1A 0.32A 0.00 0.78 0.00 0.26A 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 
10B /I /I /I 0.50A /I 1.22 /I 0.50A /I 1.22 1.22 
2.21.2 Excess strength associated with System 10 
System 10 will have a strength eccentricity if one or more elements have strength in excess of 
that satisfying static equilibrium. In case of multi-element systems, a strength eccentricity is 
associated with several values of element excess strength. The critical scenario will occur when 
either edge elements (1) or (3) have excess strength. Their excess strength will introduce the 
largest possible strength eccentricity for the smallest increase of system strength. For instance, 
to reach a maximum negative and positive strength eccentricity of evx=±fJ.15D the excess 
strength factor of elements (1) or (3) will need to be of Al=5.54 and A3=2.58, respectively which 
are unrealistic -values of element excess strength. The excess strength of element (2) will 
generate a less critical relationship between system excess strength and strength eccentricity. 
Figure 2-35(a) shows the effect that excess strength of either element (1) or (3) has on strength 
and stiffness eccentricities. The excess strength of element (1)(Al>1.0) introduces a negative 
strength eccentricity. It is evident that strength and stiffness eccentricities do not increase by the 
same order because element (1) has a small nominal yield displacement and therefore the 
increase of strength of element (1) does not generate a proportional increase in element stiffness. 
The distance between centres of strength and stiffness reduces reaching the same value when 
AJ=4.8. In contrast, the excess strength of element (3) (A3>1.0) introduces a positive strength 
eccentricity. The distance between the centre of strength and stiffness increases due to the same 
reasons explained before. It is also evident, that it is possible to eliminate the stiffness 
eccentricity of the system if element (3) has excess strength of approximately 70% (A3=1.7). 
This is associated with a strength eccentricity of approximately evx=+0.075D. 
The relationship between strength eccentricity and system excess strength of System 10 shown in 
Figure 2-35(a), is similar to that of two-element Systems 1 and 3; see Figure 2-21(a) and Figure 
2-28(a). This indicates that the critical relationship of system excess strength and strength 
eccentricity of multi-element systems can be readily approximated with the simple expression 
relevant to a two-element system. The only difference between Systems 1, 3 and 10 will be the 
non-proportional variation of the stiffness eccentricity. The likely effect of the stiffness 
eccentricity on the response of ductile systems will be examined in Sections 3.5.9 and 4.3.3. 
Figure 2-35(b) shows the effect that excess strength of either element (1) or (3) has on excess 
translational and torsional stiffness of System 10. The increase of torsional stiffness is larger 
than the excess translational stiffness for negative and positive strength eccentricities. The 
reason for this is that element (2) represents most of the system strength while the nominal 
strength of edge elements (1) and (3) is relatively small. Due to the increase of stiffness of either 
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element ( l) or (3), the increase of system translational stiffness will be as large as the increase of 
system torsional stiffness. 
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Figure 2-35. Parameters affecting strength and stiffness eccentricity ratios and properties of System 10 
Figure 2-35(c) shows the variation of the rv/rm ratio as function of the strength eccentricity ratio. 
It shows a reduced value of rv/ro=O.80 when strength is distributed according to static 
equilibrium. This low value of rv/rm ratio occurs because inner element (2) provides most of the 
system total strength (63%). The excess strength of edge elements (1) or (3) slightly increases 
the rv/rm ratio due to an increase of the radius of gyration of strength. The small increase in the 
radius of gyration of strength happens because the torsional strength increases at a larger rate 
than does the translational strength. 
2.21.3 Base shear-torque relationships of System 10 
Figure 2-36 shows the base shear-torque relationships of unrestrained System lOA and restrained 
System lOB. The addition of a third element to the system along the Y-axis introduces another 
branch to the base shear-torque relationship. The shaded area corresponds, as previously stated, 
to all those base shear-torque combinations introduced by dynamic-induced actions. 
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It was stated in Sections 2.16.3 and 2.17.3 that the elements of two-element unrestrained 
systems reach simultaneously their nominal strength when a static force is applied at the centre 
of mass if the system strength is distributed according to static equilibrium. At this stage, no 
torque is resisted. In case of unrestrained System 10, it is also possible to develop the full 
strength of the elements due to a static force applied at the centre of mass if system strength is 
also distributed in the same manner. However, not all elements will reach their nominal strength 
simultaneously. Element (2) will yield first. As the displacement increases, elements (1) and (3) 
would yield at the same time . 
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Figure 2-36. Base shear-torque relationships of System 10 
Consider the situation when element (1) of unrestrained System lOA has twice the strength 
required to satisfy static equilibrium and the system is subjected to a static force at the centre of 
mass, as shown in Figure 2-37(a). The system has a strength eccentricity of evx=-O.043A and a 
stiffness eccentricity of erx=-0.079A, due to differences in nominal yield displacement of the 
elements. The application of a static force at the centre of mass of VE=0.924 develops the 
nominal strength of element (2) of Vn2=0.634; see Figure 2-37(b). Subsequently, its stiffness 
vanishes as the lateral force gradually increases. Elements (1) and (3) only provide additional 
translational resistance. Figure 2-37(c) shows that element (3) will also reach immediately its 
nominal strength, Vn3=0.271, as the static force is slightly increased by VE=0.076. At this stage, 
element (1) has a remaining strength of Vm=0.095. This residual strength can only be developed 
if a force couple exists. One of the forces is, of course the residual strength of element (1) and 
the other is the dynamic action of the mass translational inertia, as explained in Section 2.16.3. 
The translational mass provides a resistance equal and opposite to the residual strength of 
element (1), i.e. Vm= Vrl=0.095. This enables the mass rotational inertia to introduce a 
clockwise dynamic torque of T=-0.048A, as shown in Figure 2-37(d). The full strength of the 
system is achieved and equilibrium is satisfied, as shown in Figure 2-37(e). 
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Figure 2-37. Torsional mechanisms of unrestrained System lOA 
2.22 Four-element structurally asymmetric System 11 (CV::j:CR; CM=GC) 
2.22.1 Description and properties of System 11 
(e) 
77 
System 11 is a single-mass system, as shown in Figure 2-38, comprising again a square rigid 
diaphragm ofAxA and four substitute wall-elements along the Y-axis with relative lengths of 
£1 =2.0e2, £2=1.0., £3=1.26£2 and £4=1.59£2. These elements are equally spaced a distance of Al3. 
Unrestrained System 14A has a fifth element placed parallel to the X-axis along a line passing 
through the centre of mass. It will provide translational strength and stability and no torsional 
resistance. In contrast, Restrained System 14B is torsionally restrained with two elements 
parallel to the X-axis. These are placed at the edges of the floor diaphragm. 
Unrestrained System llA and restrained System 11B will have the same system strength and 
stiffness along the X and Y-axes. This is achieved if the substitute wall-elements (5) and (6) have 
a length of £5=£6=1.67£2. The system will be also subjected to earthquake records at different 
angles. 
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Figure 2-38. Four-element structurally asymmetr~c System 11 
The system strength is distributed to satisfy static equilibrium. For this purpose, the strength is 
initially assigned in proportion to the length squared of the walls. Thereafter, the strength 
eccentricity resulting from this initial distribution of strength, is eliminated by redistributing the 
torque T=evxVyns between pairs of elements, i.e., elements (1) and (4), in a similar way to the 
procedure explained in Section 2.11.3. 
Table 2-10 summarizes the radii of gyration of mass, strength and stiffness and relevant ratios 
when strength is assigned to the elements according to static equilibrium, i.e. evx=O. O. Appendix 
B summarizes the properties of the systems. 
Table 2-10. Radii of gyration of mass, strength and stiffness and relevant ratios of System 11 
evx=O.O erx=-O.046A 
System r"lro rm rw rvx rvvlro rvx/ro rlev rJoe rJco/ro rtolro rvx/rw 
11A 1.00 OA1A 0.43A 0.00 1.05 0.00 0.45A 0.00 1.10 0.00 0.00 
118 /I /I /I 0.50A /I 1.22 /I 0.50A /I 1.22 1.22 
2.22.2 Excess strength associated with System 11 
Excess strength is assigned to either edge element (1) and (4) only because it will generate a 
critical relationship between strength eccentricity and system excess strength. It introduces the 
largest strength eccentricity for the smallest increase in system strength. Excess strength on any 
other element will generate less critical relationships. Excess strength of elements (1) or (4) are 
assumed leading to a strength eccentricity of evx=±fJ.15D, respectively. Excess strength factors, 
AJ and~, recorded in Figure 2-39(a), quantify the excess strength of either element (1) or (4). 
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Figure 2-39. Parameters affecting strength and stiffness eccentricity ratios and properties of System 11 
Figure 2-39(a) shows that 100% excess strength of element (1), i.e., ,11=2.0, results in a 
maximum strength eccentricity of evx=-0.14D. The stiffness eccentricity also increases in 
proportion to the strength eccentricity thus the distance between the centre of strength and 
stiffness remains essentially the same. Excess strength of element (4) (,14>1.0) introduces a 
positive strength eccentricity. The distances between the centres of strength and stiffness reduce 
slightly because element (4) has a small nominal yield displacement. 
The relationship between system excess strength and strength eccentricity, shown in Figure 
2-39(a), indicates that a strength eccentricity of approximately evx=±fJ.14D is associated with a 
35% increase of system strength, i.e., Ays=1.35. These results are similar to those obtained for 
two-element System 3 and three-element System 11; see Figure 2-28(a) and Figure 2-35(a). This 
validates the suggestion of simplifying the most critical relationship of system excess strength 
and strength eccentricity for multi-element systems with that of simple two-element systems. 
Figure 2-39(b) also shows the effect that the excess strength of either element (1) or (4) has on 
the excess translational and torsional stiffness of the system. The excess strength of element (1) 
(Ap2.2) results in 50% and 35% excess translational and torsional stiffness of the system, 
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respectively. Excess strength of element (4) (A4;:::;2.2) leads to a similar excess translational and 
torsional stiffness of approximately 40%. 
Figure 2-39(c) shows the variation of the rv/rm ratio as affected by the strength eccentricity ratio. 
It is evident that the rv/rm ratio remains, as expected, essentially constant with increasing 
negative and positive strength eccentricities. This indicates that the radius of gyration of strength 
is essentially unaffected by the strength eccentricity. 
2.22.3 Base shear-torque relationships of System 11 
Figure 2-40 shows the base shear-torque relationship of System 11. It is seen that the 
unrestrained System llA can sustain a torque larger than that resisted by the three-element 
unrestrained System lOA; for the same base shear. This happens because the system strength is 
mostly concentrated at the edge elements (1) and (4) whereas unrestrained System lOA has most 
of its strength supplied by element (2). Figure 2-40 also shows the branches and corresponding 
elements. It is evident that the addition of a fourth element along the Y-axis introduces another 
branch to the base shear-torque relationship. The shaded areas correspond to the base shear and 
torque combinations that can only be attained by dynamic-induced actions. 
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Figure 2-40. Base shear-torque relationships of System 11 
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Chapter 3. Torsionally Unrestrained Systems 
3.1 Introduction 
To be consistent with past studies on torsional response, this study focuses, at first, on torsionally 
unrestrained systems having one or more structural elements acting along the direction of the 
ground motion input [T5,C13]. Transverse elements do not provide torsional restraint. Systems 
are symmetric or asymmetric. 
This study examined the response of those systems using a rational and simple design strategy 
suggested in Section 2.11. No consideration was given to the seismic design provisions for 
torsion of any particular building code or standard. 
Based on the proposed design strategy, this chapter aims to: 
-/' Estimate the displacement capacity of torsionally unrestrained systems, 
-/' Assess displacement demands on elements due to increasing strength eccentricities, 
-/' Examine effects of system uncoupled translational periods, 
-/' Identify differences in response, if any, between systems with one or more parallel 
elements along the direction of earthquake input, 
-/' Examine the effect of mass eccentricity, 
-/' Investigate the effects of the mass rotational inertia on the torsional behaviour, 
-/' Assess the role of the (J.;:::./:iye2/ /:iye! ratio and its associated stiffness eccentricity, 
-/' Examine the response of systems having different displacement ductility capacities and 
-/' Study the effect of the frequency contents of different earthquake records. 
The parameters of interest considered to influence ductile response were: strength eccentricity 
and associated increase of system strength, the ratio of element nominal yield displacements, 
(J.;:::./:iye2/ !lyel, and their associated stiffness eccentricity, different earthquake record inputs, 
reduced system displacement ductility capacity and the ratio of radii of gyration of strength and 
mass. 
3.2 General considerations for the analyses of unrestrained systems 
Simple two and multi-element asymmetric systems were selected to examine their torsional 
response when subjected to the earthquake records described in Section 2.5. They were designed 
according to the suggested design strategy described in Section 2.11. 
The displacement ductility capacity of the system should be a characteristic readily estimated 
before the system is designed. For the sake of consistency, this was assumed in all systems to be 
equal to the displacement ductility capacity of the elements, i.e., J..l&=5.35. At this stage, it was 
uncertain if the displacement ductility capacity of the elements will be or not be exceeded. If the 
ductility capacities are exceeded, suggestions will be provided on how to estimate the system 
displacement ductility capacity preventing any element from exceeding its ductility capacity. 
The Artificial earthquake record was applied along the Y-direction. It was scaled to impose, on 
systems with zero strength eccentricity and fixed value of r vir m ratio, a maximum displacement 
ductility demand equal to the systems ductility capacity. This record was then applied, without 
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further modifications, to identical systems having other ry!rm ratios. The objective of this 
approach is to concentrate on torsional behaviour rather than on the question why different 
ground motions with similar response accelerations may generate different displacement 
demands at the centre of mass. The force reduction factor, R, a parameter supposedly 
influencing torsional response and widely considered in many studies [T5,G2,C6,C14], was 
neglected in this research. 
3.3 Two-element structurally symmetric System lA (CV=CR=CM=GC) 
3.3.1 Response of the unrestrained System lA-I.3 
A two-element system is considered a simple but effective model to study torsional response due 
to the small number of parameters governing its behaviour. The elements were modelled as 
substitute walls with given relative length representing any type of lateral force resisting 
element, i.e., frame, coupled walls, braced frames, etc. The relevant properties of the elements 
are their nominal strength and nominal yield displacement. 
The systems were designed according to a suggested design criteria described in Section 2.11. 
The aim was to assess if the proposed method was able to limit displacement demands on 
elements to be within their displacement ductility capacity. 
The unrestrained System lA had two substitute wall-elements along the Y-axis, as it was shown 
in Figure 2-20(a). The nominal yield displacement of the elements, and hence that of the system, 
is a readily derived property independent of strength. They were set in this example to a selected 
value of !l.yel=!l.ye2=!l.ys=42mm. The system strength was then adjusted to achieve an uncoupled 
translational period of free vibration of Ts=l.3 seconds. It was denoted unrestrained System lA-
1.3. Section 2.16 described its characteristics and Appendix B summarizes its properties. 
The displacement ductility capacity of the unrestrained System lA-l.3, Jl~s, was assumed equal to 
the displacement ductility capacity of the two identical elements. In this example, this was 
Jl~=Jl~l =Jl~=5.35. 
The system was subjected to the Artificial earthquake record along the Y-direction. The 
earthquake record was scaled to generate, on the reference unrestrained System lA-l.3 having 
rv!ro=1.0, a system displacement ductility demand of Jl&=5.35. This scaled record was also 
applied, without further modifications, to identical systems with other rv/rm ratios, i.e., rv!O.85ro 
and rv/1.20ro, to examine the effect of the mass rotational inertia on the response. 
The design strategy summarised in Section 2.11 suggests that the system nominal strength, 
distributed among elements to satisfy static equilibrium, i.e., eyx=O.O, should prevent the system, 
and hence the elements, from exceeding their displacement ductility capacity. The objective is to 
avoid strength eccentricities, which are the main cause of rotations on ductile systems. In the 
case of the unrestrained System lA-i.3, this is achieved if the strength to be assigned to each 
element is the same. 
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Figure 3·1. Response of the unrestrained System lA-I.3, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, e.-x=erx=variable, J.i.&=5.35, 
rolro=1.0, rvy/rm=variable. 
As expected, Figure 3-1 exhibits, for zero strength eccentricity, a maximum displacement 
ductility demand on elements (1), (2) and at the centre of mass of Jl&-=Jl~1 =Jl.12=5.35. 
The design strategy also suggests that strength eccentricities may be accepted if by some reason 
a relative excess strength is assigned to one of the elements. This excess strength will increase 
the translational strength of the system, as already shown in Figure 2·21(a). The rationale behind 
the design strategy was explained in Section 2.11.1. 
Figure 3-1 plots the system response when element (1) had by some reason an excess strength 
(/"'1>1.0) whereas the strength of element (2) remained unchanged. Consider the case when the 
unrestrained System 1A-1.3 had rv/ro=1.0. The excess strength of element (1) introduced 
negative strength and stiffness eccentricities of the same order and increased the system strength, 
as already shown in Figure 2-21 (a). Element (1) having excess strength exhibited, as expected, a 
reduction in its displacement ductility demands, see Figure 3-1(a). An interesting feature was 
the fact that the response of element (2), which is traditionally described as the flexible element, 
was not significantly affected by increasing eccentricities; see Figure 3-1(b). The displacement 
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demands on element (2) remained essentially constant and less than that attained for zero 
strength eccentricity, i.e., ~.12=5.35. Note that an excess strength of element (1) of Al>I.25 is 
unlikely in a rationally designed symmetric system. 
The excess strength of either element (1) or (2) increased the system strength. Figure 3-1(c) 
reveals that the increase of strength reduced, as expected, the displacement ductility demand at 
the centre of mass. 
Figure 3-1(d) shows, for clarity, maximum positive and negative system rotations. It is evident 
that increasing strength eccentricities increased rotations. Therefore, the reduction of the 
displacement demands at the centre of mass, as a result of an increase of system strength, did 
compensate for the torsion-induced displacements imposed on element (2), additional to those 
resulting from system translations. 
The effect of the mass rotational inertia on the response of the unrestrained System IA -1.3 is 
quantified with the ratio of radii of gyration of strength and mass, r vir m. This ratio was changed 
to rvlro, rv/0.85ro and rv/I.20ro to examine, as explained in Section 2.13, the sensitivity of the 
system response to likely differences between the computed and the actual distribution of mass. 
The rvlr m ratio also considers the effect on the response of different diaphragm configurations 
provided the total mass remained constant and the radius of gyration of element nominal strength 
also remained unchanged. 
Figure 3-1 shows that, for increasing strength eccentricities, the variation of the rv/rm ratio did 
not have a significant influence on the response of element (1) and at the centre of mass. 
However, it did have an effect on element (2). For instance, the unrestrained System IA-I.3, 
having a reference value of rvlro=I.O, exhibited in element (2) an essentially constant 
displacement ductility demand with increasing strength eccentricities. The displacement 
ductility demands on element (2) slightly increased when the radius of gyration of mass was 
reduced to rm=0.85ro or reduced as the mass radius was increased to rm=I.20ro. This is because 
the opposition of the mass rotational inertia on system rotations intensifies as the rotational mass 
was increased. It is also evident from Figure 3-1(c) and (d) that, although the mass rotational 
inertia significantly reduced system rotations, it did not have a significant effect on system 
translations. 
To highlight the contribution of the mass rotational inertia on the torsional response, the 
hypothetical extreme case when the mass was concentrated at the centre of mass was also 
examined, i.e., ro=O.O. Figure 3-1(a) and (b) show that element (1) remained elastic, even with a 
very small excess strength, while element (2) exceeded its displacement ductility capacity. This 
is the response expected from a system having an excess strength on one of its elements and 
subjected to a static lateral force. 
The above findings suggest that the proposed design strategy limits the maximum displacement 
demands of elements to less than the maxima established if strength eccentricities are associated 
with an increase of system strength. This increase of strength reduced the displacement demand 
at the centre of mass which compensated for the rotation-induced displacements of the critical 
element, additional to those resulting from system translations; hence its displacement capacity 
was not exceeded. This torsional behaviour applied to systems having rvlrm~I.O whereas the 
displacement ductility capacity of the critical element was slightly exceeded for r vir m> 1. O. It 
was also observed that the effect of the mass rotational inertia is to restrain system rotations. 
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3.3.2 Time history response of the unrestrained System lA-l.3 
The time history response was examined to provide further understanding from a behavioural 
perspective rather than just that of observed trends of the torsional mechanism involved during 
the dynamic response of symmetric systems having by some reason an excess strength in one of 
its elements. 
The unrestrained System 1A-1.3(Ts=1.3sec) was considered again. The system strength of 
Vyns=176 kN was initially assigned to satisfy static equilibrium, i.e., evx=O.O. Hence, elements (1) 
and (2) had the same nominal strength of Vnel = Vne2=88kN. The system would be non-
symmetric for any values of A1,2-=1=1.0. In this example, element (1) had for some reason a 40% 
excess strength (AI =1.4). The nominal strength of element (1) was increased to 
Vne1=88*1.4=123 kN while that of element (2) remained at Vne2=88 kN. The excess strength of 
element (1) introduced a strength and stiffness eccentricity of evx=erx=-0.083D and increased the 
system strength by 20% (Ays=1.2) to Vyns =211 kN. The nominal yield displacement of the 
elements was not affected by the increase of element strength, as it is traditionally believed but is 
a function of geometry. The system was subjected to the Artificial earthquake record along the Y-
direction 
Consider the torsional mechanism when a positive static force is applied at the centre of mass. 
Element (2) will develop its nominal strength while that of element (1) can never be reached. 
The system will exhibit an anticlockwise rotation due to its negative stiffness eccentricity. 
The time history response presented a different behaviour. Figure 3-2(a) shows that element (1) 
reached at instant (A) its nominal strength before element (2) did. Therefore, for a positive base 
shear, a clockwise dynamic torque was generated for element (1) to reach first its nominal 
strength. This torque was induced in the elastic system by the mass rotational inertia restraining 
the negative or clockwise system rotation. Figure 3-3 (a) shows the displacement profile 
associated with instant (A). It is evident that the displacement of element (1) was slightly larger 
than that of element (2) corroborating that the mass rotational inertia, indeed, restrained rotations 
and, therefore, element (1) yielded first. 
Element (2) also reached, at instant (B), its nominal strength slightly after element (1) yielded, as 
shown in Figure 3-2(a). The question that arises at this stage is: How was it possible for element 
(2) to reach its nominal strength, as indeed took place, once element (1) yielded? For this to 
happen the clockwise torque was reduced after element (1) yielded due to a rotational 
deceleration of the rotational mass; see instant (A) in Figure 3-2(c). However, to reduce this 
torque a force couple was required at that instant. Element (2) provided one of these forces 
because, at this stage, it was still elastic and thus had some additional strength contributing to the 
development of the full base shear capacity of the system. The other line of resistance was 
dynamically induced by the mass translational inertia. A force at the centre of mass may 
represent this resistance. Thus, as Figure 3-2(c) shows this force couple enabled a reduction of 
the clockwise torque leading element (2) to reach its nominal strength at instant (B). The 
associated displacement profile shown in Figure 3-3 (b) indicates that the displacement on 
element (2) increased at a faster rate than that on element (1), the system rotation changed 
direction from negative to positive and, as expected, the torque reduced to T=-220kNm which is 
associated with yielding of both elements. 
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A change in the sense of system rotation, once element (1) reached its nominal strength at instant 
(A); see Figure 3-2(d), shows that the deceleration of the mass rotational inertia restrained further 
rotations in the opposite direction. The system torque of T=evxVyns=-220kNm remained constant 
as the system developed its full base shear capacity between instants (B) and (C). 
Instant (C) corresponds to the moment when element (1), having developed its maximum 
displacement, became elastic again. The displacement profile associated with this instant, see 
Figure 3-3 (c), shows that the displacements in both elements increased. This increase was much 
larger on element (2), hence system rotations increased while the torque remained constant. 
Thereafter, the torque diminished because the rotational mass continued to decelerate. The 
torque eventually changed sign from negative to positive after the centre of mass reached it peak 
displacement. Yet, the sense of the diaphragm rotation did not change. 
At instant (D), element (2) reached a maximum displacement and re-entered the elastic domain. 
With both elements operating in the elastic range, the total base shear reduced; see Figure 3-2(a). 
Its associated displacement profile; see Figure 3-3(d) shows, relative to instant (C), a reduction 
of the displacement of element (1) while it increased on element (2). The torque, although 
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increasing, is smaller and opposite to that attained at instant (C) whereas system rotations have 
substantially increased. This illustrates that there is no proportionality between rotations and 
torques. 
In spite of a significant increase of torques and system rotations, as shown at instant (E) in 
Figure 3-2(c) and (d), no large displacement demands arose for the two elements; see Figure 
3-2(b). The displacements of elements (1) and (2) were less than the maxima reached when the 
system strength was distributed to satisfy static equilibrium, i.e., evx=O.O; see also Figure 3-1. 
The corresponding displacement profile shown in Figure 3-3(e) indicates that the maximum 
system rotation occurred when both elements were elastic and hence was associated with a large 
torque. The results demonstrate that torque and system rotations are poor indicators of element 
maximum displacement demands. 
The torsional mechanism described before illustrates that the action of the mass rotational inertia 
is to restrain system rotations. This caused element (1), in spite of having excess strength, to 
yield first and subsequently enabled element (2) to yield instants later. The maximum 
displacement of the elements occurred for a system rotation smaller than the maximum rotation. 
This peak rotation occurred when both elements, while remaining elastic, developed a large 
relative displacement. Torsional mechanisms of asymmetric systems generated by static or 
dynamic-induced forces are obviously different due to the effects of the mass rotational inertia. 
3.3.3 Profiles of instantaneous displacements of the unrestrained System lA-l.3 
The instantaneous displacement profiles associated with the maximum displacements of 
elements and at the centre of mass are assessed. The aim is to determine if the displacement 
demands of elements and at the centre of mass is reached independently or simultaneously. It 
will also show, in a global context, the torsional behaviour of the system as affected by assigning 
excess strength to one of its elements, as suggested in the design strategy. 
The unrestrained System 1A-1.3(Ts=1.30 sec) having rv/rm=1.0 was considered again. It was 
subjected to the Artificial earthquake record along the Y-direction. The system nominal strength 
was initially distributed to achieve zero strength eccentricity. However, an excess strength was 
assigned to element (1) (')"1>1.0) while that of element (2) remained unchanged. The excess 
strength of element (1) is quantified through excess strength factors of "'1=1.0, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0. 
These excess strengths introduced negative strength eccentricities and increased the system 
strength, as already shown in Figure 2.21. 
The instantaneous displacement profiles, presented in Figure 3-4, as a function of the excess 
strength factor, A.1, shows that the maximum response attained at elements (1) and (2) and at the 
centre of mass; see Figure 3-4(a), (b) and (c), did not occur simultaneously nor were they 
associated with the maximum system rotation. Element (1) and the centre of mass reached 
maximum displacements at similar instants even for different values of excess strength factors. 
Element (2) reached it maximum displacement for a large system rotation. This, however, was 
less than the maximum rotation imposed on the system of 8s=+0.015 rad; see Figure 3-4(d). 
Figure 3-4(c) shows that increasing the strength of element (1) reduced its displacement demand 
and that at the centre of mass and increased the system maximum rotation, as Figure 3-4(d) 
shows. However, the maximum response of critical element (2) never exceeded the 
displacement demands attained for zero strength eccentricity ("'1=1.0). Thus, the reduction of 
the displacements at the centre of mass due to an increase of system strength did compensate for 
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the torsion-induced displacements imposed on critical element (2), additional to those resulting 
from system translations. 
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These results show that the maximum displacement demands on elements and at the centre of 
mass are not attained simultaneous nor are they associated with the system maximum rotation. 
3.3.4 Response of the unrestrained System lA-I.3 when using different element modelling 
This section aims to examine if conclusions already derived using a simple elasto-plastic 
relationship were also valid for other common structural systems having different hysteretic 
behaviour. 
The unrestrained System lA-l.3(Ts=1.30 sec) was considered again. The substitute wall-
elements were modelled with Bilinear, Takeda[Ol], and AI-Bermani[Zl] simulations and the 
already assessed elasto-plastic force-displacement relationship. Section 2.7 provided a 
description of these hysteretic models. The system was subjected to the Artificial earthquake 
record along the Y-direction. 
Figure 3-5 shows, as expected, little differences in the system response when using different 
element modelling. The system with stiffness degrading elements, i.e., the Takeda model, 
exhibited the largest displacement ductility demands of elements and at the centre of mass. This 
response was followed by the system having elasto-plastic hysteretic elements behaviour, which 
displayed the second largest element displacement ductility demands and the largest system 
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rotation. The maximum and minimum displacement ductility demands at the centre of mass 
were obtained with the Takeda and Bilinear models. 
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These results show that differences of predicted displacements for the elements modelled with 
selected hysteretic models were not significant. Eonclusions derived from systems where the 
elements are modelled with a simple bilinear force-displacement relationship should also be 
valid for most common structural systems when gauging displacements demands due to torsional 
behaviour. 
3.3.5 Response of the unrestrained System lA-O.5 
The response of a system having a short translational period and designed according to the 
suggested design strategy was examined. Past studies [C14] have reached different conclusions 
with regard to the dependence of response on the uncoupled translational period of free vibration 
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of the system. The aim is to clarify this issue and verify if the design method can limit 
displacement demands on elements to less than their displacement ductility capacity. 
The unrestrained System lA was considered again. The nominal yield displacement of elements 
and that of systems is a readily derived property independent of strength. In this example, they 
were set, as in previous systems, to Llyel=Llye2=Llys=42mm. The system strength was subsequently 
adjusted to achieve an uncoupled translational period of free vibration of Ts=O.5 sec. It was 
denoted as System lA-O.5. The characteristics of the system were the same as those described in 
Section 2.16. Its properties are summarised in Appendix B. The general considerations 
described in Section 3.2 were used to analyse this system. 
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As expected, Figure 3-6 records, for zero strength eccentricity, a maximum displacement 
ductility demand on the elements and at the centre of mass of /-l1'l.s=/-l1'l.1 =/-lA2=5.35. This 
maximum displacement demand is equal to the system displacement ductility capacity and 
therefore should not be exceeded even when the system experiences rotations. 
Excess strength of element (1) introduced increasing negative strength eccentricities that, as 
expected, reduced its displacement ductility demands; see Figure 3-6(a). Variations of the rv/rm 
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ratios generated slightly different displacement ductility demands on element (2). In the case of 
rvlrm$.l.O, element (2) exhibited displacement ductility demands smaller than those attained for 
zero strength eccentricity; see Figure 3-6(b). However, for rvlrm> 1. 0, element (2) slightly 
exceeded its displacement ductility capacity. This response agreed with the response observed 
before for the unrestrained System lA-l.3; see Figure 3-1(b). 
The displacement ductility demands at the centre of mass; see Figure 3-6(c), reduced with 
increasing strength eccentricities due to the increase of system strength. It is also seen that the 
response was essentially unaffected by variations of the rvlr m ratio. 
Figure 3-6(d) shows, as expected, that system rotations increased with strength eccentricities and 
were also affected by the rv/rm ratio. A comparison of Figure 3-1(d) and Figure 3-6(d) shows 
that the unrestrained Systems 3A-OS and 3A-l.3 developed similar system rotations. 
The findings described above suggest that the torsional response is sensitive to the uncoupled 
translational period of free vibration. In spite of this behaviour, the proposed design strategy is 
successful in limiting displacement demands of elements to less than their displacement 
capacities due to increasing strength eccentricities. 
3.3.6 Response comparison of the unrestrained Systems lA-1.3 and lA-O.5 with their 
corresponding equivalent single degree of freedom system 
The objective of this section is to examine the way that elements and centre of mass reach their 
maximum response at different instants may affect the maximum displacement demand attained 
at the centre of mass. For this purpose, the displacement ductility demands at the centre of mass 
of the unrestrained Systems lA-l.3(Ts=1.30) and lA-O.S(Ts=O.SO) and that of an equivalent 
single degree of freedom (ESDOF) system were compared. This equivalent system is assumed 
to have the same translational properties, i.e., strength, stiffness, and nominal yield displacement 
of the torsionally unrestrained system; however, it is not affected by torsion. 
It is evident from Figure 3-1(c) and Figure 3-6(c) that the corresponding equivalent single degree 
of freedom system predicted essentially the same maximum displacement demand at the centre 
of mass of the systems for zero and increasing strength eccentricities. This result was valid in 
spite of elements (1) and (2) reaching their maximum response at different instants. This 
indicates that the actions of the mass rotational inertia on system rotations did not have a 
significant effect on system translations. 
The fact that an equivalent single degree of freedom system can predict, with adequate accuracy, 
the response at the centre of mass should appeal to structural engineers. The centre of mass may 
be considered, in case of ductile systems, as a convenient reference location where translational 
and rotational motions may be separated. 
3.4 Two-element structurally 
(CV=CR=CM;j:GC) 
symmetric and mass-eccentric System 2A 
3.4.1 Response of the unrestrained System 2A-1.3 
This section examines the response of a symmetric structural system having mass eccentricity 
and designed according to the suggested design strategy. The research on these types of 
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systems is necessary because structures, in general, will exhibit non-coincident centres of mass 
and geometry. It is required to assess if systems with or without mass eccentricity should be 
treated differently [C8, TS]. 
The unrestrained System 2A, shown in Figure 2-24(a), had a mass eccentricity of emx=-O.10A, 
hence, the centre of mass did not coincide with the geometric centre. The nominal yield 
displacement of substitute wall-elements (1) and (2) were the same because the centres of mass, 
strength and stiffness are coincident. This was achieved because the system strength was 
assigned to elements to satisfy static equilibrium, i.e., ev=O.O. The nominal yield displacement 
of the elements, and hence that of the system, was the same and equal to ilyel=ilye2=ilys=42mm. 
The system strength was adjusted to achieve an uncoupled translational period of free vibration 
of 1.3 seconds. It was denoted unrestrained System 2A-1.3. Section 2-17 described in detail its 
characteristics and Appendix B summarizes its properties. The displacement ductility capacity 
of unrestrained System 2A-1.3 was the same as the unrestrained System 1A-l.3 previously 
examined. This was equal to the displacement ductility capacity of the two identical elements, 
i.e., J..l~s=Jl~1 =Jl~=5.35. The system was analysed based on the considerations already explained 
in Section 3.2. 
The nominal strength to be assigned to each element, complying with static equilibrium, was 
obviously different. Element (1) and (2) had 70% and 30%, respectively, of the system nominal 
strength. Subsequently, the system became non-symmetric when excess strength was assigned 
to either element (1) or (2), as already explained in Section 2.17.2. This excess strength 
introduced strength eccentricities and increased the 'translational strength of the system. This 
relationship will depend on which element the excess strength was assigned to, as already shown 
in Figure 2-2S(a). 
Figure 3-7 show the response of the system due to zero and increasing strength eccentricities. 
The torsional behaviour was similar to that attained with structurally symmetric Systems lA-l.3 
and 1A-0.5; as Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-6 shows. This behaviour is briefly summarised. As 
expected, the displacement demand on elements and at the centre of mass, for zero strength 
eccentricity, was Jl&=Jl~I=Jl~=5.35. Excess strength of element (1) 0"1>1.0) introduced 
increasing negative strength eccentricities that reduced its displacement ductility demands and 
those at the centre of mass. The response of element (2) depends on the rv/rm ratio. In case of 
rvylrm'S.1.0, the displacements demands of element (2) were equal or smaller than that attained for 
zero strength eccentricity. The demands slightly exceeded the displacement capacity of element 
(2) for rvylrm>1.0, i.e., rvyl1.20rm. Rotations increased due to increasing strength eccentricities 
and rvylrm ratios. Rotations were, however, not an issue because they were not associated with 
the maximum displacement demand on the elements. The corresponding equivalent single 
degree of freedom systems predicted, with adequate accuracy, the displacement demand at the 
centre of mass. The torsional behaviour of the system due to the excess strength of element (2) 
was essentially the same. 
The results indicates that mass eccentric systems with rv/rm'S.1.0 and designed with the 
suggested design strategy exhibit a satisfactory seismic performance. The maximum 
displacement demand on the critical element may slightly exceed the maxima established for 
rv/rm>1.0. This torsional behaviour is similar to that of the unrestrained System 1A-1.3 
previously examined; see Figure 3~1, indicating that there is no need to differentiate between 
systems with or without mass-eccentricity. Hence, mass eccentricity is not a parameter to 
influence the behaviour of asymmetric systems. This finding contradicts the common belief 
that systems with or without mass eccentricity should be considered separately. 
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Figure 3-7. Response of the unrestrained System 2A-l.3, Ts=1.30 sec, e.m=-O.10A, en=e.-x=variabJe, IlAs=5.35, 
rolro=1.10, rvyfrm=variabJe 
3.4.2 Response of the unrestrained System 2A-0.5 
The likely effects of the uncoupled translational period of free vibration on the torsional response 
of a symmetric and mass eccentric system are also examined. The unrestrained System 2A-O.5 
with a translational period of Ts=O.5 seconds was considered. It had the same physical 
characteristics of the unrestrained System 2A-i.3 but different properties, as shown in Appendix 
B. The considerations already explained in Section 3.2 were also used for the analysis of the 
system. 
The torsional behaviour of the unrestrained System 2A-O.5, shown in Figure 3-8, was essentially 
the same as that of the unrestrained System 2A-i.3; see Figure 3-7. It did show, however, a more 
sensitive response. This was particularly evident for rv/rm>i.O. For instance, in case of 
rvli.20ra, Figure 3-8(b) shows that increasing negative strength eccentricities generated large 
displacement ductility demands on element (2) in contrast to the response previously obtained 
for the unrestrained System 2A-i.3, see Section 3.4.1. Figure 3-8(c) shows that the equivalent 
single degree of freedom systems still predicted well the maximum displacement demand at the 
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centre of mass. The system rotations were also essentially the same on both unrestrained 
Systems 2A-l.3 and 2A-O.S; see Figure 3-7(d) and Figure 3-8(d). 
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It is evident from the above findings that mass eccentric systems with short translational periods 
and designed with the suggested design strategy will exhibit an acceptable seismic perfonnance. 
Displacement demands of elements were limited to less than their ductility capacity due to 
increasing strength eccentricities. It also shows that the torsional response becomes sensitive as 
the translational period of free vibration of the system was reduced. 
3.5 Two-element structurally asymmetric System 3A (CVt=CR; CM=GC) 
3.5.1 Response of the unrestrained System 3A-1.3( a=1.4) 
This section examines the seismic torsional response of a two-element asymmetric system 
designed with the strategy suggested in Section 2.12. The aim was to verify if the proposed 
design strategy was able to limit displacement demands on elements to be within their 
displacement capacity. 
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The unrestrained System 3A shown in Figure 2-27(a) was considered. It had two substitute wall-
elements with unequal length. The nominal yield displacement of elements (1) and (2) was 
l1ye1 =36mm and l1ye2=50mm, hence a=l1ye2/I1yel=1.40. They were associated with a system 
nominal yield displacement of l1ys=42mm. The system strength was adjusted to achieve an 
uncoupled translational period of free vibration of 1.3 seconds. It was denoted unrestrained 
System 3A-1.3( a=1.4). Centres of strength and stiffness never coincide due to differences in the 
nominal yield displacement of the elements. For zero strength eccentricity, the system had a 
stiffness eccentricity of erx=-O.083D and rv!ro=1.0. Section 2.18 describes in detail its 
characteristics and Appendix B summarizes its properties. The considerations already explained 
in Section 3.2 were also used for the analysis of the system. 
The suggested design strategy, described in Section 2.11, states that the system nominal strength, 
necessary to prevent that the displacement ductility capacity of any element being exceeded, 
should be distributed among the elements to satisfy static equilibrium requirements, i.e., evx=O.O. 
It may not be achieved in practice but it is considered to be a reference distribution of strength. 
The response of the system, for zero strength eccentricity, is of interest because, it is the case 
when the system maximum response is expected. Hence, the displacement capacity of the 
system should be related to this response. In the case of the unrestrained System 3A -1.3, zero 
strength eccentricity was achieved when the elements had the same nominal strength. 
'Fable 3-1 summarizes the response for zero strength eccentricity. It is evident that the maximum 
displacement demand of the elements relative to that at the centre of mass was influenced by the 
rv/rm ratio. As the rv/rm ratio was reduced, the maximum displacement demand of the elements 
and at the centre of mass became essentially the same. It is seen that element (1) exceeded its 
displacement ductility capacity of JlAl=5.35 for rv!ro and rv/l.20ro whereas element (2) showed 
a reduction in demand. Element (1) was obviously the critical element. Hence, the displacement 
ductility capacity of the system associated with zero strength eccentricity should be further 
restricted to prevent critical element (1) from exceeding its ductility capacity for all cases of 
rv!rm ratio. 
The displacement demands at the centre of mass were essentially the same for systems having 
different rv/rm ratios, as Table 3-1 shows. It was also observed that the corresponding equivalent 
single degree of freedom system predicted, with adequate accuracy, the system maximum 
displacement demand. This shows that the centre of mass is a convenient reference location 
where translations and rotational motions may be separated and not influenced by variations of 
the rv!r m ratio. The actions of the mass rotational inertia on system rotations did not have a 
significant effect on system translations. 
Table 3-1. Response of the unrestrained System 3A-1.3(a=1.4), T.=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, evx=O.O, erx=-O.083D, 
JlAs=5.35, r,Jro=1.0, rv/rm=variable 
Displacements, mm, and Displacement 
displacement ductility demands (J.ls) demand ratios 
rvlrm E1 eM E2 ESDOF (Llue1/Llus)d (Llue2/Llus)d 
rvlO•85ro 191(5.31) 221(5.26) 265(5.25} 225 (5.35) 0.86 1.20 
rvlro=1.01 198(5.50) 224(5.33) 251(4.98) " 0.88 1.12 
rvl1•2Oro 216(6.00) 227(5.40) 238(4.72) " 0.95 1.05 
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The maximum displacements reached by elements (1) and (2) and at the centre of mass, as 
shown in Table 3-1, were not attained at the same time nor were they reached when the system 
developed its maximum rotation. Therefore, it is not possible to relate the system maximum 
displacement with its maximum rotation to derive the maximum displacement of the elements. 
Due to this behaviour, the problem was solved with the ratio of maximum displacement demands 
of the elements and that at the centre of mass. This is expressed as, 
( d
ue2 ) 
d us d 
(3-1) 
where duel and d ue2 are the maximum displacement demands of elements (1) and (2), 
respectively, and d us is that at the centre of mass. The subscript "d" refers to demand quantities. 
A ratio less than unity indicate that the displacement demand on the associated element is less 
than that at the centre of mass. This relationship is particularly useful considering that the 
response at the centre of mass is easily predicted with an equivalent single degree of freedom 
system. 
It is evident from Table 3-1 that the ratios of displacement demands are a function of the rV)lrm 
ratio. Its value reduced as the r vir m ratio was reduced. This indicates that the maximum 
displacements demands of the elements and that at the centre of mass became similar as .the 
rv/rm ratio was reduced. 
Zero strength eccentricity may not be achieved in practice due to requirements of minimum 
reinforcement stipulated for reinforced concrete elements. It is likely that one element may 
finish with some excess strength but never less than that required to satisfy zero strength 
eccentricity. This scenario will introduce a strength eccentricity and an increase of system 
strength, as already shown in Figure 2-28(a). 
Figure 3-9 shows the response of the unrestrained System 3A-1.3 when excess strength was 
assigned to either element (1) or (2) due to the reasons given before. Consider, first, the case 
when the system had rv/rm9..0, i.e., rv/ro and rv/1.20ro' It is evident a similar behaviour to that 
of the unrestrained System 1A-1.3 already described in Section 3.3. For example, excess strength 
of element (1), which introduced increasing negative strength eccentricities, generated a 
reduction in its displacement ductility demands relative to the maximum attained for zero 
strength eccentricity whereas displacement ductility demands on element (2) remained equal or 
smaller. 
In the case of the system having rv/ro >1.0, i.e., rv/0.85ro, excess strength of element (1) 
0.,1>1.0) still led to a reduction of its displacement ductility demands relative to that attained for 
zero strength eccentricity whereas those of element (2) slightly exceeded the maximum ductility 
demand attained for such strength distribution. This indicates that the reduction of the 
displacement at the centre of mass, originated by the increase in system strength, was not enough 
to compensate for the rotation-induced displacement imposed on element (2), additional to those 
reSUlting from system translations. 
A similar behaviour occurred when element (2) had excess strength 01.2>1.0) and hence 
increasing positive strength eccentricities were introduced. However, positive strength 
eccentricities larger than evx>0.05D are considered an unlikely scenario in practical design and 
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hence, the response was just presented to clarify trends in behaviour. This is because, although 
an excess strength may be assigned to element (2), the total strength to be assigned to this 
element may not be larger than that of element (1) if requirements of minimum or maximum 
reinforcement content are to be satisfied. For instance, element (1), being longer than element 
(2), will require a larger reinforcement content, and hence larger lateral strength, to comply with 
the recommended minimum reinforcement content, hence, it seems unlikely that a large positive 
strength eccentricity may be introduced to the system. Another scenario not allowing the 
introduction of a positive strength eccentricity is when an excess strength, relative to that 
satisfying zero strength eccentricity, cannot be assigned to element (2) because the strength 
assigned to this element already satisfies the recommended ratio of maximum reinforcement 
content. 
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Figure 3-9. Response of the unrestrained System 3A-1.3( a=1.4), Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, emterx=variable, 
J.I.&=5.35, rn/ro=1.0, rvy/rm=variable 
The system nominal strength increased with the excess strength of either element (1) or (2). 
Figure 3-9(c) reveals that the displacement demands at the centre of mass were reduced with 
increasing strength eccentricities. It also shows that the response was essentially the same 
irrespective of the rv/rm ratio. The equivalent single degree of freedom still predicted, without 
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much difference, the maximum displacement ductility demands at the centre of mass for zero 
and increasing strength eccentricities. This was not affected by the fact that elements reached 
their maximum response at different instances. 
System rotations were also influenced by the strength eccentricity and the rv/rm ratio. Figure 
3-9(d) shows, for clarity, maximum positive and negative rotations imposed on the system. As 
expected, the dominant positive system rotations increased with negative strength eccentricities. 
It is also evident that for any given negative strength eccentricity, the system exhibited a larger 
system rotation with rv/0.85ro than with rv/1.2ro. In. contrast, the introduction of positive 
strength eccentricities reduced even further the maximum positive and negative rotations until 
reaching a minimum for ev?+O.04D. Thereafter, the system rotation increased with primarily 
negative system rotations. It is evident that for a strength eccentricity between zero and 
ev?+O.04D, the rv/rm ratio did not have a significant influence in the response due to the small 
rotations experienced by the system. 
A strength eccentricity of ev?+O.04D was associated with the centre of mass located half way 
between the centre of strength and centre of stiffness [C6, M3]. At this point, the whole system 
translated without exhibiting large rotations. Thus, the maximum displacements of the elements 
and at the centre of mass were essentially the same and attained at similar instants. Section 3.5.2 
will explain the reason of this behaviour by analysing the time history response. 
The ideal distribution of strength previously described is unlikely to be achieved in practice. This 
is because it is probable that a long wall (representing any element having a small nominal yield 
displacement) will have strength in excess to that satisfying zero strength eccentricity so that 
requirements of minimum reinforcement are satisfied. Another reason for not achieving zero 
strength eccentricity may occur when the strength of the short wall cannot be further increased 
because the maximum allowable strength that can be assigned to it was already provided. 
It is seen from Table 3-1 that limiting the maximum displacement ductility demand of the system 
to the displacement ductility capacity of the elements, i.e., J.l&=J.l6t=J.l82=5.35, did not prevent 
element (1) from exceeding its displacement ductility capacity; particularly for r vir 0 and 
rv/1.2ro. It was observed that the maximum displacement demands of the elements became 
similar as the rvlrm ratio was reduced. The displacement ductility demand of critical element 
(1) increased above its capacity whereas that of element (2) further reduced as the rv/rm ratio 
was reduced. To prevent critical element (1) from exceeding it displacement capacity, it is 
necessary to restrict even further the system displacement capacity. This reduction should apply 
to systems having any rvlrm ratio. How this may be achieved in practice is subsequently 
explained. 
For the suggested design strategy, the displacement capacity of the system should be associated 
with the system response for zero strength eccentricity. This is when the displacement demands 
of the system, and that of the elements, are expected to reach a maximum and rotations are rather 
small. It was shown, however, that rotations may be reduced even further when the centre of 
mass was located half way between the centre of strength and stiffness. However, instead of 
having to derive the location of the stiffness eccentricity to establish such particular location, it is 
enough to aim for zero strength eccentricity and assume, for any rv/rm ratio, that the system does 
not rotate and hence the maximum displacement demand of the elements and that at the centre of 
mass will be the same. 
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Table 3-1 shows that the displacement demands of elements and at the centre of mass became 
very similar as the rvlrm ratio was reduced. The consideration of equal displacement demands, 
for zero strength eccentricity, on elements may be conservative for some rv/rm ratios. This 
assumption, however, accounts for all the responses of critical element (1) due to different r vir m 
ratios. In case of element (2), the actual displacements were, in fact, slightly larger as the rv/rm 
ratio was increased and not equal to that of element (1). In spite of this behaviour, the 
displacement demands imposed on element (2) were less than its displacement capacity 
associated with the strain limits of the materials. hi an attempt to establish the displacement and 
ductility capacity of the system, it is assumed that for zero strength eccentricity the maximum 
displacement demands of the elements and at the centre of mass is the same. Hence, the 
displacement demand of the system should be limited to that of the element having the smallest 
displacement capacity. . 
In this example, element (1) has the smallest displacement capacity. Hence, the displacement 
capacity of the system should be limited to ~us=~yelJ.l~l' This is expressed as, 
(3-2) 
The displacement ductility capacity of the unrestrain~d System ~A-l.3( a=1.4) should_b~ reduced 
from the assumed value of J.l~s=5.35 to J.l&=(~yelJ.l~1)/~ys=4.60. With this approach, the 
displacement ductility demands of element (1) are expected to reach its ductility capacity of 
J.l~1=~usl~yel=5.35. Element (2), is expected to reach and even exceed a maximum displacement 
ductility demand of J.li\2=~us/~ye2=3.83, which is less than its capacity of J.l~=5.35. The inelastic 
element (2) can still develop additional displacements before reaching its available capacity 
associated with the strain limits of the materials. 
It was mentioned before that the consideration of system translation only for unrestrained 
systems, where its strength is assigned to the elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity, may 
conservatively predict the maximum displacement demand expected on element (1) whereas 
possibly underestimating that of element (2). A better estimate of the system displacement and 
ductility capacity should take into the account the effect of system rotations on the displacement 
demands of the elements. For instance, the maximum displacement demands of element (2) 
may be much larger than that expected at the centre of mass and it is likely that element (2) 
rather than element (1) is the critical element of the system. This likely scenario will be 
explained in Section 3.10.1. 
The findings presented in Table 3-1, for zero strength eccentricity, may be a point of discussion 
because they contrast with failures observed in many asymmetric bUildings. For instance, the 
flexible element, which in this case is element (2), was expected to show excessive structural 
damage as has been observed in many buildings during actual earthquake events. However, 
according to the analytical findings, structural damage for zero strength eccentricity appeared in 
critical element (1), traditionally termed the stiff element, having the smallest displacement 
capacity and exhibiting the largest displacement ductility demand. On the other hand, flexible 
element (2), having the largest nominal yield displacement and same displacement ductility 
capacity, will exhibit displacement demands less than the maxima established. This response is, 
however, unlikely to occur because a strength distribution satisfying zero strength eccentricity 
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will be difficult to achieve in practice. Then, why does the outermost flexible element of actual 
buildings exhibit most of the structural damage? 
Three reasons are attributed to the excessive structural damage and/or failure observed in the 
flexible element of asymmetric structures. 
(a) Although the estimated system strength necessary limiting displacement demands at the 
centre of mass to less than its capacity may have been correctly estimated, this may have 
not been suitably distributed among the elements. For instance, the strength assigned to 
certain elements may have been less than that required to satisfy zero strength 
eccentricity. 
(b) The estimated system strength, for the particular seismic region, although correctly 
distributed on the elements, was not sufficient to limit the displacement demands at the 
centre of mass to less than its capacity. In such situation, it is expected that the 
displacement demand on the flexible element (2) due to additional displacement demands 
imposed on the element by increasing system rotations will increase and may even 
exceed its displacement capacity whereas element (1), having an excess strength, is not 
expected to become critical. 
(c) A combination of the above. 
The ideal response is expected to occur when the system strength, necessary to limit 
displacement demand at the centre of mass and that of the elements to less that its capacity, is 
assigned to elements (1) and (2) to satisfy zero strength eccentricity. Element (1), however, may 
have some excess strength, relative to that satisfying zero strength eccentricity, to comply, for 
instance, with requirements of minimum reinforcement whereas the strength of element (2) 
remains unchanged. For this strength distribution, the excess strength of element (1) is expected 
to reduce its displacement demand and hence becomes less susceptible to failure. On the other 
hand, the displacement demands on element (2) are not expected to exceed its capacity even with 
increasing strength eccentricities. 
The above findings suggest that the proposed distribution of system strength is effective in 
limiting the displacement demand of the elements to less than their displacement ductility 
capacities due to increasing strength eccentricities. As a first attempt, displacement capacity of 
the unrestrained systems should be limited to that of the element with the smallest displacement 
capacity. This is based on the simplification that, for zero strength eccentricity, the maximum 
displacement demand on the elements is assumed the same. This approach may be, however, 
overly conservative and hence a refined method is proposed for a better estimate of the 
displacement and ductility capacity of systems which accounts for the effect of system rotations 
on the maximum displacement demand of the elements. It was also found that the torsional 
behaviour of symmetric and asymmetric systems having increasing strength eccentricities is 
essentially the same. The only difference is that the rotations of asymmetric systems reach a 
minimum when the centre of mass is located half way between the centres of strength and 
stiffness. 
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3.5.2 Time history response of the unrestrained System 3A-1.3( a=1.4) 
Time history responses were examined to provide further understanding of the torsional 
behaviour during dynamic response. This should assist in a better understanding of the torsional 
mechanism rather than just examining observed trends. 
(a) Unrestrained System 3A-1.3 [evx=O.O (A'1=1.0), erx=-0.083D (a=1.4)] 
The unrestrained System 3A-1.3( a=1.4), as shown in Figure 2-27(a), was considered again. The 
system strength was assigned to the elements according to static equilibrium, i.e., evx=O.O. 
Hence, elements (1) and (2) had the same nominal strength of Vnel=Vne2=88 kN. For zero 
strength eccentricity, a stiffness eccentricity of erx=-0.083D (a=1.4) (D=12.42m) was introduced 
due to differences in nominal yield displacements of the elements. The structure had rv/rm=1.0 
and r"./ro=1.0 and was subjected to the Artificial earthquake record along the Y-direction. 
Consider the torsional mechanism involved when a positive static force is applied at the centre of 
mass. Elements (1) and (2) should attain their nominal strength simultaneously. The system will 
also develop an anticlockwise rotation due to its negative stiffness eccentricity. 
On the other hand, Figure 3-10 shows that during the dynamic response the above-mentioned 
mechanism did not apply. The response was studied in detail between 3.0 and 4.0 seconds when 
the elements and centre of mass reached their maximum displacement demands. Element (1) 
reached first its nominal strength at instant (A), as shown in Figure 3-1O(a). This was because 
the stiffness eccentricity triggered immediately a clockwise dynamic torque before any element 
reached its nominal strength, as shown in Figure 3-1O(c). This dynamic torque restrained the 
anticlockwise rotations expected if a positive static force is applied at the centre of mass. This 
torque meant that element (1) was first to reach its nominal strength. The peak torque was 
T=366kNm, see Figure 3-1O(c). The displacement profile and actions associated with instant 
(A); see Figure 3-11(a), shows element (1) displaying a displacement demand slightly larger than 
that of element (2). This shows that system rotations were restrained by the mass rotatational 
inertia. 
Element (2) reached its nominal strength at instant (B). This was because after element (1) 
reached its nominal strength at instant (A), the system torque reached a peak and then a rotational 
deceleration happened due to the opposition of the rotational mass to a clockwise rotation. This 
rotational deceleration was generated, as previously explained in Section 3.3.2, because a couple 
of forces provided torsional resistance. Element (2) provided one of the forces since it still had 
some residual resistance. The other force was the dynamic resistance of the mass translational 
inertia. The displacement profile and actions associated with instant (B); see Figure 3-11(b), 
indicates that as element (2) reached its nominal strength at instant (B), the displacement of the 
elements and that at the centre of mass were, at this instant, essentially the same and yet well 
below their peak values. 
At instant (B), the system torque becomes zero. This scenario is expected from systems having 
zero strength eccentricity and elements yielding in the same direction. The system torque 
remained constant between instants (B) and (C) when both elements were yielding, as shown in 
Figure 3-1O(c). No translational or rotational acceleration was observed during these instants. 
The displacements of the elements and at the centre of mass and the system rotations increased 
due to the translational and angular velocity of the system. 
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At instant (C), element (1) reached its peak displacement. The associated displacement profile 
and actions, shown in Figure 3-11(c), shows that the system rotation increased due to the 
increase in the displacement of element (2). 
An instant later at (D), element (2) also reached its peak displacement and subsequently become 
inelastic. The torque, generated due to a rotational acceleration, increased when the centre of 
mass reached its maximum displacement. Element (1) was again elastic and showed a 
displacement reduction. Figure 3-11(d) shows that the system rotation increased due to the 
displacement reduction exhibited by element (1). 
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The system rotation reached a maximum when the system torque attained a peak at instant (E). 
This instant was not associated with the maximum displacement demands of the elements or that 
at the centre of mass, as shown in Figure 3-1O(e). The associated displacement profile shown in 
Figure 3-11(e) shows that both elements remained elastic and the torque increased. 
(b) Unrestrained System 3A-1.3 [evx=-O.045D (,11=1.2), erx=-O.13D (a=1.4)] 
The unrestrained System 3A -1.3( a=1.4) was considered again. This time, element (1 ) had a 20% 
excess strength. The nominal strength of element (1) increased to Vnel=106kN while that of 
element (2) remained at Vne2=88kN. The excess strength of element (1) introduced a strength 
eccentricity of evx=-0.045D and increased the stiffness eccentricity to erx=-0.13D (a=1.4). The 
system strength was, therefore, increased to Vyns=194 kN. It was subjected to the Artificial 
earthquake along the Y-direction. 
The application of a positive static force at the centre of mass would indicate that element (2) 
should reach first its nominal strength whereas element (1) can never yield. The system will also 
exhibit an antic10ckwise rotation due to its negative eccentricity. 
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On the other hand, the dynamic response again presented a different behaviour. Figure 3-12(a) 
shows that, in spite of its excess strength, element (1) reached its nominal strength at instant (A) 
before element (2) did. This was, as previously stated, due to the restraining action of the mass 
rotational inertia to system rotations which introduced a clockwise dynamic torque of 
T=652kNm. Figure 3-12(c) shows that this clockwise torque was larger than that attained when 
the system had zero strength eccentricity, as already shown in Figure 3-1O(c). The associated 
displacement profile, shown in Figure 3-13(a), exhibits that the displacement of element (1) was 
much larger than that of element (2). 
Mter element (1) reached its nominal strength, the torque reduced because the rotational mass 
decelerated due to the opposition of the rotational mass to an opposite clockwise rotation. This 
made element (2) reach its nominal strength at instant (B). However, the time required for this to 
happen slightly increased when compared to the case described before in (a). The instantaneous 
displacement profile at instant (B), shown in Figure 3-13(b), shows similar displacement 
demands of the elements. The torque and system rotations reduced as the displacement of 
element (2) matched that of element (1). 
Between instants (B) and ( C), elements (1) and (2) were yielding in the same direction. At this 
stage, a constant torque of T=evxVyns=-llOkNm was developed due to the strength eccentricity of 
the system; see Figure 3-12(d). The system rotation, shown in Figure 3-12(c), was larger than 
that of the system with zero strength eccentricity due to its larger angular velocity, see Figure 
3-1O(c). 
Element (1) reached its maximum displacement at instant (C); see Figure 3-12(b). The 
displacement profile shown in Figure 3-13(c) indicates that the maximum displacement attained 
by element (1) reduced due to its excess strength relative to that observed when the system had 
zero strength eccentricity; see Figure 3-11(c). In case of element (2) this remained essentially 
the same, hence system rotations increased; as Figure 3-13(c) shows. Thereafter, the torque 
reduced and eventually changed from negative to positive as the centre of mass reached its 
maximum displacement. 
A comparison of Figure 3-1O(b) and Figure 3-12(b) at instant (C) shows, as expected, that in 
spite of a larger strength eccentricity, the displacement demands of element (1) and at the centre 
of mass reduced whereas the maximum displacements of element (2) remained essentially the 
same. It is evident that the increase in torque and rotations bear little relevance to the important 
feature of behaviour; maximum displacement demands on the elements. 
It took a little longer for element (2) to reach its maximum displacement at instant (D) for a 
reduced total base shear; see Figure 3-12(a). The displacement profile shows that the system 
rotation increased because the displacement of elastic element (1) reversed whereas element (2) 
reached a maximum; see Figure 3-13(d). The torque slightly increased. 
Figure 3-12(c) and (d) shows that, at instant (E), the torque and system rotation attained a 
maximum. This behaviour was reached when both elements were still elastic, see Figure 3-13(e). 
However, they were not associated with the maximum displacement demands of elements and 
centre of mass, as shown in Figure 3-12(e). This demonstrates their irrelevance during dynamic 
response. In spite of significant increase of torques and system rotations, the displacement 
demands on the elements were not a maximum. 
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(c) Unrestrained System 3A-1.3 [evx=+O.045D (22=1.2), erx=-O.04D (a=1.4)] 
The unrestrained System 3A-1.3(a=1.4) was considered again. Element (1) retained its initial 
nominal strength of Vnel =88kN while element (2) had a 20% excess strength 
(Vne2=1.20*88=106kN). The excess strength of element (2) introduced a positive strength 
eccentricity of evx=+0.045D and reduced the stiffness eccentricity to erx=-0.04D (a=1.4). This 
strength eccentricity was associated with the centre of mass located half way between centres of 
strength and stiffness, as already pointed out in Section 3.5.1. The system strength increased to 
Vyns=194 kN. The nominal yield displacement of the elements remained unchanged. It was 
subjected to the Artificial earthquake record along the Y-direction. 
Consider once more the torsional mechanism induced when a positive static force is applied at 
the centre of mass. Element (1) will reach first its nominal strength while element (2) will never 
yield. The system will still exhibit an anticlockwise rotation due to its small but still negative 
strength eccentricity. 
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In contrast, the dynamic response, shown in Figure 3-14(a), indicates, once again, that before 
yielding occurs in any element, the mass rotational inertia introduced a clockwise dynamic 
torque due to the negative stiffness eccentricity. Figure 3-14(a) and (c) show that element (1) 
still attained its nominal strength first at instant (A). A small clockwise torque of T=-llOkNm 
was introduced by the mass rotational inertia to restrain the anticlockwise rotations expected 
before yielding occurred. The associated displacement profile; see Figure 3-15(a), exhibit similar 
displacements for the elements but, as expected, slightly a larger displacement for element (1). 
Element (2) reached its nominal strength, a fraction of a second later, for the same but opposite 
dynamic torque of Tv=evxVyns=-110 kNm at instant (B). The displacement demand on both 
elements increased but remained very similar; see Figure 3-15(b). The combined effect of a 
clockwise torque in the elastic system and then an opposite torque once element (1) yielded led 
to a minimum system rotation. Thereafter, the inelastic displacements of the elements increased 
and the whole system translated without large rotations. Thus, the maximum displacements of 
the elements and at the centre of mass were essentially the same; see instant (C) in Figure 
3-15(c). This was also evident from Figure 3-14(c), (d) and (e) when compared with their 
counterparts in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-12. 
It is evident from the time histories examined before that the role of the mass rotational inertia is 
its opposition to system rotations. Torques and rotations increased or reduced depending on the 
distribution of system strength, i.e., strength eccentricity, and hence influenced the relative 
displacements demand of the elements. However, as pointed out earlier, the increase in torque 
and rotations are not associated with the maximum displacement demands of elements and, 
therefore, had little relevance to the important feature of behaviour, the maximum displacement 
demand on elements. 
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3.5.3 Time history response of the unrestrained Systems 3A-1.3( a=1.4) having different 
rv/rm ratios 
It is already evident from Figure 3-9 that the rv/rm ratio is a useful parameter quantifying the 
restraining effect of the mass rotational inertia on system rotations. To provide a better 
understanding of its effect on the system behaviour, the time history response of two identical 
unrestrained Systems 3A-i.3( a=i.4) with zero strength eccentricity and unchanged properties but 
having radii of gyration of mass of rm=0.85ro and i.20ro were compared. The radius of gyration 
of strength remained constant. They were denoted unrestrained Systems 3A-i.3(O.85ro) and 3A-
i.3(1.20ro). 
It is evident from Figure 3-16(a) and (b) that elements (1) and (2) reached, in both systems, their 
nominal strength, at essentially the same instant. The variation of the system's torques along the 
time domain was quite similar, as shown in Figure 3-16(e). However, the variation of rotations, 
as shown in Figure 3-16(£), demonstrates that the rotational mass was not mobilised in the same 
manner because the angular velocity in each case was different. For instance, unrestrained 
System 3A-i.3(1.20ro) exhibited reduced system rotations. This was expected since it had a 
large rotational mass. This generated similar displacement demands of elements (i) and (2), as 
shown il}. Figure 3-16(c) and (e). As the system rotations reduced, the element with the smallest 
displacement capacity is likely to be critical. 
It is seen from Figure 3-16(d) that the- displacement demanas· at the centre of mass remained 
essentially the same in both systems. Hence, it demonstrates that the actions of the mass 
rotational inertia did not influence system translations. 
The above results suggest that the rv/rm ratio quantifies well the restraining effect of the mass 
rotational inertia on the system rotations. This ratio dictates which element is likely to become 
critical on identical systems but having a different radius of gyration of mass. This explains, in 
part, why some past studies [CIS] reach contradictory conclusions with regard to which element 
is critical, the stiff or the flexible element. 
3.5.4 Response comparison of the unrestrained Systems 3A-1.3( a=1.4), 4A-1.3( a=1.4) and 
SA-1.3( a=1.4) 
Until now, this study had considered systems with a square diaphragm and a specific location of 
elements to achieve rv/rm =i.O. The radius of gyration of mass was then modified to rm=0.85ro 
and rm=1.20ro while the radius of gyration of element nominal strength remained constant, see 
Section 2.13. 
The study, so far, has, however, not yet considered a change in both the arrangement of the 
elements and the plan configuration to modify the rv/r m ratio. In fact, two systems can have the 
same rv/r m ratio for different diaphragm configurations and element locations. The response 
comparison of these systems should help verify the generality of the findings obtained so far 
with regard to the rv/rm ratio. 
The unrestrained Systems 3A, 4A and 5A described in Section 2.18.1; having different rv/rm 
ratios, as shown in Table 2-5, are considered. The systems had an uncoupled translational period 
of Ts=i.30 seconds. The displacement ductility capacity of the systems was also assumed as 
~l1s=5.35. They were subjected to the Artificial record along the Y-direction. They all have 
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a=Aye2/AyeJ=1.4. They were denoted as Systems 3A-1.3(a=1.4), 4A-1.3(a=1.4) and 5A-
1.3( a=1.4). 
The design strategy suggests that the system nominal strength, necessary to ensure that the 
displacement ductility capacity of any element is not exceeded, should be distributed on the 
elements to satisfy static equilibrium requirements, i.e., evx=O.O. This strength distribution may 
not be achieved in practice but it is of interest because it is where the system reaches its 
maximum response and, therefore, provides the basis to estimate its displacement capacity. 
Table 3-2 summarizes the response of the system for zero strength eccentricity. As expected, the 
maximum displacement demands of the elements and at the centre of mass was slightly different 
but became similar as the rv/rm ratio was reduced. Displacement demand ratios associated with 
elements (1) and (2) also reduced as the r vir m ratio was reduced. This torsional behaviour was 
similar to that observed for the unrestrained System 3A-1.3( a=1.4) having different rv/rm ratios; 
see Figure 3-9. The equivalent single degree of freedom system predicted, with adequate 
accuracy, the maximum response attained at the centre of mass for all systems which shows that 
it is not affected by the variation of the rv/rm ratio. 
It is seen again that limiting the displacement ductility capacity of the system to !-lLls=5.35 did not 
prevent critical element (1) from exceeding its displacement capacity. This may be avoided if 
the displacement capacity of the system is limited to that of element (1) exhibiting the smallest 
displacement capacity. This limitation is based on the assumption that maximum displacement 
demands of the elements and at the centre of mass are essentially the same and a maximum for 
zero strength eccentricity. The displacement ductility capacity for all three systems having 
different rv/rm ratios should, therefore, be !-ls=4.60, as already explained in Section 3.5.1. 
Table 3-2. Response of the unrestrained Systems 3A-1.3(a=1.4), 4A-1.3(a=1.4) and SA-1.3(a=1.4), Ts=1.30 sec, 
emx=O.O, evx=O.O, e..x=-O.083D, ).l&=5.3S, r,Jro=1.0, rvylrm=variable 
Displacements, mm, and Displacement 
displacement ductility demands (Ils) demand ratios 
System rvylrm E1 eM E2 ESDOF {Aue1!L\uS)d (Aue2/Aus)d 
4A 1.S4 178(4.93) 217(5.16) 274(5.44) 225 (5.35) 0.82 1.26 
3A 1.00 198(5.50) 224(5.34) 251(4.98) " 0.88 1.12 
SA 0.78 222(6.28) 227(5.41) 232(4.61) " 0.98 1.02 
Zero strength eccentricity may not be achieved because one element may require some excess 
strength relative to that satisfying zero strength eccentricity to comply with requirements of 
minimum reinforcement stipulated for reinforced concrete members. Figure 2-28(a) has already 
shown that the excess strength of either element (1) or (2) introduced a strength eccentricity and 
increased the system strength. 
Figure 3-17 shows the response due to an excess strength of either element (1) or (2) and hence 
increasing negative and positive strength eccentricities, respectively. It is evident that the 
displacement ductility demands of element (1) reduced with increasing negative strength 
eccentricities. illterestingly, the displacement ductility demand of the critical element (2) barely 
increased for the unrestrained System 4A-1.3 having rv/rm> 1. 0, which was expected to be 
critical. This indicates that the realistic scenario of increasing negative strength eccentricities 
introduced a system excess strength that reduced the displacement demand at the centre of mass. 
This reduction did compensate for the torsion-induced displacement introduced to the critical 
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element (2), additional to those resulting from system translations and irrespective of the rvylrm 
ratio. 
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Figure 3-17 Response of the unrestrained Systems 3A-l.3( a=1.4), 4A-1.3( a=1.4) and SA-1.3( a=1.4), Ts=1.30 
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Figure 3-17 also shows the response for increasing positive strength eccentricities. A strength 
eccentricity of evx>+O.05D is, however, an unlikely scenario due to the reasons provided in 
Section 3.5.1, hence was just presented to clarify trends and no further comments were provided. 
Figure 3-17(d) exhibits, however, the unexpected feature that system rotations slightly increased 
as the rv/r m ratio was reduced. This behaviour was contrary to the findings observed before; see 
Section 3.5.1. This behaviour implies that the response of systems having different rvlrm ratios 
due to variations in both radii of gyration of strength and mass cannot be compared. It did show, 
however, that the relative displacement demands of the elements and that at the centre of mass 
reduced as the rvylrm ratio was reduced. This last observation agreed with those findings already 
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described in Section 3.5.1. Hence, the rv!rm ratio may be used as a parameter quantifying how 
system rotations may influence the maximum displacement demands of elements. 
It is evident from the above findings that the suggested distribution of the system strength to its 
elements is successful to limit the element displacement demands to less than their displacement 
capacity due to increasing strength eccentricities; a characteristic independent of the rv/rm ratio. 
The rv/rm ratio is then a parameter quantifying how system rotations may influence the 
maximum displacement demands of elements. 
3.5.5 Time history response comparison of the unrestrained Systems 3A-l.3( a=1.4), 
4A-1.3( a=1.4) and 5A-1.3( a=1.4) 
To provide a better understanding of the response previously described in Section 3.5.4, the time 
history response of the unrestrained Systems 3A-1.3( a=1.4), 4A-1.3( a=1.4) and 5A-1.3( a=1.4) 
were also examined. The system strength was distributed to achieve zero strength eccentricity in 
the three systems. The stiffness eccentricities were erx=O.069A, -O.llBA and -O.059A 
respectively. Elements (1) and (2) had nominal yield displacements of ilyeI=36.0 mm and 
l!..ye2=50.0 mm in all systems. 
The base shear variation of elements was essentially the same for all three systems, as Figure 
3-18 shows. The displacements-at the centre of mass were also similar. Figure 3-18(f) shows, as 
expected, differences in system rotations. The largest system rotation was experienced by 
unrestrained System 5A-1.3. This finding was, however, not expected in a system with a small 
rv/rm ratio. This was because a system with a similar rv!rm ratio, as that analysed in Section 
3.3.2, showed that rotations reduced as the rv!rm ratio reduced. This behaviour suggests that 
systems where the rv/rm ratio varies due to changes on the ratio of gyration of mass only may not 
be comparable to systems where both the radii of gyration of strength and mass are varied. 
Figure 3-18(c), (d), (e) and (g) shows at 3.B seconds that the rv/rm ratio actually shows how well 
related are the maximum displacement demands of the elements and system rotations. The 
unrestrained System 5A-1.3 developed the largest rotations at approximately 15.5 seconds (not 
shown in Figure 3-18(g)). It was found, however, that it was not associated with the maximum 
response of the elements. 
The above findings suggest that, although changes in the rv!rm ratio influence system rotations, 
the rv/rm ratio is a parameter quantifying the effect of the system rotations on the maximum 
displacement demands of the elements. The effect of system rotations on the displacement 
demands of the elements reduces as the r vir m ratio also reduces even though rotations have 
increased. 
3.5.6 Profiles of instantaneous displacements of the unrestrained System 3A-l.3( a=1.4) 
This section examined the torsional behaviour of the unrestrained System 3A -1.3 ( a= 1. 4) through 
instantaneous displacement profiles to identify differences in behaviour, if any, with the 
symmetric System 1A-i.3, already examined in Section 3.3.3. Each profile is associated with the 
maximum displacement demands attained by the elements and at the centre of mass. 
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The unrestrained System 3A-1.3( a=1.4) having rv/ro=1.0 was considered again. The system 
strength was initially distributed to the elements to achieve zero strength eccentricity. 
Thereafter, excess strength was assigned to either element (1) or (2). The displacement ductility 
capacity of the system was assumed equal to 1lt.s=5.35, as in previous examples. It was subjected 
to the Artificial earthquake along the Y-direction. 
Figure 3-19 shows the instantaneous displacement profiles of the system when element (1) had 
excess strength (A,) > 1.0). As expected, the excess strength of element (1) reduced its 
displacement demands as well as at the centre of mass and increased the system rotations. These 
combined effects did not lead to an increase of the displacements of the critical element (2) when 
rv/ro=l.O. Figure 3-19(d) confirms that the maximum system rotation was not associated with 
the maximum displacement demands on the elements and at the centre of mass. Moreover, the 
maximum displacement demands on elements and at the centre of mass did not occur at the same 
instant. 
Figure 3-20 shows the instantaneous displacement profiles when element (2) had excess strength 
(1...2>1.0). This is, however, an unrealistic scenario only presented to clarify trends in behaviour. 
As in the previous case, with increasing values of excess strength factor, A,20 i.e. increasing 
positive strength eccentricities, the displacement of element (2) reduced. For an excess strength 
factor of A,2=1.2 the elements and centre of mass exhibited similar displacement demands. They 
occurred at a similar instant and hence the system rotation was largely reduced.' This scenario 
was related to a strength distribution where the centre of mass was halfway between the centre of 
strength and stiffness, as already described in Section 3.5.2(c). With further increase of A,2, as 
expected, the system rotations reversed and increased in the opposite direction. The 
displacement demands of element (2) and centre of mass also reduced. These combined effects 
did not increase the displacement demands of critical element (1) above that attained for zero 
strength eccentricity (A,2=1.0). 
These findings show that the maximum displacement of the elements is not associated with 
maximum system rotations. Another feature observed and relevant to structural design is that the 
sense of system rotation could be controlled by changing the distribution of systems strength, 
i.e., modifying the strength eccentricity. This, however, may be achieved for a limited range of 
strength eccentricities due to physical limitations of the elements and/or codified requirements of 
minimum reinforcement. 
3.5.7 Response of the unrestrained System 3A-1.3( a=1.4) having different displacement 
ductility capacities 
It is likely that during the design process, the displacement capacity of elements of asymmetric 
systems needs to be drastically restricted. This is required when the element's displacement 
capacity is associated with a limit state requiring a rigorous displacement control. Therefore, the 
displacement ductility capacity of such systems will need to be substantially reduced to prevent 
the elements from exceeding their capacity. How a reduction on the system displacement 
capacity might influence torsional behaviour is subsequently examined. 
Three unrestrained Systems 3A-13( a=1.4) with rv/rm=1.01 and having each a different system 
displacement ductility capacity were examined. For each system, the displacement capacity of 
the Y-direction elements was the same and equal to 1l61=1l62=5.35, 3.44 and 1.80, respectively. 
The displacement ductility capacity of the system was assumed the same as that of the elements, 
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i.e., J..l&=J..l~1 =J..l~. Hence, three systems having displacement ductility capacity of J..l& =5.35, 3.44 
and 1.80 were examined. They were analysed assuming the general considerations described in 
Section 3.2. 
Table 3-3 summarizes the response for zero strength eccentricity. It is evident that the ratio of 
maximum displacement demands of the elements and that at centre of mass remains the same as 
the displacement ductility capacity of the system was reduced. It is observed, once again, that 
the displacement ductility capacity of the system could have been limited to that of the element 
with the smallest displacement capacity. This is, as explained before, because the maximum 
response of the system i~ attained for zero strength eccentricity and is assumed that the 
maximum displacement demand of the elements and at the centre of mass will be essentially the 
same. 
Table 3-3. Response of the unrestrained Systems 3A-1.3(a=1.4), T.=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, evx=O.O, erx=-O.083D, 
JJ,.=variable, r.Jro=1.0, rvy/rm=l.Ol 
Displacements, mm, and Displacement 
displacement ductility demands (J.Ie) demand ratios 
IlAS E1 eM E2 (~ue11L\UB)d (~ue2/~us)d 
5.35 198(5.50) 224(5.34) 251(4.98) 0.88 1.12 
3.44 128(3.56) 144(3.44) 164(3.26) 0.89 1.14 
1.80 80(2.22) 75(1.78) 88(1.74) 1.06 1.17 
Figure 3-21 shows the response of the systems for increasing strength eccentricities. It is evident 
that irrespective of the system displacement ductility capacity, the maximum displacement 
demand of the elements occurred always for zero strength eccentricity (')..,1=')..,2=1.0) and these 
displacement demands were not exceeded with increasing strength eccentricities. It is also seen, 
as expected, that maximum rotations experienced by the systems reduced as the displacement 
ductility capacity of the system was reduced; see Figure 3-21(d). 
The above findings confirm that the suggested distribution of strength among elements also 
ensures a satisfactory torsional performance on systems with reduced displacement ductility 
capacity. The torsional response of the system is less critical as its displacement capacity is 
reduced. It also demonstrates that the estimate of the displacement ductility capacity of the 
system should be associated with zero strength eccentricity when the system attains its maximum 
response. 
3.5.8 Response of the unrestrained System 3A-1.3( a=1.4) under different earthquake 
records 
This section provides an insight into the seismic response of asymmetric systems when subjected 
to different earthquake records. It aims to examine effects on system torsional behaviour due to 
the frequency contents characteristics of different earthquake records. It is stressed that this study 
concentrates on torsional behaviour rather than on the question why different ground motions 
with similar response accelerations may generate different displacement ductility demands at the 
centre of mass. Hence, to avoid this issue, the records were scaled to impose the same 
displacement ductility demand at the centre of mass. 
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Figure 3-21. Response of the unrestrained Systems 3A-1.3( a=1.4) having different displacement ductility 
capacities, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, Ye..x=variable, J.l,;=variable, r..,lro=l.O, rv/rm=1.01 
The unrestrained System 3A-l.3( a=1.4) having rv/rm=1.01 was considered again. It was 
assumed to have a system displacement ductility capacity of ~tJ.s=5.35 to be consistent with those 
systems previously analysed. It was subjected to the Bucharest and Kobe earthquake records 
along the Y-direction. The records were scaled to impose a maximum system displacement 
ductility demand equal to the system capacity as already done for the Artificial earthquake 
record. 
Figure 3-22 shows the response for zero strength eccentricity. It is evident from Figure 3-22(a) 
and (b) that the displacement ductility demands of elements (1) and (2) were quite similar. It 
shows, as expected, the same ductility demand at the centre of mass with the different earthquake 
records; see Figure 3-22(c). The system also exhibited similar negative and positive rotations, as 
shown in Figure 3-22(d). The torsional behaviour of systems subjected to different earthquake 
records and exhibiting the same displacement ductility demand at the centre of mass, appeared, 
at this stage, independent of the earthquake record frequency content. 
Figure 3-22 also shows the response for increasing strength eccentricities. It is evident that 
increasing negative and positive strength eccentricities generated a similar response with all three 
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earthquakes. However, some differences in response were observed with the Kobe earthquake. 
For instance, element (1) exhibited a sudden increase in displacement ductility demand with 
increasing negative eccentricities above that attained for zero strength eccentricity. This was 
expected due to the particular frequency characteristics of the record. This is an indication that 
the torsional response is, in fact, sensitive to the characteristics of the earthquake record. 
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Figure 3-22. Response of the unrestrained System 3A-1.3( a=1.4) under different earthquake records, Ts=1.30 
sec, emx=O.O, evxi=erx=variable, 1l&=5.35, rn/ro=l.O, rvylrm=l.Ol 
3.5.9 Response of the unrestrained Systems 3A-1.3( ~variable) 
The role of the a=l1ye2/l1yel ratio and its associated stiffness eccentricity on the torsional response 
of ductile systems is examined. This parameter is not expected to have a significant effect on the 
response of ductile systems. This, however, may be a point of discussion because it is certain 
that elements may remain elastic for short instants and, hence, it is during those instants that 
stiffness eccentricity might have a major effect on the system rotations and the maximum 
response of the elements. The aim of this section is, therefore, to find out to what extent the 
stiffness eccentricity may influence torsional response of ductile systems. 
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The torsionally unrestrained System 3A, as shown in Figure 2-2S(a), was considered. In the case 
of a two-element system such as this one, the ratio of nominal yield displacement of the elements 
is a relevant parameter leading to different stiffness eccentricities. They are also influenced by 
the distribution of strength on the elements. To study this issue, several systems, having 
different ratios of element nominal yield displacement of a=Aye2/Ayel=1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 2.0 and 2.5, 
were examined. Systems with such ratios and zero strength eccentricity are associated with 
stiffness eccentricities of erx=-0.045D, -0.083D, -0. 115D, -0.167D and -0.214D. In spite of 
differences in the a=llye2/ Ayel ratios( or stiffness eccentricities associated with zero strength 
eccentricity) their response could be compared because the nominal yield displacement of the 
systems was fixed. To be consistent with the systems previously examined, this was set in every 
system to Ays=42mm. This was achieved by appropriate changes of the relative nominal yield 
displacement of the elements, i.e., variations on the relative length of the substitute wall-
elements, as explained in Section 2.18.2. A summary of these properties are presented in 
Appendix B. The nominal strength assigned to the systems was the same. This was adjusted to 
achieve an uncoupled translational period of free vibration of Ts=1.30 seconds. These systems 
were denoted unrestrained Systems 3A-1.3(a=1.2), 3A-1.3(a=1.4), 3A-1.3(a=1.6), 3A-
1.3(a=2.0) and 3A-1.3(a=2.5). They had the same ratios of rv/rm=i.01 and r"./ro=1.0. 
The displacement ductility capacity of the unrestrained Systems 3A-1.3( a=variable) was 
assumed as in previous examples equal to the displacement ductility capacity of the elements, 
i.e., J.1dS=J.ldl =J.1d2=5.35, even though the nominal yield displacement of the elements was 
different. At this stage, it was uncertain if the displacement ductility capacities of the elements 
were going to be or not to be exceeded. 
The Artificial earthquake record was the benchmark record for the analyses and acted in the y-
direction. It was scaled to induce a displacement ductility demand of J.1&=5.35 on the reference 
unrestrained System 3A-1.3(a=1.4). This scaled record was then applied, without further 
modifications, to systems having other a=Aydllyel ratios. The use of such a record plus the fact 
that the uncoupled translational period of free vibration of all the systems was the same enabled a 
direct comparison to be made of their responses. 
Based on Eq. 3-2, which assumes, for zero strength eccentricity, the same maximum 
displacement demands on elements and at the centre of mass, the displacement capacity of the 
system should be limited to that of element (1) because it has the smallest displacement capacity. 
The corresponding system displacement ductility capacities are summarized in Table 3-4 as a 
function of the a=Aydllyel ratio for a fixed system nominal yield displacement. It is evident that 
the displacement ductility capacity of the system reduces as the a=AydAyel ratio was increased. 
Table 3-4. Displacement ductility capacity of the unrestrained Systems 3A-l.3 (OFvariable) , Ts=1.30 sec, 
e.nx=O.O, evx=O.O, erx=variable, JlAs=5.3S, rn/ro=1.0, rvy/rm=l.01 
a evx=O.O llye1 llye2 Ilys J.1A1=J.l42 J.1AS 
=llye2/llye1 erx (mm) =I::!.ulllyel ==(llye1/llys)J.lA1 
a=1.0 0.00 42.0 42.0 42.0 5.35 5.35 
a=1.2 -0.0450 38.5 46.2 42.0 " 4.90 
a=1.4 -0.0830 36.0 50.4 42.0 " 4.59 
a=1.6 -0.1150 34.1 54.6 42.0 " 4.34 
a=2.0 -0.1670 31.5 63.0 42.0 " 4.01 
a=2.5 -0.2140 29.4 73.5 42.0 " 3.75 
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Table 3-5 illustrates, for zero strength eccentricity, the response of the systems having different 
a=l1ye2/l1yel ratios and hence stiffness eccentricities associated with zero strength eccentricity. 
Relative displacement demands between the elements and the centre of mass were observed. 
This was reflected in the variation of the displacement ratios associated with each element. These 
variations were roughly the same for the different a=l1ydl1yel ratios suggesting that this 
parameter does not have a significant effect on the displacement demands of the elements. This 
is, however not a applicable to all systems as will be shown in Section 3.10. 
Table 3-5 shows, in terms of displacement ductility capacity associated with the strain limit of 
the materials, that displacement ductility demand of element (1) increased -as the a=l1ye2/ dYel 
ratio was increased. Element (2), on the other hand, exhibits displacements larger than that 
attained at the centre of mass even though the displacement ductility demand reduced. Element 
(2) may have been the critical element of the system if its displacement capacity had been 
substantially reduced to comply with allowable drift limits associated with specific performance 
criteria. 
The variation of the rv/rm ratio is expected to have an effect on the torsional response of systems 
with different a=dye2/ dYel ratios. Although, in these particular systems, this was fixed to 
rv/rm=1.01, there is not doubt that its variation will change the relative displacement demand of 
the elements and that at the centre of mass for this particular earthquake record. 
It is evident from Figure 3-24 and Table 3-5 that, for zero strength eccentricity, the displacement 
ductility capacity of critical element (1) increased as the a=dyd dYel ratio was increased due to 
differences in the nominal yield displacement of the elements. Element (2), on the other hand, 
displayed a reduction in displacement ductility demand. This behaviour indicates that the 
displacement ductility capacity of the system must be reduced, as the a=dyd l1yel ratio is 
increased, to prevent critical element (1) from exceeding its displacement ductility capacity 
whereas the displacement ductility capacity of element (2) was not fully used. 
Table 3-5. Response of the unrestrained Systems 3A-1.3(a=variable), Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, eyx=O.O, 
en:=variable, J.L&=5.35, r.Jro=l.O, ry/rm=1.01 
Displacements, mm, and Displacement 
a. evx=O.O displacement ductility demands, (J.L) demand ratios 
=l1ye2/l1ye1 erx E1 eM E2 ESDOF ( l1ue1/l1us)d (l1ue2/l1us)d 
1.0 0.00 225(5.35) 225(5.35) 225(5.35) 225(5.35) 1.00 1.00 
1.2 -0.045D 210(5.45) 225(5.35) 239(5.17) " 0.93 1.06 
1.4 -0.083D 198(5.50) 224(5.33) 251(4.98) " 0.88 1.12 
1.6 -0. 115D 193(6.21) 223(5.31) 259(4.74) " 0.86 1.16 
2.0 -0. 167D 208(6.60) 217(5.17) 249(3.95) " 0.96 1.15 
2.5 -0.214D 220(7.48) 212(5.05) 235(3.19) " 1.03 1.11 
The response at the centre of mass, for zero strength eccentricity, was insensitive to the stiffness 
eccentricity as Table 3-5 shows. It shows that an equivalent single degree of freedom system 
predicted well the displacement demands at the centre of mass of systems having, for the same 
uncoupled translational period, different stiffness eccentricities. It is also evident from Figure 
3-23(d) that, for zero strength eccentricity, system rotations increased with increasing 
a=l1ye2/dyel ratios and hence increasing stiffness eccentricities. System rotations were, however, 
not an issue because they did not significantly influence the maximum displacement demands of 
elements (1) and (2). 
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Figure 3~24. Ductility demands of the unrestrained System 3A-I.3( a=variable), T.=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, 
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Figure 3-23 and Figure 3-24 show the system response for increasing strength eccentricities. It 
was evident that the maximum response was attained for zero strength eccentricity. Thereafter, 
increasing negative strength eccentricities reduced the displacement demands on element (1) 
whereas those on element (2) remained equal or smaller. ThIs response was essentially the same 
for all systems having different 0:=!1Ye21 !1yel ratios, a behaviour compatible with that observed in 
previous systems. It is seen that the torsional response of systems due to increasing strength 
eccentricities was not affected by variations of the 0:=!1ye2/!1yel ratio up to 0:=2.5 and hence an 
associated stiffness eccentricity of erx=-O.21D. Section 3.10 will examine if these findings are 
also valid for systems with other uncoupled translational periods and 0:=!1ye21 !1yel ratios (.or 
stiffness eccentricities associated with zero strength eccentricity). 
A similar behaviour occurs in case of increasing positive strength eccentricities. This is, 
however, an unlikely scenario due to the reasons provided in Section 3.5.1 and was just 
presented to clarify trends and no further comments were given. 
The time history response of the unrestrained Systems 3A-l.3(0:=1.4) and 3A-1.3(a=2.5) were 
also analysed to provide further understanding of the effects of the a=!1ye2/!1yel ratios and its 
associated stiffness eccentricities on the torsional response. The figures, although not presented 
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here, showed that increasing the a=Aye21 Ayel ratio, for a given distribution of strength, increased 
system rotations. In spite of this behaviour, system rotations did not influence the maximum 
displacement demands of the translatory elements. 
The suggested design strategy provides a satisfactory seismic performance of systems having 
different stiffness eccentricities. The a=Aye2/Ayel ratio, and associated stiffness eccentricities, 
did not have a significant effect on the torsional response of ductile systems. The displacement 
capacity of the system should be limited to that of the element with the smallest displacement 
capacity. Hence, the displacement capacity needs to be reduced as the a=Aye2/Ayel ratio is 
increased. 
3.5.10 Response of the unrestrained System 3A-O.5( a=1.4) 
In order to identify the likely effects of the uncoupled translational periods of free vibration on 
the response of torsionally unrestrained systems, a system with a short period of free vibration 
was also examined. 
The unrestrained System 3A-0.5 having an uncoupled translational period of free vibration of 
0.50 seconds was considered. The ratio of element nominal yield displacement was 
a;=AydAyel =1.4. It was denoted System 3A-0.5( a=1.4). The nominal yield displacement of the 
elements and that of the system was equal to Ayel =36mm, Aye2=50mm and llys=42mm. The 
system strength was then adjusted to achieve the desired uncoupled period. The system was also 
analysed considering the approach explained in Section 3.2. 
Table 3-6 summarises the seismic response for zero strength eccentricity. It is evident that, for 
most rv/rm ratios, the displacement demands of element (1) were slightly larger than those 
developed at the centre of mass. It also exceeded its displacement ductility capacity of Il~l =5.35. 
The maximum displacement demand ratios associated with elements (1) and (2) were, therefore, 
opposite to those previously obtained with System 3A-1.3( a=1.4). This confirms earlier findings 
that systems with short translational periods have a sensitive response. It also exhibits some 
differences in the displacement demands at the centre of mass for the different rv/rm ratios. The 
maximum response predicted by the equivalent single degree of freedom system was 87% of that 
attained at the centre of mass. In spite of this result, the equivalent single degree of freedom 
system is still considered, for practical purposes, an appropriate model to predict the maximum 
displacement demand at the centre of mass. The centre of mass is assumed, for convenience, the 
location where translations and rotations of the ductile system may be decoupled but its accuracy 
reduces as the translational period is also reduced. This is because the actions of the mass 
rotational inertia influence the displacement demands at the centre of mass. The response of 
short period systems is quite sensitive but without showing any particular trend. 
Table 3-6. Response of the unrestrained System 3A-O.5( a=1.4), Ts=O.50 sec, emx=O.O, e",,=O.O, e.-x=-O.083D, 
J.LAs=5.35, r.Jro=1.0, rvylrm=variable 
Displacements, mm, and Displacement 
displacement ductility demands (Ils) demand ratios 
rvylrm E1 eM E2 ESDOF (~ue1h1us)d (~ue2/~us)d 
rvylO.85ro 183(5.07) 189(4.27) 191(3.78) 184 (4.38) 0.97 1.01 
rvylro=1.00 251(6.98) 212(5.04) 210(4.16) " 1.18 0.99 
rvyl1.20ro 233(6.50) 213(5.08) 199(3.96) " 1.09 0.93 
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Figure 3~25. Response of the unrestrained System 3A~O.5( a=1.4), Ts=0.50 sec, emx=O.O, evx;terx=variable, 
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Figure 3-25 exhibits the effects of the excess strength of either element (1) or (2) on the 
response. Increasing negative and positive strength eccentricities reduced the displacement 
ductility demand of the elements to less than that demanded for zero strength eccentricity. The 
response of element (1) was, on the other hand, quite sensitive to the rv/rmratio. The response at 
the centre of mass varied slightly with the rv/rm ratio. The corresponding equivalent single 
degree of freedom system predicted well the response at the centre of mass although some 
variations were observed. The system rotation did not show the evident reduction of system 
rotations for a strength eccentricity of evx= +0. 04D as happened with its unrestrained counterpart 
System 3A-l.3. It did show, however, increasing positive rotations with increasing negative 
strength eccentricities and negative rotations with increasing positive strength eccentricities. In 
general, the overall torsional behaviour for zero and increasing strength eccentricities was similar 
to that of the unrestrained System 3A-l.3; see Figure 3-19. 
The findings above shows that short period systems have a sensitive torsional response. It also 
confirms that the proposed distribution of system strength is successful in limiting, for zero and 
increasing strength eccentricities, the displacement demands of the elements to less than the 
maximum displacement demand attained for zero strength eccentricity. The displacement 
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capacity of the system should, therefore, be associated with the maximum response expected for 
zero strength eccentricity. In spite of differences in response between the asymmetric systems 
and their equivalent single degree of freedom system, the latter is still considered a valid model 
in predicting the maximum response at the centre of mass of systems having different uncoupled 
translational periods. 
3.6 Two-element structurally asymmetric and mass-eccentric System 6A(CViCR; 
CMtGC) 
3.6.1 Response of the unrestrained System 6A-1.3( ~1.4) 
This section considers the response of an asymmetric system having mass eccentricity. It aims 
to show if there is a need to differentiate between asymmetric systems with or without mass 
eccentricity. 
The unrestrained System 6A having a mass eccentricity of emx=-0.10A; see Figure 2-30(a), was 
considered. The ratio of the element nominal yield displacement is also (J;=./:1yd .!lyel = 1.40. The 
nominal yield displacement of the system was set equal to /:1ys=42mm, as in the previous 
examples. The system strength was then adjusted to achieve an uncoupled translational period of 
1.30 seconds. It was denoted as Systems 6A-1.3( a=1.4). For zero strength eccentricity, it had a 
- stiffness et;centricity of erx=-0.066D. Section 2.19.1 provided detailed information of its 
characteristics and Appendix B summarizes its properties. The system was analyzed using the 
general considerations described in Section 3.2. 
Table 3-7 summarizes the torsional response for zero strength eccentricity. Displacement 
demands of elements relative to that attained at the centre of mass reduced as the r vir m ratio was 
reduced. This behaviour is reflected in the variation of the ratio of displacement demands 
associated with the elements. Its corresponding equivalent single degree of freedom system still 
predicted, with adequate accuracy, the response at the centre of mass. This response is similar to 
that of the unrestrained System 3A -1. 3( a=1. 4); see Table 3-1. 
Table 3-7. Response of the unrestrained System 6A-l.3(a=1.4), Ts=1.30 sec, emx=-O.10, e..x=O.O, erx=-O.066D, 
J.1&;=5.35, r.Jro=1.10, rvy/rm=variable 
Displacements, mm, and Displacement 
displacement ductility demands (~) demand ratios 
rv/rm E1 eM E2 ESDOF (Llue1! Llus)d (Llue2! LlUS)d 
rv/O.85rm 194 (5.0) 218 (5.2) 285 (5.3) 225 (5.35) 0.89 1.30 
rv/rm=1.05 204 (5.3) 222(5.3) 267(5.0) /I 0.92 .1.20 
rv/1.20rm 217 (5.7) 226 (5.4) 247(4.6) /I 0.96 1.09 
Figure 3-26 show the torsional response for increasing stiffness eccentricities. It was evident, 
once again that elements and the centre of mass·exhibited their maximum displacement ductility 
demand for zero strength eccentricity and rvlrm~1.0. Increasing negative strength eccentricities, 
associated with excess strength of element (1), reduced its displacement ductility demands 
whereas those of critical element (2) remained essentially the same for rvlrm=1.05 and reduced 
even further with rv/1.20rm. In case of rv/0.85rm, the demand of critical element (2) associated 
with zero strength eccentricity was slightly exceeded. The unlikely scenario of increasing 
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positive strength eccentricities, due to the reasons provided in Section 3.5.1, was only presented 
to clarify trends in the response and hence comments were not provided. 
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Figure 3-26. Response of the unrestrained System 6A-I.3(a=I.4), Ts=1.30 sec, emx=-O.10A, eoote.-x=variable, 
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The above findings suggest that the proposed design strategy achieves a good seismic 
performance on systems with or without mass eccentricity and rv/rm~l.O. The maximum 
displacement demand on the critical element slightly exceeded the maximum established for 
rv/rm>l.O. the above findings suggest that there is no need to differentiate between the response 
of torsionally unrestrained asymmetric systems with or without mass-eccentricity. 
3.6.2 Response of the unrestrained System 6A-O.5( a=1.4) 
The uncoupled translational period of the unrestrained System 6A was reduced to Ts=O.5 seconds 
by adjusting the system strength. The ratio of element nominal yield displacement (a=1.4) and 
the nominal yield displacement of the system (l1ys=42mm) remained unchanged. Those general 
considerations described in Section 3.2 were also followed in its analysis. 
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Table 3-8 summarizes the response for zero strength eccentricity. As expected, it showed a 
sensitive torsional response without showing any particular trend. It was evident that the relative 
displacements between elements and that at the centre of mass were not significant. As in 
previously examined unrestrained System 3A-O.5( a=1.4), the maximum displacement demand of 
element (1) was slightly larger than that of element (2) and at the centre of mass. The equivalent 
single degree of freedom system predicted the response at the centre of mass well. 
Table 3-8. Response of the unrestrained System 6A-0.5(a=1.4), Ts=O.50 sec, emx=-O.10A, evx=erx=O.O, en =-
O.066D, J.I.&=5.35, rn/ro=1.0,rvy/rm=variable 
Displacements, mm, and Displacement 
displacement ductility demands (Ils) demand ratios 
rv/rm E1 eM E2 ESDOF {Aue1/L\us)d (Aue21 Aus)d 
rv/O.85rm 214 (5.94) 217 (5.17) 243 (4.82) 225 (5.35) 0.99 1.12 
rv/rm=1.05 247(6.86) 225 (5.35) 224 (4.44) " 1.10 0.99 
rv/1.20rm 229(6.36) 222(5.29) 218 (4.32) " 1.03 0.98 
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Figure 3-27. Response of the unrestrained System 6A-O.5( a=I.4) , Ts=O.50 sec, emx=-O.10A, eJen=variable, 
).1&=5.35, rn/ro=1.10, rv/rm=variable 
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Figure 3-27 shows the response for zero and increasing strength eccentricities. In the case of 
increasing negative strength eccentricities, the displacement demands of element (I) reduced 
whereas those of element (2) did not exceed the maximum attained for zero strength eccentricity. 
Again, the excess strength of element (2), i.e., increasing positive strength eccentricities, is an 
unlikely situation just presented to clarify the system's idealized behaviour. 
The findings suggest that the proposed design strategy also achieved an acceptable seismic 
performance for short period systems with mass eccentricity. It prevented the elements from 
exceeding their displacement ductility capacity for zero and increasing strength eccentricities. It 
also demonstrates that the torsional response becomes sensitive as the translational period of free 
vibration is reduced. 
3.7 Single-element structurally asymmetric Systems 7A, 8A and 9A (CV=CR::j:CM; 
CM=GC) 
3.7.1 Response of the unrestrained Systems 7A-l.3, 8A-1.3 and 9A-l.3 
This section examines the torsional response of three extremely eccentric systems. The systems 
are unstable when subjected to static lateral forces; however, they become stable when subjected 
to dynamic-induced forces as will be shown next. The study of such systems may contribute to a 
better understanding of the effect of the mass rotational inertia on the response of asymmetric 
systems. 
The extremely eccentric Systems 7A, 8A and 9A had a single substitute wall-element (1) along 
the Y-axis, as shown in Figure 2-32. The nominal yield displacement of the Y-direction element 
( 1) and the X-direction element (3) were the same, ~yel =~y3=42 mm. The nominal yield 
displacement of the system was, therefore, the same along both principal axes, ~ys=42mm. The 
systems' strength was adjusted to achieve an uncoupled translational period of free vibration of 
1.30 seconds. These were denoted unrestrained Systems 7A-I.3, 8A-I.3 and 9A-I.3. The actions 
of the mass rotational inertia and the effect of the strength eccentricity in the response was 
quantified by the parameter ev:/rm rather that the rvylrm ratio. This is because the radius of 
gyration of strength is zero for the three systems having different strength eccentricities. Section 
2.20 described in detail its characteristics and Appendix B summarizes its properties. 
The displacement ductility capacity of the systems was assumed equal to the displacement 
ductility capacity of element (1) (~~s=~~l =5.35) to be consistent with those systems previously 
examined. The systems were subjected to the Artificial earthquake record along the Y-direction. 
The earthquake record was scaled to generate, on the reference unrestrained System 7A-I.3 
having evx/rm=I.O, a system displacement ductility demand of ~&=5.35. This scaled record was 
also applied, without further modifications, to unrestrained Systems 8A-I.3 and 9A-I.3 having 
other evxlr m ratios. 
Table 3-9 summarizes the response of the systems subjected to dynamic induced forces when 
element (1), and hence the system, had no excess strength, i.e., Al=Ays=I.O. It is evident that the 
displacement demands on element (1) and at position (2) varied depending on the distribution of 
mass, as quantified by the ratio of radii of gyration of mass and strength eccentricity, ev:/rm. For 
instance, the relative displacement demand between element (1) and position (2) were, in fact, 
quite large for the unrestrained System 8A-I.3 having ev:/rm=I.54. This is because the 
displacement demands of element (1) and position (2) were significantly affected by system 
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rotation as the evx/r m ratio was increased due to the reduction of the radius of gyration of mass. 
It is also evident that in case of systems having the same radius of gyration of mass, as it was the 
case for the unrestrained Systems 8A-1.3 and 9A-1.3, a reduction of strength eccentricity reduced 
system rotations and hence its influence on the displacement demands of element (1) and 
position (2). 
It was possible for element (1) to yield due to the opposition of the mass rotational inertia to 
system rotations. This opposition was triggered when the systems were subjected to dynamic 
excitations. The mass rotational inertia interacts with the mass translational inertia allowing Y-
direction element (1) to yield as to be explained in Section 3.7.2. 
It is evident that the displacement ductility capacity of element (1) was not exceeded in any of 
the systems. The response of element (1) is, however, expected to become critical if the evxlrm 
ratio would have been further reduced because the response of element (1) is expected to be less 
affected by system rotations. An issue of concern is the large displacement demands recorded at 
position (2), which could be exceeding the drift limits specified in many design standards. 
It was also observed from Table 3-9 that the equivalent single degree of freedom system did not 
predict well the response at the centre of mass of the systems; particularly that of the 
unrestrained System 8A-i.3. Its accuracy, however, improved as the evxlrm ratio was reduced. It 
is evident that the torsional responses of these extremely eccentric unrestrained systems were 
quite sensitive because the actions of the mass rotational inertia significantly affected the 
displacement at the centre of mass. 
System 
7A 
SA 
9A 
Table 3-9. Response of the unrestrained Systems 7A-l.3, 8A-I.3 and 9A-l.3, Ts=I.30 sec, emx=O.O, 
e..x=e.-x=variable, /l&=5.35, rn/ro=variable, e.,Jrm=variable 
Displacements, mm, and Displacement demand 
displacement ductility demands (w ratios 
evx e~rm E1 eM Position 2 ESDOF (L1ue1/ Aus)d (L1ue21 L1us)d 
OA1A 1.00 129(3.07) 225(5.35) 453 225(5.35) 0.57 2.01 
0.71A 1.54 84(2.00) 320(7.62) 609 " 0.26 1.90 
0.35A 0.76 225(5.37) 195(4.63) 356 " 1.15 1.82 
Figure 3-28 illustrates the response of the systems when the strength of element (1), and hence 
that of the system, was gradually increased to twice its original strength, i.e., 1.0<Al=Ays'5.2.0. 
As its strength was increased by only 20% (Ays=i.20), a significant reduction in the displacement 
demands of element (1) is evident, particularly for the unrestrained System 9A-1.3; see Figure 
3-28(a). Thereafter, in spite of an additional increase of element strength, its displacement 
demands remained essentially unchanged. On the other hand, Figure 3-28(b) shows that the 
displacement demands at position (2) slightly reduced with increasing strength of element (1). 
Figure 3-28(c) shows a similar response at the centre of mass. Systems rotations, although large, 
remained essentially constant in the three systems; see Figure 3-28(d). As was the case of two-
element torsionally unrestrained systems, increasing the strength of element (1) did not reduce 
the displacement demands at position (2). This is a concern because it seems impossible to 
reduce, for such extremely eccentric systems, the large displacement demands at position (2), 
which may exceed drift limits specified in design standards associated with a given performance 
criterion. It is confirmed that the equivalent single degree of freedom system did not predict the 
maximum displacement demand well at the centre of mass of such extremely eccentric systems. 
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The concept of maximum displacement demand ratios suggested before is not valid for these 
extreme systems. 
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Figure 3-28. Response of the unrestrained Systems 7A-I.3, SA-I.3 and 9A-I.3, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, 
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From the above findings it is concluded that the response of extremely eccentric systems 
subjected to dynamic induced forces is quite sensitive and difficult to predict with simplified 
models. The opposition of the mass rotational inertia to system rotations is triggered when the 
asymmetric systems are subjected to dynamic induced forces. The mass rotational inertia 
interacts with the mass translational inertia allowing the Y-direction element (1) to yield. This 
type of extremely eccentric systems should be avoided. If used, large displacement demands on 
the system's flexible side may exceed allowable drift limits, Hence, significant non-structural 
damage is to be expected in these structures. 
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3.7.2 Time history response of the System 7A-I.3 [Ts=1.30 sec, evx=erx=-0.41A (~s=I.O)] 
The time history response was examined to provide further understanding of the torsional 
behaviour of an extremely eccentric system subjected to dynamic induced forces. It is expected 
to assist in a better understanding of the torsional mechanism rather than just examining 
observed trends. 
The unrestrained System 7A-l.3, as shown in Figure 2-32(a), was considered again. The nominal 
yield displacement of Y-direction element (1) and that at the centre of mass was the same as in 
other models; dYel=dys=42 mm. The system strength of Vyns=176kN was assigned solely to 
element (1). The system exhibited the same strength and stiffness eccentricity, i.e., evx=erx=-
0.41A. It had evxlrm=l.O and r,,/ro=l.O. It was subjected to the Artificial earthquake record 
along the Y-direction. 
The system is unstable when subjected to a static force at the centre of mass. The application of 
a positive lateral force at the centre of mass along the Y-direction generates a system 
anticlockwise rotation. Neither element (1) or (2) has torsional or out-of plane resistance hence 
the system is a mechanism in torsion. Under static forces, element (1) will never yield. 
However, Figure 3-29(a) shows that during dynamic response element (1) consistently reached 
its nominal strength at instant (A). For element (1) to yield, an anticlockwise torque of 
T=evxVyns=1097kNm was introduced to the system, see Figure 3-29(c). This torque was 
generated due to the opposition of the rotational mass to system rotations. This torque, however, 
was introduced because a force couple exists. Element (1) provided one of the forces equal to 
Vnel=177kN and the other force, equal in magnitude but opposite in direction, was provided by 
the dynamic action of the mass translational inertia and represented by a force applied at the 
centre of mass. Figure 3-30(a) presents the actions and the displacement profile summarizing 
this scenario. The displacement demand of element (1) was much smaller than that of position 
(2); hence the system rotation was significant. 
Element (1) remained in the inelastic range of response until reaching a peak displacement 
demand of d Ul=76mm at instant (B), as shown in Figure 3-29(b). Between instants (A) and (B), 
the torque remained constant and equal to T=1077kNm due to yielding of element (1). The 
associated displacement profile; see Figure 3-30(b), show that the displacement demands of 
element (1), position (2) and at the centre of mass increased by a similar amount relative to that 
attained at instant (A) and, therefore, the system rotation did not increase much. 
Element (1) reached again its nominal strength in the opposite direction at instant (e); see 
Figure 3-29(a). The displacement demand at position (2), however, increased even further in the 
same positive direction; hence the system rotation also increased; see Figure 3-30(c). The 
system torque reached a maximum but opposite in direction to that attained at instant (A); see 
Figure 3-29(a) 
The maximum displacement demand at position (2) was reached at instant (D) when the system 
reached its maximum rotation; see Figure 3-29(b) and (d). Element (1) also attained a peak 
displacement demand, opposite in sign but not necessarily a maximum. Interestingly, the 
maximum displacement demand at position (2) was also associated with the maximum system 
rotation. This was not applicable for element (1), which attained later its maximum demand for a 
much smaller rotation. 
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Figure 3·29. Time history response of the unrestrained System 7A-1.3, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, e..x=erx=·O.41A, 
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It is evident from the above findings that large system rotations were attained when the peak 
displacement of element (1) and at position (2) were of opposite sign. The period of oscillation 
of the flexible side of the system, i.e., position (2), was very long compared with that of element 
(1). The maximum displacement demand at position (2) was associated with the system 
maximum rotation. The maximum displacement demand imposed on element (1) was less than 
its displacement capacity and was associated with a small system rotation. The large 
displacement demand attained. at position (2) is a major concern because it is likely to exceed 
allowable drift limits associated with a particular performance criterion. 
3.8 Three-element structurally asymmetric System lOA (CViCR; CM=GC) 
3.8.1 Response of the unrestrained System 10A-1.3 
This section examined the seismic response of a three-element single-mass system. It modelled 
the building structure designed elsewhere [B3]. It is of interest to verify the extent of 
conclusions, relevant to simple two-element systems, which may be also applied to multi-
element systems as well. 
The unrestrained System lOA had three Y-direction substitute wall-elements with unequal 
lengths, as shown in Figure 2-33(a). Their nominal yield displacement were L\yel =L\Y3=69mm 
and L\ye2=34mm. The nominal yield displacement of the system was, therefore, L\ys=42mm. This 
was consistent with those systems previously examined. The system strength was adjusted to 
achieve a translational uncoupled period of free vibration of 1.3 seconds. It was denoted 
unrestrained System IOA-I.3. The radius of gyration of the distributed mass of the square plan, 
ro, was then varied to O.85ro and 1.20ro to consider other plan configurations or to account for 
differences between the computed and the actual distribution of mass. Section 2.21 and 
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Appendix B provide additional information of this system. The system was also analysed based 
on the appro'ach described in Section 3.2. 
The system nominal strength, necessary to ensure that the displacement ductility capacity of any 
element is not exceeded, should be distributed on the elements to satisfy zero strength 
eccentricity. The nominal strength initially assigned to the elements of the unrestrained System 
10A-1.3 satisfying zero strength eccentricity was VneJ=29.7kN, Vne2=198.6kN and Vne3=85.4kN, 
see Section 2.11.3. This strength distribution may not be achieved in practice because elements 
(1) and (2) may require a larger strength to comply with requirements of minimum 
reinforcement. The response of the system for the idealised condition of zero strength 
eccentricity provides the basis to estimate its displacement ductility because it is when the 
displacement demands of the elements and at the centre of mass reaches a maximum. 
Table 3-10 summarizes the response of the system for zero strength eccentricity. It is evident, 
that the maximum displacement demand of elements (1), (2) and (3) are essentially the same for 
all rv/rm <1.0. This is also reflected in the maximum displacement demand ratios associated 
with each element. This is the response expected from a system having rv/rm<1.0. System 
rotations, although significant, were not associated with the maximum displacement demands of 
the elements. This behaviour was also observed with the two-element unrestrained System 5A-
1.3 also having rv/rm<l.O; see Figure 3-17. 
The equivalent single degree of freedom system having the same properties of translational 
strength and nominal yield displacement provided, as with two-element systems, a good estimate 
of the maximum displacement and ductility demand at the centre of mass. This is because the 
response at the centre of mass was not significantly affected by the actions of the mass rotational 
inertia. The fact that the number of parallel elements along the Y-direction increased and that 
their maximum response was not attained at the same instant, did not have an effect on the 
system maximum response. 
Due to differences in the nominal yield displacement of the elements, it is evident that the 
maximum displacement ductility demand of element (2) exceeded its displacement ductility 
capacity of ~A2=5.35 whereas the demands of elements (1) and (3) were less than their capacity. 
The limiting of the system displacement ductility demands to ~f1s=5.35 did not prevent element 
(2) from exceeding its displacement capacity; hence, the system displacement ductility capacity 
should have been further reduced. 
The displacement capacity of the system, as explained before, should be associated with the 
system response for zero strength eccentricity when the system develops its maximum response. 
It is evident from Table 3-10 that the maximum displacement demand of the elements was 
essentially the same. The displacement capacity of the system should, therefore, be limited to 
that of the element with the smallest displacement capacity. The displacement capacity of the 
system should then be identical to that of element (2). Hence, the displacement ductility capacity 
of the system should be reduced to ~f1s=~u2/~ys=(~ye2~A2)/~ys=4.33. The maximum displacement 
demands expected on the elements are ~f11=~f13=2.64 and ~A2=5.35. 
It is certain that one or more elements might have some strength in excess to that satisfying zero 
strength eccentricity. For instance, the strength of elements (1) and (2) may, for instance, be 
further increased to comply with minimum reinforcement requirements for reinforced concrete 
components considering the scenario when the excess strength was assigned to either edge 
element (1) or (3). This is because this generates the largest strength eccentricity for the least 
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increase in system strength. The excess strength of either element introduced a strength 
eccentricity accompanied by an increase in system strength, as already shown in Figure 2-35(a). 
Another scenario could be when the excess strength is assigned to element (2). This, however, 
will introduce a less critical relationship between strength eccentricity and increase of system 
strength and hence was not examined. 
Table 3-10. Response of the unrestrained System lOA-I.3, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, evx=O.O, erx=-O.055D, J.i.&=5.35, 
r,Jr 0=1.0, r vylr m=variable 
Displacements, mm, and 
Displacement ductility demands (JJe) 
rv/rro E1 E2 eM E3 ESDOF 
rv/O.85ro 216 (3.15) 215(6.28) 215(5.12) 222(3.24) 225(5.35) 
rv/ro=O.78 221(3.22) 219(6.39) 219(5.21) 225(3.27) /I 
rv/1.20ro 222(3.23) 222(6.48) 222(5.29) 223(3.25) /I 
Displacement demand 
ratios 
rvJrm {L\ue1/Aus)d {L\ue2/Aus)d (AueJAus)d 
r"",0.85ro 1.00 1.00 1.03 
rvJro=0.78 1.01 1.00 1.03 
rvJ1.20ro 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Figure 3-31 shows the response of the system for increasing strength eccentricities. The excess 
strength assigned to either elements (1) and (3) was quantified with excess strength factors Al 
and A3. They were gradually increased to AI=5.56 and AJ=2.58 to introduce strength 
eccentricities up to evx=±fJ.15D. Such significant ~ values are unrealistic and were just selected 
to show trends in the response. Consider, at first, the case for r../ro=0.78. It is seen that the 
maximum displacement ductility demands occurred for zero strength eccentricity (AJ=A3=1.0). 
Thereafter, the excess strength of element (1) reduced its displacement ductility demands 
whereas those of element (3) remained about the same. Element (3) exhibited, however, a slight 
increase in its displacement demands beyond that attained for zero strength eccentricity when 
rvlO. 85ro=0. 92. This, however, was not an issue because the displacement ductility demands of 
elements (1) and (3) did not exceed their ductility capacity. Element (2), which is the element 
closest to the centre of mass, showed a reduction in displacement ductility demands. The 
torsional behaviour was similar to that of the two-element unrestrained System 5A-1.3 having 
rvlrm ~1.0. The excess strength of element (3), which introduced increasing positive strength 
eccentricities, is an unrealistic situation just presented to clarify trends in behaviour. 
The results suggest that the design strategy is successful in limiting the displacement demands of 
the system, and hence that of the elements, to less than their displacement capacity. This is 
achieved if the displacement capacity of the system is limited to that of the element having the 
smallest displacement capacity. The strength to be assigned to the elements should be equal or 
greater than that required to satisfy zero strength eccentricity. The torsional behaviour of the 
asymmetric systems were essentially the same for two and three-element systems having a 
similar rvlr m ratios. It is, therefore, independent of the number of lateral force resisting 
elements. The effect of system rotations on the element responses is negligible for rvlrm<0.90. 
The maximum response at the centre of mass is still predicted well with an equivalent single 
degree of freedom system. 
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3.8.2 Time history response of the unrestrained System IOA-I.3 
The time history response provides a better understanding of the torsional mechanisms 
developed in a three-element system. Differences in behaviour, if any, between this system and 
those two-element systems previously examined are identified. 
The unrestrained System lOA-l.3 shown in Figure 2-34(a) was considered. The system strength 
of Vyns= 44lkN was assigned to the elements to satisfy static equilibrium, i.e. evx=O.O. The 
nominal strength assigned to the elements was VneJ=30 kN, Vne2=l99 kN and Vne3=l85 kN. Due 
to differences in their nominal yield displacements, i.e., l1yeJ=l1ye3=69 mm and l1ye2=34 mm, the 
system exhibited, for zero strength eccentricity, a stiffness eccentricity of erx=-O.055A. 
6 
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Consider the torsional mechanism involved when a static lateral force is applied to the centre of 
mass. Element (2) yields first while the system exhibits an anticlockwise rotation. Mterward, 
elements (1) and (3) would yield simultaneously for an opposite sY$tem rotation. 
The time history response showed a different response. Figure 3-32 shows that element (2), 
having the smallest nominal yield displacement and being the closest to the centre of mass, 
reached its nominal strength at instant (A). At this instant, the system torque also reached a peak; 
see Figure 3-32(c). Thereafter, the mass rotational inertia decelerated due to its opposition to a 
clockwise rotation; hence the torque and system rotations reduced. 
Figure 3-32(a) also shows that element (1) reached, subsequently, its nominal strength at instant 
(B) due to a small negative or clockwise rotation. Afterwards, the mass rotational inertia 
continued to restrain system rotations as identified by an anticlockwise torque. 
Elements (3) reached its nominal strength at instant (C), after elements (1) and (2) have yielded. 
This mechanism was only possible, as already explained in Section 3.3.2, due to a force couple. 
One force was the residual resistance of element (3) and the other was the resistance introduced 
by the mass translational inertia, which is represented as a force applied at the centre of mass. 
Therefore, the mass rotational inertia introduced an anticlockwise torque due to the opposition of 
the rotational mass to rotation and hence enabling element (3) to yield. 
'Fhe torque became zero between instants ( C) and (D) when all elements are yielding because the 
distribution of system strength among elements satisfied zero strength eccentricity. The rotation 
further reduced whereas the displacement of the elements increased; see Figure 3-32(a) and (d). 
All elements displayed a similar displacement during the response because they were not 
associated with large rotations; see Figure 3-32(b). This behaviour is expected from systems with 
rv/rm$l.O when system rotations, although significant, are not associated with the maximum 
displacement demands of the elements. The maximum displacement demand of the elements 
was achieved essentially at the same instant (D) with a small system rotation. 
The findings above suggest that the torsional mechanisms of a multi-element ductile system are, 
in general, not different to those of two-element systems. 
3.9 Four-element structurally asymmetric System llA (CV;fCR; CM=GC) 
3.9.1 Response of the unrestrained System llA-1.3 
This section examined the seismic response of another multi-element system having a much 
larger rv!ro ratio. It was of interest to show if the conclusions relevant to two and three-element 
systems are also valid for such system. 
The unrestrained System lOA with four Y-direction substitute wall-elements having unequal 
lengths is shown in Figure 2-38(a). Their nominal yield displacement were dYel =34mm, 
d ye2=68mm d ye3=54mm and dYe4=43mm. The nominal yield displacement of the system was 
also d ys=42mm. The system strength was adjusted to achieve a translational uncoupled period 
of free vibration of 1.3 seconds. It was denoted unrestrained System llA-l.3. The radius of 
gyration of distributed mass of the square plan, ro, was also varied to 0.85ro and 1.20ro to 
consider other plan configurations or to account for differences between the computed and the 
actual distribution of mass. Section 2.22 and Appendix B provide additional information for this 
system. It was analysed using the general considerations described in Section 3.2. 
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The system nominal strength, necessary to prevent that the displacement ductility capacity of any 
element being exceeded, should be distributed on the elements to satisfy static equilibrium 
requirements, i.e., evx=O.O. In case of the unrestrained System 11A-1.3, the nominal strength 
assigned to the elements was Vne1=127kN, Vne2=37kN, Vne3=66kN and Vne4=1l7kN. Zero 
strength eccentricity may be difficult to achieve because some elements are likely to require an 
excess strength to comply with requirements of minimum reinforcement. The associated system 
response, however, is of interest because it provides the basis to estimate the displacement 
capacity of the system. 
Table 3-11 summarizes the system response for zero strength eccentricity. Relative maximum 
displacement demands between outermost elements (1) and (4) are observed particularly for 
rv!O.85ro and reduced as the rv!rm ratio was reduced. This reduction was also reflected in the 
magnitude of the displacement demand ratios. It is evident that the maximum displacement 
demand ratios associated with the elements to the left of the centre of mass, i.e. elements (1) and 
(2), are proportional. The same effect was noted for the right-hand side elements (3) and (4). 
Displacement demand ratios obtained from two-element systems having similar properties of 
strength and stiffness eccentricity and r vylr m ratio may be used to predict the displacement 
ductility capacity of the multi-element system. 
Table 3-11 also shows that a system displacement ductility capacity of J.lt.s=5.35 did not prevent 
element (1) and (4) from exceeding their displacement ductility capacity. This can be prevented 
if the system displacement capacity is reduced. This should be associated with the response for 
zero strength eccentricity because it is when the system reaches a maximum response. It is 
evident that the maximum displacement demand of the elements becomes essentially the same as 
the r vylr m ratio was reduced. The displacement capacity of the system should, therefore, be 
limited to that of the element with the smallest displacement capacity. In this case, it should be 
made the same to that of element (1). Hence, the displacement ductility capacity of the system 
should be reduced to J.l~s=.dutl.dys=(.dyelJ.l~l)l.dys=4.32. Hence, the maximum displacement 
ductility demand expected on the elements is J.l~1=5.35, J.l~=2.67, J.l83=3.37, and J.l~4=4.25. 
Table 3-11. Response of the unrestrained System llA-1.3, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, e",,=O.O, erx=-0.046D, J.1&=5.35, 
r n/r 0=1.0, r vylr m=variable 
Displacements, mm, and 
Displacement ductility demands (Ils) 
rvylrm E1 E2 eM E3 E4 ESDOF 
rvylO.85ro 194(5.73} 214(3.15} 223(5.32} 233(4.33} 253(5.93} 225(5.35} 
rvylro=1.05 203(5.99} 217(3.20} 225(5.35} 232(4.30} 246(5.77} " 
rvyl1.20ro 214(6.30} 221 (3.26) 225(5.36} 229(4.25} 237(5. 55} " 
Displacement demand 
ratios 
rv/rm (Aue1!L\uS)d (Aue2! Aus)d (Auea!Aus)d (Aue.v'Aus)d 
rw!fJ.85ro 0.87 0.96 1.04 1.13 
rv/ro=1.05 0.90 0.96 1.03 1.09 
rv/1.20ro 0.95 0.98 1.02 1.05 
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It is certain that one or more elements might have some strength in excess of that required to 
satisfy zero strength eccentricity. The critical scenario of all infinite possible combinations of 
strength eccentricity and increase of system strength resulted when excess strength is assigned to 
either edge element (1) or (4) because it generates the largest strength eccentricity for the least 
increase in system strength, see Figure 2-39(a). Assigning excess strength to inner elements will 
result in a less critical relationship and hence was not examined. 
Figure 3-33 shows the response of the system for increasing strength eccentricities due to the 
excess strength of either element (1) and (4). In case of the system having rv/rm$.1.0, the results 
corroborate that the maximum displacement ductility demand of elements and centre of mass 
were attained for zero strength eccentricity. Increasing negative strength eccentricities reduced 
this demand. In case of the system having rv/rm>1.0, the maximum response attained for zero 
strength eccentricity was exceeded only by the outermost element (4). Interestingly, Figure 
3-33(e) shows that negative strength eccentricities generated a much smaller increase in the 
displacement ductility demand of critical element (4) if compared to that observed with element 
(1) due to increasing positive strength eccentricities; see Figure 3-33(a). The system, however, is 
not likely to end with a positive strength eccentricity. 
This result confirms that the suggested design strategy also applies to a four-element system 
having rv/rm>1.0. The increasing number of parallel translatory elements did not affect the 
torsional behaviour of any system with eccentricities. The response is essentially the same as 
that of a two-element system having a similar rv/r m ratio. The response of the system was 
predicted with an equivalent single degree of freedom system and it was not affected by 
increasing the number of parallel elements along the direction of application of the ground 
motion. 
3.10 Response of torsionally unrestrained ductile systems 
A design strategy has been suggested in Section 2.11 for the seismic design of asymmetric 
ductile systems. It consists of three steps: (a) Estimate the displacement capacity of systems 
associated with zero strength eccentricity, (b) derive the system strength that is distributed to the 
elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity, which is expected to prevent the system, and hence 
its elements, from exceeding their displacement ductility capacity and (c) in case that zero 
strength eccentricity may not be satisfied, a strength eccentricity may be introduced to the system 
provided that it results from the nominal strength of one or more elements being in excess of that 
satisfying zero strength eccentricity. 
The validity of the design strategy has been assessed through the predicted performance of 
systems when certain relevant parameters, believed to influence torsional response, were 
modified. The findings, although promising, were, however, based on the response of 
asymmetric systems having uncoupled translational periods of free vibration of 1.30 and 0.50 
seconds. To corroborate that the findings are also valid for unrestrained systems having other 
uncoupled translational periods and a;::.Aye2/ Aye! ratios (or stiffness eccentricities associated with 
zero strength eccentricity), the response of various unrestrained ductile systems were also 
performed. The elements were modelled with an elastic-plastic hysteretic rule. 
This section shows how to estimate, for zero strength eccentricity, the displacement and ductility 
capacity of systems as affected by system rotations and aims to: 
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(a) Demonstrate that the strength to be assigned to the system, and distributed among its 
elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity, will prevent displacement demands of the 
system, and hence that of the elements, from exceeding its displacement capacity, 
(b) Verify that a suggested distribution of system strength among elements will also prevent, 
for increasing strength eccentricities, the displacement maxima established for the 
elements being exceeded, 
(c) Confirm that an equivalent single degree of freedom can be used to predict, with 
adequate accuracy, the maximum response at the centre of mass of unrestrained systems 
and 
(d) Examine the effects of system uncoupled translational periods and ~!lye2/!lyel ratios (or 
stiffness eccentricities associated with zero strength eccentricity) on the torsional 
response. 
The parameters used to examine the torsional response were: strength eccentricity and its 
associated increase of system strength, the ratio of nominal yield displacement of the elements, 
the ~!lye2/!lyel ratio (or stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity), effects 
of frequency contents of different earthquakes and reduced system displacement ductility 
capacity. 
The response obtained using two-element ductile systems were examined to simplify the number 
of calculations. They are considered appropriate to study torsional response based on two 
conclusions reached in this study: 
• 
• 
Torsional behaviour is not affected by mass eccentricity and 
No significant differences in response were observed between multi-element systems and 
their equivalent two element systems with similar properties of uncoupled translational 
period, stiffness eccentricity (associated with zero strength eccentricity) and rv/rm ratio. 
Three two-element unrestrained Systems 12A having rv/ro=1.01, as shown in Figure 3-34, were 
examined. The nominal yield displacement of the three systems remained unchanged, 
!lys=42mm. The unrestrained System 12A( a= 1. 4) had a ratio of element nominal yield 
displacement of ~!lye2/!lyel =1.40. The nominal yield displacement of the elements was 
!lyel =36mm and !lye2=50mm and the associated relative length of the substitute wall-elements (1) 
and (2) was £1=1.4£2 and £2=1.0. The unrestrained System 12A( a=2.5) had a larger ratio of 
element nominal yield displacement, ~!lye2/!lyel=2.50. The nominal yield displacement of the 
elements was !lye 1 =29mm and !lye2=73mm. This was associated with substitute wall-elements 
having a relative length of £1=2.5£2 and £2=0.69. Finally, the unrestrained System 12A( a=4.0) 
had a much larger ratio of element nominal yield displacement, ~!lyd!lyel=4.0. The nominal 
yield displacement of the elements was !lye 1 =26mm and !lye2=105mm and the relative length of 
the substitute elements was £1=4.0£2 and £2=0.48. The displacement capacity of elements (1) and 
(2) was the same and equal to /l6s=5.0 in the three systems. It is associated with the strain limit 
of the materials. Note that this displacement capacity is smaller than that used in systems 
previously examined, however, no particular reason exists for using a different value. 
The strength of the systems was adjusted to achieve uncoupled translational periods of free 
vibration varying between Ts=O.l and 2.0 seconds. The strength, once distributed on the 
elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity, introduced stiffness eccentricities of erx=-
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O.083D( a=1.4), -O.21D( a=2.5) and -0.30D( a=4.0) due to differences in the nominal yield 
displacements of the elements. They are defined in terms of the distance "D" between Y-
direction elements (1) and (2), as shown in Figure 3-34. A stiffness eccentricity of erx=-O.30D 
is comparable with the maximum allowed in several current building codes. 
The response of such systems is examined to identify if the variation of the ar.!lye2/ !lye! ratio (or 
stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity) may introduce significant 
rotations influencing the maximum displacement demands of the elements and hence affecting 
the estimate of their displacement ductility capacity. 
l,=1.4l 
(a) System 12A(a=1.4) 
L>50~Q)11 CR 0 e,.~1® 
'j. . .... CM=C~ 
_ 0.=2.5 3 
x 
~OA8~ 
J Ground Motion f Input 
(b) System 12A(a=2.5) 
r04OOl, ~==~---!-l 
~~8~ 
J Ground Motion ~ Input 
(C) System 12A(a=4;O). 
Figure 3-34. Two-element torsionally unrestrained Systems 12A( a:variable) 
In a first attempt to estimate the displacement capacity of torsionally unrestrained systems, it has 
been suggested to assume that the system displacement capacity is the same as that of the 
element having the smallest displacement capacity. This is based on the notion that, for zero 
strength eccentricity, the displacement demand on the elements and the system reach a 
maximum, are essentially the same (i.e., zero rotation is assumed) and they are not affected by 
the variation of the rv/rm ratio and the uncoupled translational period of free vibration. Based 
on such an assumption, the displacement capacity of the unrestrained Systems 12A( a=variable) 
was limited to that of element (1). The displacement ductility capacity of the system is 
expressed with Eq 3-2 and the results are summarized in Table 3-12. It is evident that the system 
displacement ductility capacity should be reduced as the ar.!lyd !lyel ratio (or stiffness 
eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity) is increased. 
Table 3-12. Displacement ductility capacity of unrestrained Systems 12A( a:variable) associated with 
zero strength eccentricity 
System erx Avs ex Ave1 Ave2 1149 
(mm) (mm) (mm) 
12A(a=1.4) -0.0830 42 1.40 36 50 4.28 
12A(a=2.5) -0.210 42 2.50 29 73 3.50 
12A(a=4.0) -0.300 42 4.00 26 105 3.13 
The unrestrained Systems 12A( a=variable) were subjected to the Artificial, Bucharest and Kobe 
earthquake records acting along the Y-direction. These records were scaled to impose, at the 
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centre of mass, a maximum displacement ductility demand equal to their ductility capacity, in 
agreement with those general considerations previously described in Section 3.2. This constraint 
should, in theory, limit displacement ductility demands of critical element (1) and that of element 
(2) to less than their ductility capacity of ~6l=5.0 for every earthquake record. This matter is 
subsequently examined to verify whether the design aim was achieved in the given period range. 
3.10.1 Response of the unrestrained Systems 12A( a=variable) 
The system nominal strength, necessary to ensure that the system displacement ductility 
capacity, and hence that of the elements, is not exceeded, is a reference quantity that should be 
ideally distributed on the elements to satisfy static equilibrium requirements, Le., evx=O.O. This 
distribution of strength, which mayor may not be achieved in practice, is simply a reference. It 
is of particular interest because it is the condition when the displacement demands reached by the 
elements and at the centre of mass are a maximum and are assumed to be essentially the same. 
This ideal distribution of strength, therefore, is the basis of the design strategy suggested in this 
study. 
In an attempt to estimate the displacement capacity of unrestrained systems, the displacement 
should be restricted to that of the element having the smallest displacement capacity. In the case 
of the unrestrained Systems 12A( a=variable), this should be restricted to that of element (1). 
Figure 3-35(a) shows, for the unrestrained'System 12A( a=2.5), this particular-situation. ' 
Figure 3-36, Figure 3-37 and Figure 3-38 show, for three different earthquake records, the 
response of Systems 12A( a=1.4), 12A( a=2.5) and System 12A( a=4.0), when their strengths 
were assigned to parallel elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity. It is evident that an 
equivalent single degree of freedom model predicted, with adequate accuracy, the maximum 
displacement demand at the centre of mass of the torsionaly unrestrained systems. Its accuracy, 
however, reduced for systems with uncoupled translational periods of Ts<O.7 seconds. This is 
because the centre of mass is not the location in the system where system translations are 
actually separated from rotations during the response of ductile systems. This sensitivity in the 
response increased as the ~!lye2/ !lyel ratio (or stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength 
eccentricity) was increased. The accuracy of the prediction, however, improved as the 
translational period increased; even on systems with increasing ~!lye2/ !lyel ratio. It is evident 
that the response is certainly sensitive to the frequency content of the earthquake records. In 
spite of such sensitivity (particularly systems with short uncoupled periods), the equivalent 
single degree of freedom system can adequately predict the maximum displacement demand at 
the centre of mass of torsionally unrestrained systems. 
Figure 3-36 shows that the maximum displacement demand of elements and at the centre of 
mass. These are essentially the same for the unrestrained System 12A( a=1.4) with erx=-O.083D. 
However, systems with a larger ~!lyd!lyel ratio (or a large stiffness eccentricity associated with 
zero strength eccentricity), as it is the case for the unrestrained Systems 12A( a=2.5), and 
12A( a=4.0), (see Figure 3-37 and Figure 3-38), led, in general, to a reduction and an increase of 
the displacement demands of elements (1) and (2), respectively, relative to that attained at the 
centre of mass. To quantify those relative displacements, it was suggested (see Section 3.5.1) to 
use the ratio of maximum displacement demands of elements to that at the centre of mass. The 
results will be presented in detail in Section 3.10.2. 
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Figure 3-36, Figure 3-37 and Figure 3-38 also show, for the three systems, the displacement 
ductility demands for zero strength eccentricity. The fact that the maximum displacement 
ductility capacity of the system, i.e., at the centre of mass, was limited to ll11s=4.28, 3.50 and 3.13 
for the unrestrained Systems 12A( a=1.4), 12A( a=2.5) and 12A( a=4.0), respectively, did 
prevent, with some exceptions, critical element (1) from exceeding its displacement ductility 
capacity of 11111 =5.0. The fact that its displacement capacity was exceeded in some instances is 
not a concern because'this element is expected to have an excess strength and hence a reduction 
of its displacement demands is expected, as will be shown later. 
Element (2), in spite of developing displacement demands larger than that at the centre of mass, 
presented a satisfactory response since its maximum displacement ductility demand never 
exceeded its displacement ductility capacity (associated with the strain limit of the materials). 
This situation is better explained in Figure 3-35(b). The unrestrained System 12A( a=2.5) 
having, for zero strength eccentricity, a stiffness eccentricity of erx=0.21D is examined. The 
figure displays the predicted displacement demands of elements (1) and (2) and that at the centre 
of mass when the displacement demand of element (1) matches its capacity. This case is 
represented for element (1) with an empty square. The predicted displacement demands, 
represented by a shaded circle and joined by a solid line, are maxima not reached 
simultaneously. The displacement capacity of the elements (as limited by the strain limit of the 
materials) is represented with a shaded square. Element (1) is critical because when its 
displacement demand reaches its capacity ( empty square), the displacement demand of element 
(2) (shaded circle) is less than its capacity (shaded square) even though its displacement demand 
is larger than that at the centre of mass. The displacement capacity of the system is therefore 
limited by that of element (1). It is observed that the displacement capacity of the system is 
slightly larger than the displacement capacity of element (1) and not the same as it is initially 
assumed; see Figure 3-35(a). 
The fact that element (2) exhibited a maximum displacement demand larger than that at the 
centre of mass may be a concern if the displacement capacity of element (2) is substantially 
reduced to comply with displacement limits associated with specific performance criteria. 
Hence, element (2) rather than element (1) may become the critical element within the system. 
This situation is better explained in Figure 3-35(c) for the unrestrained System 12A( a=2.5). The 
displacement capacity of element (2), as represented by an empty square, has been reduced to 
comply with specific performance criteria. The square is empty to indicate that the maximum 
displacement demand on this element matches its capacity. In this situation element (2) is 
critical because its maximum displacement demand may reach its capacity before element (1) 
does. Hence, the displacement demand of the elements and at the centre of mass was reduced, 
relative to the situation shown in Figure 3-35(b), to prevent critical element (2) from exceeding 
its displacement capacity. Notice that the ratio of maximum displacement demand of the 
elements relative to that at the centre of mass remains the same. The displacement capacity of 
the system is, as expected, smaller than the displacement capacity of element (2) and that of 
element (1). This situation proves that limiting the displacement capacity of the system to that of 
element (1) may not prevent element (2) from exceeding its displacement and ductility capacity. 
It is evident from the results presented the necessity of identifying the critical element of 
unrestrained systems before estimating its displacement and ductility capacity. The system 
displacement ductility capacity will depend on the predicted ratio of maximum displacement 
demands associated with the critical element and its estimated displacement capacity. This 
approach will be explained in detail in Section 3.10.2. 
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Figure 3-39, Figure 3-40 and Figure 3-41 illustrate realistic system responses, for three 
earthquake records, when excess strength was assigned to element (1) relative to that satisfying 
zero strength eccentricity. This increase of element strength introduced negative strength 
eccentricities to the systems. As expected, the displacement ductility demands on element (1) 
reduced to less than its capacity, whereas that of element (2) remained essentially the same as 
that for zero strength eccentricity. 
The response is, however, dependant on the frequency content of the earthquake records. This is 
seen from the system response to the Kobe earthquake record. The figures show an increase in 
displacement demands on element (1) even after excess strength was assigned to it. In spite of 
these results, the responses are considered satisfactory if the uncertainties involved in the 
prediction of earthquake demands are taken into account. 
The above findings suggest that the estimate of the displacement capacity of unrestrained 
systems may be influenced by system rotations as they may increase or reduce the maximum 
displacement demand of elements relative to that predicted at the centre of mass. System 
rotations are influenced by the CJ;=.Aye2/Ayel ratio (or stiffness eccentricity associated with zero 
strength eccentricity) and the uncoupled translational period of free vibration of the systems. 
The rv/rm ratio also influences system rotations but it is not considered a relevant parameter for 
the suggested design strategy. The estimated system strength, once distributed among the 
elements to satisfy the ideal condition of zero strength eccentricity, should prevent displacement 
demands imposed on systems, and hence-on their elements, from exceeding its displacement 
ductility capacities. If zero strength eccentricity cannot be achieved in practice, as to be 
expected from many asymmetric systems, a strength eccentricity may be accepted, provided it 
results from the assignment of strength in excess of that satisfying zero strength eccentricity. 
The accuracy of the estimations, however, was found to reduce for systems having uncoupled 
translational periods of Ts less than 0.70 seconds and with increasing CJ;=.Aye21 D..yel ratios (or 
stiffness eccentricities associated with zero strength eccentricity). 
3.10.2 Ratio of maximum displacement demands of elements and that at the centre of mass 
The ratio of maximum displacement demands of elements and that at the centre of mass 
(see Section 3.5.1) is, in this study, an essential parameter to measure effects of system rotations 
on the maximum displacement demands of the elements. The centre of mass is used as a 
reference location because its response, as shown in Sections 3.3.6 and 3.5.1, may be predicted 
with adequate accuracy using an equivalent single degree of freedom system. In the case of two-
element systems, the ratios of maximum displacement demands of elements (1) and (2) are 
denoted (AueI/Aus)d(CR) and (Aue2/Aus)d, respectively, where the subscript "d" refers to demand 
quantities and (CR) attached to the ratio associated with element (1), identifies the displacement 
demand ratio of that element placed on the same side as the centre of stiffness (relative to the 
centre of mass). 
Figure 3-42 shows the ratios of maximum displacement demands of elements (1) and (2), during 
the earthquake records, for the unrestrained Systems 12A( a=1.4), 12A( a=2. 5) and 12A( a=4. 0) 
having zero strength eccentricity and different rv/rm ratios, i.e., rv/0.85r/11J rv/rm and rv/1.20rm. 
It is evident that these are influenced by the uncoupled translational period and the CJ;=.Aye21 D..yel 
ratio (or the stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity). The ratio of 
displacement demands increases as the translational period reduces because the response of the 
mass rotational inertia is sensitive for short period systems. They are also affected by variations 
of the rv/r m ratio because the response of the mass rotational inertia is influenced by the relative 
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has excess strength and it is subjected to different earthquake records, Ts=variable, emx=O.O, 
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Figure 3-41 Spectral presentation of the response of the unrestrained Systems 12A( a=4.0) when element (1) 
has excess strength and it is subjected to different earthquake records, Ts=variable, emx=O.O, 
ev,#erx=variable, ll,u=Il.12=5.00, 1l~3.13, r,,/ro=I.00, rvy/rm=I.01 
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Figure 3-42 Ratios of maximum displacement demands on elements (1) and (2) and that at the centre of mass 
of the unrestrained System 12A( a=variable) when subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, 
Ts=variable, emx=O.O, eyx=O.O, erx=-variable J.1A1=J.1.u=5.00, J.1As=variable, rn/ro=1.00, ry/rm=variable 
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distribution of strength and mass. However, its effect is not considered significant for the 
suggested design strategy. Hence, the use of a mean curve is suggested for the three curves of 
rv/rm ratio. These curves clearly reflect the effect of the uncoupled translational period and the 
CJ.;:=l'lye2/l'lyel ratio(or the stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity) on the 
response. 
It is evident from Figure 3-42 that the ratio of displacement demands for element (1), which is 
the element located on the same side as the centre of stiffness (relative from the centre of mass), 
varies over the translational period range. A ratio of less than unity indicates that maximum 
displacement demands on element (1) were smaller than that at the centre of mass. This 
response is a function of the CJ.;:=l'lye21 I'lyel ratio and uncoupled translational period of free 
vibration of Ts less than 0.7 seconds. 
Figure 3-42 also shows that the ratio of displacement demands associated with element (2) 
(l'lue2/I'lus)d was larger than unity and hence more sensitive than that associated with element (1), 
i.e., (l'luel/l'lus)d(CR)' In spite of such behaviour, the response of element (2) was not an issue 
because its displacement ductility capacity, associated with the strain limit of the materials, was 
never exceeded. However, care should be taken, as explained in Section 3.10.1, when the 
displacement capacity of the flexible element (2) is substantially reduced to comply with 
displacement limits associated with specific performance criteria. In that case, the displacement 
capacity of element (2) may be reached before that of element (1). This indicates that element 
(2) is critical and, therefore, it may limit even further the system displacement ductility capacity. 
The trend lines of the mean ratios of maximum displacement demand curves of elements (1) and 
(2) are shown in Figure 3-42, and plotted again in Figure 3-43, as a function of the uncoupled 
translational period and the stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity. 
These displacement ratios may be used, as explained before, to estimate the displacement 
ductility capacity of systems when rotations influence the maximum displacement demands of 
the elements. 
To identify which element will govern the estimate of the system displacement ductility 
capacity, the ratio of the predicted displacement demands of elements (1) and (2), i.e., 
(I'ludl'luel)d. may be used, as shown in Figure 3-44. This ratio should then be compared with that 
of the estimated displacement capacities, i.e., (I'ludl'luel)c, The SUbscript "c" refers to capacity 
quantities. If (I'ludl'luel)d > (l'lue2/I'luel)c then element (1) is critical and hence will govern the 
estimate of the system displacement capacity. Displacement demands on element (1) are likely 
to reach its displacement capacity whereas those of element (2) will always be smaller. In 
contrast, element (2) will govern when (l'lue2/I'luel)d < (l'lue2/I'luel)c. 
The suggested design approach is better explained with the aid the unrestrained System 
12A( a=2.5) shown in Figure 3-35(b). The nominal yield displacement of the elements is 
l'lyel=29mm and l'lye2=73mm. The nominal yield displacement of the system of l'lyel=42mm was 
determined with Eq 2-34 after a unit base shear was distributed among the elements to satisfy 
zero strength eccentricity. Due to differences in the nominal yield displacement of the elements, 
the system has, for zero strength eccentricity, a stiffness eccentricity of erx=O.21D. The system 
strength, distributed among the elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity, was adjusted to 
achieve an uncoupled translational period of Ts=O.5 seconds. The displacement ductility 
capacity of the elements, as restricted by the strain limit of the materials, is JlLH=JlLl2=5.0. Hence, 
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the displacement capacity of the elements are (.1ueJ)c=J..lAJx.1yeJ = 145mm and 
(.1udc=J..lA2x.1ye2=365mm. The ratio of displacement capacities is (.1ue2/.1ueJ)c=2.50. 
Element (1) is critical because the predicted ratio of element displacement demands of 
(.1ud.1ue1 )d=1.52, obtained from Figure 3-44 for a stiffness eccentricity of erx=O.21D and an 
uncoupled translational period of Ts=O.5 seconds, is smaller than the ratio of displacement 
capacities ( (.1ue2/.1ueJ)c=2.50). Hence, element (1) will restrict the displacement ductility 
capacity of the system. 
With the aid of Figure 3-43 it is possible to obtain the predicted displacement demands ratios for 
elements (1) and (2) relative to that at the centre of mass, i.e., (.1ued.1us)d and (.1ue2/.1us)d, 
respectively. For this particular system with a stiffness eccentricity of erx=0.21D and an 
uncoupled translational period of Ts=O.5 seconds, the predicted ratio of maximum displacement 
demand of the elements to that at the centre of mass are (.1uel/.1us)d=O.92 and (.1ue2/.1us)d=1.40. 
This is summarized in Figure 3-35(b). 
The displacement capacity of the unrestrained System 12A( a=2.5), shown in Figure 3-35(b), 
may be readily obtained with the predicted ratio of displacement demand for the critical element 
(1) of (.1uel/.1us)d=O.92 and by assuming that the maximum displacement demand expected on 
this element will be. the same as its displacement capacity, i.e., (.1uel/.1us)d=(.1uel/.1us)c. By 
rearranging the .terms, fl?e displacement c:apacity of the system is then 
(.1us)c=(.1uel)c!(.1uel/.1us)d=14510.92=158mm and its displacement ductility capacity is 
J..lAs=(.1us)c/ .1ys=158142 =3. 76. 
The maximum displacement demand expected to develop on element (2) may be obtained with 
its predicted ratio of element displacement demand to that at the centre of mass of 
(.1ud.1us)d=1.40 derived from Figure 3-43. Hence the maximum displacement demand of 
element (2) is (.1uel)d=1.4(.1us)c=1.4*158=221mm which is far less than its capacity of 
(.1udc=365mm. The predicted displacement demands, denoted with shaded circles and joined by 
a solid line, are maxima not reached simultaneously. The displacement capacity of the elements 
(as limited by the strain limit of the materials) is denoted with filled squares. It is observed that 
the displacement capacity of the system is slightly larger than the displacement capacity of 
element (1) and not the same as it is initially assumed; see Figure 3-35(a). 
Consider the other situation shown in Figure 3-35(c), when the displacement capacity of element 
(2) is restricted to (.1udc=175mm to comply with displacement limits associated with specific 
performance criteria. The ratio of element displacement capacities is reduced to 
(.1ud.1ue1 )c=1.21 and the displacement ductility capacity of element (2) is also reduced to 
J..lA2=175173=2.40. The predicted ratios of maximum displacement demand ratios of elements (1) 
and (2) to that at the centre of mass remain the same, i.e., (.1uel/.1us)d=O.92 and (.1ue2/.1us)d=1.40. 
The only change from the situation shown in Figure 3-35(b) is that element (2) rather than 
element (1) is critical because (.1ud.1ueJ)d=1.52>(.1ud.1ueJ)c=1.21. Hence, element (2) will 
restrict the displacement capacity of the system. 
The displacement capacity of the unrestrained System 12A( a=2.5), shown in Figure 3-35(c), may 
be readily obtained with the predicted ratio of displacement demand for the critical element (2) 
of (.1ueJ/.1us)d=1.40 and by assuming that the maximum displacement demand expected on this 
element will be the same to its displacement capacity, i.e., (.1ud.1us)d=(.1ud.1us)c. The 
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displacement capacity of the system is then (dus)c=(due2)c!(due2/dus)d=17511AO=125mm and its 
displacement ductility capacity is further reduced to Jl!:J.s=(dus)c/dys=125/42=2.98. 
The maximum displacement demand expected to develop on element (1) may be obtained with 
its predicted ratio of element displacement demand to that at the centre of mass of 
(duetldus)d=O.92 derived from Figure 3-43. Hence the maximum displacement demand of 
element (1) is (duel)d=O.92(dus)c=O.92*125=115mm which is far less than its capacity of 
(duel)c=145mm. It is seen from Figure 3-35(c) that the displacement capacity of the system is 
smaller than the displacement capacity of element (2) and that of element (1). This indicates that 
limiting the displacement capacity of the system to that of element (1), as it was suggested 
before, will not prevent element (2) from exceeding its displacement capacity. 
The displacement capacity of multi-element systems may be readily estimated in a similar 
fashion as already explained for two-element systems. It was found that the displacement 
demand ratios for the outermost elements of multi-element systems are similar to those of 
equivalent two-element systems. However, it is necessary to identify first which of two specific 
elements within multi-element systems will limit its displacement capacity. One of such 
elements is that having the smallest displacement capacity while the other is the outermost 
element on the flexible side of the system. They are denoted as elements (1)* and (2)* to be 
consistent with the nomenclature previously used. Their location relative to the centre of mass is 
Xl */D and X2 *ID where "D" is the distance between the outermost elements. 
The predicted displacement demand ratios to be used for elements (1) * and (2) * are derived from 
an equivalent two-element system having similar properties of uncoupled translational period of 
free vibration and stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity. The 
displacement demand ratios for the outermost elements of multi-element systems are similar to 
those of equivalent two-element systems. The ratio of maximum displacement demand for any 
inner element may be predicted by linear interpolation in proportion to the location of the inner 
elements from the centre of mass. Subsequently, the same procedure explained before for 
deriving the displacement ductility capacity of two element systems is followed to estimate the 
displacement ductility capacity of any multi-element system. 
3.11 Preliminary estimate of the nominal strength of unrestrained systems 
The system strength should be estimated before its stiffness because, as explained in Section 
2.8.1, stiffness is strength dependant. This approach is opposite to current design where the 
stiffness of components and elements has been considered a geometric property independent of 
strength. The system strength may be obtained with design spectra using either force or 
displacement based design methods and a displacement ductility factor matching the 
displacement ductility capacity of the system. 
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Figure 3-43 Results of predicted ratios of maximum displacement demands of element (1) and (2) and at the 
centre of mass of the unrestrained System 12A( a=variable) when subjected to the Artificial 
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Figure 3-44 Results of predicted ratios of maximum displacement demands of elements (1) and (2) of the 
unrestrained System 12A( a=variable) when subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, 
Ts=variable, emx=O.O, evx=O.O, erx=-variable J..I..u=Jl.u=S.OO, J..I.As=variable, r,Jro=1.00, rvylrm=variable. 
It has been shown, however, that the system displacement ductility capacity is a function of the 
uncoupled translation period and the stiffness eccentricity. These properties are unknown at this 
stage, and therefore, in an attempt to derive this essential property, it is suggested to limit the 
displacement capacity of the system to that of the element having the smallest displacement 
capacity, as Figure 3-35(a) shows. This is based on the assumption that the maximum 
displacement demand on the elements and at the centre of mass is the same and a maximum for 
zero strength eccentricity. 
The displacement ductility capacity of unrestrained systems associated with zero strength 
eccentricity is initially expressed as 
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(3-3) 
where (J..LLli~yeDmin is the displacement capacity of the element with the smallest displacement 
capacity. 
Subsequently, the system strength may be estimated, in accordance with, for example, current 
force-based design methods, by considering design acceleration spectra and a displacement 
ductility factor equal to the displacement ductility capacity of the system. The strength so 
obtained should then be distributed on the element to satisfy zero strength eccentricity. One or 
two iterations may be required to obtain the system strength. An example of this approach is 
given in Appendix D. 
The stiffness of elements and that of the system is readily derived once the system strength is 
distributed to the elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity. The element stiffness is obtained 
with its assigned strength and nominal yield displacement. The system stiffness, along a given 
direction, is simply the summation of stiffness of the parallel elements (Eq 2-33). The uncoupled 
translation period and stiffness eccentricity of the system associated with zero strength 
eccentricity are then readily estimated. 
3.12 Estimate of the displacement ductility capacity of torsionally unrestrained systems 
It has been shown however, that the system displacement ductility capacity may be affected by 
system rotations since maximum displacement demand of elements may increase or reduce due 
to rotation-induced displacements additional to system translations. The effect of system 
rotations on the maximum response of the elements has been shown to be a function of the 
a;::.ll.ye2/ ll.yel ratio (or stiffness eccentricities associated with zero strength eccentricity) and the 
uncoupled translational period of free vibration of unrestrained systems. 
The effect of system rotations on the maximum displacement demands of the elements may be 
accounted for in seismic design by identifying the critical element within the system which is 
expected to limit the displacement capacity of the system, as already explained in Section 3.10.2. 
The system displacement ductility capacity may be readily obtained with predicted ratios of 
element displacement demands and that at the centre of mass, as those shown in Figure 3-43, for 
the corresponding a;::.ll.ye2/ll.yel ratio (or estimated stiffness eccentricity associated with zero 
strength eccentricity) and the uncoupled translational period derived before. 
The displacement ductility capacity of the system, as influenced by system rotations, may be 
obtained with either of the following expressions once the critical element in the system has been 
identified. 
(3-4) 
or 
(3-5) 
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where CI and C2 are coefficients associated with the displacement capacity of element (1) and 
(2) and obtained with the following expressions, 
where C) ~ 1.0 (3·6) 
where C2 :::;; 1.0 (3·7) 
where Xl and X2 are the distances of elements (1) and (2) from the centre of mass. 
The aim of coefficients C1 and C2 is to reduce or increase the displacement capacity of the 
critical element "i" within the system, J.l~sLlyej, by the corresponding factor "C/, to estimate the 
system displacement capacity. These coefficients are a function of the ratio of maximum 
displacemept demand pJ;edicted for the critical element and its distance from the centre of mass. 
They take into account the fact that elements (1) and (2) may not be equidistant from the centre 
of mass. Hence the torsional response of similar unrestrained systems with or without mass 
eccentricity may be essentially the same; however, their displacement ductility capacity will be 
different since the predicted ratios of displacement demands, see Figure 3-43, are for outermost 
elements equidistant from the centre of mass. 
For instance, the critical element of the unrestrained System 12A( a=2.5) shown in Figure 
3-35(b), is element (1). According to Eq. 3-6, the coefficient CI for such system is 
CI =1I(2*0.5*0.92)=1.09. The system displacement ductility capacity according to Eq 3-4 is 
J.l&=1. 09*(5.0 *29)142 =3.76 which is equivalent to that derived in Section 3.10.2. In case of the 
unrestrained System 12A( a=2.5) shown in Figure 3-35(c), element (2) is critical. The coefficient 
C2 is 11(2*0.5*1.40)=0.714. The displacement ductility capacity of the system according to Eq. 
3-5 results to be J.l~s=0.714*175142=2.98 which is equivalent to that derived in Section 3.10.2. 
In case of multi-element systems, it is necessary to identify elements (1)* and (2)*, as defined in 
Section 3.10.2 to estimate, in a similar fashion, its displacement and ductility capacity. 
It is recommended to recalculate the system strength using a ductility factor matching the newly 
derived system ductility capacity if a significant difference arises between the displacement 
ductility capacity of the system estimated above and that initially derived in Section 3.11. 
3.13 Summary of the response of torsionally unrestrained systems 
The main findings relevant to the response of torsionally unrestrained systems designed with the 
proposed design strategy are: 
1. The proposed design strategy limits the maximum displacement demands of elements to less 
than the maxima established for zero strength eccentricity and less than the displacement 
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capacity of the elements if strength eccentricities are associated with an increase of system 
strength. This increase of strength is expected to reduce the displacement demand at the 
centre of mass to compensate for the rotation-induced displacements of the critical element, 
additional to those resulting from system translations; hence its displacement capacity is not 
exceeded. See Sections 3.3.1,3.3.5,3.4,3.5.1,3.5.10,3.6,3.8.1 and 3.9.1. 
2. The suggested distribution of strength to the elements ensures a satisfactory torsional 
performance of systems with reduced displacement ductility capacity. It was found that their 
torsional response is less critical as the displacement capacity of the system is reduced. See 
Section 3.5.7. 
3. Although the torsional response of asymmetric systems is sensitive to the frequency contents 
characteristics of the earthquake record, the proposed design strategy is considered 
satisfactory to prevent elements from exceeding their displacement ductility capacity. See 
Section 3.5.8. 
4. Torsional mechanisms of asymmetric systems generated by static or dynamic-induced forces 
differ due to the mass rotational inertia. The mass rotational inertia restricts system rotations 
expected from increasing strength and associated stiffness eccentricities. See Sections 3.3.1, 
3.3.2,3.3.5,3.5.1,3.5.2,3.7,3.8 and 3.9. 
5. The displacement demands of the elements in a system, where its strength is distributed to 
satisfy zero strength eccentricity, are significantly influenced by system rotations originated 
from changes to the a=!:lye2/ !:lye! ratio (i.e., changes to the stiffness eccentricity associated 
with zero strength eccentricity) and the uncoupled translational period of free vibration. The 
displacement demands of the elements of such systems may be restricted to less than their 
displacement capacity by estimating the displacement and ductility capacity of the system for 
zero strength eccentricity. See Sections 3.5.9 and 3.10. 
6. Displacement demands of elements are influenced by the increase or reduction of torques and 
rotations as they are affected by changes in the distribution of strength and uniformly 
distributed mass of the system. This effect is well quantified by the ratio of radii of gyration 
of element nominal strength and uniformly distributed mass, i.e., the rv/rm ratio, where 
rv/rm=l.O is used as a reference quantity. It was found that the reduction of the rv/rm ratio 
due to an increase in the radius of gyration of mass, for a constant radius of gyration of 
strength, reduces system rotations. On the other hand, the reduction of the r vir m ratio by 
changing both the radii of gyration of strength and mass increases system rotations. Despite 
this contradictory behaviour, it was found in both situations that the effect of system rotations 
on the maximum displacement demand of the elements relative to the demand expected at the 
centre of mass reduces. This indicates that the effect of system rotations on the element 
responses becomes negligible for systems having rv/rm<O.90. The maximum displacement 
demand of the elements becomes similar to that at the centre of mass and hence the system 
may be treated as a single degree of freedom system. See Sections 3.3.1, 3.5.1, 3.5.3, 3.5.4 
and 3.5.5. 
7. Although system rotations may have an important effect on the displacement demands of the 
elements, the maximum rotation of the system is not associated with the maximum 
displacement demands of the elements. Contrary to general belief, significant torques and 
rotations may be accepted in structural design. This is possible as long as the displacement 
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demands of the elements do not exceed their displacement capacity. See Section 3.3.3 and 
3.5.6. 
8. The sense of system rotation may be controlled by changing the distribution of systems 
strength, i.e., modifying the strength eccentricity. Changes in strength eccentricity may, 
however, be achieved for a limited range due to physical limitations of the elements and/or 
codified requirements of minimum reinforcement. An optimal condition arose when the 
distribution of system strength is such that the centre of mass is located halfway between 
centres of strength and stiffness. In such situation, the system rotation is negligible. This 
feature is independent of the number; location and nominal yield displacement of the 
elements. It is, however, an ideal distribution of strength difficult to achieve in practice. See 
Section 3.5.1. 
9. Differences of predicted displacement demands for systems where the elements are modelled 
with different hysteretic models are not significant. This result suggests that conclusions 
derived from systems where the elements are modelled with a simple bilinear force-
displacement relationship should also be valid for most common structural systems when 
considering displacements demands due to torsional behaviour. See Section 3.3.4. 
10. The maximum displacement demands of the elements of unrestrained systems associated 
with zero strength eccentricity may be separated as the result of a system displacement and a 
torsion-induced displacement component: 
• The system displacement component is associated with the maximum displacement 
demand at the centre of mass. It was found that the response of torsionally unrestrained 
systems with two or more parallel elements may be satisfactorily predicted with an 
equivalent single degree of freedom system having the same translational properties of 
strength and nominal yield displacement. This simplified model may be used to predict 
the response of ductile systems having, for zero strength eccentricity, stiffness 
eccentricities as large as er<0.20D. The accuracy of the simplified model's prediction 
reduces on systems having uncoupled translational periods of Ts<O. 70 seconds. The 
response prediction also reduces as the a=l:!ye2/ I:!yel ratio (or stiffness eccentricity 
associated with zero strength eccentricity) is increased. See Sections 3.3.6, 3.5.1, 3.5.9 
and 3.10. 
• The maximum displacement demands of the elements relative to that predicted at the 
centre of mass may be estimated with the predicted ratios of maximum displacement 
demands of the elements and that at the centre of mass. These displacement demand 
ratios are a function of the a=l:!ye2/ I:!yel ratio (or stiffness eccentricity associated with zero 
strength eccentricity) and uncoupled translational periods. See Section 3.10. 
11. The displacement capacity of multi-element systems may be estimated with the displacement 
demand ratios of equivalent two-element systems. For this purpose, it is required to identify 
two specific elements in the multi-element system of which one is expected to limit its 
displacement capacity. See Sections 3.8 and 3.9. 
12. There is no need to differentiate between the torsional response of two and multi-element 
systems. The response of multi-element systems can be predicted from that of a simple two-
element system having similar characteristics of uncoupled translational period, stiffness 
eccentricity associated with zero eccentricity and rv/rm ratio. See Sections 3.8 and 3.9. 
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13. No differentiation is required between systems with or without mass eccentricity. Mass 
eccentricity is not a parameter influencing the torsional response of unrestrained systems. 
However, the displacement capacity may not be the same for unrestrained systems with or 
without mass eccentricity. See Sections 3.4 and 3.6. 
14. The response of extremely eccentric systems is quite sensitive and difficult to predict with 
simplified models. The actions of the mass rotational inertia have a major effect on the 
translational displacements at the centre of mass. These types of system, and even less 
severe ones, should be avoided. Special consideration should be given to possible large 
displacement demands at the system's flexible side, which may exceed allowable drift limits 
and hence non-structural damage is to be expected. See Section 3.7. 
3.14 Design of torsionally unrestrained systems 
For the design of torsionally unrestrained systems, it is suggested to: 
1. Estimate the displacement and ductility capacity of the system associated with zero 
strength eccentricity. Identify the critical element of the system expected to restrict the 
displacement capacity. This critical element may be found by using the predicted ratios 
of displacement demand of elements and that at the centre of mass obtained from an 
equivalent two-element system. ·These displacement ratios consider· the effect-of rotations 
on the displacement demand of the elements. 
2. The system strength to be eventually assigned to its elements limiting the centre of mass 
displacement demands to less than its displacement capacity may be obtained with the 
design response spectra of a single degree of freedom system. This strength should be 
distributed on the elements to achieve the reference zero strength eccentricity which may 
be difficult to be achieved in practice. 
3. A strength eccentricity may be introduced to the system provided they result from one or 
more elements having strength in excess of the reference distribution of system strength 
described above satisfying zero strength eccentricity. This will result in an increase of 
system strength. 
It was shown that this design strategy is successful in limiting the maximum displacement 
demand of elements to less than their displacement ductility capacity for zero and increasing 
strength eccentricities. It is valid for systems with different rv/rm ratios, uncoupled 
translational periods of free vibration and reduced ductility capacities even when subjected to 
different earthquake records. 
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Chapter 4. Torsionally Restrained Systems 
4.1 Introduction 
During the last two decades, it has been a common practice to study the ductile response of 
asymmetric systems by using simplified models where transverse elements, providing torsional 
restraint, were neglected. This is because it is assumed that transverse elements are yielding 
most of the time due to the transverse component of the ground motion and hence they make no 
contribution to torsional resistance. These systems, already examined in Chapter 3, were termed 
as torsionally unrestrained. Such simple models, when subjected to unidirectional ground 
motion, are considered to provide a critical torsional response [C8]. 
Models with transverse elements providing torsional restraint have also been examined in the 
past [H2,R2,Fl,D4,D3,Gl,Dl,C5]. These models, termed in this study as torsionally restrained, 
are considered more realistic because transverse elements are not necessarily yielding at all times 
and may generate a critical response; a consideration not agreed upon by other researchers[C8]. 
It is accepted, however, that these systems should be analysed considering the multi-directional 
characteristics of ground motions [C8]. 
To complete the study on the torsional response of asymmetric systems, this chapter examined 
the torsional response of restrained systems when they are designed with the proposed design 
strategy alre_ady described in Section 2.11. They will be subjected to earthquake records along 
different directions. No consideration was given to seismic design provisions for torsion of a 
particular building code. Torsionally restrained systems with one or more elements along the Y-
direction were examined. Torsional restraint was provided by two equidistant X-direction 
elements located at specific locations within the floor plan. Systems displayed different plan 
configurations and distribution of elements. 
Based on the suggested design strategy, the aim of this chapter was to examine those same 
objectives already listed in Section 3.1 for unrestrained systems and also to: (a) assess the effect 
of their transverse elements and the significance of their torsional restraint, (b) compare the 
response of the restrained systems with their unrestrained counterparts to detect which system 
leads to larger response, (c) provide a better understanding of the torsional mechanism involved 
in torsionally restrained systems and (d) examine if the torsional response of restrained systems 
subjected to earthquake records at different angles is critical in comparison to that due to 
unidirectional earthquake input along the principal axes. 
The parameters considered, besides those already mentioned in Section 3.1, to affect torsional 
response were: the direction of application of the earthquake record and the degree of torsional 
restraint provided by the transverse elements. 
4.2 General considerations for the analysis of restrained systems 
To be consistent with those unrestrained systems examined in Chapter 3, the displacement 
ductility capacity of the restrained systems, along their X and Y-axes, was also assumed to be the 
same as that of the Y-direction elements, i.e., 1-L&=5.35, unless stated otherwise and is 
independent of their nominal yield displacement. This is a probable assumption in routine 
design. However, it was uncertain if the displacement ductility capacity of the elements will be, 
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or not be exceeded. The displacement capacity of the system is assumed to be restricted by the 
strain limits of the materials. 
The Artificial, Bucharest and Kobe earthquake records, already scaled to impose on the 
unrestrained systems having rv/rm=l.O a maximum displacement ductility demand equal to the 
system capacity, were also applied, without further modifications, to the restrained systems. 
These records were applied along the reference Y-axis and at different orientations to the Y-axis. 
This simple approach will help identify the effect of the transverse elements on the torsional 
response. 
4.3 Two- element structurally asymmetric System 3B (CV::j:CR; CM=GC) 
4.3.1 Response of the restrained System 3B-l.3( a;::.1.4) 
This section examines the seismic torsional response of a two-element asymmetric system 
designed with the suggested design strategy described in Section 2.11. The aim is to verify if the 
proposed design method is able to limit displacement demands on elements under their 
displacement capacity and to assess the effect of transverse elements providing torsional restraint 
on the system response. 
The torsionally restrained System 3B, shown in Figure 2-27(b), was considered. It had the same 
. physical characteristics of its unrestrained counterpart System 3A. The only difference was the 
addition of two X-direction elements, equidistant from the centre of mass, providing torsional 
resistance. The nominal yield displacement of the system is the same along the X and Y-
direction, !:1ys=42mm. The strength of the system was adjusted to generate an uncoupled 
translational period of free vibration of Ts=1.30 seconds along both axes. It had a ratio of 
element nominal yield displacement of ~!:1ye2/!:1yel=1.40. It was denoted restrained System 3B-
1.3( a=1.4). Section 2.18.1 described in detail its characteristics and Appendix B summarizes its 
properties. The general procedure explained in Section 4.2 was used for the analysis of the 
system. 
The system torsional response, as affected by the rv/rm and rvx/rvy ratios, was examined. As 
stated in Section 2-13, the rv/rm ratio quantifies the effect of the mass rotational inertia on the 
response of systems. The contribution of strength by the X-direction elements to the radius of 
gyration of element nominal strength was not included due to the reasons to be provided in 
Section 4.3.8. The rvxlrvy ratio quantifies, on the other hand, the contribution of the X-direction 
elements to torsional restraint relative to that contributed by the Y-direction elements. 
The design strategy suggested in Section 2.11 stated that the system nominal strength, once 
distributed among elements to satisfy static equilibrium, i.e. evx=O.O, should, at maximum 
response, prevent displacement ductility capacity of any element being exceeded. Although zero 
strength eccentricity may not be achieved in practice, it is important because it is then that the 
system attains a maximum response. Hence, the system displacement capacity should be 
associated with such idealised distribution of strength. 
Table 4-1 summarizes the response for zero strength eccentricity. The maximum displacement 
demand of elements (1) and (2) and at the centre of mass was essentially the same. It is seen 
that the X-direction elements (3) and (4) remained elastic and restrained system rotations. The 
torsional response was essentially unaffected by the rv/rm ratio because the rotational mass was 
barely mobilised due to the small rotations experienced by the system. It is also evident that the 
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response at the centre of mass was predicted well by an equivalent single degree of freedom 
system having the same translational properties as that of the restrained system. , 
Table 4-1. Response of the restrained System 3R-1.3 (a=1.4) sUbjected to the Artificial earthquake record, 
Ts=1.30 sec, CyrO.O, erx=-O.083D, J.L&=5.35, r.Jro=1.0, rvy/rm=variable 
Displacements, mm, and 
displacement ductility demands,{J.L) 
rvyfrm E1 eM E2 ESDOF E3=E4 
rvyfO.85ro 236(6.56) 231(5.49) 225(4.46) 225(5.35) 10(e/astic) 
rvyfro=1.00 233(6.48) 228(5.42) 223(4.42) " 13(e/astic) 
rvyf1.20ro 224(6.22) 226(5.38) 229(4.54) " 17(e/astic) 
Table 4-1 also records different displacement ductility demands of elements (1) and (2) due to 
their different nominal yield displacements. As expected, element (1), having the smallest 
nominal yield displacement, was the critical element. It exceeded, for every rv/r m ratio, its 
displacement ductility capacity of ~&=5.35. To overcome this, the system displacement capacity 
and hence its displacement ductility capacity should be reduced, as subsequently explained. 
The system displacement capacity should be limited to that of the element having the smallest 
displacement capacity. This is because the maximum displacement demands of elements and at 
the centre of mass was essentially the same for zero strength eccentricity even though the system 
exhibited rotations. In this particular example, the system displacement capacity should then be 
limited to that of the critical ~lement (1), i.e., dus=~81dyel=193mm. Hence, the system 
displacement ductility capacity should be reduced to ~&=dusfdys=193/42=4.60, which is 
expected to prevent critical element (1) from exceeding its displacement ductility capacity of 
~81=5.0 whereas the displacement ductility capacity of element (2) is not fully used. 
The fact that the displacement capacity of the restrained System 3B-l.3( a=1.4) was based on the 
response due to unidirectional earthquake input rather than multidirectional excitations may be a 
point for discussion. The latter is a more probable situation to occur in actual buildings. It is, 
therefore, necessary to assess if the response of systems SUbjected to a multidirectional 
earthquake record input may generate a critical response relative to that due to unidirectional 
earthquake input along the Y-axis. This issue will be examined in Section 4.3.4. 
Strength eccentricities, which are the cause of rotations in ductile systems, may be accepted 
provided that they result from the nominal strength of any element being in excess of that 
satisfying static equilibrium criterion. Such a strength eccentricity introduces an increase of 
system strength, as already shown in Figure 2-28. 
Figure 4-1 plots the torsional response for increasing strength eccentricities. It is evident that the 
displacement ductility demands on element (1) and at the centre of mass reduced with increasing 
negative strength eccentricities under the maximum attained for evx=O.O; see Figure 4-1(a) and 
(c). System rotations, although increasing, were significantly restrained by the elastic X-
direction elements; see Figure 4-1(d). Element (2) also exhibited a reduction in its displacement 
ductility demands; see Figure 4-1(b). This is because the reduction of displacement demand at 
the centre of mass, due to an increase of system strength, over-compensated for the small 
torsion-induced displacements on critical element (2), additional to those resulting from system 
translations. The rv/rm ratio did not show a significant effect on the displacement demands of 
the Y-direction elements (1) and (2) due to the substantial torsional restraint imposed by the 
elastic X-direction elements (3) and (4). 
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Figure 4-1. Response of the restrained System 3B-1.3(a=1.4) subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, 
Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, eVX#erx=variable, J..I.&=5.35, r n/r 0=1.0, r vylr m=variable 
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It is evident from Figure 4-1, that the suggested distribution of strength is overly conservative for 
restrained systems due to their small system rotations. It is seen that the application of the 
Artificial earthquake record along the Y-direction reduced the displacement demands of the two 
Y-direction elements (1) and (2) for increasing strength eccentricities. This contrasted with the 
response of its unrestrained counterpart System 3A-l.3( a=1.4); see Section 3.5.1. This 
conservative response, however, is expected to change when the system is subjected to ground 
motions along different directions. This scenario will be examined in detail in Section 4.3.4. 
Increasing positive strength eccentricities beyond evx>+O.05D is unrealistic. This is because, 
although an excess strength may be assigned to element (2), the total strength to be assigned to 
this element may not be larger than that of element (1) if requirements of minimum or maximum 
reinforcement content are to be satisfied. For instance, element (1), being longer than element 
(2), will require a larger reinforcement content and hence larger lateral strength to comply with 
the recommended minimum reinforcement content, hence, it seems unlikely that a large positive 
strength eccentricity may be introduced to the system. Another scenario not allowing the 
introduction of a positive strength eccentricity is when an excess strength, relative to that 
satisfying zero strength eccentricity, cannot be assigned to element (2) because the strength of 
the element already satisfies the recommended ratio of maximum reinforcement content. Results 
were plotted only for the general clarification of likely trends. 
Figure 4-1(e) shows that the X-direction elements (3) and (4) remained elastic up to a negative 
strength eccentricity of evx=-O.12D. Increasing strength eccentricities beyond this limit caused 
them to yield due to an increase of system rotations. However, the maximum rotation was not 
related to the maximum displacement demands of element (1) and (2), as to be explained in 
Section 4.3.2(a). The displacement demands in the X-direction were negligibly small and hence 
non-critical when compared to those expected to arise if the earthquake record is to be applied 
along the X-direction only. Yielding of the X-direction elements (3) and (4) occurred due to a 
large strength eccentricity which triggered a slight non-critical increase of displacement demands 
of elements (1) and (2). 
Figure 4-1(c) shows that the displacement ductility demands of the Y-direction elements (1) and 
(2) and at the centre of mass, for the different rv/rm ratios, were essentially the same for zero and 
increasing strength eccentricities. This is, as explained before, because the rotational mass was 
barely mobilised due to the torsional restraint provided by the elastic X-direction elements on 
system rotations. It also shows that an equivalent single degree of freedom system still 
predicted, with adequate accuracy, the maximum response at the centre of mass for zero and 
increasing strength eccentricities. 
Figure 4-1 also shows the predicted response of the restrained System 3B-1.3( a=1.4) along with 
that of its unrestrained counterpart System 3A-l.3( a=1.4). This comparison illustrates the effects 
of the X-direction elements on the torsional response. The response of the unrestrained System 
3A-l.3( a=1.4) is identified by curves TU associated with rv/rm=l.Ol. 
It is evident from Figure 4-1(a), (b) and (c) that, for zero strength eccentricity, the displacement 
ductility demands on the elements and at the centre of mass was a maximum for both the 
restrained and unrestrained systems. In case of the restrained System 3B-l.3( a=1.4), maximum 
displacement demands on elements were essentially the same. In such situation, it is possible to 
develop the displacement ductility capacity of element (1) whereas that of element (2) cannot be 
fully utilised. On the other hand, the unrestrained System 3A-l.3( a=1.4) shows a smaller 
displacement on element (1) and a larger one on element (2) due to the effects of larger system 
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rotations on the response. In this case, a better use of the displacement ductility capacity of 
elements (1) and (2) may be achieved. It is evident that, in some instances, system rotations 
may be tolerated and even encouraged to make better use of the displacement capacity of the 
elements in the system. 
Figure 4-1 (d) also shows that system rotations reached a minimum in both the restrained system 
and its unrestrained counterpart for a strength eccentricity of ev?+O.04D. This is associated 
with the centre of mass located halfway between the centres of strength and stiffness. The fact 
that the X-direction elements remained elastic during the response did not affect this particular 
behaviour. 
It is evident, from the above findings, that the design strategy may prevent elements from 
exceeding their displacement ductility capacity if the displacement capacity of the system is 
limited to that of the element with the smallest displacement capacity. The torsional restraint of 
the X-direction elements reduced substantially system rotations leading to essentially the same 
displacement demands on elements and at the centre of mass. The mass rotational inertia, as 
quantified by variations of the r vir m ratio, did not affect the response. The suggested design 
strategy is, however, conservative when restrained systems are subjected to unidirectional 
earthquake input along the Y-axes. This situation may change when the system is subjected to 
earthquake records along different directions, as will be shown in Section 4.3.4. 
4.3.2 Time history response of the- restrained System 3B-I.3( a=I.4) . 
(a) Restrained System 3B-l.3 [evx=O.O(Al=I.O), erx=-O.08JD (a=I.4)] 
The time history response was examined to provide a better understanding of the torsional 
mechanisms involved during dynamic excitation. These mechanisms show the effect of the 
dynamic actions of the mass translational and rotational inertia on the system response. 
The torsionally restrained System 3B-l.3( a=1.4) was considered again. The nominal yield 
displacement of elements (1) and (2) was llyel=36mm and llye2=50mm, hence a;:::.llye2/Ilyel=1.40. 
The X-direction elements (3) and (4) had each the same nominal yield displacement of 
llye3=llye4=42mm. The nominal yield displacement of the system, along both axes, was 
llys=42mm. The system strength of Vxns=Vyns=176 kN was assigned to the elements to achieve 
zero strength eccentricity, thus all elements had the same nominal strength, 
Vne1= Vne2= Vne3= Vne4= 88kN. The system had a stiffness eccentricity of erx=-O.083D (D=12.42m) 
due to differences in the nominal yield displacements of the Y-direction elements. It was 
subjected to the Artificial earthquake along the Y-direction. 
Consider, at first, the torsional mechanism involved due to the application of a static lateral force 
to the centre of mass. A positive force of VE=163kN will introduce an anticlockwise rotation due 
to its negative stiffness eccentricity. Element (1) will develop its nominal strength (Vnel=88kN) 
while element (2) will remain elastic (Ve2=75kN). The anticlockwise rotation will trigger the 
resistance of the X-direction elements (3) and (4) to Ve3= Ve4= VE* erx/E =6.90kN(E=D=12.42m). 
This base shear is far less than their nominal strength (Vne3= Vne4=88kN). 
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Figure 4-2. Time history response of the restrained System 3B·I.3 subjected to the Artificial earthquake 
record, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, evx=O.O (1.1=1.0), erx=-0.083D (a=1.4), JlAs=5.35, rn/ro=1.0, 
r vyfr m=1.01, r vir vy=1.0 
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The time history response showed a different torsional behaviour. It is evident from Figure 
4-2(a) that the Y-direction elements (1) and (2) yielded at essentially the same instant (A) due to a 
small clockwise rotation. This is due to the opposition of the X-direction elements (3) and (4) 
and the rotational mass on system rotations; see Figure 4-2(f). The displacement demands of the 
Y-direction elements and at the centre of mass were essentially the same; see Figure 4-2(c). The 
system response was essentially that of a single degree of freedom system. 
The X-direction elements (3) and (4) also developed at instant (A) a small base shear of 
Ve3=Ve4=13kN; see Figure 4-2(b). Rotations were smaller than those of its unrestrained 
counterpart System 3A-l.3( a=1.4); see also Figure 4-1(d). 
Figure 4-2(e) records at instant (A), a system torque of T=180kNm when elements (1) and (2) 
reached their nominal strength, rather than zero, as it was the case with its unrestrained 
counterpart System 3A-l.3( a=1.4) having zero strength eccentricity; see Figure 3-10. This 
torque was introduced because the X-direction elements (3) and (4) were still elastic. It is also 
evident that, although elements (1) and (2) were yielding, the system torque slightly increased 
until reaching a peak of T=250kNm at instant (B), see Figure 4-2(e). This torsional behaviour 
was only possible because the rotational mass still encountered resistance from the elastic X-
direction elements (3) and (4) after the Y-direction elements yielded. Hence, the rotational mass 
was further accelerated. The increase in torque and rotation, however, was rather small and the 
X-direction elements remained elastic. 
At instant (B), the system reached a peak torque and rotation, as shown in Figure 4-2 (e) and (t). 
The X-direction elements (3) and (4) were elastic and developed a base shear resistance of 
Ve3=Ve4=20 kN; see Figure 4-2(b), whereas the displacement demands of elements (1) and (2) 
were inelastic but still below their maximum response. Subsequently, the system decelerated and 
the torque and rotations reduced. The rotation changed of sign from positive to negative. 
Elements (1) and (2) reached their maximum displacement demands at essentially the same 
instant (C); see Figure 4-2(c). At this stage, the system torque and rotation were rather small; see 
Figure 4-2(e) and Figure 4-2(f). This confirms that the element's maximum displacement is not 
associated with the system maximum rotation. Mter instant (C), the X-direction elements (1) 
and (2) become elastic, the system base shear reduced whereas the torque and rotation slightly 
increased. 
Figure 4-2(e) and (f) shows at instant (D) that system torques and rotations reached a maximum 
while the Y-direction elements (1) and (2) were elastic. The base shear of the system was quite 
small; see Figure 4-2(c). This behaviour confirms that maximum torques and rotations are not 
relevant factors, which need to be addressed in the design of ductile systems if the displacement 
capacity of the elements is not exceeded. 
The findings described above suggest that the torsional behaviour of restrained systems is 
essentially the same as those of their unrestrained counterparts. The only difference observed 
was the slight increase of system torque due to the rotational acceleration introduced after 
yielding of Y-direction elements (1) and (2). The torque increased slightly but was not large 
enough to yield the X-direction elements (3) and (4). These elements substantially restrained the 
system rotations; hence the maximum displacement demand reached by the Y-direction elements 
and at the centre of mass was essentially the same. 
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(b) Restrained System 3B-1.3 [evx=-O.21D (.41=2.4), erx=-O.27D (a=1.4)] 
This section examined again the restrained System 3B-13( a=1.4) when element (1) had for some 
reason a 240% excess strength of that required to satisfy static equilibrium, i.e., 
Vne1=2.4*88kN=212kN. The strength of the Y-direction element (2), and that of X-direction 
elements (3) and (4) remained unchanged (Vne2=Vne3=Vne4=88kN). It is not a realistic situation; 
however, it explains why the X-direction elements of a system with a large strength eccentricity 
yielded when it was subjected to unidirectional earthquake input along the Y-direction. The 
excess strength of element (1) introduced a strength eccentricity of evx=-0.21D (D=12.42m) and 
a 70% increase of system strength (Vyns=300kN). This large strength eccentricity is associated 
with a stiffness eccentricity of erx=-0.27D. 
Consider, at first, the scenario when a static lateral force is applied to the centre of mass. A 
positive base shear of VE=231kN will develop the nominal strength of element (2) 
(Ve2=Vne2=88kN) while element (1) will attain a base shear of Vel=143kN «Vnel=212kN). The 
antic10ckwise rotation will also develop a base shear of Ve3= Ve4=27kN on the X-direction 
elements (3) and (4), which is far below their nominal strength (Vne3=Vne4=27kN). 
The time history response again showed a different torsional behaviour. The response was 
examined between 1.80 and 3.50 seconds when the system reached a maximum response. Figure 
4-3(a) shows that, in spite of its excess strength, element (1) reached its nominal strength, at 
instant (A), before element (2) did. The opposition of the X-direction elements and the rotational 
mass on system rotations enabled this to happen. The system exhibited a peak torque of 
T=1l77kNm while the X-direction elements (3) and (4) were subjected to a base shear of 
Ve3= Ve4=14kN. The displacement profile associated with this particular instant; see Figure 
4-4(a), shows that the displacement of element (1) was slightly larger than that of element (2). 
Once element (1) yielded, the torque reduced in the opposite direction; see Figure 4-3(e), due to 
the opposition of the rotational mass to system rotations while the system base shear increased; 
see Figure 4-3(a). 
Element (2) also yielded at instant (B) whereas element (1) was again elastic, as Figure 4-3(a) 
shows. The torque reduced to T=610kN due to the rotational deceleration of the rotatory mass; 
see Figure 4-3(e). The rotation of the system changed of direction from negative to positive; see 
Figure 4-3(f). The displacement profile associated with instant (B); see Figure 4-4(b), illustrates 
that the displacement demand of both elements increased relative to that attained at instant (A), 
however, the displacement of element (2) was slightly larger than that of element (1). Once 
element (2) yielded, systems rotations increased and the system torque eventually changed 
direction. 
Element (1) reached again its nominal strength at instant (e) due to the opposition of the mass 
rotational inertia to an antic10ckwise rotation, whereas element (2) was elastic, as shown in 
Figure 4-3(a). The displacement demands of the Y-direction elements were of opposite sign, as 
Figure 4-4(c) shows, far from the maxima attained; see Figure 4-3(c). System torques and 
rotations significantly increased reaching peak values of T=2010kNm and Ss=0.0036rad. The 
base shear of the X-direction elements (3) and (4) increased to more than half their nominal 
strength (Ve3= Ve4=47kN); see Figure 4-3(b). Mter element (1) yielded, torques and rotations 
reduced as the rotational mass decelerated. 
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Figure 4-3. Time history response of the restrained System 3B-1.3 subjected to the Artificial earthquake 
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Figure 4-4. Instantaneous displacement profiles of the restrained System 3B-1.3 subjected to the Artificial 
earthquake record, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, evx=-0.21D (A,1=2.4), erx=-0.27D (a=1.4), Jl&=5.35, 
r,./r 0=1.0, r vir m=1.01, r vir vy=1.0 
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Figure 4-3(a) shows that element (2) yielded, once again, at instant (D). Figure 4-4(d) shows 
that the displacement demand of element (2) increased while that of element (1) was already 
reversing and, as expected, system rotations and torque were rather small. 
Figure 4-3(b) shows that the X-direction elements (3) and (4) yielded at instant (E). This took 
place when the Y-direction elements (1) and (2) were elastic and not maximum displacements 
and their displacement demands were opposite in sign, see Figure 4-4(e). This behaviour 
confirms that the maximum displacement demands of the X-direction elements (3) and (4) are 
not associated with that of the Y-direction elements (1) and (2). 
Elements (1) and (2) were yielding simultaneously between instants (F) and (G), as shown in 
Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4(f) and (g). Between these instants, the system torque slightly 
increased because the X-direction elements were elastic while the system rotation reduced. The 
maximum displacement demands of elements (1) and (2) were attained when they yielded in the 
same direction whereas X-direction elements (3) and (4) remained elastic. 
The findings above indicate that the X-direction elements attained their nominal strength due to a 
large system rotation and torque. This, however, was not associated with the maximum 
displacement demands of the Y-direction elements (1) and (2), which, in fact, remained elastic, 
and showed displacement demands in opposite directions. The maximum displacement demand 
of elements (1) and (2) occurred when they yielded in the same direction and the associated 
system rotation was not large enough to yield the X-direction elements (3) and (4). This shows 
that large system rotations, due to a significant strength eccentricity, are not an issue in seismic 
design if the displacement capacity of the elements is not exceeded. 
4.3.3 Response of the restrained System 3B-1.3( a=variable) having different a;:::.Ayez/Ayel 
ratios 
This section aims to examine the response of restrained systems due to changes in the 
a;:::.Ayd Ayel ratio to achieve specific stiffness eccentricities associated with zero strength 
eccentricity. It also verifies if the response of systems, having different a;:::.Aye2//:1yel ratio and 
designed according to the suggested design strategy prevent the elements from exceeding their 
displacement capacity. 
The torsionally restrained System 3B-1.3 was considered again. For a given geometrical layout 
and strength of elements, stiffness eccentricity increased by increasing the ratio of nominal yield 
displacement of elements, a;:::.Aye2//:1yel. Hence, several systems, having a different a;:::./:1ye2//:1yel 
ratio but the same rv/r m ratio, were examined. The systems considered were similar to those 
torsionally unrestrained systems already examined in Section 3.5.9. The only difference was the 
inclusion of two equidistant X-direction elements (3) and (4) providing torsional resistance. In 
spite of the different a;:::.Aye21 Ayel ratios, the nominal yield displacement in every system was 
equal along the principal axes, /:1ys=42mm; see Table B-3(Appendix B). This was achieved by 
appropriate changes on the relative nominal yield displacement of the parallel elements, i.e., 
relative length of the substitute wall-elements, as explained in Section 2.18.1. The strength of 
the systems was adjusted to achieve an uncoupled translational period of free vibration of 
Ts=1.30 seconds along both axes. The ratio of element nominal yield displacement, a;:::./:1yd/:1yel , 
varied between 1.2 and 2.5. They are denoted restrained Systems 3B-1.3(a=variable). 
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The Artificial earthquake record, already scaled to analyse the reference unrestrained Systems 
3A-l.3( a=1.4), was also applied, without further modifications, to the restrained Systems 3B-
1.3( a=variable) having other (J;=!lye2/!lyel ratios (or stiffness eccentricities associated with zero 
strength eccentricity). The use of such a nonnalised record and the fact that the uncoupled 
translational period of free vibration of the systems was the same enabled a direct comparison of 
the system's responses. 
The system strength to be eventually assigned to the elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity 
should prevent any element from exceeding its displacement ductility capacity. Zero strength 
eccentricity is a reference distribution of strength of major importance in this study because it is 
when the maximum displacement demand of elements and at the centre of mass is attained. The 
displacement capacity of the system should, therefore, be associated with this response and 
should be restricted to the displacement capacity of the critical element. The system 
displacement capacity is affected by the (J;=!lye2/ !lye 1 ratio, as already shown for their 
unrestrained counterparts; see Section 3.5.9. 
Table 4-2 summarizes the maximum response associated with zero strength eccentricity. The 
displacement demands of elements (1) and (2) and at the centre of mass were, as expected, 
essentially the same and independent of the (J;=!lye2/!lyel ratio. Increasing this ratio, did, 
however, increase system rotations and therefore had a proportional increase on the displacement 
demands of the X-direction elements (3) and (4). According to the time history response, which 
was not presented here for the sake of brevity, large rotations occurred when elements (1 j and (2) 
were elastic and their displacem~nt demands were opposite in sign. Table 4-2 also shows that the 
corresponding equivalent single degree of freedom system predicted, with adequate accuracy, the 
response at the centre of mass; a characteristic not affected by variations of the CJ;=.!lye2/ !lyel ratio 
(or stiffness eccentricities associated with zero strength eccentricity). 
Table 4-2. Response of the restrained Systems 3B-1.3(a=variable) having different C1i=Aye'1lll.yel ratios and 
subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, Ts=1.30 sec, evx=O.O, erx=variable, ~&=5.35, 
r.Jro=l.O, rvylrm=l.Ol 
a=variable evx=O.O Displacements, mm, and displacement ductility demands, (~ 
=ll.ye2/Aye1 erx=variable E1 eM E2 ESOOF E3=E4 
1.00 0.00 225(5.35) 225(5.35) 225(5.35) 225(5.35) O(e/astic) 
1.20 -0.0450 229(5.94) 226(5.42) 223(4.82) " 7(e/astic) 
1.40 .-0.0830 233(6.48) 228(5.42) 223(4.42) " 13(e/astic) 
1.60 -0.1150 239(6.99) 231(5.50) 224(4.11) " 17(e/astic) 
2.00 -0.1670 249(7.90) 237(5.65) 231(3.66) " 26(e/astic) 
2.50 -0.2140 235(8.01) 223(5.31) 228(3.10) " 35(e/astic) 
The displacement capacity of the system should be limited to that of the element (1) having the 
smallest displacement capacity. This is because it is assumed that the displacement demands of 
the elements and at the centre of mass were essentially the same and unaffected by variations of 
the (J;=!lyd !lye 1 ratio due to the significant torsional resistance provided by the X-direction 
elements. Table 3.6 have summarized the displacement capacity and corresponding ductility 
capacity of the unrestrained systems already examined in Section 3.5.9, which also applies to the 
restrained systems studied here. It is evident that the displacement capacity of the system 
reduced with increasing (J;=!lye2/ !lyel ratio since the displacement capacity of element (1) was 
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reduced. This particular solution will take advantage of the displacement capacity of element (1) 
but not fully exploit that of element (2). 
If zero strength eccentricity cannot be achieved in practice, as it is expected, a strength 
eccentricity may be accepted provided that it results from the nominal strength of one element 
being in excess of that satisfying zero strength eccentricity. Hence, strength eccentricities are 
associated with an increase of system strength, as already shown in Figure 2-28. 
Figure 4-5 shows the maximum response for increasing negative strength eccentricities. It is 
evident that the excess strength of element (1) reduced, as expected, its displacement demands 
and the displacements at the centre of mass, as shown in Figure 4-5(a), (b) and (c). Element (2) 
also exhibited, in every system, a reduction in its displacement demands. This was because the 
reduction of displacement demands at the centre of mass due to an increase of system strength 
over-compensated for the small torsion-induced displacement on the critical element (2), 
additional to those resulting from the system translation. This behaviour was essentially not 
affected by changes in the [j;:::./j.yd /j.yel ratio. Figure 4-5( d) exhibits, as expected, that 
displacement demands on the X-direction elements (3) and (4) increased with increasing negative 
strength eccentricities. Rotations also increased, for a given strength eccentricity, when the 
[j;:::./j.ye2/ /j.yel ratio (or stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity) was 
increased. System rotations, however, were not an issue because they did not influence the 
maximum displacement demands of the Y-direction elements (1) and (2) parallel to the direction 
of application of the earthquake record. Although rotations directly affected the l:esponse of the 
X-direction elements, their displacement demands were much smaller than those expected to be 
attained when the earthquake record is to be applied along the X-direction only. 
It is evident from Figure 4-5(d) and (e) that there is proportionality between the [j;:::./j.ye2//j.yel ratio 
and the critical system rotation which is associated with the maximum displacement demand of 
the X-direction elements (3) and (4). The element displacement demands were enhanced with 
increasing [j;:::./j.ye2/ /j.yel ratio but not in a critical manner. It is seen that in the majority of cases 
they responded within the elastic domain. The increase of system rotations due to increasing 
[j;:::./j.ye2//j.yel ratio did not adversely affect maximum displacement demand of elements (1) and 
(2) because they did not reach their displacement capacity. 
The response due to increasing positive strength eccentricities is an unrealistic scenario due to 
the reasons provided in Section 4.3.1 and hence just presented to clarify trends in behaviour. 
Figure 4-6 shows displacements ductility demands on the elements and at the centre of mass of 
the restrained Systems 3B-1.3(CI.=variable). The displacement ductility demands of element (1) 
increased while reducing for element (2). As expected, the difference in the displacement 
ductility demands between these elements increased as the [j;:::./j.ye2/ /j.yel ratio was increased. 
Element (1) became more critical as the [j;:::./j.ye2/ /j.yel ratio was increased. 
The findings above confirms that the displacement capacity of the system should be limited to 
that of the element with the smallest displacement capacity considering that, for zero strength 
eccentricity, the maximum displacement demands of the elements and at the centre of mass are 
attained and are essentially the same. The [j;:::./j.yd /j.yel ratio (or stiffness eccentricity associated 
with zero strength eccentricity) did not have a significant effect on the Y-direction elements (1) 
and (2). It influenced, in a non-critical manner, the X-direction elements in proportion to the 
[j;:::./j.ye2/ /j.yel ratio. 
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4.3.4 Response of the restrained System 3B-1.3( a=1.4) under earthquake records at 
different angles 
The aim of this section is to show if the design strategy suggested in Section 2.11 leads or not to 
displacement demands on elements larger than their displacement ductility capacity. The system 
was subjected to earthquake records along different directions to model the multidirectional 
characteristics of ground motions. The response of the systems was then compared to that due to 
the application of the earthquake record input along the reference Y-direction to identify if a 
critical situation arises. 
The torsionally restrained System 3B-l.3( a=1.4) was considered again. All properties, reported 
earlier, have been retained without any change. The procedure explained in Section 4.2 was 
used for the analysis of the system. The system was subjected to the Artificial earthquake record 
at 22°, 45°, 67 and 90° angles to the reference Y-axis. 
It is stressed that zero strength eccentricity, although it may not be achieved in practice, is the 
reference distribution of system strength among elements. The system torsional response due to 
zero strength eccentricity is relevant for seismic design because it is when the maximum 
displacement demands on the elements are attained. The displacement capacity of the system 
should then be associated with it and hence limited to that of the element having the smallest 
displacement capacity. . 
Figure 4-7 shows the response for zero strength eccentricity. The maximum displacement 
demands on elements and at the centre of mass were attained when the earthquake record was 
applied along the Y-direction. For the same distribution of strength, displacement demands on 
the elements reduced as the direction of incidence of the earthquake record varied between 0° 
and 90°. This response occurred because the strength of the system was larger along diagonal 
directions relative to the reference Y-axis, as already explained in Section 2.16.1. 
A strength eccentricity may be accepted provided that it results from the nominal strength of one 
element being in excess of that satisfying static equilibrium. The strength of the system is also 
increased. This situation, already shown in Figure 2-28, is subsequently examined. 
Figure 4-7 plots the system response for increasing strength eccentricities. The realistic scenario 
of increasing negative strength eccentricities shows, as to be expected, that the excess strength of 
element (1) reduced its displacement ductility demands and those at the centre of mass; see 
Figure 4-7(a) and (c). These demands were further reduced as the earthquake record input was 
applied at diagonal directions relative from the reference Y-axis. This is because the strength of 
the system is larger at any oblique direction; see Section 2.16.1. 
In case of element (2); see Figure 4-7(b), the application of the earthquake record at a 22° angle 
generated, in some cases, displacement demands on elements similar to that attained for zero 
strength eccentricity. These demands, however, did not exceed the maximum displacement 
demand attained by the element for zero strength eccentricity and unidirectional earthquake input 
along the Y-direction. The application of the earthquake record along a 45° angle generated 
displacement demands larger than that attained for zero strength eccentricity. In spite of this 
behaviour, the elements did not exceed the maximum response attained for zero strength 
eccentricity and earthquake record input along the Y-axis. The demands on the element reduced 
even further as the angle of earthquake input approached 90°. This response suggests that the 
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proposed distribution of system strength, although conservative for restrained systems subjected 
to the earthquake record along the Y-axis, did prevent the elements from exceeding its 
displacement ductility capacity when the system was subjected to earthquake records at different 
angles. The maximum response of restrained systems having zero strength eccentricity and 
subjected to the earthquake record along the Y-axis provides an envelope of the system 
maximum response. This response was not exceeded for increasing eccentricities or when the 
system was subjected to the earthquake record at different angles. 
Increasing positive strength eccentricities beyond evx> +0. 05D, although generating, in some 
cases, a critical response on element (1), is an unrealistic scenario due to the reasons provided in 
Section 4.3.1 and hence the results were just presented to clarify general trends. 
Figure 4-7 (e) and (f) show that system rotations were significantly increased when the 
earthquake record was applied at 22° and 45° angles. This is because yielding on one or more 
elements released their torsional restraint. The system torsional behaviour became similar to that 
of its unrestrained counterpart System 3A-1.3( a=1.4) when system rotations almost reached 
those attained by its unrestrained counterpart. This increase in rotations was also reflected in the 
increase of relative displacement demands between the Y-direction elements (1) and (2) and the 
X-direction elements (3) and (4). These displacement demands, however, never exceeded the 
maximum response attained when the system was SUbjected to the earthquake record along the 
Y-axis. This confirms that large rotations are not necessarily associated with a critical response 
and hence may.be tolerated: 
It is also evident from Figure 4-7(d) that for a strength eccentricity of evx=-0.04D, the system 
maximum rotation was also rather small and not affected by the direction of application of the 
earthquake record. This strength eccentricity was associated with the centre of mass located 
halfway between centres of strength and stiffness. These findings suggest that the torsional 
mechanism of restrained systems is not affected by the direction of application of the earthquake 
record. 
Figure 4-7 also compares the response of the restrained System 3B-l.3( a=1.4) and its 
unrestrained counterpart System 3A-l.3( a=1.4). The latter is identified by curves TU associated 
with rv/rm=l.Ol. It is evident from Figure 4-7(a) that the restrained System 3B-1.3(a=1.4) 
subjected to the earthquake record along the Y-axis displays a critical response on element (1), a 
response not predicted with its unrestrained counterpart System 3A-l.3( a=1.4). On the other 
hand, the unrestrained System 3A-l.3( a=1.4) displayed a larger displacement demand on 
element (2); see Figure 4-7(b). Despite this last observation, the displacement ductility demand 
of element (2) was not a concern because it was smaller than its displacement ductility capacity. 
The findings described above suggest that the proposed distribution of system strength is 
effective to restrict displacement demands on elements of restrained systems to less than the 
maximum developed for zero strength eccentricity and when they are subjected to earthquake 
record at oblique angles. The response of restrained systems subjected to unidirectional 
earthquake input along the principal axes and having a system strength distributed among 
elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity will generate an envelope of the system maximum 
response. 
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4.3.5 Time history response of the restrained System 3B-J.3 [evx=O.O(A.l=1.0), erx=-O.083D 
(a=1.4),8EQ=45°] 
The time history response was examined to provide a better understanding of torsional 
mechanisms involved during the dynamic response of restrained systems subjected to earthquake 
records along oblique directions. 
The torsionally restrained System 3B-1.3( a=1.4) was considered again. The system strength was 
distributed on the elements to achieve zero strength eccentricity. The system, already described 
in Section 4.3.1(b), was subjected to the Artificial earthquake record at a 45° angle relative to the 
reference Y-axis. 
Figure 4-8( a) and (b) show that Yand X-direction elements yielded essentially at the same instant 
(A) due to the substantial torsional restraint introduced by all four elements. The displacements 
of the parallel elements were essentially the same at such instant; see Figure 4-8(c) and (d). The 
system rotation was almost zero; see Figure 4-8(f), and as expected, the torque becomes zero. 
Subsequently, Figure 4-8(a), (b) and (c) also show that all four elements yielded between instant 
(A) and (B) and no torque was developed. However, a small system rotation was introduced 
between those instants due to the rotational velocity of the system, see Figure 4-8(f), leading to 
relative displacements between the parallel elements as they reached a maximum displacement. 
The Y-direction element (2) and the X-direction element (3) exhibited the largest displacements 
due to· this rotation, as Figure 4-8(c) and (b) show. . 
Figure 4-8(c) and (d) show that the displacement demands of the elements and at the centre of 
mass reached a maximum at instant (B). They were not associated with the maximum system 
rotation and were not exceeding their displacement capacity. 
It is evident that the torsional mechanisms of this restrained system when subjected to 
earthquake record at a 45° angle were similar to that of its unrestrained counterpart. However, 
the time spent by the elements in the inelastic range of response was shorter because the system 
strength at 45° angle is 41% larger than that along the principal axes. The displacement demands 
of all elements were much smaller than their capacities even though system rotations 
substantially increased. 
Rotations of the system reached,! peak at instant (C), as shown in Figure 4-8(f). However, this 
was not associated with the maximum displacement demand imposed on the elements. It was 
also found again that, in general, the magnitude of torque did not correlate with system rotations 
and displacement demands of the elements. As Figure 4-8(e) shows, during the three seconds 
following instant (C), large torques were generated although system rotations were smaller. It is 
also evident that at these instants, such as (C), some elements returned to the elastic state and 
hence developed only a small fraction of their nominal strength. 
4.3.6 Response of the restrained System 3B-l.3(a=1.4) having different displacement 
ductility capacities 
It has been recognized that, during the design process, certain asymmetric systems may require a 
reduced system displacement ductility capacity. This is justified when the displacement capacity 
of the elements is associated with a limit state requiring rigorous displacement control. How this 
may affect the torsional response of restrained systems is subsequently examined. 
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Figure 4-9. Response of the restrained Systems 3B-l.3(a=1.4) having different displacement ductility 
capacities and subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, 
eooeerx=variable, J1.=variable, r,Jr 0=1.0, r vir m=l.Ol, r v,/r vy=l.O 
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Three identical restrained Systems 3B-l.3( a=1.4), having displacement ductility capacities of 
JlAs=2.2, 3.2 and 5.4, were considered. All properties, reported earlier, were retained without any 
change. They were subjected to the Artificial earthquake record along the Y-axis. The procedure 
explained in Section 4.2 was used for the analysis of the system. 
Figure 4-9 shows the response of the systems for zero and increasing strength eccentricities. As 
expected, the maximum displacement demands on the elements and at the centre of mass were 
attained for zero strength eccentricity; see Figure 4-9(a), (b) and (c). The realistic situation of 
increasing negative strength eccentricities generated, as expected, a reduction in the 
displacement demands of the Y-direction elements (1) and (2). 
Rotations were even smaller on systems with reduced displacement ductility capacity; see Figure 
4-9(d), reaching a minimum at ev?+O.04D when the centre of mass located is halfway between 
centres of strength and stiffness, as previously explained, and unlikely to be achieved in practice. 
The findings above suggest that the response of systems with reduced displacement ductility 
capacity is not critical. The suggested design strategy is successful in preventing the elements 
from exceeding their displacement ductility capacities due to increasing strength eccentricities. 
The level of displacement ductility capacity is not a relevant parameter in seismic design of 
torsionally restrained systems. 
4.3.7 Response of the restrained System 3B-l.3(a=1.4) under different earthquake records 
The torsionally restrained System 3B-l.3(a=1.4) was considered again. It was also subjected to 
the Bucharest and Kobe earthquake records to examine how their frequency contents might 
affect the system torsional response. The records were scaled to impose, for zero strength 
eccentricity, a displacement ductility demand at the centre of mass equal to the displacement 
capacity of the system. All properties, reported earlier, were retained without any change. The 
general procedure explained in Section 4.2 was used for the analysis of the system. 
Figure 4-10 shows the response of the system due to zero and increasing eccentricities. 
Similarities in displacement ductility demands on elements and centre of mass was evident with 
all records except one. 
The Kobe record generated a sudden increase in displacement ductility demands on elements and 
the centre of mass for strength eccentricities larger than evx=±fJ.05D. It is noted that the 
displacements of the elements relative to that at the centre of mass were similar for all three 
records; a feature also implied by similar system rotations, as shown in Figure 4-1O(d). This 
suggests that the earthquake record does not have a significant effect on the system torsional 
behaviour. However, it influences the displacements since an increase of system strength is not a 
guarantee of a reduction of system displacement demands. This may have an effect on 
displacement demands of elements. This is because the small torsion-induced displacement of 
the critical element in addition to the system translations may not be compensated by the 
expected reduction of the displacement demand at the centre of mass, therefore exceeding its 
displacement capacity. 
The system maximum rotations shown in Figure 4-1O( d) were not related to the maximum 
displacement demands imposed on elements (1) and (2) but they were associated with that of the 
X-direction elements (3) and (4); see Figure 4-1O(e). In fact, the maximum displacement 
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Figure 4-10. Response of the restrained System 3B-1.3(a=1.4) under different earthquake records, Ts=1.30 
sec, emx=O.O, evJ:erx=variable, Jl&=5.35, r.Jro=1.0, r vy/rm=1.01, rvxlrvy=1.0 
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demands on the X-direction elements were associated with the system maximum rotation; see 
Figure 4-1O(e). 
For the chosen restrained models, the translational response rather than the torsional response 
was found to be sensitive to the frequency contents of the earthquake record. In some cases, an 
increase in system strength is not a guarantee of a system displacement reduction, hence, the 
total displacements imposed on the critical element, comprising torsion-induced displacements 
plus system translation, may exceed the displacement ductility capacity. 
4.3.8 Response comparison of the restrained Systems 3B-l.3( ~1.4), 4B-1.3( ~1.4) and 
SB-1.3( ~1.4) 
The aim of this section was to identify differences in torsional response of systems having a 
different degree of torsional restraint as measured by the rv:lrvy ratio, and changes in the rv!rm 
ratio. 
The torsionally restrained Systems 3B, 4B and 5B, as shown in Figure 2-27, were considered. 
They had different rv:lrvy and rv/rm ra~ios, as shown in Table 2-5. The nominal yield 
displacement of the elements was identical in all systems. The ratio of nominal yield 
displacement of the Y-direction elements was a=l.4. The system nominal yield displacement 
was identical along the principal axes, l1ys=42mm. Their system strength was also equal and 
adjusted to achieve an uncoupled translational period of-free vibration of Ts=1.30 seconds. They 
were denoted restrained Systems 3B-l.3( a=1.4), 4B-l.3( a=1.4) and 5B-l.3( a=1.4). The 
Artifcial earthquake record was scaled for Systems 3B-l.3( a=1.4) according to the general 
procedure explained in Section 4.2. This was then applied to Systems 4B-l.3( a=1.4) and 5B-
1.3( a=1.4) to identify differences in torsional response between the systems and with their 
unrestrained counterparts. 
The system nominal strength, necessary to prevent, at maximum response, the displacement 
ductility capacity of any element being exceeded, should be distributed among the elements to 
satisfy static equilibrium, i.e. evx=O.O. Although zero strength eccentricity may not be achieved 
in practice, the response for zero strength eccentricity is relevant because it is when the system 
attains its maximum response; hence the system displacement ductility capacity should be 
associated with zero strength eccentricity. 
Table 4-3 shows the maximum response for zero strength eccentricity. It is evident that the 
maximum displacement demands on the elements and at the centre of mass of the three systems 
was essentially the same and not affected by the rv/rm ratio. Differences in the degree of 
torsional restraint introduced by the X and Y-direction elements, as quantified by the rv:lrvy ratio, 
did not influence the displacement demands of the Y-direction elements (1) and (2). The 
substantial torsional resistance introduced by the X-direction elements on the system's rotation 
was essentially the same and independent of this parameter. This indicates that including the 
strength of the X-direction elements into the radius of gyration of element nominal strength will 
not make any difference in quantifying such behaviour. It is also observed that the maximum 
response of the restrained systems was predicted well with an equivalent single degree of 
freedom system having the same translational properties. 
Table 4-3 also shows that limiting the displacement ductility capacity of the three systems to 
J.lAs=5.35 did not prevent element (1) from exceeding its displacement ductility capacity. This 
could have been achieved if their system displacement capacity would have been limited to that 
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of element (1) having the smallest displacement capacity. The displacement ductility capacity 
for all three systems, although having different rv/rm ratios, should, therefore, be 
Jl.ru;=LlusiLlys=4.60. Hence, it is expected that the maximum displacement ductility demand to be 
developed by elements (1) and (2) will be JlL\J=5.35 and JlL\2=3.83, respectively. 
Strength eccentricities, which are the main cause of rotations in ductile systems, may be accepted 
provided that they result from the nominal strength of any element being in excess of that 
satisfying zero strength eccentricity. Thereby, a strength eccentricity is associated with an 
increase of system strength, as already shown in Figure 2-28. 
Table 4-3. Response comparison of restrained Systems 3B-1.3(a=1.4), 4B-1.3(a=1.4) and 5B-1.3 (a=1.4) 
subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, eooterx=variable, 1l&=5.35, 
r n/r o=variable, r \')'/r m=variable, r v/r \')'=variable 
Displacements, mm and 
Displacement ductility demands, (Il 
rv/rm E1 eM E2 ESDOF E3=E4 
System3B 1.01 233(6.48) 228(5.42) 223(4.42) 225(5.35) 13(eJastic) 
System4B 1.54 222(6.17) 227(5.41) 233(4.63) " 11(eJastic) 
System5B 0.76 229(6.36) 230(5.47) 231(4.58) " 9(eJastic) 
Figure 4-11 presents the variations in the response for increasing stiffness eccentricities. The 
displacement ductility demands on elements and at the centre of mass reached a maximum for 
zero strength eccentricity. Subsequently, increasing negative strength eccentricities reduced these 
demands. It is seen that variations of the distribution of strength and mass, as quantified by the 
rv/rm ratio, did not lead to significant change in the displacement ductility demands of the X-
direction elements due to the earthquake record input along the Y-axis. This corroborates the 
findings previously observed that the elastic X-direction elements substantially restrained system 
rotations and hence the mass rotational inertia was barely mobilised. It is evident that 
irrespective of the torsional restraint provided by the X-direction element displacements, system 
rotations were rather small; see Figure 4-11. Rotations had negligible effects on the 
displacement demands of the Y-direction elements and at the centre of mass. 
Although the results for increasing positive strength eccentricities larger than evx>+O.05D are 
totally unrealistic due to the reasons provided in Section 4.3.1, they were provided to illustrate 
the theoretical trends and no further comments are provided. 
The above findings suggest that, although the inclusion of X-direction elements substantially 
reduced system rotations, it is not necessary to include their strength into the radius of gyration 
of element nominal strength because no significant differences in torsional response were 
observed. 
Figure 4-12 plots the predicted response of the restrained Systems 3B-1.3, 4B-l.3 and 5B-l.3 
together with that of its unrestrained counterpart Systems 3A-l.3, 4A-l.3 and 5A-l.3. The 
response of the unrestrained systems were identified by curves TV associated with rv/ro=1.0. 
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Figure 4-11. Response comparison of the restrained Systems 3B-1.3(a=1.4), 4B-1.3(a=1.4) and 5B-1.3 
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Figure 4-12. Response comparison of the restrained Systems 3B-l.3(a=1.4), 4B-1.3(a=1.4) and SB-l.3 
(a=1.4) with that of their unrestrained counterpart subjected to the Artificial earthquake 
record, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, ev,J:erx=variable, jl&=5.35, rmlro=1.0, rvy/rm=variable, 
rv/rvy=variable . 
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It is evident from Figure 4-12 that for zero and increasing strength eccentrIcItIes the 
displacement ductility demand on the elements and the centre of mass was a maximum for both 
the restrained and unrestrained systems. In case of the restrained systems, the maximum 
displacement demand on the elements and at the centre of mass was essentially the same. The 
rv/rm ratio did not have an effect on the response because, as explained before, the X-direction 
elements restrained system rotations. For this particular behaviour, it is possible to make full 
advantage of the displacement capacity of element (1) but not that of element (2). In case of the 
unrestrained systems, relative displacements between elements (1) and (2) were influenced by 
the rv/rm ratio. The maximum displacement demand of the elements of the unrestrained systems 
approached that of its restrained counterpart as the rvylrm ratio was reduced. 
The response at the centre of mass was essentially the same for the restrained systems and their 
unrestrained counterparts and was not affected by variations of the rv/rm ratio. The equivalent 
single degree of freedom system was able to predict the maximum response at the centre of mass 
of both restrained and unrestrained systems. 
The findings described above indicate that the displacement capacity of restrained systems 
having different rvylrm ratios is essentially the same. The displacement capacity of the system 
should be limited to that element having the smallest displacement capacity. The proposed 
distribution of strength is successful in preventing any element from exceeding its displacement 
ductility capacity. The maximum displacement demands on elements and at the centre of mass 
of the restrained systems.were the same and reached a maximum for zero strength eccentricity. 
These demands reduced, on both elements, with increasing strength eccentricities. Variations on 
the degree of torsional restraint, i.e., the rvx/rvy ratio, and the rv/rm ratio did not show a critical 
effect on the systems' behaviour when subjected to the earthquake record along the Y-axis. 
4.3.9 Response of the restrained Systems 4B-1.3( a=1.4) and SB-1.3( 0:=1.4) under 
earthquake records at different horizontal directions 
The aim of this section is to verify if those conclusions already derived in Section 4.2.6 for the 
restrained System 3B-l.3( a=1.4) subjected to earthquake records along different directions are 
also valid on systems having other rv/rm ratios. These responses are also compared to those 
attained when the system was subjected to the earthquake record along their reference Y-axis to 
identify if a critical situation arises. 
The torsionally restrained System 4B-l.3(a=1.4) and System 5B-1.3(a=1.4) were considered. It 
properties are described in Appendix B. They were subjected to the Artificial record along 
different diagonal directions. The general procedure explained in Section 4.2 was used for their 
analysis. 
Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 show that the displacement demands on the elements and at the 
centre of mass reached a maximum for zero strength eccentricity and for the earthquake record 
input along the Y-axis. The application of the Artificial earthquake record along other directions, 
i.e., 22°, 45°, 67 and 90° to the Y-axis, reduced the displacement demands on the elements and at 
the centre of mass for both zero and the realistic scenario of increasing negative strength 
eccentricities. This is, as stated in Section 4.2.6, because the seismic strength was larger along 
directions other than the principal X and Y-axes. 
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Figure 4-13. Response of the restrained System 4B-J.3(a=J.4) SUbjected to the Artificial earthquake record 
along different directions, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, evxi=erx=variable, ~As=5.35, r,Jro=1.0, 
rv/rm=1.01 
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Figure 4-14. Response of the restrained System SB·1.3(CF1.4) subjected to the Artificial earthquake record 
along different directions, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, eyxi=erx=variable, 1l&=5.3S, r,Jro=1.0, 
r y/rm=1.01 
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The application of the earthquake record at several diagonal directions released the torsional 
restraint of the elements. System rotations reached a maximum when the earthquake record was 
applied at 22° and 45°. At this stage, significant differences in displacement ductility demands of 
parallel elements were observed. As expected, the maximum response of the restrained systems 
approximated that of its unrestrained counterpart, as shown in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 and 
identified by curves TU(OO). The displacement demands of the elements for zero and increasing 
negative strength eccentricities did not exceed, however, the maximum response attained for 
zero strength eccentricity when the earthquake record was applied along the X or Y-direction. 
Although increasing positive strength eccentricity leads, in some cases, to a critical response, it is 
an unrealistic scenario and it was just presented for general clarification of trends. 
The above findings suggest that the design strategy is successful in preventing any element of 
restrained systems having different rv:/rvy and rv/rm ratios from exceeding their displacement 
ductility capacity. The response of such systems having zero strength eccentricity and subjected 
to unidirectional earthquake input along the X and Y-axes led to a system maximum response. 
This was not exceeded with the application of the earthquake record at any oblique angle and the 
realistic situation of increasing negative strength eccentricities. 
4.3.10 Response of the retrained System 3B-O.5( a=1.4) 
This section aims to examine the effects of the uncoupled translational period on torsional 
response of restrained systems designed according to the suggested design strategy. 
The restrained System 3B was considered again. The nominal yield displacement of the system, 
along the principal axes, remained unchanged and equal to tlys=42mm as in those systems 
examined before. In this case, the system strength was further increased to achieve an uncoupled 
translational period of free vibration of Ts=0.50 seconds along both axes. The ratio of element 
nominal yield displacement was also (J;:::.tlye2//).yel =1.40. This case was denoted as restrained 
System 3B-0.5( a=1.4). Its properties are summarised in Appendix B. The system displacement 
ductility capacity was assumed the same as that of the elements, ~ru=3.83. The general 
procedure explained in Section 4.2 was used for the analysis of the system. 
Table 4-4 summarizes the maximum response for zero strength eccentricity. It shows, as 
expected, similar displacement demands on elements (1) and (2) and at the centre of mass. 
System rotations were quite small, as expected, due to the torsional restraint of the X-direction 
elements. The rotational mass was barely mobilised and hence variations of the rvylrm ratio did 
not influence the torsional response. The maximum displacement ductility demand at the centre 
of mass was about 90% of that predicted by an equivalent single degree of freedom system. This 
confirms that the accuracy of this simple model in predicting the system maximum response 
reduced as the translational period was reduced. This characteristic was also observed with its 
unrestrained counterpart System 3A-O.5( a=1.4); see Figure 3-25. This response emphasises the 
fact that the centre of mass is not the location where translations and rotations of ductile systems 
are independent. The action of the mass rotational inertia, besides affecting system rotations, 
also influences its translations; this characteristic is particularly evident in short period systems. 
It is evident from Table 4-4 that the displacement ductility capacity of critical element (1) of 
~l11 =3.83 was exceeded. To prevent this from happening, the displacement capacity of the 
system should be further reduced. This may be achieved if the displacement capacity of the 
system is made the same as that element having the smallest displacement capacity, i.e., critical 
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element (1). This is based on the fact that, for zero strength eccentricity, the maximum response 
of the elements and at the centre of mass is essentially the same. Hence, the system 
displacement ductility capacity should be reduced to J..lAs=(L\yel/L\ys)J..l~1=3.28 to prevent critical 
element (1) from exceeding its displacement ductility capacity. This will not make full use of 
the displacement ductility capacity of element (2). 
Table 4-4. Response of the restrained System 3B-0.5 (~1.4) subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, 
Ts=O.SO sec, evx=O.O, erx=-O.083D, IlAs=5.35, r,,/ro=1.0, rvy/rm=variable 
Displacements, mm, and 
displacement ductilit I demands, (U) 
rvylrm E1 eM E2 ESDOF E3=E4 
rvylO.85ro 156(4.33) 158(3.76) 161(4.47) 184(4.38) 8(e/astic) 
rvylro=1.00 162(4.50) 161(3.83) 166(3.29) " 9(e/astic) 
rvyl1.20ro 160(4.44) 164(3.90) 170(3.37) " 10(e/astic) 
Figure 4-15 illustrates the maximum response as affected by increasing strength eccentricities. It 
is evident that maximum displacement ductility demands of element (1) and at the centre of mass 
occurred for zero strength eccentricity and reduced with increasing negative strength 
eccentricities. The displacement ductility demand on critical element (2) also reduced. This was 
because the reduction of displacement demands at the centre of mass, due to an increase of 
system strength, over-compensated for the rotation-induced displacements on critical 
element (2), additional to those resulting from system translation. The X-direction elements 
remained elastic for the range of strength eccentricities considered. They restrained system 
rotations and hence the rotational mass was barely mobilised, as shown in Figure 4-15(e). 
Hence, the variation of the rv!r m ratio did not influence the torsional response. 
Figure 4-15 also plots the predicted response of the restrained System 3B-O.5( a=1.4) along with 
that of its unrestrained counterpart System 3A-O.5( a= 1. 4). It is evident that the response of the 
restrained system was not as sensitive as its unrestrained counterpart. The X-direction elements 
substantially restrained system rotations. It is seen that the maximum displacement demand at 
the centre of mass of the restrained System 3B-O.5( a=1.4) and its unrestrained counterpart 
System 3A-O.5( a=1.4) were different, as shown in Figure 4-15(c). 
The design strategy is still considered appropriate to prevent any element from exceeding its 
displacement ductility capacity on systems with short uncoupled translational periods exhibiting 
a sensitive response; This sensitivity is manifested in the response at the centre of mass, which is 
considered the location where system rotations and translations are assumed independent. This 
generalization, however, loses accuracy as the uncoupled translational period reduces. In spite 
of this behaviour, the equivalent single degree of freedom system is considered, for practical 
purposes, a valid model for predicting the maximum displacement demand at the centre of mass 
of asymmetric systems with any uncoupled translational period. 
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Figure 4-15. Response of the restrained System 3B-0.5(a=1.4) subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, 
Ts=O.50 sec, emx=O.O, ev,.;i:erx=variable, ~&=5.35, rn/ro=1.0, rvyirm=variable 
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4.4 Single-element structurally asymmetric Systems 7B, 8B and 9B (CV=CRtCM; 
CM=GC) 
4.4.1 Response of the restrained Systems 7B-l.3, 8B-l.3 and 9B-1.3 
This section examined the torsional response of three extremely eccentric systems. Although 
unrealistic, they may contribute to a better understanding of the response of torsionally restrained 
systems. 
The restrained Systems 7B, BB and 9B, shown in Figure 2-32, were examined. The Y-direction 
element (1) and the X-direction elements (3) and (4) had the same nominal yield displacement of 
L\yel =L\ye3=L\ye4=42mm. The nominal yield displacement of the system was, therefore, the same 
along the principal axes, L\ys=42mm. The system strength was adjusted to achieve an uncoupled 
translational period of i.30 seconds along both axes. They are denoted restrained Systems 7B-
i.3, BB-i.3 and 9B-i.3. The effect of the mass rotational inertia and the strength eccentricity on 
the response was quantified by the evx/rm ratio rather that the rv/rm ratio because the radius of 
gyration of strength of a single element along the Y-axis is zero for all three systems having 
different strength eccentricities. Section 2.20 described in detail its characteristics and Appendix 
B summarizes its properties. 
The restrained System 7B-i.3 was subjected, along the Y-direction, to the scaled Artificial 
earthquake record already applied to its unrestrained counterpart System 7A-i.3. The restrained 
Systems 8B-i.3 and 9B-i.3 having different evx/rm ratios were also subjected to same earthquake 
record. 
Table 4-5 summarizes the response of the systems when element (i), and hence the system, had 
no excess strength, i.e., Al=Ays=i.O. It is evident that the displacement demands of element (1) 
and position (2) were influenced by the strength eccentricity and the distribution of mass, i.e., the 
evxlrm ratio. As the evx/rm ratio reduced, the maximum displacement demand of element (1) 
reduced and became similar to that attained at position (2). This suggests that the maximum 
displacement demand of the elements approximates that of a system exhibiting no torsional 
response. This happens because the maximum displacement demands of the elements are less 
affected by system rotations even though significant rotations did occur. Element (i) became 
critical as the effect of system rotations on its maximum response reduced. This scenario is 
evident with the restrained System 9B-i.3 having evxlr m=O. 76. As expected, the maximum 
displacement demands of the element were essentially the same. In this situation, element (i), 
having the smallest nominal yield displacement, exceeded its displacement ductility capacity of 
element (1) of J.lt.1=5.35. This behaviour suggests that Systems 7B, BB and 9B are not, strictly 
speaking, torsionally restrained because their response is influenced by changes in the rv/rm 
ratio. 
Table 4-5. Response of the restrained Systems 7B-I.3, 8B-I.3 and 9B-I.3 subjected to the Artificial 
earthquake record, Ts=1.30 sec, e",,=erx=variable, /lAs=5.35, rn/ro=variable, evxlrm=variable 
Displacements, mm, and 
displacement ductility demands,(Jl) 
Systems E1 eM Position 2 ESDOF E3=E4 
78 176(4.19} 176(4.19} 221 225(5.35} 91(2.17} 
88 99(2.36} 170(4.04} 348 /I 91(2.17} 
98 232(5. 54} 234(5. 57} 236 /I 96(2.28} 
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It seems appropriate to ignore the strength contribution of the X-direction (3) and (4) into the 
radius of gyration of strength based on the fact that the displacement demands of these elements 
were essentially the same for all three systems, as shown in Table 4-5, and not affected by 
differences in torsional restraint. This response is due to the combined effect of the torsional 
restraint of the X-direction elements and the fact that system rotations are not directly associated 
with the element's maximum displacement demand. 
It is also evident from Table 4-5 that a reduction of the strength eccentricity in systems having 
the same radius of gyration of mass, as it is the case of the restrained Systems 8B-1.3 and 9B -1.3, 
reduced the effect of system rotations on the displacement demands of the elements. This shows 
that the rv/rm ratio, which considers the distribution of element strength and uniformly 
distributed mass, is a relevant parameter quantifying the effect of system rotations on the 
maximum displacement demand of the elements. 
It is also observed from Table 4-5 that an equivalent single degree of freedom system did not 
predict well the response at the centre of mass of extremely asymmetric systems. The prediction 
improved as the ev/r m ratio was reduced because system translations were less affected by the 
action of the mass rotational inertia. 
Figure 4-16 illustrates the response when the strength of element (1), and hence the system 
strength along the Y-direction only, was gradually increased to twice its original strength, i.e., 
l.O<Al=lovysg.O. As expected, the displacement demands of element (1) reduced as its strength 
was increased. The displacement demands at the centre of mass reduced slightly for some 
systems, particularly on the restrained System 9B-1.3 having evx/r m=O. 76. On the other hand, the 
displacement demands at position (2) of the restrained Systems 7B-1.3 and 8B-1.3, having evx/rm 
~1.0, slightly exceeded that attained for Al=lovys=1.0. It is also seen that the displacement 
demands of position (2) did not reduce as the system strength increased. Figure 4-16(d) shows, 
as expected, large positive and negative rotations in all three systems and were slightly affected 
by the variation of the ev/r m ratio. It is evident that displacement demands of the X-direction 
elements were essentially the same as the system strength increased, as Figure 4-16(e) shows, 
and not affected by differences in system rotations. This is due to the combined effect of the 
torsional restraint introduced by the X-direction elements and the fact that the maximum 
displacement demand of these elements are less affected by system rotations as the ev/r m ratio 
reduced. 
It is concluded that the rotations of extremely restrained systems were reduced significantly by 
increased torsional restraint of the X-direction elements. However, contrary to those restrained 
systems examined in previous sections, the response was affected by the ev/r m ratio. The 
maximum displacement demands of the elements were less associated with system rotations as 
the ev/rm ratio reduced. This indicates that the system cannot be considered, strictly speaking, as 
torsionally restrained. The equivalent single degree of freedom system does not predict 
satisfactorily the response at the centre of mass of extremely eccentric systems because system 
translations are significantly affected by the action of the mass rotational inertia. These findings 
suggest that extremely eccentric systems have a sensitive response, which is difficult to predict 
with an equivalent single degree of freedom system. 
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Figure 4·16. Response of the restrained Systems 7B-1.3, 8B·1.3 and 9B·1.3 subjected to the Artificial 
earthquake record, Ts=1.30 sec, ernx=O.O, evx=erx=variable, 11&=5.35, r.Jro=variable, 
Cyjr m=variable. 
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4.4.2 Time history response of the restrained System 7B-1.3[evx=erx=-O.41A(Al=Ays=1.0)] 
The time history response of the restrained System 7B-l.3 was examined again. It is of interest 
to study, in detail, the effect of the X-direction elements on the response of extremely eccentric 
systems. 
The restrained System 7B-l.3, as shown in Figure 2-32(b) was considered again. The X and Y-
direction elements had identical nominal yield displacements. The nominal yield displacement 
of the system was therefore the same as that of the elements, i.e., tlys=tlyeJ=tlye3=l1ye4=42mm. 
The system strength was also the same, Vyns=Vxns=176kN. It was subjected to the Artificial 
earthquake record along the Y-direction. 
The application of a positive static lateral force at the centre of mass will generate an 
anticlockwise rotation about the centre of stiffness and hence about element (1). This element 
can never reach its nominal strength due to this particular action. The static torque, T=evxVyns, 
would need to be entirely resisted by the X-direction elements (3) and (4) having a nominal 
strength of Vne3= Vne4=88kN. The static lateral force required to develop their strength will be 
then VE= Vyns= (Vne(3or4yE)!evx=107716.12=176kN. 
A different behaviour was observed during dynamic response due to the engagement of the mass 
rotational inertia. It was of particular interest the response between 2.0 and 4.0 seconds. 
Element (1) reached its nominal strength at instant (A) due to the opposition of the mass 
rotational inertia to system rotation; see Figure 4-17(a). A total clockwise torque of T=1919kNm 
was generated as the rotational mass accelerated in the elastic system; see Figure 4-17(e). The 
associated displacement profile; see Figure 4-18(a), shows that the displacement demands on 
element (1) and position (2) were opposite in sign while the displacement at the centre of mass 
was essentially zero. The X-direction elements (3) and (4) were still elastic, Ve3=Ve4=68kN, 
while contributing to a torque of T=832kNm. The torque introduced by the rotating mass was at 
this stage, 1919-832=1087kNm, which is a significant quantity. 
Mter element (1) yielded, the system torque increased slightly and reached, an instant later, a 
peak of T=1993kNm. This behaviour was imperceptible from the time history response but 
readily observed from the associated displacement profile attained an instant later; see Figure 
4-18(b). It shows that the system torque did not stop immediately, as it occurred with its 
torsionally unrestrained counterpart System 7A-l.3; see Figure 3-29. This is because the X-
direction elements were elastic and, therefore, enabling a slight increase of system torque and 
rotation. The base shear of the X-direction elements increased to Ve3=Ve4=74kN, just under 
their nominal strength. 
At instant (B), the X-direction elements (3) and (4) reached their nominal strength due to the 
combined effect of an anticlockwise rotation and a positive system displacement. The 
displacement at position (2) increased at a faster rate thari that of element (1); see Figure 4-17(c). 
At this stage, the Y-direction element (1) was elastic and had a positive displacement. The 
torque reached a peak at this instant and a rotational deceleration was observed; see Figure 4-17 
(e). The system becomes torsionally unrestrained. The associated displacement profile; see 
Figure 4-18(c), shows the displacement demands of element (1), position (2) and the centre of 
mass were smaller than the maximum attained. 
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Figure 4-17. Time history response of the restrained System 7B-1.3 subjected to the Artificial earthquake 
record, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, evx=erx=-O.5D, /It.s=5.35, rrr/ro=1.0, evJrm=1.0 
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Figure 4-18. Displacement profiles and actions introduced to the restrained System 7B-1.3 subjected to the 
Artificial earthquake record, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, evx= erx=-O.5D, 1l&=5.35, rn/ro=1.0, evx/rm=1.0 
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Figure 4-17(a) shows that element (1) reached again its nominal strength at instant (C) when the 
X-direction elements (3) and (4) were already yielding. Element (1) was able to yield for a 
positive system displacement. This was because the system torque reduced due to the 
deceleration of the rotational mass, as shown in Figure 4-17 (c). This deceleration occurred when 
the X-direction elements were yielding due to a force couple. One of the forces was the residual 
strength of element (1) and the other axis of resistance was generated by the action of the mass 
translational inertia. Once element (1) yielded, the system torque becomes zero and its rotation 
slightly increased due to the rotational velocity, as shown in Figure 4-17(f). The associated 
displacement profile; see Figure 4-18( e), show that the displacement demands of element (1), 
position (2) and at the centre of mass had not reached their maxima. 
Element (1) continued inelastic displacements until reaching instant (D), as shown in Figure 
4-17(b) and Figure 4-18(e). The X-direction elements (3) and (4) were inelastic between instants 
(C) and (D) and the torque remained zero. In spite the fact that all elements were yielding, 
system rotations increased due to the rotational velocity of the system. The maximum 
displacement of position (2) was reached moments after reaching instant (D). The maximum 
displacement demand of element (1) of llul=173 mm (t=11.0sec) (not shown in the time history) 
occurred for a much smaller system rotation when the displacement demands on element (1) and 
position (2) were similar. 
In summary, the maximum rotation of the restrained System 7B-1.3 occurred, as expected, when 
the X-direction elements.were yielding. This scenario; however, was not associated with the 
maximum displacement of the Y-direction element (1), which was reached for a much smaller 
system rotation and when the X-direction elements were elastic. The maximum displacement 
demand of position (2) was closely related to the system maximum rotation. 
4.4.3 Response of the restrained System 7B-1.3 under earthquake records at different 
angles 
The response of the torsionally restrained System 7B-1.3 was also examined when it was 
subjected to the Artificial earthquake at 22°, 45°, 68° and 90° angles relative from the reference 
Y-axis. The torsional behaviour of the restrained Systems 8B-l.3 and 9B-l.3 were similar and 
therefore their results were not presented. 
Figure 4-19 shows the response of the system when the strength of element (1), and hence that of 
the system, was incrementally increased to twice its original strength, i.e., 1. O<l'vt=Ays52.O. In 
case of Ays=l.O, it is evident that the maximum displacement demands of element (1), position 
(2) and at the centre of mass occurred when the earthquake record was applied along the 
reference Y-axis. For the same distribution of strength, the displacement demands at the 
different locations reduced as the angle of application of the earthquake record was varied 
between 22° and 67. This was expected because the system strength was larger at those angles, 
as already explained in Section 2.16.1. Figure 4-19(b) shows at certain directions of earthquake 
record input, when the strength enhancement of element (1) was moderate(i.e., Ays <1. 50), that 
the displacement demands at position (2) slightly exceeded the maxima attained when the 
earthquake record was solely applied along the reference Y-axis. 
Figure 4-19 also shows the response when the strength of element (1), and hence that of the 
system, was gradually increased, Irys>l.O. It is evident that the displacement demands at the 
different locations generally reduced with increasing angle of earthquake record input. 
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Figure 4-19. Response of the restrained Systems 7B-1.3 subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, 
Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, evx=erx=variable, J.L&=5.35, r.Jro=variable, evirm=variable 
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The angle of incidence of the earthquake record in conjunction with large eccentricities had a 
relevant effect on the response of the X-direction elements. It is evident from Figure 4-19( e) and 
(f) that the displacement demands of the X-direction element (3) exceeded those attained when 
the earthquake record was applied solely along the X-axis. This is a particular characteristic of 
systems with large strength and stiffness eccentricities and hence prone to large system rotations. 
It was shown that the large system rotations did not influence the maximum response of the Y-
direction elements but it did increase the displacement demands on the X-direction element (3) 
above its displacement ductility capacity. These findings are of no importance since such 
extremely asymmetric systems are not expected to be encountered in reality. 
Figure 4-19 also compares the response of the restrained System 7B-1.3 with it unrestrained 
counterpart System 7A-1.3. It is evident from Figure 4-19(d) that the restrained System 7B-1.3 
displayed smaller rotations due to the torsional resistance introduced by all elements. The 
displacement demands of element (1) were larger in the restrained system when it was subjected 
to unidirectional earthquake input; see Figure 4-19(a). The opposite occurred at position (2) 
and the centre of mass where displacement demands were smaller; see Figure 4-19(b) and (c). 
This was expected because system rotations were smaller. It is considered that for even this 
extreme restrained system, the application of the Artificial earthquake record along the Y-axis 
generated an envelope of the maximum displacement demands at the different locations. 
It is concluded that the maximum system rotation was not associated with the maximum 
displacement demand of the Y-direction element (1). Although system rotations increased, the 
application of an earthquake record at different angles did not impose displacement demands to 
element (1) in excess to those attained when the earthquake record was applied along the 
principal Y-axis. Hence, systems subjected to earthquake excitations at directions other that the 
principal axes, do not exhibit, in general, a critical response. 
4.5 Three-element structurally asymmetric System lOB (CVtcR; CM=GC) 
4.5.1 Response of the restrained System lOB-I.3 
A three-element torsionally restrained system was considered. The objective was to: (a) examine 
the effect that the addition of a third element parallel to the Y-axis may have on the torsional 
response, (b) identify differences in behaviour, if any, between this and those two-element 
restrained systems previously examined and (c) compare its response with that of its unrestrained 
counterpart. 
The restrained System lOA had three substitute wall-elements along the Y-direction with unequal 
lengths, as shown in Figure 2-33(b). Their nominal yield displacements were l1.yel=l1.ye3=69mm 
and I1.Ye2=34mm. The X-direction elements had the same nominal yield displacement, 
llye4=l1.ye5=42mm. The nominal yield displacement of the system, along both principal directions 
was, therefore, l1.ys=42mm. This was consistent with those systems previously examined. The 
system strength was adjusted to achieve a translational uncoupled period of free vibration of 1.3 
seconds. It is denoted restrained System 10B-1.3. The radius of gyration of the uniformly 
distributed mass of the square plan, ro, was varied to 0.85ro and 1.20ro to consider other plan 
configurations and to account for differences between the computed and the actual distribution of 
mass. Section 2.21 and Appendix B provides additional information of this system. The 
considerations already explained in Section 4.2 were also used for the analysis of the system. 
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The system strength was initially distributed to satisfy static equilibrium, i.e. evx=O.O. It is 
assumed that this strength will prevent the system, and hence its elements, from exceeding its 
displacement ductility capacity. Zero strength eccentricity may be difficult to achieve in practice 
because some elements are likely to require an excess strength to comply with requirements of 
minimum reinforcement. Regardless of this situation, the system response for zero strength 
eccentricity and the displacement capacity of the critical element, provides the basis to estimate 
the system displacement and associated ductility capacity. 
Table 4-6 summarizes the system response for zero strength eccentricity. No significant 
differences in displacement demands of the elements and at the centre of mass were observed for 
the different values of rvlr m ratio. The equivalent single degree of freedom simulation predicted, 
with adequate accuracy, the response at the centre of mass and therefore was not influenced by 
the addition of a third parallel element along the Y-direction. It is also evident that the torsional 
behaviour was similar to that of the two-element restrained System 5B-l.3 having a similar rv/rm 
ratio; see also Figure 4-12(e) and (f). 
Differences in displacement ductility demands were observed due to the different nominal yield 
displacements of the elements. Element (2), having the smallest displacement capacity, was 
critical because it exceeded its displacement ductility capacity. This may be prevented, as 
previously explained, if the displacement ductility capacity of the system would have been 
limited to that of element (2) having the smallest displacement ductility capacity. Hence, the 
displacement capacity of the system would be ~tis=~u2=Il~Liye2=183mm and its ductility capacity 
is llt':!.s=LiuslLiys=183/42=4.33. The maximum displacement demands expected to be attained and 
not exceeded by the Y-direction elements are 1lt':!.1=1l!:J.3=183/69=2.64 and 1l~=183/34=5.35. 
Table 4-6. Response of the restrained System 10B-1.3 subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, T.=1.30 
sec, emx=O.O, evx=O.O, erx=-O.055D, IlAs=5.35, rn/ro=1.0, rvy/rm=variable 
Displacements, mm, and displacement ductility demands (11) 
rv/rm E1 E2 eM E3 ESDOF E4=E5 
rv/O.85ro 225(3.28) 223(6.49) 222(5.29) 220(3.21) 225(5.35) 12(e/astic) 
rv/ro =O.78 228(3.33) 222(6.48) 220(5.24) 212(3.08) " 14(e/astic) 
rv/1.20ro 220(3.20) 218(6.35) 218(5.18) 217(3.16) " 17(e/astic) 
For some reason, one or more elements might have strength in excess to that satisfying zero 
strength eccentricity. This element excess strength will introduce a strength eccentricity and an 
increase in system strength. The critical scenario occurs when excess strength was assigned to 
either element (1) or (3) because it introduced the largest strength eccentricity for the least 
increase in system strength; as already shown in Figure 2-34. The excess strength of element (2) 
is not a critical scenario and is not examined here. 
Figure 4-20 shows the response of the system for increasing strength eccentricities due to the 
excess strength of elements (1) and (3). The realistic situation of assigning excess strength to 
element (1) reduced the displacement demands on all elements and at the centre of mass. The 
elastic X-direction elements reduced the rotations significantly. The response was essentially the 
same for every r vir m ratio, indicating that the rotational mass was difficult to mobilise due to the 
restraining effect of the X-direction elements. As to be expected, an increase of displacement 
demands on the X-direction elements was observed due to increasing strength eccentricities. In 
general, similarities in torsional behaviour with the two-element restrained System 5B-l.3 also 
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Figure 4-20. Response of the restrained System lOB-I.3 subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, 
Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, ernterx=variable, ~&=5.35, rrr/ro=1.0, rvy/rm=variable 
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having rv/rm<i.O were evident; see Figure 4-12(e) and (t). Increasing positive strength 
eccentricities is a non-realistic situation presented only to show likely trends. 
The corresponding equivalent single degree of freedom system predicted well the response for 
zero and increasing strength eccentricities. It was not affected by the addition of a third element 
parallel to the Y-direction. 
Differences in the response of Y-direction elements and at the centre of mass were found to be 
insignificant between the torsionally restrained System 10B-1.3 and its unrestrained counterpart 
System 10A-i.3, as shown in Figure 4-20(a) to (c). The rotations of the restrained System 10B-
1.3 were much smaller that those attained by its unrestrained counterpart System 10A-1.3. This 
behaviour is a characteristic of systems having rv/rm<1.0. This was also observed in the two-
element restrained System 5B-1.3 and its unrestrained counterpart System 5A-l.3 having a similar 
rv/rm ratio; see Figure 4-12(e) and (t). 
The findings described above suggest that two and three-element systems having, for instance, 
rv/rmgj.90 will develop similar maximum displacements in the elements and at the centre of 
mass and are not influenced by the system rotations. An equivalent single degree of freedom 
system predicted well the response at the centre of mass. Increasing the number of parallel 
elements did not affect its response. The response of a three-element system may be predicted 
with an equivalent two-element system. 
4.5.2 Response of the restrained System lOB-1.3 under earthquake record at different 
angles 
The response of restrained System 10B-l.3 having unchanged properties was examined when 
subjected to the Artificial earthquake at 22°, 45°, 67 and 90° angles relative to the principal Y-
axis. The aim is to identify if the response previously observed for two-element restrained 
systems with rv/r m=O. 78 and subjected to the earthquake record at different angles; see Section 
4.3.9, is influenced by the addition of a third element parallel to the Y-axis. 
Figure 4-21 shows the response of the system for zero strength eccentricity. It is evident that the 
displacement ductility demand of the elements and at the centre of mass reduced when the 
system was subjected to the earthquake record along diagonal directions. This was expected 
because the system strength is larger at any angle other than the X and Y-axes. 
Figure 4-21 also shows the response for increasing strength eccentricities. A slight but non-
critical increase of the displacement demand of elements (1) and (3) relative from that attained 
for zero strength eccentricity was observed. In spite of this response, the displacement demand 
of the elements and at the centre of mass did not exceed that developed when the restrained 
system was subjected to the Artificial earthquake record along the Y-axis only. 
The X-direction elements (4) and (5), shown in Figure 4-21 (e) and (t), displayed, for increasing 
negative strength eccentricities, a maximum displacement demand when the earthquake record 
was applied along the X-direction. This response was not exceeded when the earthquake record 
was applied at oblique angles. Element (4), however, exhibited a slight increase in 
displacements beyond that when the system was subjected to the earthquake record along the Y-
axis. This was primarily due to the torsional flexibility of the system, i.e., rv/rm<i.O, indicating 
that the fundamental mode of vibration of the system is rotational. Systems with such 
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Figure 4-21. Response of the restrained Systems lOB-I.3 subjected to the Artificial record along different 
directions, Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, evx=erx=variable, /l&=5.35, r,,/ro=variable, evxlrm=variable 
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characteristic are susceptible to rotations that may affect, as in this case, the displacement 
ductility demand of the X-direction elements. 
The application of the earthquake record at 22° and. 45° angles generated a significant increase of 
the system maximum rotation due to the torsional release of the system as one or more elements 
yielded. The system response almost reached that of its unrestrained counterpart. The rv!r m 
ratio provides an insight of the expected torsional response of restrained systems when subjected 
to diagonal earthquake input. This introduced non-critical relative displacement demands on the 
X-direction elements. The maximum response of the X-direction elements (4) and (5) was 
associated with the largest system rotations. 
The rvxlr m ratio, which considers the nominal strength of the X-direction elements, is not 
considered a relevant parameter influencing the torsional response because the system is 
symmetric along the X-axis. This may not be the case for restrained systems having 
eccentricities along both principal axes. These systems, however, were not examined in this 
study. 
The findings described above suggest that the displacement ductility capacity of the system 
should be made equal to that of the element having the smallest displacement capacity. The 
proposed distribution of strength is then adequate to prevent any of the elements from exceeding 
their displacement ductility capacities due to increasing strength eccentricities. It was observed 
that the maximum response of the multi-element restrained system was attained when it was 
subjected to unidirectional earthquake input along the principal axes. The response was not 
exceeded when the earthquake record was applied at oblique angles. A similar response was also 
observed with its unrestrained counterpart, which although displaying larger system rotations, 
did not influence the maximum response of the elements. Restrained systems with two or three 
Y-direction elements and having similar rv/rm ratios, had a similar torsional behaviour. Hence, 
increasing the number of parallel elements is not a relevant parameter influencing response. 
4.6 Four-element structurally asymmetric System lIB (CV;¢:CR; CM=GC) 
4.6.1 Response of the restrained System IIB-I.3 
This section examines the response of a four-element restrained System 11B having rv/rm=1.05. 
The objective was to corroborate that the response is not influenced by the addition of a fourth 
parallel elements along the Y-direction and by the fact that the rv/rm>l.O. It is also used to see if 
two and multi-element systems having the same rv/rm ratio have similar responses. 
The torsionally restrained System 11B had four Y-direction elements and two elements along the 
X-axis; see Figure 2-38(b). The system nominal yield displacement of l1ys=42mm and its 
strength was the same along the principal axes. The latter was adjusted to achieve an uncoupled 
translational period of free vibration of 1.30 seconds. The system was denoted restrained System 
11 B-1.3. Section 2.22 and Appendix B provides additional information of this system. The 
considerations already explained in Section 4.2 were also used for the analysis of the system. 
Table 4-7 summarizes the system response for zero strength eccentricity. It is evident that, in 
spite of some stiffness eccentricity, maximum displacement demands of elements and at the 
centre of mass were essentially the same. Variations of the rv/r m ratio did not influence response. 
This response was generated due to the restraining effect of the X-direction elements to system 
rotations. The equivalent single degree of freedom system proved to be a promising model for 
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predicting the maximum response at the centre of mass and was not affected by increasing the 
number of parallel elements. 
The displacement ductility demands of the Y-direction elements were different due to differences 
in their nominal 'yield displacements. Element (I) was critical because it exceeded its 
displacement ductility capacity of J.!t>1=5.35. This could have been prevented, as previously 
explained, if the displacement ductility capacity of the system would have been limited to that of 
element (I) having the smallest displacement capacity. Hence, the displacement capacity of the 
system should have been ~us=~ul=J.!t>1~yel=5.35*34=I82mm and the system ductility capacity 
J.!t>s=I82142=4.33. The maximum displacement demand expected to be reached and not exceeded 
by the Y-direction elements is J.!t>1=I82134=5.35, J.!t>2=I82168=2.68, J.!t>3=I82154=3.37 and 
J.!M=I 82143=4. 23. 
Table 4-7. Response of the restrained System 11B-1.3 subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, evx=O.O, 
Ts=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, erx=-O.046D, J.L&=5.35, rn/ro=1.0, rvy/rm=variable 
Displacements (mm) and displacement ductility demands (J.L) 
rv/rm E1 E2 eM E3 E4 ESDOF E4=E5 
rv/O.85ro 226(6.67) 227(3.34) 227(5.40) 227(4.21) 227(5.32) 225(5.35) 6(e/astic) 
rv/ro =1.05 229(6.76) 227(3.35) 226(5.39) 225(4.18) 223(5.23) " 6(e/astic) 
rv/1.20ro 229(6.75) 227(3 .. 34) 227(5.;37) 225(4.17) 222(5..21) " 7(e/astic) 
It is likely, however, that some elements, as finally detailed, will have some excess strength. To 
simulate such situation, it is assumed that only outermost elements (1) and (4) will have excess 
strength. This choice was made because such excess strength introduced the largest strength 
eccentricity for the least increase of system strength; see Figure 2-39. 
Figure 4-22 plots the response due to increasing strength eccentricities. Maximum displacement 
demands of the Y-direction elements and at the centre of mass occurred for zero strength 
eccentricity and reduced with increasing strength eccentricities. Their response was insensitive 
to the rv/rm ratio, as shown in Figure 4-22(f). The response of the X-direction elements was not 
critical and only slightly affected by the variation to the rv/rm ratio. 
Figure 4-22 also compares the response of the restrained System IIB-I.3 with its unrestrained 
counterpart System llA-I.3. As expected, the restrained system led to a larger displacement 
demand on element (1) while a smaller demand on element (4). The displacement demands of 
inner elements (2), (3) and at the centre of mass were essentially the same. The response at the 
centre of mass was predicted well with an equivalent single degree of freedom system. The 
similarities in torsional behaviour with the two-element restrained Systems 3B-I.3 having as 
similar rv/rm ratio, were evident; Bee Figure 4-1. Differences in response between restrained and 
unrestrained systems were also observed due to the effect of the rv/rm ratio on the response of 
the unrestrained systems. 
The above findings suggests that no significant differences in response are expected between two 
and multi-element systems having similar uncoupled translational periods and rv/rm ratio. It also 
shows that the torsional response is insensitive to the number of parallel elements along the 
direction of application of the ground motion. 
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Figure 4-22. Response of the restrained System llB-J.3 subjected to the Artificial earthquake record, 
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Figure 4-23. Response of the restrained System llB-I.3 subjected to the Artificial earthquake record along 
different directions, T.=1.30 sec, emx=O.O, ey,aterx=variable, JlAs=5.35, rn/ro=1.0, ryyfrm=variable 
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4.6.2 Response of the restrained System llB-1.3 under earthquake records at different 
angles 
It has been shown that a three element restrained system with rv/rm<i.O had a similar response 
to that of a two-element system with the same rv/rm ratio. This section has the objective to show 
if a four-element system having a larger rv/rm ratio, i.e., rv/rm=l.05, shows a similar trend. It 
was subjected to the Artificial earthquake record at different angles. 
Figure 4-23 shows the response for zero strength eccentricity. It is evident that the displacement 
ductility demands of the elements and at the centre of mass reached a maximum for zero strength 
eccentricity and reduced as the angle of incidence of the record was increased from the reference 
Y-axis. This behaviour was similar to that observed with two element systems and three-element 
restrained System iOB-i.3. 
Increasing strength eccentricities and corresponding angle of earthquake input generated a 
displacement demand on elements (i) and (4) beyond that attained for zero strength eccentricity; 
particularly when the earthquake record was applied at a 45° and 67 angle to the Y-axis. 
However, this response did not exceed the maximum displacement demand attained for zero 
strength eccentricity and earthquake record input along the Y-axis. 
The above findings suggest that the proposed design strategy is adequate to prevent the elements 
from exceeding their displ~cement dl!ctility capacity due tq increasing ~trength eccentricities if 
the displacement ductility capacity of the system is made equal to that of the element having the 
smallest displacement capacity. The maximum response of the restrained system was attained 
when it was subjected to unidirectional earthquake input along the principal axes. The response 
was not exceeded when the earthquake record was applied at oblique angles. This indicates that 
the number of parallel elements and variations of the rv/rm ratio did not influence this behaviour. 
The response comparison of restrained systems and its unrestrained counterpart indicates that, 
contrary to common belief, a restrained system subjected to unidirectional earthquake input, 
although exhibiting smaller system rotations than its unrestrained counterpart, is critical. The 
element with the smallest displacement capacity, and parallel to the direction of earthquake 
record input, is the critical element limiting the displacement capacity of the system. 
4.7 Comments on systems with two directional eccentricities 
Restrained systems having eccentricities along both principal axes were not examined in this 
study. It is believed that such systems may not be critical and may be also designed as suggested 
for restrained systems having unidirectional eccentricity only. Such systems should be designed 
considering each axis separately. Research is required to verify that the suggested design 
strategy also applies to such systems. 
4.8 Response of torsionally restrained ductile systems 
This section aims to confirm that the findings already derived for a limited number of restrained 
systems having a particular uncoupled translational period of free vibration also applies to 
restrained systems with other uncoupled translational periods and a=l1ye2/l1yel ratios (or stiffness 
eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity). 
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4.8.1 Response of the restrained Systems 12B( a=variable) 
Two-element restrained Systems 12B(a=variable) having rv/ro=1.01, as shown in Figure 4-24 
were considered. They were the same to those unrestrained systems already described in Section 
3.10. The only difference was the addition of two equidistant X-direction elements relative to the 
centre of mass providing torsional resistance. The nominal yield displacement in all three 
systems remained unchanged and equal along both principal axes, l:1ys=42mm. The nominal 
yield displacement of these elements were the same, l:1ye3=l:1ye4=42mm. The relative lengths of 
the substitute wall-elements (3) and (4) was £3=£4=1.2. They were selected to obtain the same 
system nominal yield displacement as that along the Y-axis. For the sake of brevity, the study 
was limited to systems with rv/ro=1.0. The torsional resistance introduced by the X-direction 
elements was equal to that contributed by the Y-direction elements, thus, ry./ryy=1.0. 
The systems had uncoupled translational periods of free vibration varying between Ts=O.l and 
2.0 seconds. This was achieved by adjusting the strength of the systems. Three earthquake 
records were applied along the Y-axis only. The response of the systems due to the application of 
the earthquake record at different directions was not examined because, according to previously 
examined models, the restrained systems subjected to unidirectional earthquake input generates 
an envelope of the system maximum response. 
The earthquake records, already scaled for the torsionally unrestrained Systems 12A( a=variable) 
were also applied, without modifications, to the restrained Systems 12B( a=variable). This 
process enabled a direct response comparison between restrained systems and their unrestrained 
counterparts. 
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Figure 4-24. Two-element torsionally restrained Systems 12B( a=variable) 
Figure 4-25, Figure 4-26 and Figure 4-27 show the displacement demands of the elements and at 
the centre of mass of Systems 12B( a=1.4), 12B( a= 1. 4) and 12B( a=4.0), respectively. It is 
evident, for the three systems that the maximum displacement of the elements and at the centre 
of mass for all three-earthquake records was essentially the same. Relative differences in the 
displacements between the elements were, however, observed as the (J.;:::.l:1ye2/l:1yel ratio was 
increased. Another characteristic observed is that the equivalent single degree of freedom model 
predicted 
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well the maximum displacement demand at the centre of mass of the restrained systems. Its 
accuracy reduced for systems with uncoupled translational periods of Ts<O.7 seconds and with 
increasing a;:::./).ye2/ /).yel ratio (or increasing stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength 
eccentricity). This happens because the centre of mass, although taken as reference to measure 
torsional behaviour, is not the position in a ductile system where system translations are actually 
separated from system rotations. The response was certainly dependant on the frequency 
contents of the earthquake records. 
Figure 4-25, Figure 4-26 and Figure 4-27 shows the displacement ductility demands of the 
elements and at the centre of mass. It shows that, for most uncoupled translational periods of 
free vibration, the suggested approach to estimate the system displacement ductility capacity 
preventing its elements, particularly critical element (1), from exceeding their displacement 
capacity of Jl61=5.0 was successful. Note again that this displacement capacity is smaller than 
that used in those systems previously examined, however, no particular reason exists for using a 
different value. 
The response associated with increasing negative strength eccentricities, not shown here, shows 
that the displacement ductility demand of critical element (1) and (2) reduced with increasing 
negative strength eccentricities. The response of the system to Kobe earthquake record showed, 
however, an increase in the displacement demands of element (1) even though the system 
strength increased. This confirms that an increase of system strength will not guarantee a 
reduction in the displacement demands of the elements and at the centre of mass due to 
differences in the frequency contents of different earthquake records. 
The above findings suggest that the proposed design strategy is adequate in preventing the 
elements of restrained systems from exceeding their displacement ductility capacity due to 
increasing strength eccentricities. The displacement ductility capacity of the system should be 
restricted to that element having the smallest displacement capacity. The equivalent single 
degree of freedom model predicted well the maximum displacement demand at the centre of 
mass of the restrained systems. Its accuracy reduced for system with uncoupled translational 
periods of Ts<O.7 seconds and with increasing a;:::./).ye2/ /).yel ratio (or the stiffness eccentricity 
associated with zero strength eccentricity). It is expected that the application of the earthquake 
record at directions different to the major principal axes will not generate a critical response. 
4.9 Displacement ductility capacity and nominal strength of torsionally restrained 
systems 
It has been shown that the system displacement ductility capacity is not a function of the 
uncoupled translation period or stiffness eccentricity as it was the case for unrestrained systems. 
Hence, the displacement capacity of unrestrained systems is readily derived by restricting it to 
that of the element having the smallest displacement capacity, as Figure 3-35(a) shows and as 
expressed by Eq 3-3. 
Subsequently, the system strength may be estimated, in accordance with, for example, current 
force-based design methods, by considering specific design acceleration spectra and a system 
displacement ductility factor equal to the displacement ductility capacity of the system. The 
strength so obtained should then be distributed to the elements to satisfy zero strength 
eccentricity. Appendix D provides an example of this approach. 
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4.10 Summary of the response of torsionally restrained systems 
The findings relevant to the response of torsionally restrained systems designed according to the 
suggested design strategy described in Section 2.11 were: 
1. System rotations expected to develop due to increasing strength and associated stiffness 
eccentricities are restricted by the mass rotational inertia. These rotations were further 
reduced by transverse elements providing torsional restraint. This behaviour led to a similar 
maximum displacement demand at the centre of mass and on elements parallel to the 
direction of ground motion input. See Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.3, 4.3.8 and 4.3.10. 
2. Changes in the degree of torsional restraint provided by transverse elements, i.e., variations 
of the rvxlrvy ratio, of restrained systems subjected to the earthquake record along the Y-
direction did not have a significant effect on the maximum displacement demands on the Y-
direction elements. See Section 4.3.8. 
-;>3. 
7 
Variations in the distribution of element nominal strength and mass, i.e., changes in the rv/rm 
ratio, did not have a major effect on displacement demands of the elements of restrained 
systems subjected to earthquake records along the principal axes. See Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.8, 
4.3.10,4.5.1 and 4.6.1. 
4. The variation of the [J;:::.l:iye2/l:iyel ratio did not have a substantial effect on the displacement 
demands of elements parallel to the direction of earthquake record input. It did have a 
proportional, but non-critica1 effect, on the displacement demands of transverse elements. See 
Section 4.3.3 and 4.8.1. 
5. The maximum displacement demands of elements parallel to the direction of earthquake 
record input are essentially the same and not significantly affected by system rotations arising 
from restrained systems having zero strength eccentricity. Hence, torsional effects need not 
to be considered when assessing the displacement ductility capacity of restrained systems. 
The displacement ductility of the system should be restricted to that of the element having the 
smallest displacement capacity. See Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.3, 4.3.7, 4.3.8, 4.3.10, 4.5.1 and 4.6.1. 
6. An optimal condition arose, as in case of unrestrained systems, when the strength distribution 
was such that centre of mass is located halfway between the centres of strength and stiffness. 
In such situations, the system rotation was negligible. This feature was not affected by the 
presence of transverse elements, i.e., the rvxlrvy ratio, the number, location and nominal yield 
displacement of elements, the direction of application of earthquake record, variations of the 
rv/rm ratio and the displacement capacity of the system. It is, however, an ideal distribution 
of strength difficult to achieve in practice. See Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.4, 4.3.6, 4.3.9, 4.5.1 and 
4.6.1. 
7. The strength to be eventually assigned to the system may be obtained with either force-based 
or displacement-based design methods considering a system ductility factor equal to the 
system displacement ductility capacity. This strength is a reference quantity to be distributed 
to the elements to achieve zero strength eccentricity. It is expected to prevent the system, and 
hence its elements, from exceeding the displacement ductility capacity for zero strength 
eccentricity. See Section 4.9. 
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8. The proposed distribution of strength among the elements, where strength eccentricities are 
associated with an increase of system strength, was successful, although providing 
conservative results, to limit the displacement demands on the elements to less than their 
displacement capacity for increasing strength eccentricities when restrained systems were 
subjected to earthquake records along the principal axes. This conservative performance is 
also observed in systems having different r vir m ratios, uncoupled translational periods of free 
vibration and reduced ductility capacities even when the systems were subjected to different 
earthquake records. See Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.3, 4.3.6, 4.3.7, 4.3.8, 4.3.10, 4.5 and 4.6. 
9. The effectiveness of the suggested design strategy was tested when the restrained systems 
were subjected to earthquake records along diagonal directions. The response of the 
restrained systems having zero strength eccentricity and subjected to earthquake records 
along the principal axes generated an envelope of maximum displacement demands on the 
elements and at the centre of mass. These displacement demands were not exceeded with 
increasing strength eccentricities and when the earthquake record was applied along diagonal 
directions. The response was not influenced by variations of the uncoupled translational 
period of free vibration, systems with reduced ductility capacity and the frequency content 
characteristics of different earthquake records. Significant torques and rotations were 
developed. However, in spite of such behaviour, the displacement demands of the elements 
did not exceed their displacement capacity. See Sections 4.3.4, 4.3.9, 4.4.3, 4.5.2 and 4.6.2. 
10. The maximum displacement demand at. the centre_ of mass and of ele¥1ents of retrained 
systems may be satisfactorily predicted with an equivalent single degree of freedom system. 
This prediction is not affected by increasing the number of elements parallel to the direction 
of earthquake input. However, its accuracy reduced on systems with increasing (J,;::./1ye2//lyel 
ratio (or increasing stiffness eccentricities associated with zero strength eccentricity) and 
systems with uncoupled translational periods of free vibration of Ts<O.7 sec. See Section 
4.8.1. 
11. As opposed to what is observed for translational behaviour, the torsional behaviour of 
restrained systems was essentially insensitive to the frequency content of the earthquake 
record. See Section 4.3.7. 
12. The response of a multi-element restrained system may be predicted with an equivalent two-
element system having a similar uncoupled translational period and rvlr m ratio. See Sections 
4.5.1 and 4.6.1. 
13. The responses of extremely eccentric single-element systems are sensitive and difficult to 
predict with simplified equivalent single degree .of freedom systems. At the single element 
location, system translations were significantly affected by system rotations. System 
rotations increased the displacement demands of the flexible side of the system, which may 
exceed code drift limits and hence non-structural damage is to be expected. These extremely 
eccentric structures should be avoided. See Section 4.4. 
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4.11 Design of torsionally restrained systems 
For the design of torsionally restrained systems, it is suggested that the designer: 
1. Estimate the displacement and ductility capacity of the system associated with zero 
strength eccentricity. The displacement capacity of the system should be restricted to 
that element having the smallest displacement capacity. This simple approach takes into 
account system rotations and the fact that the system may be subjected to earthquake 
excitation along different directions. 
2. The system strength, to be eventually assigned to its elements and limiting the 
displacement demands at the centre of mass to less than its displacement capacity, may 
be obtained with the design response spectra of a single degree of freedom system. This 
strength should then be distributed on the elements to achieve the reference zero strength 
eccentricity. 
3. A strength eccentricity may be introduced to the system provided it results from one or 
more elements having strength in excess of that satisfying zero strength eccentricity. This 
will result in an increase of system strength. 
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Chapter 5. Experimental Programme 
5.1 Introduction 
Research on the seismic response of reinforced concrete and structural steel structures through 
shake table tests is not new in structural engineering. Many studies have centred on the 
unidirectional seismic response of simplified or complex symmetric models [CI7], whereas a 
few have focussed on structural asymmetry [D9,S4,S2]. Studies assessing the inelastic response 
of single and multi-storey asymmetric test models have already been discussed in Section 1.2.2. 
The experimental findings are relevant as long as they can be matched with analytical 
simulations. 
This chapter will focus on an experimental programme studying the torsional response of a 
single-mass model. It aims to: (a) discuss test results, (b) compare the experimental findings 
with those analytical studies previously undertaken and (c) embark on the prediction of the 
model's response with computer simulations using the 3D-Ruaumoko [Cl]. 
To be consistent with the analytical studies undertaken and described in the preceding chapters, 
torsionally unrestrained and restrained models were considered. A symmetric model was used as 
reference for the structural design. Subsequently, unrestrained and restrained models were tested 
by subjecting them to earthquake records at different angles. 
The models were designed following the principles of capacity design [PI] where certain 
components were designed to remain elastic while predefined regions were expected to develop 
plastic deformations. These potential plastic regions consisted of replaceable steel components 
at which elastic and inelastic deformations were concentrated [K3]. 
The parameters of interest were the strength eccentricity, its associated mcrease of system 
strength and the direction of application of the earthquake record input. 
5.2 Details of test models 
To be consistent with the analytical models examined described in the preceding chapters, this 
chapter considered single-mass torsionally unrestrained and restrained models, as shown in 
Figure 5-1, Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3. They were not intended to represent any particular 
prototype structure. Contrary to the analytical systems examined before, the models comprised 
frames as the lateral force resisting elements. The theory derived in Chapter 2, for systems with 
substitute wall-elements, is also applicable, with some minor changes, to systems comprised of 
frames, as will be shown in Section 5.3. 
5.2.1 Torsionally unrestrained models 
The torsionally unrestrained models consisted of two frames parallel to the Y-axis along gridlines 
(1) and (2), as shown in Figure 5-1, and termed herein Frames (1) and (2). Each frame consisted 
of two 50*50*3mm square hollow section (SHS) columns and one 50*50*3mm SHS beam. The 
columns were connected at the base to the shake table through spherical bearings and at the top 
end to a beam-column connection, to be described later. These frames provided the translational 
resistance along the Y-axis and the rotational resistance about the Z-axis. 
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Figure 5-1. Torsionally unrestrained model 
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(a) Elevation of the torsionally unrestrained model 
(b) Elevation of the torsionally restrained model 
Figure 5·3. Torsionally unrestrained and restrained test models 
Figure 5-1 also shows two frames along gridlines (A) and (B) and termed herein Frames (A) and 
(B). They supported the masses laid on top of the diaphragm structure. These frames, however, 
did not provide lateral or torsional resistance because they were built with spherical bearings at 
levels 0+083 and 0+675 to create a lateral mechanism, as shown in Figure 5-1(b) and Figure 
5-3(a). These bearings allowed free rotational motion in any direction. 
A single column was connected between the centre of mass of the model's diaphragm and the 
shake table, as shown in Figure 5-1(c) and Figure 5-5(a). It provided the necessary translational 
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resistance and stability along the X-axis through cantilever action without introducing torsional 
resistance to the model. To achieve this characteristic, the column was connected at the base to a 
unidirectional connection allowing free translation of the column along the Y-direction but 
restricting the column's translation along the X-direction and its rotations about the Z-axis. At 
the top end of the column a spherical bearing connection was built with a round shaft encased 
into a spherical bearing. This connection enabled displacements of the model along the Z-axis 
and also permitted its translation along the Y-direction and rotations about the Z-axis. 
A main feature of the test model was the incorporation of a beam-column connection comprising 
a replaceable plastic hinge region [K3], as shown in detail in Figure 5-4(a) and (b). This 
component was manufactured with a replaceable 100 mm wide by 20 mm thick hot-rolled flat bar 
clamped to steel blocks with cap screws. The flat bar, had a gap of ff,=5.0mm and variable cross 
section dimensions (hf * hf) and termed herein as a "fuse", as shown in Figure 5-4(b). 
Deformations in the model will be concentrated at this fuse location due to its flexibility relative 
to that of the beam and the columns. 
5.2.2 Torsionally restrained models 
The torsionally restrained model had, along the Y-axis, the same two Frames (1) and (2) as the 
unrestrained model. The central single column, providing lateral resistance along the X-axis, was 
removed and a new beam was added to Frames (A) and (B) at level 0+175, as shown in Figure 
5-2(b) and Figure 5-3(b). The position of the beams was selected for ease of construCtion only' 
and provided the same properties as those if the beam would have been placed at any other level. 
With the addition of this beam, Frames (A) and (B) were converted from lateral mechanisms to 
lateral force-resisting frames. They provided translational resistance and stability along the X-
axis and additional torsional resistance about the Z-axis. 
The new beam, shown in detail in Figure 5-5(c), had, at both ends, a potential plastic hinge 
region. A unidirectional connection was also built behind them to eliminate the stiffness of the 
fuses about its local Z-axis. A round shaft encased in a steel block was built in the middle of the 
beam to eliminate its torsional stiffness about its local X-axis. 
5.2.3 Mass of the models and its distribution 
The diaphragm of the model consisted of five lead ingots uniformly distributed in the X-
direction; see Figure 5-2(a), and mounted on top of the diaphragm structure, as shown in Figure 
5-5(b). The ingots were all connected with a topping plate of 60*15*3mm to create a rigid 
diaphragm. The total weight of the model was 3.78kN, comprising 2.05kN of the structure and 
1.73kN of the lead ingots. The layout of the ingots, as shown in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2, was 
the same for all models. 
5.3 Fundamental relationships 
5.3.1 General 
This section presents the theoretical background for determining the fundamental properties of 
the fuses, the frames and the model itself. 
The response of the frames, and hence that of the model, was dependent on the hysteretic 
moment-rotation behaviour of the potential plastic hinges (or fuses) in both the elastic and 
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inelastic range of response. This is because the flexibility of the fuses dominated the lateral 
displacement of the frames and hence that of the model. 
5.3.2 Moment-rotation relationship of fuses 
(a) Flexural strength 
Figure 5-6 shows the moment-curvature relationship of a fuse. The flexural resistance at first 
yield, My, the plastic or nominal bending moment, M p , and the flexural moment due to strain 
hardening, M sh ' are expressed as, 
M =i *Z y y (5-1(a» 
(5-1(b» 
(5-1(c» 
where i y :::;; ish :::;; isu ' as shown in Figure 5-7, Z = (1/6) b I h; and S = (1/4)b I h; are the elastic 
and plastic section modulae of the solid rectangular cross section of the fuse, respectively, i y is 
the nominal yield strength isu is the maximum stress level attained in the strain hardening region 
and ish is the stress level to be attained in the strain har.dening region betweeB fy and i su·. 
It is necessary to point out that the flexural moment resistance of the fuses will be significantly 
increased by the strain hardening property of steel. This is because the fuse rotation, and hence 
its related curvature, associated with the displacement capacity of the frames. will be quite 
substantial. Hence, for the prediction of the element and system response in this study the 
bending moments including strain hardening rather than the plastic bending moment is to be 
used. This approach is slightly different with the design of actual building where plastic bending 
moments are expected to develop when the elements of the building reach their displacement 
capacity. 
(b) Nominal yield curvature 
The curvature at the onset of yielding of the fuse cross section, (AI' with a thickness, hI' and a 
neutral axis depth ratio, (, (see Table 2-1), as shown in Figure 5-6, is expressed as, 
(5-2) 
The nominal yield curvature of the fuse, ¢yJ' is a reference value obtained by linear extrapolation 
and equal to 
The curvature coefficient,1] , may be also expressed as, 
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M S 17=-P-=-
qM Y I;Z 
(5-4) 
In case of rectangular steel cross sections, the ratio of neutral axis depth to section depth 
is q = c / hI = 0.5 and the M p / M y = S / Z = 1.5 , hence, 17 = 3.0, as already shown in Table 2-1. 
My =0. 67 Fuse cross section 
Onset of yielding 
Curvature 
Figure 5-6. Moment-curvature relationship of a fuse 
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Figure 5-7. Stress-strain relationship of a steel coupon 
(c) Flexural rigidity 
The flexural rigidity, EJ g , relating the bending moment due to strain hardening and the nominal 
yield curvature of the fuse, is obtained with Eqs. 5-1(c) and 5-3 and is expressed as, 
(5-5) 
where Ig is the gross second moment of area. 
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(d) Nominal yield rotation 
The rotation of the fuse at first yield, e~f' is related to its curvature at first yield assuming that 
deformations are concentrated at the fuse region. This is expressed as, 
(5-6) 
The relationship between the nominal yield curvature and nominal yield rotation, e yf ' is 
e = At .e = 1]8 (ISh J(!.LJ » ~»f Y I h 
Y f 
(5-7) 
(e) Rotational stiffness 
Equations 5-1(c) and 5-3 are considered to obtain the analytical nominal elastic rotational 
stiffness of the fuse, klf. This is expressed as, 
(5-8) 
5.3.3 Force-displacement relationship of frames 
The strength and nominal yield displacement of the frames is obtained assuming the lateral 
mechanism and considering the nomenclature shown in Figure 5-8. 
(a) Nominal strength 
The force at first yield of the frames, Vye ' is associated with the corresponding yield moment of 
the fuse. This relationship is expressed as, 
(5-9) 
By similarity, the nominal and ultimate strength of the frames, Vne and Vshe ' respectively, 
associated with the plastic and ultimate flexural moment of its two identical fuses is 
(5-10) 
v = 2Msh (~J 
she .e i 
c b 
(5-11) 
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The rotation of the column, Bye' associated with the rotation at first yield of the rectangular fuse 
section is 
B = r/ (~J = £ y (!..LJ(~J ye y!.e j: h .e 
b ~ ! b 
(5-12) 
The lateral displacement at first yield of the frame, t1 ye ' is 
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(5·13) 
The nominal yield displacement of the frame, Ll ye' IS a reference value obtained by linear 
extrapolation as shown below 
Ll "" (Vne Jt1 = ne (ISh J(~J( f ~ )f 
ye V ye '/ y I h f C 
ye y f b 
(5.14) 
Equation 5-13 applies to the two frames shown in Figure 5-8. The only difference between them 
is on their f~ / f b ratio. In case of Frames (1) and (2), this is equal to f~ / f b = 0.85 and for 
Frames (A) and (B), this is f~ / f b = 0.91. 
(c) Translational stiffness 
The translational stiffness of the frames, ke' is expressed as, 
(5·15) 
or 
(5·16) 
5.3.4 Force-displacement relationship of models 
The translational strength and stiffness of the models along the principal axes due to strain 
hardening in the fuses are obtained by adding the strengths and the stiffnesses of parallel frames. 
Thus, the nominal yield displacement of the system is, 
V LV~he 
Ll = -2!!!.. = -;:,==' ::---
ys K "k 
s L.J e 
5.4 Relationship of the analytical and the experimentally derived properties 
(5·17) 
This section presents tests results on fuses with different cross sections. The aim is to derive an 
empirical expression relating the gross and the effective (experimentally derived) second 
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moment of area, I g and Ie' respectively, of the fuses. This relationship is necessary to estimate 
the effective properties of the frames and the model itself. 
5.4.1 Testing of fuses 
(a) Stress-strain relationship 
Tensile tests were undertaken on a steel coupon extracted from the same batch of steel used as 
potential plastic hinge regions. It was made of mild steel grade 250. Figure 5-9 exhibits the 
stress-strain relationship of the test coupon. The steel had an average yield strength,{y=285 MPa 
and an ultimate yield stress oflsu=410 MPa, hencelsulh=1.44. 
(b) Test set-up of fuses 
The fuses were dynamically tested with the same beam-column subframe component used by 
Lindawieck[L2], as shown in Figure 5-10. Two SHS, representing the columns of the subframe, 
were attached to the shake table with hinge connections at one end and fixed in the middle to a 
beam-column connection comprising a replaceable plastic hinge region, as described in Section 
5.2.1 and shown in Figure 5-4. Another SHS, representing the beam of the subframe, was also 
connected at one end to the beam-column connection whereas at the other end a pin connection 
was built between the beam and the hinged arm of the rigid frame fixed to the strong floor. A 
load cell connected to the arm quantified the resistance of the fuse, Fs, and a potentiometer . 
attached to the floor verified the displacement time hIstory, ~s, reproduced by the shake table. 
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Real time tests were undertaken on fuses with cross section dimensions other than those tested 
by Kao[K3] and Lindawatiek[L2] to corroborate their results and to derive an empirical 
expression relating the gross and the effective (experimentally derived) second moment of area, 
Ig and Ie, respectively. 
Figure 5-11 shows the measured moment-rotation relationships of the fuse (hF7mm*bF57mm) 
by using the beam-column subframe shown in Figure 5-10. The shake table reproduced a 
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realistic displacement time history obtained from a preliminary test on a symmetric model 
previously tested. The fuse rotation is B f =..1 s If b where ..1 s is the displacement time history 
reproduced by the shake table and .e b is the length of the beam. The flexural moment is equal to 
the force measured by the load cell times the lever arm, M = Fs *.e b • 
Displacement 
transdUcer . 
Load Cell 
SHSBeam 
Fuse --" 
SHS Column 
Hinged connection 
Figure 5·10. Real time test of a fuse component 
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Figure 5-12. Deformations of fuses in the elastic and inelastic range of response 
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Table 5-1 compares the analytical properties of a fuse (hF7mm*bF57mm) and those measured 
during the test. It is evident that the strength of the fuse due to strain-hardening can be 
satisfactorily determined by assuming that the ultimate tensile strength was reached in all fibres 
of the cross section, hence isflh=!sulh=1.44. The fact that the analytically estimated bending 
moment of the fuse due to strain hardening did not result in a precise envelope of the measured 
response is attributed to the effect of the strain rate. Lindawatiek [L2], using a similar test set-
up, investigated its effect and concluded that the fuse flexural strength is not significantly 
influenced by the strain rate and hence it could be ignored for practical purposes. 
Table 5-1 indicates that that the effective second moment of area was just 35% of its gross. This . 
is because the fuse was subjected to additi9nal hinge rotation-induced deformations due to the 
contribution of strains (Es<cy) behind the fuse region [K3], as shown in Figure 5-12. TheIe / Ie 
ratio is a convenient parameter used to account for this characteristic. Experimental findings for 
several fuses listed in Appendix C and summarized in Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 demonstrates that 
the Ie / Ie ratio is affected by changes in both the fuse width and thickness. 
Table 5-1. Analytical and experimental properties of fuse of hr 7mm* ht=57mm 
Fuse7x57 
Analytical Experimental 
My (N-m) 133 (Eq.5-1a) NA 
Mp (N-m) 200 (Eq.5-2b) NA 
Mu (N-m) 287 (Eq.5-3c) 313 
(A! (11m) 00407 (Eq.5-2) 1.16 
B~ (rad) 0.00204 (Eq.5-5) 0.00581 
By! (rad) 0.00448 (Eq. 5- 0.0127 6) 
k ff ((kN-m)/rad) 65. 17(Eq.5-7) 22.87 
Ie / Ie ------- 0.351 
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Table 5-2. Ratios of effective and gross second moment of area of fuses having a thickness of h.F7mm 
Fuse Dimension 
(mm) Ie /Ig 
h, b, 
7 25 0.440" 
7 38 0.396 
7 44 00400" 
7 57 0.351 
7 86 0.320" 
(*) Tested by Kao[K3] 
Table 5-3. Ratios of effective to gross second moment of area of fuse components with variable width, b" and 
thickness, hI 
Fuse Dimension 
(mm) Ie /Ig 
h, b, 
5.0 46 0.560 
6.0 50 00488 
804 50 0.311 
9.8 50 0.233 
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Figure 5-13. Ratio of effective and gross second moment of area as function of the fuse width, b" and 
thickness, hI 
100 
Table 5-2 summarises the ratios of gross and effective second moment of area of fuses tested for 
this study and by other reseachers [K3] having a constant thickness of hF7.0mm and different 
widths (see Appendix C). The results presented in Figure 5-13 as dots, show a linear 
relationship between the Ie / I g ratio and the fuse width. It is evident that the Ie / I g ratio 
reduced as the width increased, even though flexural deformations were expected to reduce due 
to increasing second moment of area. This confirmed that the moment-rotation relationship is 
significantly affected by additional hinge rotation-induced deformations due to the contribution 
of strains (cs<ty) behind the fuse region. 
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Table 5-3 summarises the Ie /Ig ratio of fuses having a constant width of bF50mm and 
thicknesses of hF5.0, 6.0, 8.4 and 9.8mm. It is evident that the Ie / I g ratio reduced as the 
thickness of the fuse increased. Figure 5-13 plots this variation as a function of the width of 
these fuses by assuming lines parallel to that derived for the fuse having a constant thickness of 
hF7mm. The Ie /Ig ratio is affected by changes in both the width and thickness of the fuse. 
A general expression representing the variation of the Ie / I g ratio for fuses with cross-sections in 
the range of bf =20-100 and hf =5-9.8mm, as a function of the fuse width and thickness is 
expressed as 
~ = (0.97 - 0.0675hf - 0.0019b f) Ig (5-18) 
This expression may be used to relate the analytical and effective nominal yield curvature and 
rotation. It may also be used to estimate an effective nominal fuse length, (f! f) e' as a function of 
the actual fuse length to directly derive its properties. These relationships are expressed as, 
(5-19) 
Equation 5-19 indicates that additional hinge rotation-induced deformations due to strains 
developed behind the fuse region increased the analytically derived values of nominal yield 
curvature and rotation. 
5.4.2 Effective properties of the fuses, frames and models 
The effective properties of the fuses, frames and model can be derived with the Ie / Ie ratio as 
subsequently described. 
(a) Effective nominal yield curvature and stiffness of the fuses 
The effective nominal yield curvature of a fuse is expressed as 
and the fuse section stiffness is then 
(k ) - Msh 
f! e - (fjJyJ )e 
(b) Effective nominal yield displacement and stiffness of the frames 
The effective nominal yield displacement is 
(5-20) 
(5-21) 
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The effective stiffness of the frame is 
(c) Effective nominal yield displacement and stiffness of the systems 
The effective nominal yield displacement of the system can also be expressed as, 
and the effective stiffness of the system is 
5.5 
(K) - Vshs 
s e (~) 
ys e 
Design earthquake record eov"t~ 
(5-22) 
(5-23) 
(5-24) 
(5-25) 
d. ' 
The earthquake record selected for the test programme was the Llolle085. ThIS earthquake 
occurred in Chile on the 3rd of March 1985 at a depth below ground of 33 kilometres and had a 
magnitude of 7.8 [WI]. The record had a peak ground acceleration of 0.66g, maximum 
displacement of 1200mm and duration of 120 seconds. The displacement of 1200mm was too 
large ,to be reproduced by the shake table. The record was, therefore, compressed to half the 
time and filtered using the program Series [12]. The resulting earthquake record and associated 
spectra, as shown in Figure 5-14, had a maximum acceleration of 0.66g and maximum 
displacement of 18mm. 
The acceleration and displacement response spectra, shown in Figure 5-14(c) and (d), were 
obtained with the program INSPECT [C3] using an elasto-plastic hysteretic relationship. 
5.6 Structural design 
5.6.1 General 
The components of the model were designed following the principles of capacity design [P2] 
where the SHS columns and beams were deliberately made stronger and hence stiffer than the 
fuses and were expected to remain elastic. Dominant deformations of the models will be 
concentrated in the fuse regions of the replaceable potential plastic hinge. The aim of the design 
was to estimate the system nominal strength and its associated stiffness necessary to reach, but 
not exceed, for the selected shaking, the displacement capacity of the system. 
The base shear capacity of the model was obtained using a displacement-based design method 
described elsewhere [K5] but slightly modified. First, the nominal yield displacement of the 
elements and hence that of the system is a readily derived property, rather than that initially 
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Figure 5-14. Design earthquake record and corresponding response spectra 
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assumed, before the strength of the system is obtained. Subsequently, the displacement response 
spectra of single degree of freedom inelastic systems rather than that of elastic systems were 
used to estimate the system strength. The former was estimated considering a 2.5% of viscous 
damping and different system displacement ductility capacities. These spectra were used 
because the inelastic model is not expected to oscillate about its rest position. At some stage, the 
structure is likely to oscillate about a permanent imposed deformation. Chopra and Goel [C9] 
who compared the earthquake induced-deformations estimated with inelastic single degree of 
freedom systems and that using equivalent elastic single degree freedom systems concluded that 
in many cases both approaches did not converge hence indicating that the use of elastic spectra is 
not a reliable approximation. It is believed that the accuracy of the displacement response 
spectra using inelastic systems or equivalent elastic systems are likely to converge when the 
system is a self-centering structure[P22]. 
5.6.2 Outline for the calculation of the system nominal strength 
The nominal strength of the system and its associated fuse dimensions can be readily obtained 
using the following procedure. 
Step 1. Estimate the displacement capacity of the elements, ~ue, associated with one of the limit 
states described in Section 2.2. The displacement capacity of the models to be 
examined, ~us, is the same as that of the elements. 
. . 
Step 2. Define the thickness, hf, of the fuses and then estimate the nominal yield displacement 
of the frames, -~ye, CEq. 5-12) and that of the system, ~ys (Eq. 5-16). The effective 
nominal yield displacement of the elements, (~ye)e, and that of the model, (~ys)e, is then 
obtained with Eqs. 5-21 and 5-23, respectively after estimating the Ie /Ig ratio (Eq. 5-
17) by using a tentative fuse width dimension. 
Step 3. Derive the displacement ductility capacity of the system 
(5-26) 
Step 4. Use the inelastic displacement response spectra for the design earthquake record, obtain 
the translational period of the elastic system, Ts. For this purposes, consider the 
displacement capacity of the system derived in Step 1 and a ductility factor equal to the 
system displacement ductility capacity obtained in Step 4. 
Step 5. Determine the stiffness of the elastic system with the following expression 
(5-27) 
Step 6. The strength of the system including strain hardening, Vshs ' is 
(5-28) 
Step 7. The system nominal or plastic strength, Vns ' is 
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(5-29) 
Step 8. The width of the fuses is obtained by rearranging equations 5-10 and 5-1(b) and 
considering the plastic modulus of a rectangular cross section (S = (1/4)b f h J ). 
b = Vnl c (~J 
f f h 2 f y f b 
(5-30) 
The fuse width to be obtained should match the tentative value selected in Step 2. If 
not, iterations may be required until convergence is achieved. 
5.6.3 Description of the symmetric ModeIS-} 
The symmetric Model 5-1 was torsionally unrestrained. Frames (1) and (2), along the Y-axis, 
comprised each two identical fuses; see Figure 5-16. The nominal yield displacement of the 
frames and their strength was the same. The nominal yield displacement at the centre of mass 
was also similar. The centre of strength and stiffness coincided with the centre of mass of the 
model. The model had a ratio of radii of gyration of strength and mass of rv/rm=1.33. Section 
-5.8 will explain how fo derive the 'radius of gyration of mass. 
5.6.4 Structural design of the symmetric ModeIS-} 
The structural design of the symmetric Model 5-1 was based on the method already described in 
Section 5.6.2. 
Step 1. A system displacement capacity of Aus=21 mm was selected. This was obtained 
assuming an inter-storey drift of 3.5% for a column height of f c=592mm. Although this 
drift is larger than the 2.5% recommended by the New Zealand loading Code [S6], it 
was selected to achieve, for academic purposes, a displacement ductility demand of 
approximately flfo.s = 4.0. 
Step 2. A fuse thickness of hF7mm was selected for both Frames (1) and (2). According to 
Eqs. 5-12 and 5-16, the nominal yield displacement of the elements, and that of the 
system, was Ayel = Aye2 = Ays = 2.21mm. The effective nominal yield displacement of 
the frames and the model was (Aye)e = (A ye2 )e = (AyJe = 5.35mm obtained with Eqs. 
5-14 and 5-17, respectively, considering Ie /Ig = 0.41 for a tentative fuse width of 
bF44mm (Eq. 5-18). 
Step 3. The displacement ductility capacity of the system, according to Steps 1 and 2, was 
therefore flfo.s = Aus /(AyJe = 21/5.35 = 3.92. 
Step 4. The translational period of the elastic model was obtained with the displacement 
response spectra of the Chilean earthquake record derived with single degree of 
freedom inelastic systems having 2.5% of viscous damping, as shown in Figure 5-15. 
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Based on a displacement capacity of D.us=21.0 mm and a ductility factor equal to the 
system displacement capacity of J..l~s=3.92 the translational period of the elastic system 
was Ts=O.20 sec. 
Step 5. According to equation 5-27 and considering an effective mass of Me = 325kg obtained 
from preliminary tests on a symmetric model (see Section 5.8(c», the elastic stiffness 
of the model, along the Y-axis, was (Kys)e = 328927 N / m. 
Step 6. The strength of the model due to strain hardening, according to equation 5-28, was 
equal to 
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Figure 5-15. Displacement response spectra of inelastic SDOF systems using the design earthquake record 
Step 7. The nominal or plastic strength of the system, Vns ' was obtained using the Ish /Iy 
ratio. Observations from preliminary tests have indicated that for a system 
displacement ductility demand of J.1/ls :::: 4.0, all fibres of the fuse cross section 
developed their ultimate yield stress, Isu' and hence Ish / I y = Isu / I y = 1.44. The 
nominal strength of the system is then 
VllS = Vshs /(Isu / Iy) = 1758N /1.44 = 1221N = 0.32W 
where W is the total seismic weight of the model. 
Step 8. According to Eq. 5-30 the required fuse width, having a thickness of hF7mm, should 
be bF44mm. This happened to be equal to the tentative width assumed in Step 3 and 
therefore there was no need to iterate. 
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5.7 Properties of the test models 
An experimental programme was undertaken on asymmetric test models schematically presented 
in Figure 5-16. The mass and its distribution remained unchanged. Their properties are 
subsequently described. 
5.7.1 Symmetric and torsionally unrestrained ModelS-l 
The symmetric torsionally unrestrained Model 5-1 had in Frames (1) and (2) fuses with cross 
section dimensions of hF7mm * bF44mm, as shown in Figure 5-16(a). They provided a system 
nominal strength of Vyn?1221N (Eq.5-24). The system had, in theory, no strength or stiffness 
eccentricity. 
Table 5-4 summarizes the properties of the unrestrained Model 5-1. The effective nominal yield 
displacement of the elements and that of the system 
was (~yel)e = (~ye2)e = (~yJe = 5.35mm (Eqs 5-22 and 5-24). It had translational and rotational 
periods of free vibration of Ty=O.20 and Te=0.15 sec, respectively. The torsional stiffness of the 
fuses, about their local X-axis, was not included in the calculation because the spherical bearing 
at the bottom of the columns allow the system to rotate without engaging their torsional 
resistance. The earthquake record was applied along the Y-direction. 
5.7.2 Asymmetric and torsionally unrestrained Mode1S-2A 
The nominal strength of the unrestrained Model 5-2A was the same as that of the unrestrained 
Model 5-1, i.e., Vyn?1221N (0.32W). Half of it was assigned to each frame to achieve zero 
strength eccentricity. The only difference between this and the unrestrained Model 5-1 described 
before was their fuse thicknesses. Frame (1) had two fuses with a thickness of hF 7. Omm 
whereas those of Frame (2) were hF5.0mm, as shown in Figure 5-16 (b). The fuse cross section 
dimension of Frame (1) was the same as those of symmetric Model 5-1 (hF7.0mm*bF44.0mm) 
whereas Frame (2) had two identical fuses (hF5.0mm*bF86.0mm). In case of Frame (2), the 
width of these fuses was increased to bF86.0mm to maintain the same strength on both frames. 
The ratio of the fuse thickness of Frames (1) and (2) other than unity, i.e., hJllhj2= 7. 015. 0=1.4, is 
indicative of the frames having different nominal yield displacements. Table 5-4 shows, for the 
unrestrained Model 5-2A, that the effective nominal yield displacement of Frames (1) and (2) 
was (~yel)e=5.35mm and (~ye2)e=6.60mm, thus a=(~ye2)J(~yel)e=6.6015.35=1.23. Although the 
strength assigned to the frames was the same, their different nominal yield displacement led to 
different stiffnesses of (kel)e=164Nlmm and (ke2)e= 133Nlmm. The model, therefore, had, for 
zero strength eccentricity, a stiffness eccentricity of erx=-0.052D(-63mm). The effective nominal 
yield displacement of the system increased from (~ys)e=5.35mm, as it is the case of the 
unrestrained Model 5-1, to (~ys)e =5.91mm. Although the nominal strength of the unrestrained 
Model 5-2A was the same as that of the unrestrained Model 5-1, the larger system nominal yield 
displacement of the unrestrained Model 5-2A led to a slight increase of its uncoupled 
translational period. The translational and rotational periods of free vibration were Ty=0.21sec 
and Te=0.15sec, respectively. The system was subjected to the earthquake record along the Y-
axis. 
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5.7.3 Asymmetric and torsionally unrestrained ModelS-2B 
The unrestrained Model 5-2B intended to examine the effect on the response when a strength 
eccentricity, associated with an increase of system strength, is introduced to the system. 
The strength of Frame (1) was increased by 23% (/..,1=1.23) to Vnel=749N. This was achieved by 
increasing the width of the fuses from bF44.0 mm to~54.0 mm while their thickness remained 
unchanged, hF7mm. The nominal yield displacement of Frame (1) should, in theory, remain 
unchanged while its width, and hence strength, is modified. Table 5-4 shows, however, that the 
increase of the fuse width also increased the nominal yield displacement of Frame (1) to 
L1yl=5.60mm. The cross section dimension of the fuses of Frame (2) remained equal to 
hF5.0mm*bF56.0mm, as shown in Figure 5-16(c). The excess strength of Frame (1) introduced 
a strength eccentricity of e"ix=-O.052D (-62 mm) associated with an 11% increase of system 
strength, i.e., 1.11 Vyns= 1358N. The stiffness eccentricity also increased to erx=-O. 092D(-
110mm). The translational and rotational periods of free vibration slightly reduced to 
Ty=O.204sec and TfFO.15sec, respectively. The earthquake record was applied along the Y-axis. 
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Figure 5-16. Schematic representation of the test models 
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Table 5·4. Properties of Models 5-1, 5-2A, 5-2B, 5-3A, 5.3B, 5-4A and 5·4B 
Mode/5-1 Mode/5-2A Model 5-28 Mode/5-3A Model 5-38 
and5-4A and 5·48 
Frame 1 Fuse7x44 Fuse 7x44 Fuse 7x54 Fuse 7x44 Fuse 7x54 
A've1 (mm) 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 
(Ave1)e (mm) 5.35 5.35 5.60 5.35 5.60 
Vshe1 (Nl 879 879 1079 879 1079 
Vne1 (N) 610 610 749 610 749 
(keth lNlmm) 164 164 193 164 193 
Frame 2 Fuse7x44 Fuse5x86 Fuse5x86 Fuse5x86 Fuse5x86 
A've2 (mm) 2.21 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 
(Ave21e (mm) 5.35 6.60 6.60 6.60 6.60 
VShe2 (N) 879 877 877 877 877 
Vne2 (N) 610 609 609 609 609 
(ke2)e (Nlmm) 164 133 133 133 133 
Frames A and 8 None None None Fuse 7x44 Fuse 7x44 
(A'veA&S)e (mm) -------- -------- -------- 2.37 2.37 
(AveA&s)e (mm) -------- -------- -------- 5.74 5.74 
VsheA (N) -------- -------- -------- 819 819 
VneA (N) -------- -------- -------- 569 569 
Vshes (N) -------- -------- -------- 819 819 
Vnes (N) ---_ .. --- -------- -------- 569 569 
(keA&s}e (Nlmm) -------- -------- -------- 143 143 
Properties of the Models 
A'\{$ (mm) 2.21 2.58 2.54 2.58 2.54 
A~s (mm) ------ .. -------- -------- 2.37 2.37 
(Avs)e (mm) 5.35 5.91 6.01 5.91 6.01 
(A}(s)e (mm) --- .. -- ------- ------- 5.74 5.74 
Vvshs (N) 1758 1756 1956 1756 1956 
Vvns (N) 1221 1219 1358 1219 1358 
V}(ShS (N) ------ ------- ------- 1638 1638 
V}(ns (N) --_ .. -- ------ ------ 1138 1138 
(Kvs}e (Nlmm) 329 297 325 297 325 
(Kxs)e (Nlmm) ------- ------- ------- 285 285 
Tv (sec) 0.198 0.21 0.204 0.21 0.204 
Tx (sec) -------- --------- -------- 0.22 0.22 
Tn (sec) 0.155 0.15 0.149 0.135 0.13 
eVJ( (mm) 0.0 0.0 ·62 0.0 -62 
evv (mm) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
erx (mm) 0.0 -63 -110 63 -110 
erv (mm) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5.7.4 Asymmetric and torsionally restrained ModelS-3A 
The restrained Model 5-3A, as shown in Figure 5-16(d), had, along the Y-axis, the same 
properties as that of the unrestrained Model 5-2A. The only difference was observed along the 
X-axis where the single column, providing lateral stability, was removed and two new beams 
having fuses of hF7. Omm * bF44.0mm where added at level 0+175 to Frames (A) and (B). 
The nominal yield displacement of Frames (A) and (B) is slightly larger than that of Frames (1) 
and (2), even though the fuses dimensions were the same. This is because the nominal yield 
displacement of the frames is affected by the ratio of beam length, e'b / e b ' as expressed in Eq. 5-
12. The nominal strength of Frames (A) and (B) was slightly smaller than that of Frames (1) and 
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(2) because it is also affected by the e~ / e b ratio. The stiffness of Frames (A) and (B) is smaller, 
so that the translational period of free vibration, along the X-axis, slightly reduced to Tx=0.22 
sec. The addition of two new beams to Frames (A) and (B) increased the system torsional 
stiffness and reduced its torsional period to approximately Ts=0.13 sec. Model 5-3A also 
exhibited, as Model 5-2B did, a stiffness eccentricity of erx==-0.052D(-63mm) associated with 
zero strength eccentricity. No strength or stiffness eccentricity was, in theory, introduced along 
the Y-axis. The earthquake record was applied along the Y-direction. 
5.7.5 Asymmetric and torsionally restrained Mode15-3B 
The restrained Model 5-3B had, along the Y-axis, the same properties as that of the restrained 
Model 5-2B whereas, along the X-axis, the same properties as that of the restrained Model 5-3A. 
They are listed in Table 5-4. No strength and stiffness eccentricity was, in theory, introduced 
along the X and Y-directions. The earthquake record was applied along the Y-axis. 
5.7.6 Asymmetric and torsionally restrained Models 5-4A and 5-4B 
The restrained Models 5-4A and 5-4B had the same properties as that of the restrained Models 5-
3A and 5-3B, respectively, and listed in Table 5-4. The only difference was that the earthquake 
record was applied at a 45° angle relative to the reference Y-axis. For this purpose, the model 
was positioned on top of the unidirectional shake table at a 45° angle with respect to the direction 
of motion, as shown in Figure 5-18. 
5.8 Test procedure 
Relevant properties and the response of the models were obtained with the tests described below. 
(a) Static tests were used to obtain the translational stiffness from the force-displacement 
relationship of the models when they were symmetrically loaded at level 0+675 (The level of 
the upper beams of the frames). 
(b) Impact tests were performed to derive the translational and rotational periods of the model. 
Fast Fourier analyses were carried on the acceleration response signals measured with a 
sensitive accelerometer as the structure was hit at level 0+675 by a special purpose hammer. 
( c) Translational free vibration tests were used to verify those periods of free vibration obtained 
with the impact test. For this purpose, a one-cycle sine wave shake input was introduced to 
the model. The period is the time interval between two successive peak displacements read 
from the displacement time history response. A rotational free vibration test was also 
undertaken by fastening two independent wires at each end of the structure. The wires 
imposed similar but opposing displacements smaller than the previously calculated 
displacement at first yield of the frames. The wires were then cut simultaneously. The 
rotational period is then obtained in the same manner as its translational period. The viscous 
damping, expressed as a percentage of the critical damping, was found with the following 
expression[ C 16], 
In(~J= 27r( 
un+1 ~1- (2 
(5-31) 
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where Un and U(n+l) are the amplitudes of two successive displacements of the free vibration 
test. 
The translational and rotational periods measured from the free vibration test were used to 
derive the effective translational and rotational inertia of the mass with the following 
expressions, 
(5-32) 
(5-33) 
where Me is the effective translational mass and I me is the effective rotational mass. 
(d) The test models were subjected to 10% of the design earthquake record. These were useful 
in verifying properties such as the translational and the rotational periods of free vibration 
and the stiffness of the elastic frames necessary to predict, through analytical simulations, the 
response of the test models. 
(e) The test models were subsequently subjected to the design earthquake record. Accelerations 
at diaphragm level 0+810 and the displacements at fuse level 0+675 were measured. The 
response of the models was predicted using analytical simulations. 
5.9 Analytical simulation of the test models 
The structure was modelled analytically with the program 3D-Ruaumoko [CI] to predict and 
asses the nonlinear dynamic response. Components of the models were either modelled as frame 
or spring type members. 
The frame type member was adopted for all those components expected to remain elastic such as 
the SHS columns and beams. Their behaviour was modelled with the Giberson's one-component 
model [CI]. The torsional stiffness of these components and their shear deformations were 
ignored in the analysis. The fuses were modelled as spring type members. This member can 
easily model a plastic hinge region along the fuse length. The model considered the effective 
properties of the fuses. 
The diaphragm of the models was assumed to be infinitely rigid; thus the nodes at the fuse level 
were slaved to the master node, i.e., the centre of mass. The translational and rotational mass of 
the test models was derived with a preliminary test, as explained in Section 5.8. Constant 
damping of 2.5% was considered in the analyses. 
5.10 Test set-up 
5.10.1 Shake table description 
The models where tested with the unidirectional shake table of the University of Canterbury 
[AI]. A summary of the table characteristics is presented in Table C-I of Appendix C. A MTS 
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TestStar Controller has replaced the original control system, Dartec MlOOO-Dl. This new 
controller has a close loop algorithm that corrects the reproduced record from the input data to 
match the desired record. 
PUM~NG~ __ -. ______ ~ 
UNIT 
Ext~rnal 
CONTROLLER 
Command 
Signal 
Feedback Signal 
Figure 5·17. Schematic diagram of the earthquake simulator system [AI] 
A schematic diagram of the earthquake simulating system is shown in Figure 5-17. It consists of 
the shake table, the actuator Dartec MlOOOIA with characteristics shown in Table C-2, the MTS 
TestStar controller, servo-valves, the hydraulic power unit and the external programming device. 
A detailed description is provided in reference [A1]. 
5.10.2 Instrumentation 
(a) Potentiometers 
The structure was instrumented with Sakae linear potentiometers of 100mm travel. Three and 
four were installed on the torsionally unrestrained and restrained models, respectively. The 
potentiometers were mounted on a rigid frame bolted to the shake table and were placed at level 
0+675 where the fuses were located. Figure 5-18 shows schematically the location of 
potentiometers in the tests models when the model was positioned on top of the shake table at 0° 
and 45° angles. 
(b) Accelerometers 
Unidirectional accelerometers, Analog Devices ADXL 105, having a range of ±5g and a 
resolution of ± 2mg, were mounted on top of the diaphragm at level 0+810. Figure 5-18 also 
shows the position where the unidirectional accelerometers were installed. 
5.11 Test Results 
5.11.1 Symmetric and torsionally unrestrained Model 5-1 
(a) Preliminary tests 
Preliminary tests were performed on the unrestrained Model 5-1 described in Section 5.7.1. The 
design of the fuses was illustrated in Section 5.6.4. All the fuses were hF7.0mm*bF44.0mm, as 
shown in Figure 5-16(a). 
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Figure 5-1S. Schematic location of potentiometers and accelerometers 
The static test results, shown in Figure 5-19(a), indicate a translational stiffness of Kys=323 
Nlmm. According to equation 5-31, the model had an effective translational and rotational mass 
of Me=327kg and lme= 66.3kgm2• The radius of gyration of mass was, therefore, 
rm = ~ I me / M e = 450 mm . These values slightly differed from those analytically estimated 
(Me=345 kg, l me=75 kgm2 and hence rm=466 mm). 
Fast Fourier analyses from the impact test, as that shown in Figure 5-19(b), indicate that the 
translational and rotational periods of free vibration were Ty=0.20 sec (5 Hz) and To=O.15 sec 
(6.84 Hz), respectively. They agreed with those periods analytically derived. 
A displacement time history response generated during free vibration tests, as that shown in 
Figure 5-19(c), was used to verify the translational and rotational periods of free vibration 
previously derived with the impact test and also to quantify the associated viscous damping of 
the model. The measured periods were essentially the same as those previously obtained. A 
viscous damping of 2.5% was measured for the translational mode of free vibration along the Y-
axis and 1.8% for its corresponding rotational mode about the vertical Z-axis. 
(b) Response of ModeIS-} when subjected to }O% of the design earthquake record 
This aim of this section was to examine the measured acceleration and displacement time-history 
response of the symmetric Model 5-1 when it was subjected to 10% of the design earthquake 
record and to reproduce them using a representative analytical model. 
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Figure 5-19. Results of the preliminary test of the elastic unrestrained ModelS-l 
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Figure 5-21. Comparison of experimental and analytical behaviour of a fuse using the Albermani hysteretic 
model 
Figure 5-20(a) and (b) compares the displacement time history response of the test and its 
analytical model having the properties summarized in Table 5-4. It is evident that the response 
predicted by the analytical elastic model was accurate." The maximum system displacement 
(/1s=1.96mm) was less than that expected at the onset of yielding (/1'ys=2.21 mm), as shown in 
Table 5-4. 
Figure 5-20(c) and (d) compares the acceleration time history response generated at the centre of 
mass. The measured maximum acceleration of the test model (O.20g) is slightly larger than that 
derived with its analytical counterpart (O.18g). Differences were observed due to the fact that the 
unrestrained system although symmetric, in theory, showed small rotations. This behaviour, not 
shown here, indicates that the uncertainty involved in the location of the centres of mass, 
strength and stiffness affected the response. 
Although the system examined above is symmetric, small differences in response, not shown 
here, were obtained from potentiometers and accelerometers along Frames 1 and 2. This 
indicates that, in spite of all precautions taken to achieve a symmetric system, a small accidental 
eccentricity was introduced the system due to an uneven distribution of mass, stiffness and/or 
strength. 
(c) Modelling the hysteretic behaviour of ductile fuses 
The force-displacement relationship of the ductile fuses was modelled with the Albermani model 
[Zl] shown in Figure 2-7 (d). This was calibrated with the force-displacement relationship of the 
fuse (bF7mm*hF57mm) previously tested; see Figure 5-11. The computer software Hysteresis 
[C2] was used to reproduce its hysteretic behaviour using the effective properties of the fuse. 
This behaviour was compared with that measured in the test, as shown in Figure 5-21. It 
demonstrates that the selected simulation reproduced well the nonlinear behaviour of the fuse. 
15 
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(d) Response of the unrestrained ModelS-l under the design earthquake record 
This section aims to examine the response of the test model designed in Section 5.6.4 when 
subjected to 100% of the design earthquake record. Its response is to be predicted with its 
analytical counterpart by modelling the ductile behaviour of the fuses with the simulation 
described before. The model is not expected to exceed the displacement capacity of D.us=21.0mm 
established in Section 5.6.4. Deformations in the inelastic domain were assumed concentrated at 
the fuses. A viscous damping of 2.5 % was used for both translational and rotational modes of 
free vibration. 
Table 5-5 compares the analytical and the measured properties of the elements of the symmetric 
Model 5-1 and its maximum response. It is evident a close correlation between them and that 
the maximum displacement demand of the tested and analytical models did not exceed the 
system displacement capacity of D.us=21mm. 
Table 5-5. Response of the unrestrained Model 5-1 under unidirectional earthquake record 
Model 5-1 
Experimental Analytical 
T~ (sec) 0.20 0.198 
To (sec) 0.15 0.155 
Cv (%) 2.50 2.50 
Ca (%) 1.80 2.50 
.1uS(~.1S) (mm) 20.5 (3.92) 20.6(3.92) 
Figure 5-22(a) and (b) shows a similar displacement time-history response between the test 
model and its analytical simulation. The structure oscillated about its at rest position for the first 
22.0 seconds of the earthquake record input. Thereafter, it reached a system maximum 
displacement of 20.6 mm and then continued to oscillate about a negative displacement of 13mm. 
It is believed that the response of systems where a permanent deformation is introduced may not 
be predicted with adequate accuracy using a substitute elastic system as suggested elsewhere 
[K5]. 
Figure 5-22(c) and (d) shows small differences in the acceleration time history response of the 
test model and its analytical counterpart. The maximum acceleration reached by the test model 
was 0.55g whereas its analytical counterpart predicted a maximum of 0.59g. In spite of this 
difference, a close correlation was observed. 
Figure 5-23 compares the analytical and the measured force-displacement relationship of the 
unrestrained Model 5-1. Although a good correlation was observed. it is evident that the 
simulation of the fuse's ductile behaviour with the Albermani model did not account for the loss 
of stiffness expected from steel under cyclic flexural deformations. This is part of the reason why 
the analytical model did not reproduce an "exact" response. 
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5.11.2 Asymmetric and torsionally unrestrained Models S-2A and S-2B 
25 
The unrestrained Models 5-2A and 5-2B, as described in Sections 5.7.2 and 5.7.3, were used to 
examine the suggested design strategy described in Section 2.12. Their analytically derived 
properties are listed in Table 5-4 whereas Table 5-6 summarizes selected properties and the 
maximum response of the models. It is subjected to the earthquake record along the Y-axis. 
Table 5-6 compares the properties and the maximum response of the test models with those 
analytically derived. It is evident that the translational and rotational periods of free vibration of 
the unrestrained Models 5-2A and 5-2B were predicted well. The viscous damping was 
essentially the same for all modes of vibration and quite small as it is expected for steel 
structures. This is an indication that the different connections did not introduce significant 
friction. 
Table 5-6. Response of the unrestrained Models S-2A and S-2B under the unidirectional earthquake input 
Unrestrained Model 5-2A Unrestrained Model 5-28 
Experimental Analytical Experimental Analytical 
Tv (sec) 0.215 0.210 0.205 0.204 
To (sec) 0.149 0.150 0.143 0.149 
(v (%) 2.69 2.50 2.30 2.50 
(0 (%) 2.05 2.50 1.54 2.50 
AueduA1) (mm) 16.93 (3.16) 17.07 (3.19) 20.73 (3.70) 8.12 (1.45) 
AuslM-As} (mm) 19.40 (3,28) 21.78 (3.69) 23.42 (3.90) 17.32 (2.88) 
Aue2 (1lA2} (mm) 21.43 (3.25) 25.55 (3.87) 26.32 (3.99) 27.56 (4.17) 
as (rad) 0.0040 0.0081 0.0061 0.018 
The measured maximum displacement demand at the centre of mass of the unrestrained Model 5-
2A (/::,.us=19.41mm) was essentially the same as that of the symmetric Model 5-1 (/::"us =20. 5mm). 
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As expected, system rotations increased the maximum displacements of Frame (2) to Au2=21.43 
mm and reduced that of Frame (1) to Aul=16.93 mm relative to that attained at the centre of 
mass. This response occurred because the model had a rv/rm >1.0, i.e., rv/rm=1.33. Recall that 
the relative displacements between Frames (1) and (2) reduce as the rv/rm ratio is reduced. This 
is achieved by increasing the radius of gyration of mass, i.e., spreading the mass away from the 
centre of mass. The rv/rm ratio is, therefore, a measure of the effect of system rotations on the 
maximum displacement of the elements. 
The maximum displacement demands predicted by the simulated unrestrained Model 5-2A, see 
Table 5-6, indicates a larger displacement demand at the centre of mass (Aus=21.78mm) relative 
to that measured (Aus=19.41mm). Systems rotations were also larger because they are expected 
to increase as displacement demand at the centre of mass increases. This behaviour was also 
reflected in the reference rotations associated with Frames (1) and (2). This difference in 
response was attributed to the Albermani simulation which did not account for the small loss of 
stiffness expected in steel during flexural cyclic deformations. The other cause of such variation 
is the uncertainty in the location of the centres of mass and strength. The experiment also 
indicated that the damping in torsion was less than the translational damping whereas in the 
computational model the same level of damping was used for both actions. 
The unrestrained Model 5-2B differs from the unrestrained Model 5-2B, previously explained, in 
that Frame (1) had a 20% increase of strength which introduced a strength eccentricity and 
increased the system strength by 10%, as already explained in Section 5.7.3. 
The measured response of the unrestrained Model 5-2B, relative to that of the unrestrained Model 
5-2A, shows a slight increase in the maximum displacement at the centre of mass 
(Aus=23.42mm). An increase in the displacement demands of Frames (1) and (2) was also 
observed. This behaviour was expected because short period systems have a sensitive response 
as it is readily observed in the displacement response spectra; see Figure 5-15. In some cases, an 
increase in system strength may not necessarily reduce system displacements. As expected, the 
system maximum rotation also increased due to the introduction of a strength eccentricity. This 
is also reflected in the increase of the displacement demands of Frames (1) and (2) relative to the 
maximum attained at the centre of mass. 
The analytical simulation of the unrestrained Model 5-2B, relative to that measured, predicted a 
smaller displacement demand at the centre of mass and a larger system rotation. These 
variations happened because many uncertainties are involved affecting the response of three 
dimensional systems, as those previously explained. 
Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-25 plots the measured and the analytically derived displacement time-
history response of the unrestrained Models 5-2A and 5-2B. A better prediction was observed 
with the unrestrained Model5-2A. In contrast, the response prediction of the restrained Model 5-
2B was quite different due to differences in system rotations. A larger permanent system rotation 
is evident in both experimental test models, see Figures 5-24(d) and 5-25(d). The difference in 
responses is because the level of damping measured in the experimental test models are smaller 
than those used for their analytical counterpart, as shown in Table 5-6. 
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design earthquake record 
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The findings above suggest that uncertainties in the location of centres of mass and strength lead 
to differences in responses between the test models and their analytical counterpart. The 
response was also affected by the fact that the Albermani model did not include in the simulation 
of the fuses the loss of stiffness expected in steel during cyclic flexural deformations. The 
response of the test models also demonstrates that short period systems have a sensitive 
response. In some cases, an increase in system strength did not necessarily reduce system 
displacement demands. 
5.11.3 Asymmetric and torsionally restrained Models 5-3A and 5-3B 
This section aims to assess the response of the restrained Models 5-3A and 5-3B, described in 
Sections 5.7.4 and 5.7.5, when designed with the suggested design strategy described in Section 
2.12. Their analytical properties are listed in Table 5-4 and a comparison of selected properties 
and system maximum response is presented in Table 5-7. It is subjected to the earthquake record 
along the Y-axis. 
Table 5-7 shows that the measured periods along the X-axis and about the Z-axis of the restrained 
Models 5-3A and 5-3B were essentially the same to those derived with their analytical 
counterpart using those properties listed in Table 5-4. The translational mode of free vibration 
along the X-axis showed, however, a substantial increase in damping to 8%. ThIs happened 
because the new beams added to Frames (AJ and (BJ at level 0+175; see Figure 5-4(b), 
comprised two unidirectional connection~ that altho_ugh well constructed,. introduced significant 
friction. The increase in damping lengthened the uncoupled translational period of the test model 
relative to that derived analytically (Ts=0.22) to Ts=0.23 seconds. 
The measured maximum demands of the restrained Model5-3A and 5-3B are presented in Table 
5-7. The response of the restrained Model 5-3B relative to that of the restrained Model 5-3A 
indicates that the introduction of a strength eccentricity increased system rotations. This strength 
eccentricity is also accompanied with an increase of system strength that reduced the 
displacement demands at the centre of mass. 
Table 5·7. Response of the restrained Models S·3A and S·3B under unidirectional earthquake input 
Restrained Model 5·3A Restrained Model 5·38 
Experimental Analytical Experimental Analytical 
Tv (sec) 0.200 0.210 0.200 0.204 
Tx jsec) 0.230 0.220 0.220 0.220 
To (sec) 0.130 0.135 0.124 0.130 
ev (%) 1.62 2.50 1.46 2.50 
ex (%) 8.00 2.50 7.50 2.50 
~9 (%) NA 2.50 NA 2.50 
..duet (!la1) (mm) 23.37 (4.36) 22.69 (4.24) 25.55 (4.56) 16.37 (2.92) 
..dus (!las) (mm) 26.15 (4.42) 23.24 (3.93) 25.91 (4.31) 19.03 (3.17) 
..due2 (!l42) (mm) 27.39 (4.15) 23.80 (3.60) 31.60 (4.79) 20.98 (3.18) 
Os (rad) 0.0036 0.0014 0.0067 0.0043 
A comparison of the measured response for the restrained Models 5-3A and 5-3B relative to that 
measured for their unrestrained counterpart Models 5-2A and 5-2B, see Table 5-6 and Table 5-7, 
indicates a slight increase of displacement demands at the centre of mass. System rotations 
were, as expected, smaller in the restrained models. Frame (1), having the smallest nominal yield 
displacement, becomes critical as the system rotation reduces. 
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Figure 5-27. Displacement and acceleration time history response of the restrained Model 5·3B under the 
design earthquake record 
The maximum response of the analytical Models 5-3A and 5-3B, see Table 5-7, showed the same 
torsional behaviour as that of the test models. The predicted system rotations and reference 
rotations were, however, smaller with the simulated models. 
Figure 5-26 and Figure 5-27 plots the analytical and measured time history response of the 
restrained Models 5-3A and 5-3B. It is evident that the analytical response predicted a more 
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accurate response of the restrained Model 5-3A whereas that of the restrained Model 5-3B was 
not as good due to differences in system rotations. System rotations were, in fact, much larger in 
the test models. 
The findings above indicates that the unidirectional connections built into those new beams 
added at level 0+175 of Frames (A) and (B) increased significantly the system's damping and 
hence its uncoupled translational period. The findings also confirm those findings described in 
the preceding chapters that asymmetric systems with short translational periods are quite 
sensitive. In spite of this characteristic, it is concluded that the suggested design strategy was 
successful in controlling displacement demands on the elements due to increasing strength 
eccentricities. This is evident with the analytical models but not as evident with the test models. 
As expected, system rotations were smaller in the restrained models. 
5.11.4 Asymmetric and torsionally restrained Models 5-4A and 5-4B 
The restrained Models 5-4A and 5-4B are identical to those restrained Models 5-3A and 5-3B 
previously examined. The systems were subjected, however, to the earthquake record at a 45° 
angle with respect to the reference Y-axis. The aim was to identify which provides a critical 
response: the model when subjected to the earthquake record at a 45° angle or when subjected to 
the earthquake record along the Y-direction only, as it was the case for identical Models 5-3A and 
5-3B. 
Table 5-8. Response of the restrained Mod~ls 5-4A and 5-4B when subjected t~ the earthq~ake record at a 45° 
angle 
Restrained Model 5-4A Restrained Model 5-48 
Experimental Analytical Experimental Analytical 
Tv (sec) 0.200 0.210 0.200 0.204 
Tx (sec) 0.230 0.220 0.220 0.220 
T(J (sec) 0.130 0.135 0.124 0.130 
~v (%) 1.62 2.50 1.46 2.50 
~x (%) 8.00 2.50 7.50 2.50 
CA (%) NA 2.50 NA 2.50 
Llue1 (~A1) (mm) 13.7 (2.56) 13.52 (2.52) 14.2 (2.54) 9.03 (1.61) 
Llvus (~ASV) (mm) 15.8 (2.67) 14.78 (2.50) 15.8 (2.63) 11.80(1.96) 
Llue2(~42) (mm) 17.5 (2.65) 16.45 (2.49) 16.8 (2.55) 15.10 (2.29) 
LlueA (UAA) (mm) 21.0 (3.65) NA 15.3 (2.67) 17.33 (3.02) 
Llxus (~4SX) (mm) 20.4 (3.55) 16.31 (3.66) 14.7 (2.56) 15.67 (2.73) 
LlueB{~AB) (mm) 19.8 (3.45) NA 14.1 (2.46) 17.87 (3.11) 
Os (rad) 0.0031 0.0023 0.0026 0.0052 
Table 5-8 summarizes the maximum response measured during the test. A comparison of their 
responses with that of the restrained Models 5-3A and 5-3B (see Table 5-7) confirmed that the 
application of the earthquake record at a 45° angle imposed smaller displacements on the frames. 
This reduction, as explained in Chapter 4, occurred because the system is stronger at any angle 
other than 0° and 90° angle. Some differences in response between the test and the analytical 
models were evident, as Figure 5-28 and Figure 5-29 show, due to variations in the system 
rotation. 
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Figure 5-28. Displacement and acceleration time history response of restrained Model 5-4A under the design 
earthquake record at a 45° angle 
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Figure 5-29. Displacement and acceleration time history response of restrained Model5-4B under the design 
at a 45° angle 
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The maximum rotation of the restrained Model 5-4B was smaller than that of the restrained 
Model 5-4A when, in fact, it was expected to be larger (see Table 5-8). This finding contradicts 
the results observed with those analytical systems previously examined (Section 4.2.4) indicating 
that system subjected to earthquake records at oblique angles should experience larger rotations 
to those expected to develop when it was subjected to the record along the principal direction. 
This unexpected behaviour happened because the unidirectional connections of the new beams 
added to Frames (AJ and (BJ of the restrained Model 5-4B were by mistake excessively 
tightened, hence the torsional resistance of the model was substantially increased by the in-plane 
resistance of the fuses. The test model, therefore, was torsionally stronger and hence the system 
rotations were smaller than those developed by the restrained Model 5-4A. 
Figure 5-28 and Figure 5-29 plots the measured and the analytical responses of the restrained 
models. It is evident that the measured displacement time history response was predicted well by 
its analytical counterpart. Small differences in system rotations were, however, observed. 
The findings above demonstrates that the critical scenario with regard to frame displacements of 
restrained systems subjected to earthquake records at different directions occurs when the 
earthquake record is applied along the principal axis rather than at an oblique angle. 
5.12 Summary on the experimental programme 
This chapter. focussed on an experimental programme investigating the torsional response of 
single-mass test models. It discussed the test results, compared the response measured in the test 
models with those predicted by their analytical counterparts and assessed the findings previously 
obtained with those analytical models examined in Chapters 3 and 4. The findings were: 
1. The computed flexural deformations of the fuses are not sufficient to predict the actual values 
of nominal yield curvature, rotations and hence the nominal yield displacement of the frames 
and the model itself. Additional hinge rotation-induced deformations were significant and 
were accounted for with the Ie / I g ratio. It was of no surprise that the effective second 
moment of area was influenced by changes in both the width and the thickness of the fuse. 
This was found to be, on average, 45% of its gross value. 
2. It is demonstrated that the nominal yield displacement of the frames and that of the system is 
readily obtained before the required system strength is derived. The displacement ductility 
capacity of the system is therefore estimated once the displacement capacity of the system is 
defined based on specified limit state. 
3. Differences in response between the test models and their analytical counterpart are 
attributed to the uncertainty involved in the locations of the centres of mass and strength, the 
fact that the loss of stiffness expected in steel components during flexural cyclic 
deformations was not modelled by the selected hysteresis rule and differences in the damping 
associated with the rotational component. A better estimate of the response might be 
obtained with the Dodd-Restrepo hysteresis rule because this simulation allows for the 
stiffness degradation observed in steel elements subjected to cyclic forces. 
4. The test results confirm many of the findings obtained with those analytical systems 
previously examined. The increase of system strength as a result of the introduction of a 
strength eccentricity mayor may not reduce displacement demands at the centre of mass, a 
characteristic depending on the earthquake record and easily predicted by examining the 
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corresponding displacement response spectra. System rotations increased as a strength 
eccentricity was introduced to the model. This, however, was smaller in the restrained 
models. The critical scenario with regard to frame displacements occurs when the system is 
subjected to earthquake excitations along the principal directions rather than at oblique 
angles to the principal directions. System rotations influenced the maximum displacement 
demands of the elements of unrestrained systems for rv!rm~l.O. This parameter is, however, 
not relevant in torsionally restrained systems. 
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Chapter 6. Seismic Design Procedure for Asymmetric Systems 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter outlines a step-by-step procedure for the seismic design of asymmetric systems 
using the design strategy suggested in Section 2.11. It is consistent with current force-based 
design methods [S7] and recent research proposals [P13,PI6] oriented towards displacement 
control of buildings. It differentiates between torsionally unrestrained and restrained systems. A 
design example is provided in Appendix D to illustrate its applicability in seismic design. 
The studies on single-mass systems presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 were used to verify the 
proposed design strategy. These systems comprised substitute wall-elements representing any 
type of lateral force resisting element exhibiting a bi-linear force-displacement relationship. 
Substitute elements were used to simplify the derivation of fundamental properties, i.e., nominal 
yield displacement, strength and associated stiffness. The study is, therefore, not addressing wall 
systems only. 
The proposed design strategy to be presented and already verified by those single mass systems 
examined in previous chapters is considered appropriate for the seismic design of asymmetric 
building structures satisfying the limitations imposed by the equivalent static design method as 
recommended in most building codes [11]. The effect of the higher modes of free vibration on 
displacement demands of ductile elements and on strength demands over their height, to be 
addressed in seismic design, are beyond the scope of this study. It is assumed that the 
appropriate application of capacity design principles [PI] ensures that all parts of the building, 
intended to remain elastic, will be protected against inelastic behaviour. The structural designer 
has the freedom to choose and enforce a preferred ductile sidesway mechanism for elements 
under severe imposed deformations where energy dissipation is to be concentrated at predefined 
potential plastic hinge locations. 
6.2 Seismic design of unrestrained and restrained systems 
A seismic design procedure for torsionally restrained and unrestrained systems to be described in 
Step A to E applies to both unrestrained and restrained systems. Step F only applies to 
torsionally unrestrained systems. The procedure is also illustrated in Figure 6-1. A design 
example is presented in Appendix D. 
Step A. Determine the centre of mass and the seismic weight of the system. The 
centre of mass is readily estimated without much uncertainty. The strength of systems is 
a fraction of the total seismic weight. This results to be a conservative estimate of system 
strength [L3]. 
Step B. Estimate the displacement and ductility capacity of the system. This is 
obtained as explained below independently for both unrestrained and restrained systems. 
(i) Select a preferred ductile sidesway mechanism for each element under severe 
deformations in agreement with the principles of capacity design. 
(ii) Assess the nominal yield displacement of the elements. The nominal yield displacements 
refer to the level of the equivalent concentrated mass, i.e., he = (2/3 )h. It may be estimated 
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without the need of sophisticated analyses as described elsewhere [P19,P20,P21]. The 
prescribed magnitudes of the floor forces over the height of the structure, such as in the 
form of an inverted triangle, may be chosen arbitrarily to estimate the nominal yield 
displacement of the elements. For convenience, a total base shear force of unity may be 
used initially. This procedure is better explained in the example of Appendix D. 
(iii) Estimate the nominal yield displacement of the system. This reference property is 
estimated using a plan distribution of relative strength of the elements satisfying static 
equilibrium and their relative stiffness; see Eq. 2-34. The relative element strength is 
estimated by distributing, for example, a total unit base shear force between parallel 
elements to achieve zero strength eccentricity. This process will be shown in the 
. example described in Appendix D. Subsequently, the relative stiffness of the elements is 
estimated with Eq. 2-29 and the centre of stiffness with Eq.2-6. 
(iv) Establish the displacement and ductility capacity of the elements and the translatory 
system. The displacement and ductility capacity of lateral force-resisting components can 
be estimated by considering (a) the verified displacement ductility capacity of 
components, as detailed and constructed associated with strain limits of the materials or 
(b) storey drifts satisfying stipulated performance criteria whichever results critical. This 
will lead to the displacement capacity of the element. 
The displacement capacity of the system is restricted by that of the element with the 
smallest displacement capacity, ~us = ~uei.min = (JLlle~ye;)min ' denoted with subscript 'min'. 
No consideration is given to effects of system rotations on displacement demands on 
elements. The displacement ductility capacity of the system is readily obtained with the 
nominal yield displacement derived in (iii), i.e·,JLIls = ~us / ~yS = (JLllei~ye;)min / ~ys' 
Step C. Derive the required nominal strength of the system. The system nominal 
strength may be obtained with either force-based design methods, embodied in building 
codes[S7,Il] or displacement-based design methods[P16]. Force-based design spectra 
make the required seismic strength, Vns, a function of the stiffness-dependant 
fundamental translational period of the elastic system, Ts, and its displacement ductility 
capacity, Jlru. Because stiffness is proportional to strength (Section 2.8), a rapidly 
converging trial and error procedure is used to satisfy the requirements of the design 
acceleration spectra. Convergence can be improved in the first trial if the expected base 
shear intensity, Vns, or the uncoupled translational period, Ts, is estimated using the 
designer's experience. Note that the system displacement ductility capacity is not 
influenced by the seismic strength of the system. 
Step D. Distribute the system strength to the elements to satisfy zero strength 
eccentricity. Once the total required nominal seismic strength of the system is 
established, it should be distributed to the elements in proportion to the chosen 
distribution of a unit base shear described in Step B(ii). The next step is the detailed 
design of components and elements. When all details, such as quantity and placement of 
reinforcement, have been defined, it is necessary to evaluate the nominal seismic 
strengths of all components as to be constructed. This will confirm the acceptability of 
the previously estimated uncoupled translational period of free vibration of the system 
and that the distribution of system strength initially specified on the elements is not 
violated. 
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Step E. Strength eccentricity. A strength eccentricity may be introduced to the system 
provided it results from the nominal strength of any element being in excess of that 
satisfying zero strength eccentricity. The strength eccentricity is, therefore, associated 
with an increase of system strength. 
Step F. Verification of the displacement capacity for torsionally unrestrained 
systems. In case of torsionally unrestrained systems, it is necessary to verify that the 
system displacement capacity estimated in Step B will prevent elements from exceeding 
their displacement capacity. This is because the maximum displacement demand 
imposed on elements of unrestrained systems may be significantly influenced by system 
rotations. These are affected by variations of the stiffness eccentricity associated with 
zero strength eccentricity and the uncoupled translational period of free vibration. It is 
likely that the system displacement ductility capacity may need to be reduced or could be 
increased resulting in a more economical design. The following additional steps are, 
therefore, required: 
Fl. Identify those elements of unrestrained systems that may govern the estimate of the 
displacement ductility capacity of the system. One of the elements is that having 
the smallest displacement ductility capacity, denoted element (1 )*, and the other is 
the outer-most element placed on the flexible side of the system denoted element 
(2)*. See Section 3.12. 
F2. Determine which of the two critical elements identified in Step Fl will restrict the 
displacement and ductility capacity of the system. This element is identified by 
comparing the ratio of predicted maximum displacement demands of elements (1)* 
and (2)*, i.e., (~ud~uel)d, and the ratio of displacement capacities of those same 
elements, (~ue2/ ~uel)c. 
The (~ud ~uel)d ratio is obtained from Figure 3-44 for the stiffness eccentricity and 
the uncoupled translational period estimated in Step B(iii). The (~ue2/~uel)d ratios 
should be estimated values expected to be included in building code provisions. 
If (~ud ~uel)d «~ud ~uel)c, then the displacement capacity of the system is 
restricted by the displacement capacity of element (1) * as it is modified by the 
corresponding coe~ficient Cl, (Eq 3-6), which accounts for the effect of system 
rotations on the maximum displacement demand of the element. Element (2)* 
governs if (~ud ~uel)d >(~ud ~uel)c. and hence Eq 3-7 is used to estimate C2. (See 
Section 3.12.) 
F3. The displacement ductility capacity of unrestrained systems, estimated with either 
Eq 3-4 or 3-5, is then compared with that already derived in Step B. If the 
differences are significant, it is necessary to recalculate the uncoupled translational 
period, and hence required strength of the system, as suggested in Step C. 
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Seismic design procedure for TV and TR Systems I 
~ 
I Seismic weight and centre of mass? I 
~ 
l Choose ductile sidesway mechanisms for elements? I 
+ 
Nominal yield displacement of elements, 1l. .' .• ; ? 
~ 
I Assign unit base shear to the system, V, := 1.0, resulting in e,. = 0.0 I 
l 
Derive the relative stiffness of elements, kel , and the centre of stiffness, er ,associated with ev = 0.0 
-
+ 
Nominal yield displacement of the system? 
11)"> := lILkci 
+ 
Estimate the displacement, I1 l1el , and ductility capacity of the elements, 
/-Le; = 11,,<; 11l.),,;? 
Estimate the displacement and ductility capacity of the system subject to unifonn translation 
1l."s = 1l./Iel.min = (/-Lt..1 11 yet ) min and /-Lt.. = 1l.11S 1 1l. ys == (/-Lllei1l. yei ) min 1 1l. .vs 
~ 
.. 
Estimate the system strength, VIIS and hence system stiffness convergingwithTs and illl.<' 
t 
Assign the system strength to elements in proportion to the relative. strength of 
elements satisfying zero strength eccentricity as suggested in Step B(ii) 
+ 
If zero strength eccentricity cannot be satisfied or is impractical, a strength 
eccentricity may be introduced to the system provided it results from the nominal 
strength of any element being in excess of that satisfying zero strength eccentricity . 
~ . ~ 
I TU System I I Design completed for TRSystems I 
+ 
Figure 6-1. Flowchart for the seismic design of torsionally unrestrained and restrained systems 
I 
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~ 
I Verification of the displacement capacity for torsionally unrestrained systems I 
~ 
Identify specific elements (1)* and (2)* 
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C1 and C2 are obtained with Eqs 3-6 and 3-7 (Section 3.12) 
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ductiHty ca.pacity derived in Step B and that detived above? r--rt' 
"----------r-------------' LJ 
No 
Design completed 
Figure 6-1. continued ... Flowchart for the seismic design of torsionally unrestrained and restrained systems 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
7.1 General 
A series of single-story asymmetric systems were designed using a simple and rational seismic 
design strategy suggested in Section 2.11. No consideration was given to seismic design 
provisions for torsion of any particular building code. 
The possible success of the design strategy, in limiting displacement demands on elements to 
less than their displacement capacity, was examined by considering the effects of key parameters 
expected to influence the response of asymmetric structures. They were: strength eccentricity 
and its associated increase of system strength, ratio of radii of gyration of strength and mass, 
reduced system displacement ductility capacity, mass eccentricity, transverse elements and their 
contribution to torsional restraint, the ratio of element nominal yield displacement, (j;:::.b.Ye2/ b.Yel 
(or stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity), uncoupled translational 
period and the consideration of different earthquake records and their directions of application. 
Analytical and experimental studies of torsionally unrestrained and restrained single-mass 
systems were considered. The analytical studies examined the response of systems having one, 
two and more substitute wall-elements representing each lateral force-resisting element such as 
frames, interconnected walls and coupled walls when subjected to earthquake records at different 
directions. The study also included some experimental investigation into the behaviour of single-
mass asymmetric structures. 
The elements of the structural systems were simulated with a realistic bi-linear modelling of their 
force-displacement relationships. The nominal yield displacement of the elements is a material 
and geometric property insensitive to strength and therefore the stiffness is proportional to the 
nominal strength. This means that the centres of strength and stiffness are independent 
parameters. 
The practical application of the design strategy suggested in this research is described ill 
Appendix D through a design example of an asymmetric multi-storey building. 
7.2 Analytical studies 
The main findings relevant to the response of torsionally unrestrained and restrained systems 
designed with the proposed design strategy described in Section 2.12 are: 
1. Torsional mechanisms of both unrestrained and restrained systems generated by static or 
dynamic-induced forces are different due to the action of the diaphragm mass rotational 
inertia. The mass rotational inertia of the diaphragm restricts system rotations expected to 
develop due to increasing strength and associated stiffness eccentricities. ill the case of 
restrained systems, rotations are further reduced by transverse elements providing 
torsional restraint. 
2. There is no need to differentiate between systems with or without mass eccentricity. 
Mass eccentricity is not a parameter influencing the torsional response. 
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3. As opposed to translational behaviour, the torsional behaviour of restrained systems was 
essentially insensitive to the frequency content of the earthquake record. On the other 
hand, unrestrained systems have a more sensitive response. 
4. There is no need to differentiate between the torsional response of two and multi-element 
unrestrained and restrained systems. The response of multi-element systems may be 
predicted with that of a simple two-element system having similar characteristics of 
uncoupled translational period, stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength 
eccentricity and radii of gyration of element nominal strength and uniformly distributed 
mass (i.e., the rv/rm). 
5. The increase on system rotations due to increasing strength eccentricities influences the 
maximum displacement demand on elements of unrestrained and restrained systems. 
These displacements demands, however, did not exceed those attained for zero strength 
eccentricity since increasing strength eccentricities is associated with an increase of 
system strength. The increase of system strength reduced displacement demands at the 
centre of mass. This compensated for the torsion-induced displacements of the critical 
element additional to those due to system translation. 
6. Variations of the ratio of radii of gyration of element nominal strength and that of the 
uniformly distributed mass (Le., rv/rm) , influences rotations and maximum displacement 
demand on elements of unrestrained systems. It was found that, as the rv/r m ratio was 
reduced, system rotations are less likely to increase the displacement demands of some 
elements beyond that expected at the centre of mass. The maximum displacement 
demand of the elements and that at the centre of mass was essentially the same for 
systems with rv/rm:S.O.90. Hence, such system may be treated as a single degree of 
freedom system. In spite of such behaviour, this parameter was not considered to be of 
significance in the design strategy suggested in this study. 
Changes in the rv/rm ratio of restrained systems had a negligible effect on displacement 
demands of elements when systems were subjected to earthquake records along the 
principal axes. 
Torques and rotations of restrained systems significantly increased when the earthquake 
record was applied along diagonal directions relative from the reference Y-axis. This was 
due to yielding of the transverse elements. It reached, at some instances, similar values 
of torques and rotations developed by their unrestrained counterpart having the same 
rv/rm ratio. In spite of such behaviour, the displacement demand on elements did not 
exceed the maximum attained when the earthquake records were applied separately along 
the principal axes of the restrained system. 
7. In the case of restrained systems, the displacement demands of elements parallel and 
perpendicular to the direction of ground motion input along the principal axes are not 
significantly affected by changes in the degree of torsional restraint provided by 
transverse elements, i.e., variations of the rv:/rvy ratio. 
8. The maximum displacement demand of elements of unrestrained systems with zero 
strength eccentricity may be affected by system rotations, as they may be significantly 
influenced by variations of the CJ;=.!1ye21 !1yel ratio (or increasing stiffness eccentricities 
associated with zero strength eccentricity) and the uncoupled translational period of free 
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vibration. Although rotations may have a important effect on displacement demands of 
the elements of unrestrained systems, maximum rotations were not associated with the 
maximum displacement demands of the elements. Hence, considerable system torques 
and rotations may be sustained while displacement demands on elements do not exceed 
their displacement capacity. 
In the case of restrained systems, the maximum displacement demands of elements 
parallel to the direction of earthquake record input are essentially the same and not 
affected by changes of the ('J;=dye2/ dYel ratio (or increasing stiffness eccentricities 
associated with zero strength eccentricity). It did have a proportional, but non-critical 
effect, on the displacement demands of elements transverse to the direction of earthquake 
record input. 
9. An optimal condition exists for minimum system rotations when the strength distribution 
on elements of unrestrained and restrained systems is such that centre of mass is located 
halfway between centres of strength and stiffness. In such a situation, the system 
rotations were found to be negligible; hence the maximum displacement demands on 
elements and at the centre of mass was essentially the same. This feature was not affected 
by the number, location and nominal yield displacement of the elements. Because the 
assignment of increased strength to elements is likely to occur on that having the smallest 
nominal yield displacement, the idealised distribution of strength of zero strength 
eccentricity maybe difficult to. be achiev~d in practice. Moreoyer, this choice results in 
an unnecessarily reduced displacement capacity of the system. 
10. The maximum displacement demand at the centre of mass of both unrestrained and 
retrained systems may be satisfactorily predicted with an equivalent single degree of 
freedom system. This prediction is not affected by the increasing number of elements 
parallel to the direction of earthquake input. Its accuracy, however, is reduced for 
systems with increasing ('J;=dye2/ dYel ratio (or increasing stiffness eccentricities associated 
with zero strength eccentricity) and systems with uncoupled translational periods of free 
vibration of Ts<O. 7 sec. This sensitivity is more pronounced with unrestrained systems. 
11. The maximum displacement demand of elements of unrestrained systems, as affected by 
system rotations, may be predicted with the ratios of maximum displacement demands of 
elements and that at the centre of mass, i.e., (dul,2/dus)d. These ratios are influenced by 
variations of the D:=dYe2/ dyel ratio (or stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength 
eccentricity) and uncoupled translational periods. 
In the case of restrained systems, the displacement demand of the elements is essentially 
the same as that expected to develop at the centre of mass. Hence, the element 
displacement demands may be predicted from an equivalent single degree of freedom 
system. 
12. The displacement and ductility capacity of torsionally unrestrained systems associated 
with zero strength eccentricity is restricted by either the element with the smallest 
displacement capacity or the outermost element on the flexible side of the system; 
whichever is critical. On the other hand, the displacement and ductility capacity of 
restrained systems will be always limited by that element having the smallest 
displacement capacity. 
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13. The strength to be eventually assigned to the system may be obtained with either force-
based or displacement-based design methods by considering a system ductility factor 
equivalent to the system displacement ductility capacity. The system strength so 
obtained needs to be distributed to the elements to achieve zero strength eccentricity. 
The strength of the system is expected to prevent the system, and hence its elements, 
from exceeding their stipulated displacement capacity. 
14. A proposed distribution of strength to the elements of unrestrained systems allows for the 
introduction of strength eccentricities provided that they result from one or more 
elements having strength in excess of that satisfying zero strength eccentricity. This will 
result in an increase of system strength and stiffness. This approach was successful in 
limiting displacement demands on elements to less than their displacement ductility 
capacity as strength eccentricities increased. 
15. The strength distribution suggested above was also successful for restrained systems, 
although leading to conservative results, in limiting the displacement demands of 
elements to less than their capacity when systems were subjected to earthquake records 
along the principal axes. The effectiveness of this strength distribution was demonstrated 
when the systems were subjected to unidirectional earthquake records along diagonal 
directions. In such situation, systems having zero strength eccentricity and subjected to 
such records along the principal axes developed an envelope for the maximum 
displacement demand on the elements and at the centre of mass. These displacement· 
demands were not exceeded with increasing strength eccentricities or when the 
unidirectional earthquake record was applied along other oblique directions to the 
principal axes of the structure. The unidirectional records used in this study represent the 
resultant of the bidirectional earthquake records in a given seismic event. 
16. The satisfactory performance of unrestrained and restrained systems designed with the 
strategy suggested in this study was, in general, not influenced by variations of the 
uncoupled translational period of free vibration, the frequency characteristics of different 
earthquake records and for systems with reduced ductility capacity. 
17. The response of extremely eccentric unrestrained and restrained systems (systems having 
a large stiffness eccentricity, i.e., ev >0.30D, associated with zero strength eccentricity) is 
quite sensitive and difficult to predict with simplified models. The actions of the mass 
rotational inertia have a major effect on the system rotations and on the translational 
displacements at the centre of mass. Extremely eccentric and even less eccentric 
structures should be avoided. They require special considerations to account for possible 
large displacement demands at the system's flexible side exceeding acceptable drift 
limits. These large displacements may result in much non-structural damage. 
7.3 Experimental studies 
The experimental studies on torsionally unrestrained and restrained systems designed with the 
proposed design strategy verified many of the findings obtained for the analytical systems. 
These were: 
• The increase of system strength associated with increasing strength eccentricities mayor 
may not reduce displacement demands at the centre of mass to compensate for the 
torsion-induced displacements of the critical element additional to those due to system 
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translation. The system response is sensitive to the frequency content characteristics of 
the earthquake record and is also sensitive for systems with to short uncoupled 
translational periods. 
• The experimental models confirm the findings derived from analytical models that 
system rotations, although smaller in restrained models, increased as a strength 
eccentricity, and hence an increased stiffness eccentricity, was introduced to the model. 
• The critical scenario with regard to frame displacements occurs when the system is 
subjected to an earthquake record along its principal directions rather than at oblique 
angles. 
Differences in response between the test models and their analytical counterpart are attributed to 
the uncertainty involved in the locations of the centres of mass and strength, the fact that the loss 
of stiffness expected in steel components during flexural cyclic inelastic deformations was not 
modelled by the selected fuse simulation and differences in the damping associated with the 
rotational component. 
7.4 Recommendations for the seismic design of asymmetric ductile systems 
This study suggests that building code torsional provisions for the seismic design of asymmetric 
ductil~ systems should focus on strengt!.I eccentricity as the main parameter influencing torsional 
response rather than the commonly used stiffness eccentricity. It also suggests three points 
deserving consideration for a possible improvement to current building code provisions. These 
are: 
• The need to establish the displacement capacity of an asymmetric system. 
The displacement capacity of an unrestrained system is restricted either by the element with 
the smallest displacement capacity or the outermost element on the flexible side of the 
system. 
The displacement capacity of a restrained system is restricted by the element with the 
smallest displacement capacity. 
• The strength to be assigned to the system should be distributed to the elements to satisfy 
zero strength eccentricity. 
• If zero strength eccentricity cannot or is not intended to be achieved in practice, a 
strength eccentricity may be accepted provided it is a result of any element having 
strength in excess of that satisfying zero strength eccentricity. A strength eccentricity is, 
therefore, associated with an increase of system strength. 
The design strategy addressed in this study is for new buildings. However, the concepts will be 
found useful when attempting to assess the displacement capacity of existing buildings having 
elements with assessable properties. 
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7.5 Significance of this work 
It is felt that this study contributes to a better understanding of the torsional response of ductile 
systems. The research had focused on the following relevant issues: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The study emphasised strength eccentricity as the main parameter influencing response of 
ductile systems and constricted the role of the commonly used stiffness eccentricity. 
Lateral force resisting elements were modelled with a more realistic force-displacement 
relationship equally applicable to cracked reinforced concrete and to steel structural 
elements. 
It was shown that because stiffness is strength dependant, centres of strength and stiffness 
are not independent parameters. The response of systems with such property was 
thoroUghly examined. 
A significant effort was dedicated to explain the mechanism developed during dynamic 
response of asymmetric systems by describing the interaction of the mass rotational and 
translational inertia during the response of ductile systems. 
It showed, contrary to common belief, that rotations are not necessarily detrimental to the 
response of ductile systems. Significant rotations may be accepted in ductile systems as 
long as the displacement capacity of the lateral force resisting elements is not exceeded. 
The study also shows differences in response between torsionally unrestrained and 
restrained systems. It provides an answer to the contradictory conclusions emerged from 
past studies on the research of asymmetric systems. 
A simple and effective design strategy has been proposed which differentiates between 
unrestrained and restrained systems. 
It was shown that the response at the centre of mass of an asymmetric system is 
satisfactorily estimated with an equivalent single degree of freedom system. This finding 
enables quantifying the effect of system rotations on the maximum response of elements. 
It is a relevant finding for seismic design because the design of an asymmetric multi-
storey system may be drastically simplified if such system can be reduced to an 
equivalent single degree of freedom system. Such simple system will have a mass 
identical to the seismic mass of its multi-storey counterpart lumped at the effective height 
of the building (2/3h) and having the same properties of strength, stiffness and nominal 
yield displacement. Hence, the equivalent single degree of freedom system may be used 
to predict the maximum response at the centre of mass of its multi-storey counterpart at 
the effective height. The effect of system rotations on the maximum response may be 
subsequently accounted for in the design procedure for unrestrained and restrained 
systems. 
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7.6 Recommendations for future research 
7.6.1 Analytical work 
It is felt that studies on single mass systems should be extended to systems having strength and 
associated stiffness eccentricities along both principal axes. It is believed, however, that the 
response of bi-eccentric systems, when subjected to unidirectional earthquake records along the 
principal axes only, will show an envelope of the maximum displacement and ductility demands 
on the elements when the system is subjected to earthquake records along different directions. 
This needs to be verified by extended analytical studies. 
It is also recommended to continue with a comprehensive programme on multi-storey 
asymmetric systems with regular asymmetry, (i.e, systems where the position of centres of 
strength, stiffness and mass in every storey have the same location in each storey although not 
coincident in a storey) to verify the design strategy for more general structures. Work should 
also be done for structures with setbacks where the above-described regularity is not satisfied. 
The lateral force resisting elements of building models, i.e., frames, wall elements or a 
combination of both, should be modelled with realistic force-displacement relationships such as 
that described in this study. 
7.6.2 ~xperiment~l work 
Efforts should continue with experimental programmes of single and multi-storey models aiming 
at the verification of the analytical findings as well as indicating improvements that may be 
required in the analytical models. Test models comprising simple connections would be 
preferable to reduce the number of variables affecting the torsional response. 
It is also suggested to model the flexural behaviour of the fuses with the Dodd-Restrepo hyteresis 
rule[Cl] which allows for stiffness degradation of steel components when subjected to cyclic 
forces beyond the elastic range of response. 
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Appendix A. Moment-Curvature Analyses of Wall Components 
A.1 Introduction 
The aim of this section is to obtain approximate values of the curvature coefficient, 17=M,I/)v!y, 
proposed by Paulay [P13] for typical cross sections found in actual buildings. This coefficient 
provides the nominal yield curvature of a section for a given length and yield strain, as shown by 
Eq. 2-15. The fact that the nominal yield curvature, <\>Y' is approximately constant once the 
geometry of a section is defined, allows a more accurate and realistic calculation of the effective 
moment of inertia, Ie, after the nominal flexural strength, Mn, has been assigned to the 
component. 
In structural design, the effective moment of inertia of the section, Ie, should not be considered 
equal to the moment of inertia of the gross concrete section, Ig, or a constant fraction of it. It 
should be calculated using Eq. 2-16. This effective flexural rigidity, EcIe, so derived is relevant 
for a more realistic prediction of component displacements, in particular the nominal yield 
displacement Llyi, which is of great importance to displacement-based design and the 
determination of displacement ductility. 
Emphasis is given to wall components due to their relevance to· this research. The -major 
variables considered are axial load ratio, NI(j'cAg), reinforcement ratio, Pb, and the reinforcement 
distribution along the length of the wall, Pt. Figure A-I shows the different wall cross sections 
examined in this study. 
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A.2 Rectangular wall components 
Moment-curvature analyses are undertaken on rectangular wall cross sections, as that shown in 
Figure A-l(a). In a first set of analyses, the walls have ratios of distributed reinforcement of 
Pc=0.25%, 0.50%, 0.75% and 1.0%, representing uniformly distributed vertical bars along a 
rectangular wall with length, tw. Subsequently, wall components with ratios of distributed 
reinforcement of pt=0.25% and 0.50% and ratios of boundary reinforcement, Pb, of 1.0%,2.0% 
and 3.0% was also considered. The boundary reinforcement is concentrated at a distance of 
0.05f'w from the end of the wall and its ratio is calculated based on a concrete area of 0.10twfw. A 
third set of analyses considers wall components with asymmetrical ratios of distributed boundary 
reinforcement, PbI and Pb2. The ratio of boundary reinforcement considered is PbI =0.50% at one 
end and Pb2=1%, 2%, and 3% at the other end of the wall. The ratio of distributed reinforcement 
remains equal to Pl=0.25%. The axial load ratio will vary between NI(j'cAg}=-O.02 and 0.10. A 
negative axial load ratio, implying tension, is of interest because it is applicable to coupled walls. 
This range of reinforcement and axial load is considered representative for cantilever walls of 
multi-storey buildings. The reinforcement yield strain is cy=0.0015(i.e. jy=300MPa) and the 
compressive strength of concrete,J' c, was 30MPa. 
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Figure A-2 shows values of curvature coefficient for rectangular walls as a function of the ratio 
of distributed reinforcement, Pi> and axial load ratios, NI(j'cAg}. For instance, an increase in the 
ratio of distributed reinforcement from Pl=0.25% to 1% and a constant axial load ratio of 
NI(j'cAg}=0.04, increases the curvature coefficient from 77=1.70 to 2.20. This occurs because an 
increase in the quantity of distributed reinforcement increases the compression area at the end of 
the wall and thus reduces the ratio of neutral axis depth and wall length, ~ Large ratios of 
distributed reinforcement also increase the M"IMy ratio due to a larger increase of the nominal 
moment, Mn. relative to its yield moment, My. As shown by Priestley and Kowalsky [P18], the 
variation of the axial load ratio, NI(j' cAgY, between 0.0 and 0.10 does not show significant effects 
on the curvature coefficient. This happens because reductions of the neutral axis to length 
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ratio, ~ and the M,/My ratio are comparable. In contrast, an axial tension load ratio produces a 
sudden increase of the curvature coefficient because the M,/My ratio increase at a greater rate 
than the neutral axis depth to wall length ratio, q. The increase in the M,/My ratio occurs because 
the axial tension load reduces the yield moment, My, at a faster rate than the nominal moment, 
Mn. Table A-I provides a summary of the variation of the M,/My and neutral axis depth to wall 
length ratio, ~ to confirm these findings. It is noted that walls subjected to axial tension are not 
likely to have ratios of uniformly distributed bars without any boundary reinforcement. 
Table A·I Values of curvature coefficients, 11, applicable to rectangular walls 
RECTANGULAR WALLS 
N/(t'cAa} MrlMv C. 11 N/(f'cAa} MrlMv C. 11 
Pe=0.25% Pb=O.O% Pe=0.50% Pb=O.O% 
-0.010 2.31 0.95 2.44 -0.020 2.32 0.93 2.49 
0.000 1.61 0.88 1.83 0.000 1.65 0.83 1.98 
0.025 1.33 0.79 1.69 0.025 1.45 0.77 1.89 
0.050 1.29 0.73 1.75 0.050 1.40 0.72 1.94 
0.100 1.27 0.65 1.93 0.100 1.34 0.65 2.07 
Pe=0.50% Pb=1.0% Pe=0.50% Pb=3.0% 
-0.020 1.51 0.82 1.85 -0.020 1.32 0.77 1.72 
0.000 1.41 0.76 1.85 0.000 1.28 0.73 1.77 
0.025 1.34 0.71 1.88 0.025 1.24 0.68 1.81 
0.050 1.28 0.67 1.92 0.050 1.25 0.65 1.92 
0.100 1.25 0.61 2.06 0.100 1.23 0.60 2.07 
Figure A-2 also shows values of the curvature coefficient for rectangular walls when ratios of 
boundary reinforcement of Pb=1.0%, 2.0%, and 3.0% are evenly assigned at both ends of the 
wall. The ratio of distributed reinforcement remains constant and equal to Pt=0.50%. Ratios of 
boundary reinforcement do not influence the values of the curvature coefficient for axial load 
ratios, N/(f'cAg), in excess of 0.02. It is evident that the ratio of distributed reinforcement 
primarily controls the values of the curvature coefficient. 
Figure A-3 shows the values of the curvature coefficient for rectangular walls when the ratios of 
boundary reinforcement are unevenly assigned to the ends of the wall component. The wall is 
subjected to lateral forces inducing positive or negative bending moments. It has a fixed ratio of 
distributed and boundary reinforcement of Pt=Pbl=O.50%. At the other end of the wall, the ratio 
of the boundary reinforcement are Pb2=1.0%, 2.0% and 3.0%. The axial load ratio, N/(f'cAg), 
varies between -0.02 and 0.10. This arrangement of reinforcement would not arise in cantilever 
walls subjected to gravity loads. A significant variation of gravity and lateral force-induced axial 
loads arises in coupled walls in which the ratios of boundary reinforcement are expected to be 
different. 
Figure A-3(a) shows the effect of increasing the boundary reinforcement ratio, Pb2, at the tension 
side of the wall. It is evident that it does not influence those values of curvature coefficient 
already obtained with only distributed reinforcement and axial load ratios of N/(f'cAg»0.02. 
However, its effect is manifested for smaller values of axial load ratio. The curvature coefficient 
exhibits a linear reduction rather than the increase observed with only distributed reinforcement. 
This occurs, as stated before, because the increase in boundary reinforcement at the tension side 
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of the wall increases the yield moment of the section at a faster rate than its nominal moment 
thus reducing the M"IMy ratio. 
On the other hand, Figure A-3(b) shows the case when the moment of the wall reverses. The 
wall has the same ratios of distributed and boundary reinforcement described before. In this 
case, the increasing boundary reinforcement ratio, Pb2, is at the compression side of the wall. 
Similar values of the curvature coefficient are shown for axial loads ratios N/(j'cAg»0.02. 
However, for smaller axial load ratios, reductions in the curvature coefficient are not as large as 
those obtained when the increasing boundary reinforcement ratio, Pb2, at the tension side of the 
wall. 
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Figure A·3 Values of curvature coefficient, 1'\, applicable to rectangular walls with unequal ratios of boundary 
reinforcement, Pb 
This uneven distribution of boundary reinforcement slightly affects the curvature coefficient 
already obtained with symmetrically distributed boundary reinforcement when the wall is 
subjected to lateral forces inducing positive or negative bending moments. The only distinctive 
characteristic is that for axial load ratios less than 0.02, the curvature coefficient reduces in 
particular when increasing the tension boundary reinforcement. In coupled structural walls, the 
axial force ratios may exceed the limits shown in Figure A-3(a) and (b). It is evident that for 
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compression dominated walls reliable values of curvature coefficient may be obtained by linear 
extrapolation. Because tension dominated coupled walls will seldom be used with less than a 
2% reinforcement ratio at the tension end of the section, such approximation is also applicable to 
cases when N/(j' cAg} < -0. 02. 
Figure A-4 shows the normalized moment-curvature relationship and its bilinear idealization for 
a cantilever rectangular wall. Figure A-4(a) and (b) show relationships between the normalized 
moment, Mn and the relative curvature, <\>yRw, with only ratios of distributed reinforcement of 
pt=0.25% and 0.50%. The normalised flexural moment, M r, is the ratio of the nominal moment, 
Mn, obtained with different values of axial load (N?.O.O) to the nominal bending moment, M n, 
associated with no axial load (N=O.O). Axial loads ratios vary between 0.0 and 0.10. Figure 
A-4(c) and (d) exhibit the relationships when ratio of boundary reinforcement, Pb, is assigned at 
both ends of the wall. The wall also has a constant ratio of uniformly distributed reinforcement 
of Pl=0.25%. All figures show that the relative curvature, <\>yfw, remains essentially constant 
independent of the quantity of ratios of distributed and boundary reinforcement. 
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In summary, these analyses justify the curvature coefficient of 11:::::2.0 for rectangular walls, 
suggested in a previous study[PI8]. It is applicable to walls with ratios of distributed 
reinforcement, Pi> varying between 0.25% and 1%, and symmetric or asymmetric ratios of 
boundary reinforcement, Pl' More precise values, if required, may be obtained from Table A-I 
for axial load ratios of N/(Agf'c} <0. 075. 
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A.3 "I" shape flanged symmetrical wall components 
The study of "I" shape wall components assumes the same thickness of the wall flange, tl, and 
web, two The wall thickness is assumed to be approximately 6.3% of the wall length. The ratios 
of wall length to flange length considered in this study are RwIbF4.0, 2.0 and 1.0. Reinforcement 
ratios of distributed and boundary reinforcement ratio are equal to those used for the rectangular 
wall. The boundary reinforcement at the end of the flanges is also calculated based on a concrete 
area of 0.10tPI' Figure A-1(b) shows the regions where distributed and boundary reinforcement 
are used. The ratio of reinforcement yield strength and concrete compressive strength remains 
the same,Jlf'c=10. The reinforcement yield strain used in this studies is Sy=0.0015. 
Figure A-5 shows the variation of the curvature coefficient for "I" shape walls with wall length 
to flange length ratios of RwlbF4.0, 2.0, and 1.0. For convenience, these walls are denoted as 14, 
12, and 11. The values of the curvature coefficient increases with a reduction of the length of 
the flange, br, i.e., with the increase of Rwlbr ratio. For instance, an axial compressive load ratio 
of 0.04 and Rwlbr ratios of 4.0, 2.0, and 1.0, leads to curvature coefficients of 17=1.55, 1.42 and 
1.35 respectively. The curvature coefficient is expected to rise to a mean value of 2.0 when Rwlbr 
ratio reaches 16.0, which corresponds to the curvature coefficient applicable to rectangular walls 
already studied. To detect the causes ~f differen~es of the curvature c~efficient for walls with 
variable flange length and constant wall length, Table A-2 is presented. It summarizes the M,/My 
and neutral axis depth to wall length ratios, c;, of walls 11 and 14. It is seen that, these two 
parameters reduce with increasing axial force ratios in both 11 and 14 type walls. However, 
wall 14 exhibits a larger reduction of the neutral axis ratio, q, because of its short flange whereas 
wall 11 exhibits a larger reduction of the M,/My ratio because it has a large concentration of 
reinforcement at the ends due to its long flanges. These lead to smaller values of the curvature 
coefficient for the 14 type wall than for the 11 type wall. In general, a wall component with 
flanges will reach its nominal yield curvature before a rectangular wall. 
The assignment of boundary reinforcement with ratios of Pb=1.0%, 2.0% and 3.0% to "I" type 
walls with distributed reinforcement Pl=0.50% and axial load ratios, NI(f'c*Ag}, between 0.0 and 
0.10 did not modify the curvature coefficient obtained for walls having only distributed 
reinforcement ratio of Pl=0.50%. This finding confirms, again, that the ratio of distributed 
reinforcement dominantly controls the curvature coefficient and that it is essentially unchanged 
by the boundary reinforcement ratio, Pb. 
In summary, the compression flange of an "I" shape wall reduces the curvature coefficient to a 
mean value of 1l=1.32±6% for a wall to flange length of RwIbF1.0. A linear interpolation 
between 1.32 and 2.00 (curvature coefficient of a rectangular wall) can be used to obtain the 
curvature coefficient for "I" shape walls with Rwlbr ratios varying between 1.0 and 16.0. This 
last corresponds to the Rwlbr ratio of a rectangular wall. The nominal yield curvature of a flanged 
wall component is smaller than that of a rectangular wall with the same length. 
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A.4 "T" shape wall components with the flange in compression 
Figure A-l(c) illustrates a "T" shape wall component. It has wall to flange lengths ratios of 
RwIbF4.0, 2.0, and 1.0. These walls types are denoted as T4, T2, and Tl, respectively. The 
variation of the axial load ratio, N/(j'cAg), and the ratio of reinforcement yield strength to 
concrete compressive strength,flf'c=10, remains the same. 
Figure A-6 shows the variation of the curvature coefficient for "T" shape walls when its flange is 
in compression and Rwlbf ratios of 4.0, 2.0, and 1.0. For instance, an axial load ratio of 0.04 and 
Rwlbf ratios of 1.0 and 4.0 results in curvature coefficients of 17=1.35 to 1.60, respectively. These 
values remain essentially constant for axial load ratios varying between 0.0 and 0.10. In 
contrast, an axial tension load (N <0.0) generates a sudden increase of the curvature coefficient. 
The assignment of boundary reinforcement to the wall reduces this sudden increment of the 
curvature coefficient. This is because, as already explained, it generates an increase in the yield 
moment at a faster rate than the increase in nominal moment. 
Table A-3 provides M,/My ratios and neutral axis to length ratios, q, of wall types Tl and T4. 
Variations are similar to those found for the "I" shape walls described in Section A.3. 
The curvature c~efficient for.a "T" shape wall with its flange in compression and different, Rwlbf, 
ratios, can be simply obtained by linearly interpolating between 1.35 and 2.0, the latter 
corresponding to the curvature coefficient for a rectangular wall. 
A.S "T" shape wall component with the flange in tension 
Figure A-7 shows the variation of the curvature coefficient, 11, for "T" shape walls with its flange 
in tension and Rwlbf ratios of 4.0, 2.0, and 1.0. These walls are the same as those already 
analysed in Section A.4, however, the moment direction is reversed. These walls are again 
denoted as T4, T2, and Tl. For instance, an axial load ratio of 0.04 and Rwlbf ratios of 1.0, 2.0, 
and 4.0 results in mean values of curvature coefficient of 1]=2.1, 2.0, and 1.9, respectively. The 
increase of the axial load ratio, N/(j' cAgY, leads to a large increase of the curvature coefficient 
which becomes noticeable as the Rwlbf ratio reduces. As expected, the increase of the axial load 
ratio, N/(j' cAgY, generates on wall Tl a greater increase of the curvature coefficient to 17=2.5. 
Table A-4 summarises M,/My ratios and neutral axis ratios, q, of walls types Tl and T4. It is 
noted that the increase of the values of the curvature coefficient for wall Tl with the flange in 
tension is primarily due to a significant reduction in the neutral axis depth to wall length ratio, q. 
In summary, a "T" shaped wall with the flange in tension is associated with a larger curvature 
coefficient when compared to the same wall but with its flange in compression. 
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Table A·2 Values of curvature coefficient, 1'\. for "I" shape walls 
(lw/bf=4.0; tf =tw=O.063lw) 
N/(f'/Ao) Mr/Mv ~ 1'\ N/(f'/Ao) Mr/Mv ~ 1'\ 
Pl= O. 25% Pb=O.O% p(= O. 50% Pb=O.O% 
-0.010 1.62 0.96 1.69 -0.020 1.61 0.94 1.71 
0.000 1.34 0.92 1.46 0.000 1.37 0.88 1.56 
0.025 1.20 0.85 1.42 0.025 1.27 0.82 1.54 
0.050 1.15 0.79 1.46 0.050 1.22 0.77 1.57 
0.100 1.15 0.71 1.61 0.100 1.20 0.70 1.71 
Pt=0.50% Pb=1.0% p(=0.50% Pb=3.0% 
-0.020 1.48 0.93 1.59 -0.020 1.35 0.91 1.48 
0.000 1.34 0.87 1.53 0.000 1.29 0.86 1.50 
0.025 1.25 0.82 1.53 0.025 1.22 0.81 1.52 
0.050 1.21 0.77 1.57 0.050 1.19 0.76 1.57 
0.100 1.19 0.70 1.71 0.100 1.19 0.69 1.71 
(lw/bf=1.0; tf =tw=O.063lw) 
N/(f'c*Ao) Mr/Mv ~ 1'\ N/(f'c*Ao) Mr/Mv ~ 11 
pt=0.25% Pb=O.O% p(= O. 50% Pb=O.O% 
-0.010 1.32 0.97 1.36 -0.020 1.31 0.96 1.36 
0.000 1.17 0.94 1.25 0.000 1.18 0.92 1.28 
0.025 1.11 0.89 1.24 0.025 1.14 0.87 1.31 
0.050 1.09 0.85 1.28 0.050 1.12 0.83 1.34 
0.100 1.06 0.78 1.36 0.100 1.08 0.77 1.42 
p{=0.50% Pb=1.0% p{=0.50% Pb=3.0% 
-0.020 1.21 0.94 1.28 -0.020 1.14 0.92 1.24 
0.000 1.16 0.91 1.28 0.000 1.14 0.89 1.29 
0.025 1.14 0.86 1.31 0.025 1.13 0.85 1.33 
0.050 1.11 0.83 1.35 0.050 1.10 0.81 1.36 
0.100 1.09 0.76 1.43 0.100 1.09 0.75 1.45 
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Table A-3 Values of curvature coefficient, 1'\. for "T" shape walls with flange in compression 
(fw/bf=4.0 tf =tw=O.063fw) 
N/(f'c*Aa) MrlMv ~ 11 N/(f'c*Aa) MrlMv ~ 11 
pt=0.25% Pb=O.O% Pl= O. 50% Pb=O.O% 
-0.010 2.67 0.99 2.68 -0.020 2.68 0.99 2.71 
0.000 1.55 0.93 1.66 0.000 1.57 0.91 1.73 
0.025 1.24 0.87 1.43 0.025 1.34 0.85 1.58 
0.050 1.17 0.82 1.44 0.050 1.26 0.80 1.57 
0.100 1.15 0.74 1.56 0.100 1.21 0.73 1.66 
Pt=0.50% Pb=1.0% Pl= O. 50% Pb=3.0% 
-0.020 1.66 0.94 1.77 -0.020 1.35 0.90 1.50 
0.000 1.41 0.89 1.59 0.000 1.29 0.86 1.51 
0.025 1.29 0.83 1.55 0.025 1.23 0.81 1.52 
0.05Q 1.24 0.79 1.56 0.050 1.21 0.77 1.56 
0.100 1.21 0.72 1.67 0.100 1.19 0.71 1.69 
(fwlbf=1.0 tf =tw=O.063fw) 
N/(f'c*Aa) MrlMv ~ 11 N/(f'c*Aa) MrlMv ~ 11 
PFO.25% Pb=O.O% Pl= O. 50% Pb=O.O% 
-0.005 2.23 0.98 2.27 -0.010 2.23 0.98 2.28 
0.000 1.53 0.96 1.59 0.000 1.54 0.95 1.61 
0.025 1.16 0.92 1.26 0.025 1.24 0.92 1.36 
0.050 1.11 0.89 1.24 0.050 1.17 0.89 1.32 
0.100 1.07 0.84 1.29 0.100 1.11 0.83 1.34 
Pt=0.50% Pb=1.0% PI=0.50% Pb=3.0% 
-0.015 1.81 0.98 1.86 -0.020 1.41 0.96 1.47 
0.000 1.37 0.94 1.45 0.000 1.25 0.93 1.34 
0.025 1.21 0.91 1.33 0.025 1.18 0.90 1.31 
0.050 1.16 0.88 1.31 0.050 1.15 0.87 1.31 
0.100 1.11 0.83 1.34 0.100 1.11 0.82 1.35 
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Table A-4 values of the curvature coefficient, ", for "T" shape walls with the flange in tension 
(.ew/bt=4.D; tf =tw=O.063.ew) 
N/(f'c* Aa) Mr/Mv 1; 11 N/(f'c*Aa) Mr/Mv C 11 
p(=0.25% Pb=O.O% Pt=0.50% Pb=O.O% 
-0.020 1.57 0.91 1.73 -0.020 1.61 0.88 1.83 
0.000 1.41 0.85 1.66 0.000 1.42 0.80 1.78 
0.025 1.27 0.76 1.67 0.025 1.36 0.73 1.85 
0.050 1.25 0.71 1.78 0.050 1.31 0.68 1.92 
0.100 1.24 0.62 2.00 0.100 1.30 0.61 2.12 
Pt=0.50% Pb=1.0% p,=0.50% Pb=3.0% 
-0.020 1.51 0.87 1.74 -0.020 1.39 0.84 1.65 
0.000 1.37 0.79 1.73 0.000 1.31 0.78 1.68 
0.025 1.33 0.73 1.83 0.025 1.30 0.73 1.79 
0.050 1.30 0.68 1.90 0.050 1.28 0.68 1.87 
0.100 1.29 0.61 2.10 0.100 1.27 0.61 2.07 
(.ew/bt=1.0; tf =tw=O.063.ew) 
N/(f'c*Aa) Mr/Mv 1:, n N/(f'c*Aa) Mr/Mv 1:, n 
p(=0.25% Pb=O.O% PFO.50% Pb=O.O% 
-0.020 1.31 0.86 1.52 -0.020 1.29 0.81 1.60 
0.000 1.23 0.79 1.56 0.000 1.28 0.72 1.77 
0.025 1.22 0.69 1.76 0.025 1.26 0.65 1.93 
0.050 1.23 0.63 1.96 0.050 1.25 0.60 2.09 
0.100 1.25 0.53 2.34 0.100 1.29 0.52 2.49 
p(=0.50% Pb=1.0% p(=0.50% Pb=3.0% 
-0.020 1.23 0.76 1.61 -0.020 1.21 0.71 1.71 
0.000 1.24 0.70 1.78 0.000 1.20 0.66 1.83 
0.025 1.24 0.64 1.96 0.025 1.21 0.61 2.00 
0.050 1.23 0.58 2.11 0.050 1.23 0.56 2.17 
0.100 1.28 0.51 2.51 0.100 1.27 0.50 2.54 
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Appendix B. Properties of Single-Mass Asymmetric Systems 
B.I Introduction 
This appendix describes how to obtain the properties of asymmetric single-mass two-element 
systems. It also summarizes the properties and general characteristics of systems examined in 
this study. 
In case of two-element systems, properties of strength, stiffness and nominal yield displacement 
of elements and their location can be readily established for predefined uncoupled translational 
and rotational periods of free vibration and a given nominal yield displacement of the system. 
The derivation of these idealised systems was used to examine the effect that a range of realistic 
set of properties may have on torsional response of ductile systems. 
Properties of multi-element systems may vary depending on the assignment of strength to the 
elements. As explained in Section 2.11.4, there are an infinite number of strength distributions 
among elements of multi-element systems satisfying zero strength eccentricity and therefore no 
expressions were derived. 
B.2 Properties of asymmetric two-element systems 
Figure B-1 shows a torsionally restrained two-element system. Its fundamental properties can be 
derived once the required uncoupled translational and rotational periods (Ts and To) and nominal 
yield displacement of the system, Llys, along the principal axes, is established. 
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Figure B-I. Two-element torsionally restrained system 
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The translational stiffness of the system along the X and Y-axes associated with selected values 
of uncoupled translational periods are: 
(B-I) 
The system strength necessary to attain the required uncoupled translational periods of free 
vibration, is derived using predefined values of system nominal yield displacement along the 
principal axes. 
(B-2) 
The location of the elements from the centre of mass is obtained after the radius of gyration of 
element stiffness is derived. This property is readily obtained by specifying a required ratio of 
uncoupled translational and rotational period of free vibration. Note that the rotational period of 
the system considers only parallel elements along a given direction without including the 
stiffness of the transverse elements. The radius of gyration of stiffness is obtained once the 
radius of gyration of mass is known. 
T 
r =..!..r 
Icy T m 
e 
(B-3) 
A relationship between radii of gyration of stiffness and strength is readily derived because 
stiffness is strength dependant. The radius of gyration of element stiffness may be also estimated 
by specifying a preferred ratio of radii of gyration of strength and mass. 
a 2 
r = r 
Icy [a+,B(l-a)] vy (B-4) 
where ar=ll.ye2/ ll.yel and p are defined in Figure B 1. 
The distance 'D' between Y-direction elements (1) and (2), as a function of the radius of gyration 
of stiffness and the ratio of nominal yield displacement of the elements, ar=ll.yd ll.yel, is 
D = (l+a) rlcy 
ra (B-5) 
The location of elements (1) and (2) from the centre of mass, considering the notation shown in 
Figure B-1, is 
Xl = fJD and X 2 = (1- ,B)D (B-6) 
Noting that 
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1 ~ oc-
yl e 
I 
The nominal strength of the elements satisfying static equilibrium is 
and the nominal yield displacement are 
~ y2 = /'XL1 yl 
The stiffness of the elements is expressed as, 
k = Vnl = ( a(l- {J) JK 
I ~ yl a(1- {J) + {J ys 
k - Vn2 - ( {J JK 
2 - ~Y2 - a+ {J(1-a) ys 
and the stiffness eccentricity associated with zero strength eccentricity is, 
aX2 -XI e = -..!:...---!... 
rx (l+a) 
B-3 
(B·7) 
(B·8) 
(B·9) 
(B·IO) 
(B·ll) 
(B.12) 
(B·13) 
(B.14) 
(B.IS) 
In case of restrained systems being symmetric along the X-axis, the distance 'E' between X-
direction elements (3) and (4) and its location is obtained in a similar manner. The only 
difference is that the radii of gyration of stiffness and strength are the same since 
a;=.~yt# ~ye3=1. O. 
(B.16) 
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E = 2rkx 
Y3 = Y4 = D.5E 
The nominal strength of the elements satisfying static equilibrium is 
The nominal yield displacement of X-direction elements (3) and (4) is 
~y3 = ~Y4 = ~YS 
and their stiffness is 
The strength and stiffness eccentricity are zero. 
(B-17) 
(B·18) 
(B.19) 
(B.20) 
(B·2I) 
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B.3 Properties and general characteristics of the structural systems used in this thesis 
Table B-l. Dimensions and properties of System 1 
System dimension and element location 
Weight A B D=0.82A E=0.82A 13=0.5D 
lkN) (ml (m) (m) (m) (m) 
1766 15.0 15.0 12.25 12.25 6.12 
System properties alon~ the Y and X-axes 
Sys Tv elD elD Vns Ks Avs r vir m=ric/r m r onIr m=riolr m 
(sec) (kN) (kNlm) (mm) 
-.BL 1.3 0.00 0.00 176.6 4204.8 42.0 1.00 0.00 TR /I /I /I /I /I /I 1.00 
TU 0.00 0.00 440.6 28424.5 15.5 /I 0.00 
- 0.5 TR /I /I /I /I /I /I 1.00 
Properties of Y-direction elements (1) and 2) 
System Tv a Av1 A~2 V1 V2 k1 k2 
(sec) Av.JAvl (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlmJ 
TU&TR 1.3 1.00 42.0 42.0 88.3 88.3 2102.4 2102.4 
TU&TR 0.5 1.00 15.5 15.5 220.3 220.3 14212.2 14212.2 
Properties of X-direction elements (3) and (4) 
Sys Tx a AV3 A~ Vn3 Vn4 k3 k4 
(sec) AyJAY3 (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU 1.3 0.00 42.0 ---------- 176.6 --------- .. 4204.8 ----------
TR 1.00 42.0 42.0 88.3 88.3 2102.4 2102.4 
TU 0.5 0.00 15.5 ---------- 440.6 ---------- 28424.5 ----------
TR 1.00 15.5 15.5 220.3 220.3 14212.2 14212.2 
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Table B-2. Dimensions and properties of System 2 
System dimension and element location 
Weight A B D=O.99A E=O.90A ~=O.3D 
(kN) 
.(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
1766 15.0 15.0 14.85 13.50 4.45 
System properties alon~ the Y and X-axes 
Sys Tv eviD elD Vns Ks Avs r v/r m=rkYI!m r vxlr m=riolr m 
(sec) (kN) (kNlm) (mm) 
TU 1.3 0.00 0.00 176.6 4204.8 42.0 1.00 0.00 r--- /I /I /I /I /I /I TR 1.00 
r-B!- 0.00 0.00 440.6 28424.5 15.5 /I 0.00 0.5 TR /I /I /I /I /I /I 1.00 
Properties of Y-direction elements (1 ) and '2) 
Sys Tv a Av1 Av2 V1 V2 k1 k2 
(sec) fl.v'/ fl.vl . (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU&TR 1.3 1.00 42.0 42.0 123.6 53.0 2943.4 1261.4 
TU&TR 0.5 1.00 15.5 15.5 308.4 132.2 19897.1 8527.3 
Properties of X-direction elements (3) and (4) 
Sys Tx a AV3 AV4 Vn3 Vn4 k3 k4 
(sec) fl.yJfl.Y3 (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU 1.3 0.00 42.0 ---------- 176.6 ---------- 4204.8 ----------
TR 1.00 42.0 42.0 88.3 88.3 2102.4 2102.4 
TU 0.5 0.00 15.5 --- .. __ .. --- 440.6 ---------- 28424.5 ----------
TR 1.00 15.5 15.5 220.3 220.3 14212.2 14212.2 
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Table B-3 Dimensions and properties of Systems 3, 4, 5 
System dimension and element location 
Sys Weight A B D E ~=0.5D rvx/rm rko/rm r mlr m=rJolr m 
(kN) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
3 1766 15.0 15.0 (0. 83A)_12.42 (0. 83A) 12.42 6.21 1.014 1.00 1.014 
4 1/ 21.21 10.61 21.21 10.61 10.61 1.54 1.51 0.76 
5 1/ 10.61 21.21 10.61 21.21 5.30 0.76 0.76 1.54 
System properties along the Y and X-axes 
Sys Tv e;D eniD e,./D Vns Ks ~vs 
(sec) (kN) (kNlm) (mm) 
TU 1.3 0.00 -0.083 0.00 176.6 4204.8 42.0 
TR " " " " " " 
TU " " " 440.6 28424.5 15.5 0.5 
TR " " " " " " 
Properties of Y-direction elements (1) and (2) 
Sys Tv a AV1 Il.V2 V, V2 k, k2 
(sec) Av7IAvl (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU&TR 1.3 1.40 36.0 50.4 88.3 88.3 2452.8 1752 
TU&TR 0.5 1.40 13.3 18.6 220.3 220.3 16580.9 11843.5 
Properties of X-direction elements (3) and (4) 
Sys Tx a AV3 AV4 Vn3 Vn4 k3 k4 
(sec) AvJAv3 (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU 1.3 0.00 42.0 ---------- 176.6 ---------- 4204.8 ----------
TR 1.00 42.0 42.0 88.3 88.3 2102.4 2102.4 
TU 0.5 0.00 15.5 ---------- 440.6 ---------- 28424.5 ----------
TR 1.00 15.5 15.5 220.3 220.3 14212.2 14212.2 
a. AYe1 Aye2 Ays £1 £2 £tot=£1 +£2 
Ave-JAvel (mm) Relative length 
1.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 1.20 1.20 2.4 
1.2 38.5 46.2 42.0 1.31 1.09 " 
1.4 36.0 50.4 42.0 1.40 1.00 " 
1.6 31.1 54.6 42.0 1.48 0.92 " 
2.0 31.5 63.0 42.0 1.60 0.80 " 
2.5 29.4 73.5 42.0 1.71 0.69 " 
4.0 26.3 105.0 42.0 1.92 0.48 " 
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Table B-4 Dimensions and properties of System 6 
System dimension and element location 
Weight A B D=O.99A E=O.9OA ~=O.3D 
(kN) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
1766 15.0 15.0 14.85 13.50 4.45 
System properties along the Y and X-axes 
Sys Tv e,jD eniD er./D Vns Ks .&vs rv./rm rJo!rm rvxlrm=riolrm 
(sec) (kN) (kNlm) (mm) 
TU 1.3 0.00 -0.066 0.00 176.6 4204.8 42.0 1.00 0.92 0.00 TR " " " " " " " " 1.00 
TU " " " 440.6 28424.5 15.5 " " 0.00 0.5 TR " " " " " " " " 1.00 
Properties of Y-direction elements (1) and '2) 
Sys Tv a '&v1 '&V2 V1 V2 k1 k2 
(sec) A'J.JAYI (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU&TR 1.3 1.40 38.4 53.8 123.6 53.0 3219.3 985.5 
TU&TR 0.5 1.40 14.2 19.8 308.4 132.2 21762.5 6662 
Properties of X-direction elements (3) and (4) 
Sys Tx a .&v3 .&V4 Vn3 Vn4 k3 k4 
(sec) AyJAY3 (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU 1.3 0.00 42.0 ---------- 176.6 ---------- 4204.8 ----------
TR 1.00 42.0 42.0 88.3 88.3 2102.4 2102.4 
TU 0.5 0.00 15.5 ---------- 440.6 ---------- 28424.5 ----------
TR 1.00 15.5 15.5 220.3 220.3 14212.2 14212.2 
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Table B-5 Dimensions and properties of one-element Systems 7, 8 and 9 
System dimension and element location 
S}'§ Wei~ht A B 0 E 6=0.50 ev/rm r vir m=rlnlr m rv/rm=riolrm 
(kN) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
7 1766 15.0 15.0 (0. 83A) 12.42 (0. 83A) 12.42 6.21 1.00 0.00 1.014 
8 " 21.21 10.61 21.21 10.61 10.61 1.54 0.00 " 
9 " 10.61 21.21 10.61 21.21 5.3 0.76 0.00 " 
System properties along the Y and X-axes 
Sys T-,,- ev/O en/O ev/O=eBIP Vns Ks Avs 
(sec) (kN) (kNlm) (mm) 
TU 1.3 -0.5 -0.5 0.00 176.6 4204.8 42.0 
TR " " " " " " 
Properties of Y-direction elementJ1) 
Sys Tv Av1 V1 k1 
(sec) (mm) (kN) (kNlm) 
TU&TR 1.3 42 176.6 4204.8 
Properties of X-direction elements (3) and (4) 
Sys Tx a AV3 AV4 Vn3 Vn4 k3 k4 
(sec) Il.vJIl.v3 (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
--.I!:L 1.3 0.00 42 ---------- 176.6 ---------- 4204.8 --_ .. ------
TR 1.00 42 42 88.3 88.3 2102.4 2102.4 
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Table B-6 Properties of three-element systems System 10 
System dimension and element location 
Sys Weight A B xl=0.5A x2=0.14A xa=0.5A Y4=0.5B Y5=O.5B 
(kN) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
10 3139 20.0 20.0 10.0 2.8 10.0 10.0 10.0 
System properties along the Y and X-axes 
Sys Tv e,JD eniD e,.,lD Vns Ks Avs rv./rm rm/rm r wlr m=r!olr m 
(sec) (kN) (kNlm) (mm) 
r-B!- 1.3 0.0 -0.054 0.00 314.0 7475 42.0 0.78 0.63 0.00 
TR " " " " " " " " 1.22 
Properties of Y-direction elements (1), (2) and (3) 
Sys Tv Avl AV2 Ava Vn1 V2 Va k1 K2 ka 
(sec) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU&TR 1.3 69.0 34.0 69.0 29.7 198.9 85.4 432.6 5798.3 1244.3 
Properties of X-direction elements (4) and (5) 
Sys Tx AV4 Avs Vn4 Vn5 k4 Ks 
(sec) (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU 1.3 42.0 ---------- 314.0 ---------- 7476 ----------
TR 42.0 42.0 157.0 157.0 3737.5 3737.5 
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Table B-7 Dimensions and properties of four-element System 11 
System dimension and element location 
Sys Weight A B x1=O.5A xr O.17A x3=O.17A x4=O.5A ys=O.5B YiFO.58 
(kN) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
11 3463 21.0 21.0 10.5 3.5 3.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 
System properties along the Y and X-axes 
Sys Tv e/D eniD e,/D Vns Ks ~vs ,-v/rm rWrnt r vx/r m=rJolr m 
(sec) jlcN) (kNlm) (mm) 
r---BL 1.3 0.00 -0.047 0.00 346.1 8241.4 42.0 1.05 1.10 0.0 
TR /I /I /I /I /I /I /I /I 1.22 
Properties of Y-direction elements (1), (2), (3 and (4) 
Sys Tv Av1 Av2 AV3 AV4 Vn1 Vn2 Vn3 Vn4 k1 k2 k3 k4 
(sec) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU&TR 1.3 33.9 67.8 53.8 42.7 127 37 66 117 3738 539 1222 2743 
Properties of X-direction elements (5) and (6) 
Sys Tx ~vs ~v6 Vns Vn6 Ks K6 
(sec) (mm) (mm) (kN) (kN) (kNlm) (kNlm) 
TU 1.3 42.0 ---------- 346.1 -----_ .. _-- 8241.4 ----------
TR 42.0 42.0 173.0 173.0 4121 4121 
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Appendix C. Shake Table Characteristics and Properties of Fuses 
C.I Characteristics of the unidirectional shake table and its actuator 
Table C-I. Characteristics of the shake table [AI] 
Plan Area 2mx4m 
Height above ground 700mm 
Material Steel 
Weight 2.4E+03 kg 
Maximum travel 300mm 
Natural frequency(unloaded) 20Hz 
Maximum out of plane deflection O.44mm 
under design loadings 
Maximum stress under design loadings 28 MPa (+) 45 MPa (-) 
Support details 4 Glacier DU Bearings on stationary 
shaft (lOOmm dia) along either side of 
the table 
Table top 12 mm steel plate 
Longitudinal stiffeners 4-410UB54 
Transverse stiffeners 12 mm full depth steel plate at 500 mm 
intervals 
Hole pattern Drilled and taped for M12 bolts at 250 
mm centres lengthwise and 125 mm 
centres transversely 
Table C-2. Characteristics of the actuator Dartec MIOOO/A [AI] 
Static capacity +- 250kN 
Dynamic capacity +-200kN 
Total stroke 300mm 
Effective piston area 9677mm2 
Servo valve rating 2 x 230 11m 
Maximum velocity attainable 1 mls 
Supply pressure 300 bar 
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C.l Properties of fuses 
Table C-3. Properties of 5.0 and 6.0 mm thick fuses 
5x46 5x76 6x50 
Analytical Experimental Analytical Experimental Analytical Experimental 
My (N-m) 55 NA 90 NA 86 NA 
Mp (N-m) 82.5 NA 135 NA 129 NA 
Mu (N-m) 118 127 195 200 194 200 
fjJ~ (1/m) 0.570 1.02 0.57 1.17 0.475 0.975 
B~! (rad) 0.00285 0.0051 0.00285 0.00584 0.00237 0.00486 
ByJ (rad) 0.00611 0.011 0.00611 0.0125 0.00536 0.011 
k(f (N-m/rad) 19167 10727 31667 15464 36000 17533 
-Ie /I g 0.560 0.488 0.487 
My: yield moment, M p : plastic moment, M u : ultimate moment after strain hardening; fjJ~ : Yield 
curvature, B~: yield rotation, Oy: nominal yield displacement, k£ : rotational stiffness, and Ie:and Ig 
effective and gross second moment of area 
Table C-4. Properties of 7.0 mm thick elastic fuses 
7x38 7x57 
Analytical Experimental Analytical Experimental 
My (N-m) 88 NA 133 NA 
Mp (N-m) 132 NA 199.5 NA 
Mu (N-m) 191 184 287 313 
fjJ~! (1/m) 00407 1.03 00407 1.16 
B~! (rad) 0.00204 0.00515 0.00204 0.00581 
Oy! (rad) 0.00443 0.0111 0.00448 0.0127 
k(f (N-m/rad) 43447 17206 65170 22869 
IelIg 0.396 0.351 
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Table CoS. Properties of 8.4 and 9.8 mm thick elastic fuses. 
8.4x50 9.8x50 
Analytical Experimental Analytical Experimental 
My (N-m) 168 NA 228 NA 
Mp (N-m) 252 NA 342 NA 
Mu (N-m) 362 378 493 513 
¢~! (11m) 0.339 1.09 0.291 1.25 
B~ (rad) 0.0017 0.0055 0.0014 0.006 
By! (rad) 0.0037 0.0119 0.0031 0.0133 
kif (N-mlrad) 98784 30710 156865 36590 
Ie /Ig 0.311 0.233 
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Appendix D. Design Example 
D.I General 
An example is provided to illustrate the application of the seismic design procedure described in 
Chapter 6. It shows how to estimate the displacement and ductility capacity of an asymmetric 
multi-storey building, the nominal strength and the strength distribution among the elements 
necessary to limit displacement demands to less than their displacement ductility capacity. The 
building strength is determined using a force-based design method [S7]. 
The objective of using an asymmetric multi-storey building is to show that the system may be 
modelled as a simplified single-mass system. The seismic mass of the multi-storey system is 
assumed concentrated at the effective height and the lateral force resisting elements may be 
simulated as substitute rectangular wall elements having the same strength and nominal yield 
displacement as those of the actual structural elements. 
D.2 Description of the torsionally restrained system 
The building shown in Figure D-l is a torsionally restrained structure comprising five elements 
along the Y-direction and four elements along the X-direction. It is an eight storey building with 
uniform storey heights of 3.35m giving a total building height of h=26.8m. The floors are 
assumed to be infinitely rigid horizontal diaphragms. 
4000 y 4000 
4000 
x 
4000 
BOOO BOOO BOOO BOOO 
1 3 5 
Figure D-l. Plan configuration of the building structure 
Elements (1) and (5), shown in Figure D-2, parallel to the Y-direction, are dual elements 
comprising two identical walls of 4m length and 250mm thick coupled with conventionally 
reinforced concrete beams and connected to beam-column components. The beams are 
400x200mm in all storeys and the columns are 500x500mm. 
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Element (2), shown in Figure D-5 along the Y-direction, comprises a channel shaped wall of 
6.25m length, two flanges of 3.0m each and an uniform thickness of 250mm. It is connected to 
beam-column components having 500x300mm beams and 500x500mm columns. 
Elements (3) and (4), shown in Figure D-6 parallel to the Y-direction, are frames comprising 
beams of 500x300mm and columns of 500x500mm. 
Elements (A) and (B), shown in Figure D-7, are X-direction dual elements comprising two 
identical walls of 4m length and 250mm thick. The walls are connected to frame components 
comprising 200x500mm beams and 500x500mm columns. 
Elements (B) and (C), shown in Figure D-8, are X-direction dual elements comprising a single L-
shaped wall of 3m length and a 3.12m long flange connected to beam-column components. The 
beams are 200x500mm and the columns are 500x500mm. 
D.3 Modelling of the earthquake induced forces and displacement compatibility 
The effect of earthquake-induced forces on the building is simulated in design with the 
application of an inverted triangular lateral force pattern; see Figure D-2(a). This lateral force 
pattern is used to distribute the total overturning moments and shears to the elements. 
Ea,.ch element of the multi-storey building will be subjected to an inverted triangular force pattern 
to estimate their nominal yield displacement at the effective height where the seismic mass is 
assumed to be lumped. The nominal yield displacement is a geometric and material property 
independent of the strength assigned to the element. This property will be different for all 
elements unless they are physically the same. 
The assumption of infinitely rigid horizontal diaphragms is an indication that all elements should 
exhibit, for uniform translation and a given storey, the same lateral displacement. The 
transformation of the multi-storey building to a simple single mass system assumes displacement 
compatibility at the level where the seismic weight is assumed to be concentrated (2/3h). 
Displacement demands at such location should be equal and less than the displacement and 
ductility capacity of the critical element of parallel elements along a given direction. 
The lateral strength to the elements may be assigned arbitrarily. This should not be less than the 
forces required by the elements when subjected to the design inverted triangular distribution 
lateral force. 
The elements with walls, being much stiffer than the framed elements, are expected to control 
the displacement demands on the elements and hence on the system. The frame elements may be 
assigned enough strength to resist gravity loads only. 
D.4 Design procedure of the torsionally restrained system 
Step A. Determine the seismic weight and the centre of mass 
The centre of mass is located 200mm to the left of the geometric centre. The seismic weight was 
estimated considering the self-weight of floors, finishes, ceilings, services and light partitions. It 
also includes the curtain walls and glazing supported along the periphery beams, self-weight of 
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columns, beams and structural walls and the seismic live load for ultimate limit state [S7]. The 
total seismic weight of the building is approximately W=6494 kNlstorey x 8 floors =51 , 954kN. 
Step B. Estimate the displacement and ductility capacity of the system 
i. Ductile sidesway mechanism 
The chosen ductile sidesway mechanism for the elements under post-elastic deformations is a 
weak-beam strong-column mechanism while the walls will exhibit a plastic hinge at the base 
only. 
11. Nominal yield displacement of the elements 
The nominal yield displacement of cantilever walls, frames and dual elements may be obtained 
using suggested simplified methods [P19, P20, P21]. These methods demonstrate that nominal 
yield displacements can be estimated before the required seismic strength of the elements is 
established, as already shown for cantilever structural walls in Section 2.8.3. 
In case of multi-storey buildings, the nominal yield displacement of the elements, and that of the 
system, may be estimated at the level of the accelerated mass (i.e., hm=213h=17.9m) where the 
seismic weight of W=51,954kN is assumed to be concentrated. 
The nominal yield displacement of frame elements may be derived after the storey nominal yield 
displacements are estimated, as to be shown later for elements (3) and (4). 
The nominal yield displacement of dual elements may be estimated after establishing the 
location of the point of contraflexure in the wall component. Under lateral static forces, a point 
of contraflexure may be developed in the wall due to the restraining effects of the frame 
components on the cantilever deformations of the wall components. Its location will depend on 
the distribution of a unit base shear between the wall and the frame components as to be chosen 
by the structural engineer. The actual strength to be assigned to the dual element is not required 
at this stage. The point of contraflexure is the location in the wall where the slope of the elastic 
wall reaches a maximum and hence where the maximum inter-storey drift is expected to develop. 
It is suggested that the point of contraflexure should be developed at the effective height of wall 
components of a dual element. The height of the wall component associated with its effective 
aspect ratio is the location in the component where a specific displacement ductility and/or drift 
limit is expected to develop. The effective height of the wall components, i.e., he=AreXRw, may 
be obtained with the aspect ratio obtained by rearranging Eq. 2-25. The effective aspect ratio 
depends on the yield strain of the reinforcement, the curvature coefficient and the approximation 
of wall moments (linear or parabolic) between the wall base and the chosen point of 
contraflexure associated with a concentrated force or an inverted triangular lateral force pattern, 
as shown in Section 2.8.4. 
• Nominal yield displacement of elements (1) and (5) 
Dual elements (1) and (5) have wall components with an aspect ratio of Ar=hlRw=26. 814. 0=6.7. 
In this particular example, a displacement ductility J..l~w=5.0 and an allowable drift limit of 
0u=2.5% is selected to be developed simultaneously at the effective height of the wall. This is 
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obtained by deriving the effective aspect ratio with Eq 2-25, i.e., Are=4.17, after assuming a 
linear approximation of wall moments between the base and the chosen effective height hence 
C=113 as already explained in Section 2.8.3 and by considering a yield strain of Ey=0.002 and a 
curvature coefficient of 11:::::1.8, as shown in Figure A-2. The effective height of the walls 
satisfying such requirements is he=Are * '!w=4.17*4. 0=16. 7m. 
A point of contraflexure may be developed at the effective height of the wall if a definitive 
distribution of a unit base shear force between the wall and frame component is provided. This 
optimal base shear distribution may be derived by assigning a base shear force to the frame 
components to resist a triangular overturning moment due to a concentrated force applied at the 
top. The magnitude of such concentrated force should be such as to generate a triangular 
overturning moment pattern intersecting the total overturning moment at the effective height 
previously estimated due to an inverted triangular lateral force pattern, as shown in Figure 
D-2(c). The overturning moment of a triangular pattern is to be resisted by the beams through 
frame action, i.e., through the vertical shear resistance of the beams, as shown in Figure D-2(c). 
The overturning moment to be resisted by the frames, to develop a point of contraflexure at the 
effective height of the wall, should be equal to 4.14kNm as shown in Figure D-2(c). This 
moment is associated with a frame base shear force of VF4. 141(26. 8-16. 7) = 0.41 kN due to an 
element unit base force(VE=1.0kN). This indicates that the frames should resist a 41% of the 
element base shear force through vertical shear resistance of the beams of the frame ~omponent . 
whereas the wall components should resist at the base the remaining base shear of Vw=0.59kN 
(59%); see Figure D-2(d). The overturning moment to be resisted at the base of the wall, due to 
a unit base shear, is Mw=(l8.97-10.96)=7.74kNm whereas the frames should sustain an 
overturning moment of MF10.96kNm, as shown in Figure D-2(c). 
The approximately linear moment pattern between the wall base and the effective height, where 
a point of contraflexure is selected to develop, implies that the maximum drift in the wall can be 
expected to be critical in the vicinity of the 5th storey. Above this level drifts will be smaller due 
to the restraining effect of the frames. 
For simplicity in the design of the frame of the dual element, it is suggested to assign the same 
nominal flexural strength to coupling beams in every storey. The same choice is preferred for 
the beams of beam-column components. The lateral resistance provided by identical beams of a 
frame is associated with a concentrated horizontal force at the top of the frame, as previously 
indicated. 
The nominal yield displacement of elements (1) and (5) may be estimated at the level of the 
accelerated mass. This is obtained once the relative distribution of base shear between the wall 
and frame component has been selected to achieve the selected point of contraflexure at the 
effective height of the wall component and after the nominal yield displacement of the 
components, i.e., the walls and the frame, is established at the level of the accelerated mass. 
The nominal yield curvature at the base of the rectangular wall components is obtained with 
Eq.2-15, i.e., <\>yw=11(EyI.ew) =1.8(0.00214.00)=9.0E-04m-1, by considering a curvature coefficient 
of 11=1.8, as shown in Figure A-2. The nominal yield displacement at the effective height of the 
walls can be established with the aid of Eq 2-17 by considering the lateral force coefficient 
(C=113), the nominal yield curvature estimated before and the effective height of the walls of 
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Figure D-3. Conventionally reinforced coupling beam 
.... 
Beam 
Figure D-4. Relationship between cracked reinforced concrete walls and coupling beam rotation 
he=16.7m previously determined. The lateral force coefficient of C=1/3 is associated with a 
linear overturning moment between the base and the effective height of the wall. The effective 
height of the wall is the location where the point of contraflexure was selected to develop and 
where the allowable displacement limit is not to be exceeded.. The nominal yield displacement 
at the effective height is l1ywe= (ll3)</>ywh/ =0.084m x1rJ=84mm. The rotations of the wall (drift) 
at the effective height is 8yw=(i/2)</>ywhe=1.5l1yweihe=0.0075rad (See Section 2.8.4). The nominal 
yield displacement of the wall at the level of the accelerated mass (i.e., hm=17.9m) is 
l1yv;::-l1ywe+(hm-he)x8yw=0.084+(17.9-16.7)xO.0075=O.093m x1rJ=93mm, as shown in Figure 
D-2(e). 
The nominal yield displacement of beam-column components in a storey is primarily a function 
of the beam aspect ratio. A weak beam-strong column mechanism was assumed. The aspect 
ratio is obtained by assuming the location of the point of inflection in the beams due to lateral 
translation of the element only and assuming no gravity loads on the beams. In case of elements 
(1) and (5), the point of inflection of the beams is assumed to be located at a distance of 
fJ3=4.0/3.0=1.33 from the centreline of the beam-column joint, as shown in Figure D-2(e). The 
aspect ratio of the beam-column component is Arb = (2xftl3 )lhb =2.67/0.5=5.33. The storey 
nominal yield rotation considering shear, joint and flexural deformations of the elastic 
columns[P18] is 8-?0.5EyArb=0.5xO.002x5.33=0.0053rad. The nominal yield displacement at 
the level of the accelerated mass is obtained using a linear relationship, i.e., l1yF8yhm= 
0.0053x17.9=0.095xlrJ=95mm, as shown in Figure D-2(e) because the beam-column 
components in every storey are identical. 
The nominal yield displacement of a conventionally reinforced coupling beam is estimated with 
its chord nominal yield rotation, 8yb=l1yJfb, at the development of the nominal yield curvature, as 
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shown in Figure D-3. The nominal yield curvature for the coupling beam having a depth of 
hb=500mm is <!>Yb=1l(Eylhb)=1.7xO.00210.5=O.0068m-1. The corresponding nominal yield 
displacement of the beam is tlyb=(1I6)<!>ybfb2=116xO_0068x5.52=O.034m xJ(Y=34.3mm. 
Additional deformations due to steel strain penetration is expected at the bar anchorages [P21], 
however, this has been neglected in this example. The chord nominal yield rotation of the 
coupling beam is 8yb:::::tlyJfb=34.315500=O.0062rad. 
The relationship between the rotation of the coupling beam and the rotation of the walls at the 
effective height is 8b=«fb+fw)lfb)8yw=1. 738yw. This expression assumes that the neutral axis 
depth is the same for both walls, i.e., CI=C2, and that the walls rotate about their neutral axis, see 
Figure D-4. The rotations of the wall (drift) at the effective height previously derived is 
8yw=O.0075rad. The beam rotation due to such rotation is 8b=1.73(O.0075)=O.013rad. This is 
larger than the chord nominal yield rotation of the coupling beam estimated before. This 
indicates that the coupling beams will yield before the wall and also before the beams of the 
beam-column components. The rotation of the wall at the effective height associated with the 
chord nominal yield rotation of the coupling beam derived before is approximately 
8yw=O.588yb=O.58xO.0062rad=O.0036rad. The displacement of the wall associated with such 
rotation is f1ywe=O.678ywhe';'O.67xO.0036x17.6=O.042mx103=42mm. The displacement at the 
level of the accelerated mass is f1yw=tlywe+(hm-he)x8yw=O.042+(17.9-16.7)xO.0036=O.046m 
x1rY=46mm. 
The nominal yield displacement of elements (1) and (5) is estimated using the strength and 
nominal yield displacement of the wall and frame components. The force-displacement 
relationship of the components and the element is shown in Figure D-2(f). The relative base 
shear assigned to the walls is V w=O.59kN and their nominal yield displacement is tlyw=90mm. 
The strength assigned to the frame action, i.e., the contribution of the identical beam-column 
components and coupling beams, is VF0.41kN and its nominal yield displacement is tlyF95mm. 
The nominal yield displacement of elements (1) and (5) is readily obtained with Eq. 2-27 and 
equal to tlyel,5=92mm. 
• Nominal yield displacement of element (2) 
Element (2) comprises an I-shape wall component with an aspect ratio of Ar=26.816.25=4.29. 
The displacement ductility limit of Jlt.w=5.0 associated with the strain limits of the materials and 
allowable drift limit of ~=2.5% may be simultaneously satisfied at the effective height of the 
wall if the wall has an effective aspect ratio of Are=5.36 (Eq 2-25 where C=113, Ey=O.002, 11:::::1.4 
see Figure A-5(b)). The effective height of the wall having a length of 6.25m and an effective 
aspect ratio of Are=5.36 is he=6.25 *5. 36=33.5m. This height is larger than the actual height of 
the wall (h=26.8m). This indicates that the displacement capacity at the top the wall will be 
achieved when the strain limit of the materials is developed before the allowable drift limit is 
reached. 
The structural wall of element (2) was designed to resist the total overturning moment of 
Mw=8.97kNm due to an inverted triangular lateral force pattern, as shown in Figure D-5(c). The 
contribution of two columns and long span beams to lateral force resistance is in this case 
negligible and is thus neglected. 
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The nominal yield curvature of the I-shaped wall of element (2) is 
<pyw==Tl(Ey/Rw)=1.4(0.002/6.25)=4.48E-04m-1(Eq 2-15) by considering its corresponding curvature 
coefficient of 1'\=1.4 (see Figure A-5). The nominal yield displacement at the top of the wall, 
when subjected to an inverted triangular force pattern, is L\yt= (lJI40)<pywh2=88mm (Eq 2-17). 
The lateral resistance provided by the frame is assumed negligible. The nominal yield 
displacement of the wall at the level of the accelerated mass is obtained by linear interpolation 
L\~L\yt(hm/h) =88*07.9/26.8)=59mm, see Figure D-5. 
The nominal yield displacement of element (2) is the same as that of the wall because no lateral 
seismic strength was assigned to the frames of identical beam-column components, as shown by 
the force-displacement relationship of Figure D-5(f). 
• Nominal yield displacement of elements (3) and (4) 
The same vertical shear resistance will be assigned to identical beams of elements (3) and (4). 
Although they are intended to resist primarily gravity loads, it is a certainty that the frame, as 
built, will contribute with some lateral force resistance. This seismic resistance may be 
expressed in the form of a concentrated lateral force applied at the top of the frame; see Figure 
D-6( c). The total overturning moment to be resisted by the frame in terms of a concentrated unit 
force applied _atthe top is MF26.8kNm. 
Beams of frame elements (3) and (4) are expected to yield at a large displacement. This 
displacement is estimated by subdividing each storey of the frame into two beams having lengths 
of Rb1=7.75m and a single beam of Rb2=6.0m. These beams have aspect ratios of 
Arb 1 =7. 75/0.5=15.5 and Arb2=6.0/0.5=12.0. Beams with different aspect ratios are an indication 
that they will have different nominal yield displacements. This issue may be simplified by 
considering a weighted average of the beam aspect ratios, i.e., Arb=14.3. The nominal yield 
rotation of a storey of a simplified frame for such aspect ratio is 8yb;::;0. 5 ByArb=O. 0143rad. The 
nominal yield displacement at the level of the accelerated mass is .L\yF8y~m=256mm, as shown 
in Figure D-6(e) and (f). 
• Nominal yield displacement of elements (A) and (D) 
The nominal yield displacement of elements (A) and (D) and the relative distribution of a unit 
base shear to the components of the elements is estimated in as similar manner as already 
explained for elements (1) and (5), as shown in Figure D-7. In short, estimate the nominal yield 
displacement of the walls at the effective height where the point of contraflexure is chosen to be, 
as shown before. A unit base shear is then distributed between the walls and the frames to 
achieve a point of contraflexure at the selected location. Estimate the nominal yield 
displacement of the wall at the level of accelerated mass. Derive the storey nominal yield 
rotation, i.e., drift of the frame, by averaging the storey aspect ratios of the different beam-
column components in a storey. The nominal yield displacement of the frame is obtained at the 
level of the accelerated mass with a linear relationship. The nominal yield displacement of the 
element is readily obtained with Eq. 2-27. The results are shown in Figure D-7. 
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• Nominal yield displacement of elements (B) and (C) 
Elements (B) and (C) comprise a single L-shaped wall with an aspect ratio of Ar=26. 8/3. 0=8. 93. 
The choice of the effective height of the wall was selected to be identical to that of elements (A) 
and (D), i.e., he=16.7m, to achieve displacement compatibility with the other elements. The 
effective aspect ratio of the wall is then A re=16.713.0=5.57. 
According to Eq. 2-25 and considering the effective aspect ratio derived before, it is concluded 
that the allowable drift limit of 0u=2.5% will be reached for a wall displacement ductility of 
~=3.36. This is less than the allowable displacement ductility limit of ~=5.0 expected to develop 
when the strain limits of the materials are reached. 
The curvature coefficient for the L shaped-wall is different when the web or the flange is in 
compression, i.e., 11=2.0 and 11=1.3, respectively. The critical scenario occurs when the web is 
in compression because the element will exhibit a larger nominal yield displacement. 
A point of contra-flexure may be achieved at the selected effective height of the wall (he=16.7m) 
if the base shear assigned to the frame as a percentage is 53% whereas the wall should resist the 
remaining 47% (see Figure D-8(d)), as already explained for elements (1) and (5). 
The nominal yield curvature at the base of the rectangular wall components is <\>yw=1l(Eyf.ew) 
=2.0(0.002/3.00)=1.33E-03m-1(Eq.2-15) where the curvature coefficient of 7]=2.0 was deri~ed 
from Figure A-7(c). The nominal yield displacement at the effective height of the walls is 
l1ywe= (l13)<\>ywh/=0.124m xJ(J=124mm. The rotation of the wall (drift) at the effective height is 
8yw=(i/2)<\>ywhe=1.511ywJhe=0.0111rad(See Section 2.8.4). The nominal yield displacement of 
the wall at the level of the accelerated mass (i.e., hm=17.9m) may be obtained with l1yw=l1ywe+ 
(hm-he)x8yw=0.124+(17.9-16.7)xO.0111=O.137m x1rJ=137mm, see Figure D-8(e). 
The storey nominal yield displacement due to the four beam-column components may be 
estimated by assuming the location of the point of inflection of the beams due to lateral 
translation of the element only without considering the gravity-imposed loads on the beams, see 
shown in Figure D-8(b). The location of the point of inflection of the beams from the 
centreline of the beam-column joint are PIJ=(7.88-0.25)/3=2.54, Ph =5. 12/3=1. 71, 
Ph =8. 0/2=4, and PI4=(8.0-0.25)/2=3.87. The corresponding aspect ratios are A rb1 =10.16, 
Arb2=6.84, Arb3=16.0 and A rb4=15.48 and their weighted average is Arb=12.12. The storey 
nominal yield rotation considering the above average aspect ratio is 8r:0.5EyArb= 
0.5xO.002x12.12=0.0121rad. Because the beam-column components in every storey are 
identical, the nominal yield displacement at the level of the accelerated mass may be obtained 
with a linear relationship, i.e., l1yF8yhm= 0.0121x17.9=0.216x1rJ=216mm, as shown in Figure 
D-8(e). 
The force displacement relationship shown in Figure D-8(f) shows the base shear force and the 
nominal yield displacement of the element and its components at the level of the accelerated 
mass. 
• Substitute rectangular wall elements 
The multi-storey system may be reduced to a single mass system by 'assuming that the total mass 
of the system is concentrated at the level of the accelerated mass. 
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For the sake of simplicity, the elements are reduced to substitute rectangular walls with the aid of 
Eq. 2-19 assuming the curvature coefficient for a rectangular wall (11=1.8). This step, although 
not necessary in routine design, demonstrates that the lateral force resisting elements of the 
multi-storey building can be modelled as rectangular walls. The walls have the same properties 
of strength and nominal yield displacement as the actual elements. The lengths of the substitute 
walls are summarized in column (2) of Table D-1 and are shown in Figure D-9. 
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Figure D-9. Multistorey building reduced to a single mass system 
iii. Nominal yield displacement of the system 
The nominal yield displacement of the system is obtained with Eq. 2-32 using the nominal yield 
displacement of the elements and their relative strength. The relative strength is obtained by 
distributing a unit base shear to the elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity. This is done in 
a rational manner based on good engineering judgement. In this example, this is achieved using a 
two-step procedure described below. 
Step (1): A unit base shear (VE=1.0kN) is distributed, in this particular example, inversely 
proportional to the nominal yield displacement of parallel elements squared, 
Vi=(lIll.yeiriJlIll.yei xVE• The resulting base shear of the elements and their associated stiffness 
(kei=Ve/ll.yei) is listed in columns (3) and (4) of Table D-1 and also presented in Figure D-lO(a). 
This distribution of relative strengths introduces a strength eccentricity of evx=-3.85m (-O.12D) 
and a stiffness eccentricity of erx=-5.0m (-0.16D) due to differences in the nominal yield 
displacements of the elements. 
Step (2): The strength eccentricity of the system due to the unit base shear distribution described 
before may be eliminated by assigning a torque of T=evx*VE=-3.85kNm to say only elements (1) 
and (5), as shown on top of Figure D-lO(a). The relative strength of elements (1) and (5) is 
reduced and increased, respectively, by VT= T/D=3. 85/31.5=0. 12kN. The resulting base shear 
distribution, shown in Figure D-lO(b), satisfies zero strength eccentricity and reduces the 
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stiffness eccentricity to erx=-2.01m.(-O.064D). The corresponding relative stiffness of the 
elements are listed in column (6) of Table D-I. 
The same procedure is also followed to estimate the properties of the system along the X-
direction as shown in Figure D-IO and Table D-2. 
The nominal yield displacement of the system along the principal Y and X-axes are obtained with 
Eq 2.32. These are l::lys ="fYnei/Lkei=1IO.0137=73mm and l::lys=IVnei/Lkei=1IO.00807=124mm, 
respectivel y. 
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Figure D-10. Distribution of a unit base shear force to the elements satisfying zero strength eccentricity 
(iv) Displacement and ductility capacity of the elements and the system 
The displacement capacity of the elements and that of the system is restricted by the design 
criteria, explained in Section 2.2, to achieve a satisfactory performance. 
The displacement capacity of the system along the Y-direction is governed by element (2), 
having the smallest displacement capacity (i.e., l::lue2=J..le2I::lye2=5.0x59=295mm). The 
displacement capacity of element (2) is governed by the displacement ductility capacity of the 
wall as it is limited by the strain limit of the materials. This is smaller than the displacement 
capacity at the level of the accelerated mass associated with the drift limit of Du=2.5% (i.e., 
l::lue2=l::lus=2.51100x17.9=447mm) as specified in the New Zealand Loading Standard[S7]. 
On the other hand, the displacement capacity of the system along the X-direction is governed by 
the maximum allowable drift of bu=2.S% (i.e., l::lus=Duxhm=2.51100x17.9=447mm). The 
displacement capacity of the elements associated with the displacement capacity of the elements 
as they are limited by the strain limits of the material is much larger than this value. 
The displacement ductility capacity of the system is, therefore, J.!1ls=295173=4.04 and 
J.!1ls=4471124=3.60 along the Y and X-direction, respectively. 
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Table D-l. Properties of the elements and the system associated with a relative unit base shear along the 
Y-axis. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Element Case A Case 8 
Y-Axis 
Ave £1 Ve ke Ve ke Aus 
(mm) (m) (kN) (kNlmm) (kN) (kNlmm) (mm) 
(1) 94.00 4.09 0.209 0.00223 0.087 0.00093 295 
(2) 59.00 6.52 0.531 0.00901 0.531 0.00901 295 
(3) 246.00 1.56 0.025 0.00010 0.025 0.00010 295 
(4) 246.00 1.56 0.025 0.00010 0.025 0.00010 295 
(51 94.00 4.09 0.209 0.00223 0.332 0.00353 295 
Total 1.00 0.01366 1.00 0.01366 
System Avs Vns Ks Aus 
. (mmJ (kN) (kNlmm) (mm) 
73 1.00 0.01366 295 
Table D-2. Properties of the elements due to a unit base shear along the X-axis 
Element (1) I J2) I (~1 I (4) I (5) 
X-Axis 
Ave £1 Ve ke Aus 
(mm) (m) (kN) (kNlmm) (mm) 
(A) 108.00 3.56 0.305 0.00282 447 
(8) 161.00 2.39 0.195 0.00121 447 
(C) 161.00 2.39 0.195 0.00121 447 
(0) 108.00 3.56 0.305 0.00282 447 
Total 1.00 0.00807 
System Avs Vns Ks Aus 
(mm) (kN) (kNlmm) (mm) 
124 1.00 0.00807 447 
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Figure D-ll. Fundamental properties of the system along the Y and X-direction 
Step C. Estimate the required nominal strength of the system 
This is obtained with a force-based design method [S7] by using the system displacement 
ductility capacity and the corresponding response spectra for the site. 
As a first trial assume a seismic coefficient of C s=O.10 and consider the system nominal yield 
displacement of l1ys=73mm along the Y-direction, as shown in Figure D-ll. 
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(D-l) 
The translation period of the system, along the Y-direction, obtained with the above expression is 
Ts=1.71 sec. 
The period obtained with Eq D-l should match that obtained using the design response spectra 
for intermediate soil [S7] and a ductility factor equal to the system displacement ductility 
capacity of 1l&;::4.04; see Figure D-12. After a couple of iterations the system seismic coefficient 
becomes Cs=0.08 for a translational period of approximately Ts=1.92 seconds. The total 
required lateral strength of the building along the Y-direction is Vnys=CsW 
=0. 08 *51, 954kN=4159kN. 
The same approach is used to obtain the lateral strength of the system along the X-direction. 
Lets assume again as a first trial a seismic coefficient of Cs=0.10 and consider the system 
nominal yield displacement of !l.ys=124mm along the X-direction. After several iterations, the 
translational period of the system is Ts=3.16 seconds for a seismic coefficient of Cs=0.05. This 
relation is similar to that derived with the seismic design spectra shown in Figure D-12. The 
required seismic lateral strength is then V nxs=Cs W =0. 05 *51, 954kN'Z2600kN. 
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Figure D-12 Seismic coefficient design response spectra for intermediate soil sites ofNZS 4203: 1992[S7] 
Step D. Distribute the system strength to the elements to satisfy zero strength eccentricity 
The system nominal strength estimated before should be ideally distributed between elements to 
satisfy zero strength eccentricity. It may be assigned to the elements in proportion to the unit 
system base shear distribution described before (see Figure D-ll). This distribution of strength 
is a reference. It may not be achieved in practical design. 
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Step E. Strength eccentricity 
Identical elements (1) and (5), along the Y-direction, require a different strength to satisfy static 
equilibrium as shown in Figure D-lO. For instance, element (5) requires a strength of 
Vne5=0.334Vns while element (1) requires a strength of Vnel=0.095Vns. It was decided, for 
practical purposes, to assign the same lateral strength to both elements, i.e., Vnel=Vne5=0.332Vns. 
The strength of element (1) will then be 1...1=0.33210.095=3.5 times in excess of that required to 
satisfy zero strength eccentricity. Hence, a strength eccentricity of evx=-3.81m (-0.12D), and 
hence a stiffness eccentricity of erx=-4.18m (-0.13D) is introduced to the system but its strength 
is increased by 24%. 
As a result of such strength distribution, the displacement demand on element (5) is not expected 
to change significantly due to increasing strength and stiffness eccentricities whereas the 
displacement demands on elements (1) and (2) and at the centre of mass are expected to reduce. 
The above comment suggests that a strength eccentricity may be accepted provided that it results 
from the nominal strength of any element being in excess of that satisfying zero strength 
eccentricity. The translational strength of such a system will thus be in excess of its originally 
intended strength. 
